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This meeting provided research scientists and development engineers with a broad information on acceptable inflow
distortion parameters to be applied to aistame intake integration, computation technique for engine/compressor'
performance predictions of distorted inflow, distortion inflow detection and experimental investigation of engine instability
and response to flow distortion, extending, to the present-state-of-the-art, methods and data reported in previous Symposia,
and particularly in the 46th PEP Meeting (September 1975) on 'Unsteady Phenomena in Turbomachinery, and the
AGARD Lecture Series No.72 (November 1964) on 'Distortion Inuced Engine Instability.

Particular attention of the meeting was also focused on: matching inlet and engine designs; aeromechanical response of
turbo-engine to time-variant total pressure and temperature distribution, test techniques for simulating the effects of dynamic
distortion on engine stability.

Cette reunion a donne ax scientifiques et aux ingonieurs de developpement une grande quantit6 d'inormations sur lea
param~tres acceptables de distorsion de, rentrde d'alr itappliquer Al'intdgration de radmission de Is cellule mar les
techniques de calcul pour prdvoir influence delIa distorsion d'entree d'air aur lea performances des moteurs et des
compresseurs, sur Is d~tection de I distorsion d'entr6e d'alr et tor les etudes experimentales de l'instabiliti des moteurs et de
leurs rdpionses A Is distorson de l'dcoulement, ces informations actusliseront, en tenant compte, du niveau actuel de is
technique, lea mithodes et lea donnees signalkes dana lea Symposiums prec~dents et en particulier dana Is 466me Miunion
du PEP (Septembre 1975) sur Les phinom~nes transitoires darn lea turbomachines', et dana le Cycle de Confkrences
AGARD No.72 (Novembre 1984) sur 'Linstabilit6 des moteurs provoque par le distorsion'.

Cette reunion a 6tudi6 plus particuiirement les sujets suivants: adaptation de is conception de l'entree d'air a Is
conception du moteur- riponse aerodynamque d'une turbomachine A Is distribution de pression et de tempe6rature en
fonction du temps; technique d'essais pour simuler lea effets de Is distorsion, dynamnique sur Ia stabiliti des moteurs.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

D.D.Williams
Rolls-Royce plc
PO Box 3

Filton

Bristol BSI 2 7QE
UK

SUMMARY

The 68th (A) Specialist Meeting of the PEP was held to debate state-of-the-art developments in engine response to
intake distortion. The meeting was well attended and the principal objectives were met. Aeromechanical aspects of intake/
engine compatibility were not covered.

Recommendations for specific technical work items arising from the presentations and discussions held at this meeting
and from the subsequent oral evaluation are made (Section 3). Four follow-up PEP Specialist meetings to take place
notionally in a five- to ten-year period can be considered. These cover:-

- Intake Flow Numerical Computation

- Compressor Aeromechanical Response
- Engine Stability Computer Modelling

- Statistical Aspects of Surge and Post-Stall Modelling

The last proposal has wide ramifications, extending beyond the interface flow - distortion issue.

General observations are that liaison should be maintained with other organisations working in the distortion field, eg,
the S 16 Committee of the SAE. Proposals for work on developing intake total-temperature distortion methcdology have
been deferred pending developments in other areas.

1. INTRODUCnON

Intake/engine aerodynamic compatibility continues to be a major interface operability consideration affecting the
design and development of military aircraft propulsion systems. In the decade or so since AGARD Lecture Series 72 on
"Distortion-Induced Engine Instability", held in November 1974, and the 46th Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting
held on "Unsteady Phenomenon in Turbomachinery" in September 1975. intake flow distortion, in a variety of forms, has
become increasingly a key technical and formal issue as regards its effects on turbomachinery design, performance, stability
and mechanical integrity.

The principal problem remains that of engine stability or surge. As a result, it is the destabilising aspect of intake
distortion that is prominent in the design specifications of the intake, engine components - notably the compressors. and the
intake and engine control systems. General guidelines to engine stability assessments have been developed and great
progress has been made in establishing improved empirical correlations, analytical methods and numerical computer codes.
Novel forms of distortion affecting propulsion system operability have been encountered during flight development.

The increased cost of ground testing (rig, wind-tunnel, engine) and flight testing has led to a further need to improve
prediction methods to provide reliable assessments of the compatibility problem and anticipate solutions earlier in the design
phase of a project. The rapid increase in the power of digital computers has led to the need to better understand the
important underlying physical parameters governing surge, for example, to be able to interrogate the computer and to make
best practical engineering use of the large numerical data base generated and minimise its costs.

It was therefore timely that the PEP 68th (A) Specialists' Meeting had engine response to distorted inflow conditions as
its theme. The meeting objectives were to review the state-of-the-art and provide research scientists and development
engineers with a broad information base on:-

- Acceptable Flow Distortion Parameters

- Flow Distortion Measurement

- Computational Techniques
- Experimental Engine-Response Investigations.

It was the intention that particular attention be paid to inlet/engine matching, engine stability and aeromedical response
to total-pressure and temperature distortion and to test techniques for simulating the effects of dynamic distortion on engine
stability.

ti_



This report sumnarses the papers presented (Section 2) and assesses them against the above aims using as a basis the
presentation and discussion material together with the results of the oral evaluation. The main conclusions and
recommendations for further work are presented with suggestions for future distortion-related PEP Specialists' Meetings
(Section 3).

2. CONTENT OF MEETING

The two-day meeting was organised in four sessions covering 16 papers. There were approximately 163 officially-
registered attendees from a number of universities, research establishments, industry (airframe, engine) and government
bodies. Attendance was excellent at all sessions.

2.1 Introduction

The introductory overview of the state of the art discussed total-pressure distortion and other forms of intake
disturbance such as planar-wave distortion, swirl and total-temperature distortion, concentrating on developments in time-
variant total-pressure methodology in the context of engine stability. Attention was drawn to the comprehensive guidelines
covering the empirical approach to distortion description (parameter formulation), data acquisition and processing,
performance and surge correlation and assessment procedures provided in SAE publications ARP 1420 and AIR 1419.
Semi-analytic dynamic distortion response, spool-coupling aspects of engine distortion response and statistical aspects of
surge were stressed.

Principal conclusions were that good progress has been made since AGARD Lecture Series 72 in a number of key
areas covered in the session papers. Extensions of methods to the new compact, high-duty engines for use in high-capability
military aircraft are needed, particularly in the development of analytical and computer methods having improved instability
onset criteria. The relevance of other forms of intake distortion to a specific propulsion system development needs to be
identified earlier.

2.2 Technical Presentations

Session I - Unsteady Flow and Validation of Empirical Distortion Parameters

M.Goutines (SNECMA, Fr) reported work carried out at SNECMA to develop clean-flow surge line predictions and
numerical distortion-response codes. The experimental work described a state-of-the-art, time-variant total-pressure data
acquisition system and a simple means of generating and simulating dynamic pressure distortion.

It was concluded from parametric studies that compressor inlet guide varies, low-aspect-ratio blades and small blade-
row gaps increase stall margin and reduce compressor distortion sensitivities.

FAulehla (MBB, Ge) discussed low-cost methods for synthesising time-variant total-pressure distortion and the effects
of intake swirl on surge and blade/disc vibration. Some aspects of temperature distortion due to VSTOL hot-gas reingestion
were reported.

It was recommended that synthesis methods or steady-state correlation methods be consideied as a basis for estimating
time-variant total-pressurc distortion for preliminary design work, albeit with increased uncertainty and need for greater
margins.

The effectiveness of fences,affles as simple, effective solutions to swirl problems was pointed out in the paper and
during the ensuring discussion.

H.Kiinkler (IABG, Ge) described a steady-state temperature distortion prediction model, extending the two-
compressors-in-parallel method, together with results from tests on a single-spool jet engine with total-pressure and
temperature distortion.

Session II - Computation Techniques for Engine/Compressor Performance Predictions of Distorted Flow

LA.Povinelli (NASA LeRC. US) dealt with the important topic of modelling intake flow. His paper presented the
results of applying a parabolised Navier-Stokes (PNS) code to various subsonic curved inlet ducts and a 2-D hypersonic
mixed-compression Mach 5 inlet. Total-pressure and secondary-flow predictions, including effects of vortex generators.
were compared favourably with experimental data.

The importance of total boundary layer development on all walls was stressed. The model is thought to be capable of
predicting swirl development in S-shaped ducts provided that one-sided flow separation at diffuser entry can be specified
adequately. Experimental confirmation of entry conditions would be difficult. The limitations of the PNS model in regions of
strongly-separated flow were discussed. Further work in this area is desirable.

T.P.Hynes (Camb U, UK) introduced a fundamental 2-D fluid-dynamic stability analysis, extending that presented by
Greitzer and Hynes at the 1984 Winter Annual Meeting of ASME. The eigenvalue model predicts flow instability onset in
low-speed multistage axial compressors for long-wavelength circumferentially-distorted inlet flow. Main conclusions were

l ,k . . . .. - .. . . . .. . .... . .. . . .



that an "integrated-mean-slope" instability-onset criterion may be used for distorted flow wherever the dynamics of the
compressor can be regarded as independent of the operating environment. This is valid except when system-dependent surge
and compressor stall-cell frequencies coincide, when the tendency to instability increases.

The analysis provides estimates of compressor sensitivity (rate of loss of surge pressure ratio with pressure distortion
level). It enables the validity of the two-compressors-in-parallel method to be examined in terms of compressor design
variables.

P.Laval (ONERA, Fr) gave a comprehensive mathematical description of a major numerical code for predicting
compressible 3-D flow development through turbomachinery. Numerical results obtained from a CRAY- I S. operated in the
vector mode, were compared favourably with experimental data obtained from tests of a single-stage low-speed compressor
operating with a steady, mixed circumferential/radial total-pressure distortion at entry. Developments of the code ate in
process.

A film was shown to illustrate the numerical convergence of the program to an asymptotic solution.

J.P.Ollier (Soc Bertin, Fr) provided an overview of a singularity method coupled with an unsteady boundary-layer
calculation for modelling unsteady subsonic cascade flow in unstalled and dynamic-stall regimes. The short-term aim of the
work is to provide a method for assessing the distortion sensitivity of multistage axial compressors.

Good numerical results have been obtained for steady flow and unsteady attached flow but quantitative validation is
proving difficult due to the paucity of relevant experimental data. For dynamic stall, the studies have shown the importance
of correct modelling of the flow in the neighbourhood of the separation point.

M.Lecht (DFVLR, Ge) has studied ways of improving the compressors-in-parallel model for surge-ine-loss prediction
due to circumferential total-pressure distortion using a simple rotor dynamic-response model based on Melick and Simkin,
together with a CL,- overshoot formulation. Comparisons with experiment for single-stage compressors show that
distorted-flow performance predictions can be sebstantially improved though some beyond-stall extrapolation difficulties
arise.

Session Ill - Distorted Inflow Detection

W.G.Steenken (GE, US) addressed the important question of engine post-stall behaviour. The results of a whole-
engine, low-frequency (order 50 Hz) computer model of a mixed-flow augmented turbofan engine were described briefly in
relation to engine test validation. Circumstances typifying the development of cyclic surge or stagnation stall were described.

J.E.Flitcroft (RAE, UK) presented the results of research tests on a three-stage, axial-flow fan performed to investigate
the effects of total-pressure distortion and inlet bulk swirl on fan distortion tolerance and its distortion-transfer
characteristics. The results showed that fan contra-rotational swirl caused a severe increase in unsteady distortion at the hub
of the fan at exit, particularly when associated with a steady circumferential total-pressure distortion at inlet, due to the
development of rotating stall in the hub region. Theoretical modelling met with only limited success.

S.Colantuoni (Alfa Romeo, It) dealt with an experimental investigation of compressor rotating stall development and
noise in the A 318 turboprop engine.

TJ.Biesiadny (NASA LeRC, US) reviewed the wide-ranging experimental and modelling work carried out by NASA
on engine total-pressure and temperature distortion response. Descriptions of the LeRC hydrogen bumer for generating
steady-state and transient total-temperature distortions and of the air-jet generator for producing total-pressure distortion
were described. Experimental results for spatial temperature distortion and temperature ramps; for spatial, rotating and
pulsed total-pressure distortion and for combined pressure and temperature distortion were presented in terms of
compressor sensitivities and distortion transfer. The results from refined parallel-compressor models were described as
successful in accounting for the important features of the test results.

Session IV - Experimental Investigations of Engine Instability and Response to Flow Distortion

CJ.MacMiller (Rockwell, US) summarised the results of extensive investigations conducted to determine the B I-B
aircraft intake performance and distortion characteristics. Planar-wave total-pressure distortions at discrete frequencies
were encountered as a result of intake duct and ECS pre-cooler resonances and nose-gear wake ingestion, Several general
observations were made:

- Every effort should be made to identify novel forms of distortion and their impact on engine stability and structures
prior to flight development.

- The problem of engine response to combined planar and spatial time-variant distortion is not well understood and
needs to be addressed. Analytical methods need to be developed.

- The engine-face acoustic termination should be simulated in small-scale intake model testing where significant planar-
wave and duct resonances are anticipated to occur. (Means for accomplishing this have been identified.)
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J.Huard (ONERA, Fr) dek with experimental work on the distortin transfer through a sne stage. The work is
aimed at establishing a data bae using Foumier analysis of the distorti profiles for the development ofan unsteady seou-
actuator disc model.

HP.Genssler (MBP, Ge) described methods for generating bulk- and twin-swirt for fure Larzsc engine testing. Swirl
pattern results from small-scale development tests show good agreement with design goals.

2.3 Discussion

The meeting content reflected well the progress that has been made in developing intaleengine distortion technology.
It succeeded in achieving its principal objectives and provided a good forum for the eachane of viws Turbomachinery
distortion-response aspects were well covered with the exception of aeromechanical questions such at compressor rotor-
blade forced vibration and flutter.

The material can be grouped into four main categories Intake Distortion Sources, Compresaor and Engine Response
(Prediction, Experimental), Test Techniques and Distortion Consequence& A grouping is shown in Table I.

The coverage of intake distortion sources was good. The four contributions dealt with time-variant spatial Wal-
pressure distortion (state of the art) and new approximate methods of treatment. More importantly, new forms of distortion:
planar-wave total-pressure fluctuations and swirl were reported, pointing up the need to develop methods for anticipating
these early enought to avoid encountering them in flight development. More attention needs to be paid to the question of
engine simulation during small-scale intake wind-tunnel tests and to the development of appropriate intake distortion
simulators at full scale.

The discussion of interface distortion parameters was somewhat disappointing, being limited to the reporting, without
commentary, of established spatial total-pressure distortion guidelines described in SAE Aerospace Recommended
Practice, ARP 1420, and Air Information Report, AIR 1419. Little progress appears to have been made in the three to eight
years since these publications and, clearly, there is a need to consider the application of these recommendations and address
mixed forms of intake distortion. Again, very little progress appears to have been made in developing temperature-distortion
parameters and establishing and validating compressor temperature-distortion sensitivities. This represents a technology
void which is surprising, recalling that HP compressors operate in the mixed pressure and temperature distortion field
delivered by the LP compressor. The problem is being addressed currently by the S 16 Committee of SAE.

There was a strong emphasis on engine distortion response via fifteen relevant contributions. These were about equally
divided between prediction and experimental topics, several authors contributing to both.

In the test-techniques section, methods for total-pressure, swirl and total-temperature distortion simulation were
addressed. The latter is particularly relevant to the hot-gas-reingestion problem of STOL and ASTOVL aircraft and further
work in this area should be encouraged. The two papers dealing with the consequences of instability reviewed the important
subject of post-stall engine modelling (surge, stagnation stall) and a particular turboprop rotating stall experience.

A welcome feature was the emphasis on the development of theoretical, semi-analytic and numerical codes and their
validation. Major and impressive progress has been made since the last AGARD review in the development and application
of methods to the distortion problem, on both intake and engine sides of the interface. The development of prediction
methods is important to anticipate problems earlier in propulsion system design, prior to component testing, to allow
effective design action to be taken and reduce intake wind tunnel, compressor rig, and engine bench and ATF test costs.
Developments may be expected to be very rapid so there is a near-term need to provide practical focii for intake/engine
aerodynamic compatibility aspects of the work through clear problem statements. Priorities need to be stated if best use is to
be made of the enormous computer data output that will result. As examples, intake Navier-Stokes codes need to be capable
of dealing with separation and estimating time-variant total-pressure distortion patterns and parameters, swirl distortions in
S-shaped ducts and axial-mode acoustic resonance. Turbomachinery codes need to address stage, compressor and system
instabilities by means of soundly-based criteria for predicting instability onset. Much work needs to be done to ensure that
the numerical stability limit is a true estimate of the aerodynamic instability.

An excellent stan from fundamental principles has been made for low-speed, high hub-tip-ratio compressors in the 2-D
incompressible analysis of Hynes and Greitzer. This approach needs to be extended to compressible flow and, as anticipated
by the authors, to multiple components and the overall system. Clearly, a '3-D version" is required. It is still not clear how
the Grestzer B parameter is to be used to help assess the stability of a military turbofan compression system. A related issue is
that of the flow coupling between the spools of a multispool engine. This subject has not received sufficient attention despite
the fact that it has for some time now been recognised that compressor behaviour, to particular its distortion response, is
strongly dependent on the system in which it operates, when close-coupled to other components within that system.

A refreshing aspect was the attempts by several contributors to develop clearer physical insght and develop simpler,
approximate theories for surge prediction, in particular to extend the two-compresso-in-paralel (2CLL) model through
the inclusion of rotor unsteady response terms. Two approaches were evidenced involving blade-row channel inertia
modelling and aerFOil unsteady response. These approaches need to be reconciled. Tia work again emphasised the need to
pay careful attention to compressor boundary conditions.

mis



There was very little discussion of structural and mechanical integrity aspects of propulsion system development, either
from the intake stressing viewpoint, eg. response to ngine surge loads, or compressor aeromechanical response, as may be
expected perhaps hom a meeting of this nature and the time constraints. Intake/engine interface distortion parameters to
describe compressor rotor-blade forced vibration and flutter differ from those appropriate to surge and performance in
having a strong Fourier-harmonic content. The blade-row modelling discussed at some length at the meeting was restricted
to rigid blades and is not appropriate. Engine aeromechanical problems are encountered in propulsion system development
and it is recommended that a separate forum be held to review this aspect of compatibility.

The meeting was reminded of statistical aspects of the surge problem and the implications for assessment procedures
and design. The overall engine stability question depends on many potentially destabilising effects, other than intake
distortion. Such effects include for example compressor surge margin loss due to power off-take and Reynolds number.
Some of the effects are random in nature and the arithmetic summation of all effects leads to large, often unrealistic, surge
margin requirements. More work is needed in this area.

The consequences of exceeding the engine stall limit (surge, stagnation stall) can now be modelled and procedures
should be evolved through such whole-engine codes to estimate the wider operational implications of stall. Conclusions from
such studies may well influence intake/engine compatibility considerations and design decisions.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of specific recommendations for further work can be considered as an outcome of this specialist meeting.

Intakes

Develop numerical flow-prediction methods for sub- and supersonic intake diffusers capable of modelling separation,
swirl development and acoustic resonances. Codes should aim to calculate distortion parameters.

Pursue simplified, time-variant, total-pressure, spatial-distortion measurement methods for use in the early stages of
propulsion system design and development.

Develop temperature-distortion technology with improved full-scale simulation techniques and model/full-scale scaling

rules.

Investigate the need for and means of simulating the presence of the engine during small-scale intake wind-tunnel tests.

Turbomachinery

Pursue 2-D flow stability analyses and extend to compressible flow. Applicability and limitations to low-hub-tip-ratio
compressors (2-D/3-D aspects).

Consolidate circumferential-distortion, dynamic-response estimation methods and reconcile alternative channel/blade

approaches.

Develop numerical codes with improved instability onset criteria.

Develop spool-coupling methodology in overall engine distortion-tolerance assessments.

Model planar-wave distortion with coupled time-variant spatial distortion.

Develop models to account for the destabilising effects of intake swirl in the presence of total-pressure distortion.

Pursue statistical aspects of surge.

Develop whole-engine models to estimate post-stall engine behaviour and evaluate control strategies.

Address aeromechanicsi response technology: develop relevant distortion parameters; methods for the prediction and
correlation of compressor rotor blade (blade/disc) forced vibration and flutter.

It is anticipated that the above topics provide, variously, tasks appropriate to the range of AGARD participating
organisations over a notional five to ten-year time span. Ongoing research and project-related efforts within this time period
will mature and it is important to maintain liaison with appropriate bodies, for exauple the S 16 Committee of the SAE.

Recomnmendations for four follow-up PEP specialist meetings are suggested:-

I. Intake Flow Numerical Computation

2. Compressor Aeromechanical Response

3. Engine Stability Computer Modelling

4. Statistical Aspects of Surge and Post-Stall Computer Modelling.

,m.
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The rationale underlying these suggestions is the need to assemble a wider range of informed opinion on specific
aspects of the iniet/engine compatibility problem to provide a better appreciation of technological capability and prospects
in the various specialist fields. Pre-requisite is the need to maintain communication across the interface. Sufficient
information was generated at this specialist meeting to set appropriate guidelines.
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette, Fr
What are the possible limitations of the next generation of computers on our ability to carry out the intake

computational work?

Author's Reply:.
I am not qualified to answer the question.The computer may be expected to have a powerful role in future
compatibility work provided the right problems are put to it. We have to be selective in what we do and how we cope
with the information generated.

FAulehla, Ge
I. I suggest that Fe should concentrate on developing simplified time-vai iant total-pressure distortion methods,
starting perhaps from the steady half-lambda correlation and distinguishing unseparated and separated flow cases.

2. 1 cannot see how we can readily simulate the engine during intake model tests. Would not a mini-engine, for
example CMAPS, be unrepresentative of later engines?

Author's Reply
It would be difficult to simulate a particular engine, especially over the range of throttle settings. One should consider
provisioning means to simulate the acoustic termination when there is reason to believe duct resonance could be a
problem.
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The purposwfi this paper is to provide an introductory overview to the 68th PEP Spa jalist
Meeting. It'reviews some current aspects of time-variant, spatial total-pressure distortion and

*l other forms such an swirl, static-pressure distortion, planar-wave perturbations of total
pressure, and total temperature distortion. Engine response considerations include the
influence of engine spool coupling on stability, developments in the modelling of total-
pressure circumferential extent effects, and swirl/total-pressure interactions.
Guidelines for the formulation of distortion descriptors and performance/stability assessments
are reviewed.

LIST OF STIUOM

a Constant

AIP Aerodynamic Interface Plane

Ap Total-Pressure Distortion Attenuation Ratio

APD Amplitude Probability Density

b Constant

bx Blade Chord

CH Coupling Number

Cp Static Pressure Coefficient

DC(60), DC(S) Circumferential Total-Pressure Distortion Coefficients

E Extent

HGR Hot Gas Reingestion

HPC High-Pressure Ccmpressor

HiT Compressor Hub: Tip Ratio

JPT Engine Jet-Pipe Temperature

K Compressor Sensitivity

LIC Low Pressure Compressor

N Mach Number

n Harmonic Number

N Compressor RPM

1 Non-Dimensional Length,x/r-

p Static Pressure

P Total Pressure

* r Radius

I Coressor Pressure Ratio

U Coressor Wheal Speed

S Compressor Sensitivity

t Tim

T Total Temperature

I ...
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TC(120), TC(B) Temperature Distortion Coefficients

W, MR, Compressor Airflow

x Axial Length

2CLL Two Compressors In Parallel

superscripts

C) Average

Low Total-Pressure Sector

I Perturbation

Bubscripte

av Average

c Circumferential

Clean Undistortad, Steady-State Flow Conditions

CRrT Critical Sector Angle

INST Instability onset Value

L Low-Pressure Compressor

a Maximum

N Constant Corrected Mass Flow

N Constant RPM

OP Operating Value

R Radial

Su Surge Value

T't Total Conditions

Greek

7 Slade Stagger Angle

A A Change

17 Intake Total-Pressure Recovery Factor

B Angular Extent or Relative Total Temperature

Blade Unsteady Response Paraeter

P Gas Density

0 Standard Deviation

7 Blade Row Unsteady Parameter

* Axial-Velocity/Wheel Speed Ratio

4, Non-dimensional Compressor Pressure Rise

In the decade or so following AGARD Lecture Series 72 on Distortion-nduced Engine
Instability, held in 1974, and the 46th PEP meeting on Unsteady Phenomena in
Turbomachinery in 1975 (Refs 1,2), a great deal of progress has boen "ede on technical,
procedural and organisational aspects of the intake/engine flow comatibility problemi.
This is reflected in som seven relevant papers presented at the 60th PEP symposimi bald
in 1962. (Ref.3).

A consensus has been reached on the el ements needed to formulate emirical total-pressure
distortion parameters or descriptors at the Intake/Engine lntrface Plunm (AIP) * A
methodology for the treatment of time-variAnt, spatial distortion has been consolidated
into general, practical, engineering guidelines, (Safs 4,S). Other torm of Intake flow
distortion, such au sirl and so-called static-pressure distortion hove been Identified
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and treated. The problem of planar wave or "in-phae' total-pressure and
total-temperature distortions have received attention, as has that of tim-variant,
spatial total-temperature distortion at the AlP - an important topic for future ASTOVL or

VSOL aircraft. Mathematical and computer modelling of intake flows and the distortion

response of engine compression system components and the engine itself have advanced in

several major respects and are being extended into the post-stall regimp these
developments emphaaiming systes unsteady dynamics. The importance of asseasing the

effects on engine stability of flow coupling between the spools of a malti-spool engine

has been recoqnised and a methodology developed to account for it. A further development

has been the implementation of statistical surge-margin budqeting methods.

The distortion effort continues to be driven by engine performance and, predominantly,

stability aspects of the compatibility problem, dealt with here. Aeromchanical issues

such as rotor-blade forced response and distortion effects on flutter boundaries appear

to have received less attention so that a consensus, state-of-the-art mthcdology has yet

to mrge. (Discussions of distortion-induced blade vibration and the effects of intake
conditions on supersonic unstalled flutter in turbofan engines are provided in

Refs 6 and 7).

Most significant has been the formulation of procedural guidelines to aid the

construction of intake anW engine design and development programme and of

performance/stability assessments appropriate to an engineering developmnt. Practical
recommendations for intake/engine interface instrumentation, test and distortion-data

management exist (Refs 4,5).

Hot least important is the improvement that has taken place in the organisation of the

effort on compatibility. Closer collaboration between airfrmr, engine manufacturer,

research establishments and procurement agencies has taken place - in sm cases through

the formation of project compatibility groups, increased international exchanges through

standing comittees, such as 816 of SAR, and symposia. A valuable development has been

the increased involvement of the Universities and Technology Institutions in aerospace
engineering problem solving, complementing fundamental research.

A result of the technology and managerial developments has been the progressive elevation

of intake flow distortion to be an active consideration in propulsion system risk
assessment in the early design phases of a project. It is the purpose of this paper to

provide an overview of some of these developments, as best they are perceived by the

author.

2. TOTA-PRSURB DISTORTON

A significant development in the technology of intake/engine compatibility has been the

establishment of general guidelines for assessing the effects of time-variant, spatial
P -distortion. With the publication of SAE Air Information Report, AIR 1419, in
Nly 1983, supplementing Aerospace Recommended Practice, ARP 1420, published earlier, a
definitive engineering methodology is available. This describes AlP distortion

descriptors, methods for assessing engine performance and stability changes, and methods
foz conducting experimental programes. Data acquisition, processing and management

guidelines are provided.

2.1 DIPOWIM 0WSIE 4

Intake steady-state and time-variant total-pressure measurements are used to define
engine-face, average total pressure (recovery factor) for performance aasessment and
spatial-distortion components for correlating the effects of distortion on performance

and stability. As the performance question is predominantly a time-average one, it is
still engineering practice to use steady-state measurements to describe it. The

additional dynamic measurements are used in the stability context.

Th0 evolution of distortion descriptors and their components from those reviewed in LS 72

has stemed from an engineering consensus derived from a thorough co-operative effort
-involving a lot of applications experience. hilst no universal paramter has emerged or

is thought possible for the general distortion cane, agreement has been reached on the
elements of a general parmeter defined from pressure-probe measurements in the intake.

Typical full-scale rake arrangements are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Four basic elements have been recomended (Figure 3)1 Circumferential Intensity, Extent

and Multiple-Per-Rev elements, defined at constant radius (per ring) and a Radial
Intensity Element. These are used for two purposes:-

(i) to complement the conventional. total-pressure contour map by an elemnt histogram
displaying information related to engine performance ,nd stability response (Figure

4).

(ii) to construct fan and compressor surge-pressure-ratio loss C A PRO) correlations.

Figure 5 shows the ARP 1420 general &P8-correlation format where and rhr
applied flexibly on a ring besis, represent rates of lose of surge prsoure raio with

circumferential and radial distortion and the circumferential-extent and MR elmnts are

incorporated into these sensitivities. The principle of linear superposition has been
adopted. Figure 6 provides an example of an algebraic formulation of an engine-face

.... _ __ __ __ __
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distortion paramter appropriate to circumfrential distortion in annular regions of the
AlP. A typical surge corrlatio is shom.

*h effectiveness of such empirical correlations, validating the methodology. may be
judged frm the cmarison between predicted and measured loss of surge pressure ratio
shown in Figure 7 for five compressors. Similar results, staining from the co-operative
effort alluded to earlier, apply for the J 85 cmressor, F 101 fan, J58 conpressor,
r 100 fan, Tr 41 fan and corossor, and for a research fan, and turbofan core and
comreesor, (Rf 5).

A central consideration is the identification of permissible levels of distortion for the
avoidance of surge, is, the specification of engine distortion tolerance. The erosion of
surge margin may be expressed in terms of & PR or in term of a distortion descriptor
compared with a limiting level of that descriptor.

A general algorithm for accounting ongivne performance changes using the distortion
elements, analogous to the A PRS relationship for stability, has not emerged. This
pertly reflects the fact that engine performance is highly engine, control-sensor and
control-system - specific. Steady-state distortion levels are usually small at important
mission performance points.

Radial total-pressure distortion attenuates rapidly through a compressor as
static-pressure perturbation&s give rise to spenwism gradients that act to even out the
flow. A consequence is that radial distortion effects, particularly of the tip-low type,
are almost exclusively limited to the LP compressor, as is now well established.
Axisymetric through-flow programs are well able to be adapted to investigate the
steady-state problem, though much work still remains to be done to identify instability
criteria for low hub/tip designs.

In practical installations the AlIp distortion is a mixture of radial and circumferential
elements for which, as stated earlier, a general empirical correlation method has been
developed. A task facing the engine designer, however, is that of predicting the effects
of distortion on the LPC surge line prior to rig test. An interesting result is shown in
Figure 8 where a throe-stage fan was tested with an intake distortion comprising a
tip-low radial distortion having low and high levels of circumferential distortion.
Predictions of the effect of the circumferential distortion using a modified
two-cressors-in-parallel (2CLL) model operating on the radially-poiled surge line
produced tolerably good agreement with the experimental results. Figure 9 shows
sensitivity presented as & PRS vs circumferential distortion level at design speed.
Similar results were obtained in the speed range 80% to 100.

Estimation methods for high hub/tip, HP compressor are quite well developed and are
reasonably reliable for circumferential distortion.

Dy amAp-

Techniques for the treatment of time-variant spatial distortion are now well known and
need little further elaboration here. There have been no significant developments to

suggest that the dbscription of the intake spatial distortion by low-pass filtering to a
freuncy of approximately one LI Compressor rotor revolution is seriously in error.
Strictly, cut-off frequencies differ between the fan and UP coressor and should vary

through their speed ranges.

Date Scaling

Small-scale model tests are the main source of intake distortion data. In order to apply
results to full scale, turbulence data must be scaled correctly. Current practice is
based on holding Strouhal UNber and Mach Number invariant, Reynolds number being held

as high as possible consistent with wind-tunnel facility/model-scale constraints.

Scaling of the statistical data is based on turbulence dissipation/dispersion concepts,
(5sf 10). Data Scaling guidelines are shown in Table 1. Reforeace 11 provides results

on the effects of scale and the presence of an engine on the flow distortion measured in
a pod intake of a transport aircraft. The results emphasise again the importance of
Reynolds number and flow-field interactions between comonents in close-coupled
installations. Ssults for a long, coat-aircraft intake are given in Reference 12.

time-Variant Distortion Synthesis

The acquisition of time-variant data is expensive and time consuming. During early
screening of candidate inlet configurations it may not be appropriate to employ full,
time-variant-distortion Measurement methods. It is however highly desirable to ensure

that the preferred ilet design is selected against a background of quantified flow
unsteadiness as well as steady-state distortion. For this initial scysin purpose a
technology for synthesising tims-variant distortion fr iocal-probe SC -state and RHO
preasure recordings using random nmer algorithms has been established (Safe 13 to 16).
An array of low- and high-response probes may be incorporated into a rotable-rake
assoebly. By this mas, contour plots of stationary RHO and timeaveraged

total-gesoue my be obtained readily at selected inlet operating points from which
estimates of peak time-variant distortion can be made. Should regions of high local

turbulence be fixed then the data acquisition system may be simplified further. The
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minimum data sampling time required to ensure statistically stationary data needs to be
compatible with wind-tunnel operating times and cost. This normally is a subject for
agreement between airframe and engine manufacturers. Figure 10 shows an output

distortion level and pattern from a R0 distortion-synthesis program. Agreent with the

measured peak time-variant pattern, obtained from comprehensive AlP instrumentation, is

considered to be good. ht higher levels of distortion, errors can occur due to the fact

that cross-correlation of total-pressure between probes is required, (Ref 9). The need

to incorporate cross-correlation is indicative of large turbulence eddies in the flow,

symptomatic of undesirable. large-scale, flow separation within the intake.

Circumferential Extent

Much work has been done on compressor circumferential-distortion response, a key question

being that of rotor relative dwell-time in the spoiled sector, is, of reduced frequency.

A recent analysis by Hynes and Greitzer for circumferentially-distorted incompressible

flow (Ref 6) provides an important, original method for predicting the stability limit of

high hub/tip multistage axial compressors. The calculations show from first principles

that a wide range of distortions of varying extent, intensity and waveform can be

correlated using the critical-sector-angle concept, 'Gcrit*. Figure 11, reproduced from

Ref 8, shows the predicted loss of stability margin with the DC (Ocrit) parameter for a

critical sector angle of 1251, appropriate to the analysis. This finding confirms

established experimental results, eg, those of Reid, (Ref 17).

The "Ocrit" concept provides a basis for correlating circumferential distortion in terms

of an effective intensity and leads to a modified 2CLL model for engineering assessments

of loss of surge pressure ratio, having a roughly unique sensitivity. In terms of the

ARP 1420 circumferential intensity and extent elements, an approximate relation is:-

( !-P. ).
whre, E(-) l f< a--

= 1.0 if S a=

This type of relationship is embodied in the DPC parameter and correlation of Figure 6.

The circumferential dynamic response is determined by a relatively simple model of the

blade-row channel flow, notably that of the rotor, by equating fluid accelerations

through the rows to the unsteady pressure rises across the rows. A simple development of

the method utilises the rotor-row unsteady response parameter, X , and the (provisional)
instability onset IMS - 0 criterion of Ref 8, in the modified pressure rise equation:-

em._ - *M)
OU do

where, A , . os )

and IMS d -I

Parabolic fits to the overall compressor characteristic in stalled and unstalled regimes
yield a simple semi-analytic solution for critical sector angle in terms of the intensity
and unsteady parameters,

- - and A.( 
+ 
b)

where, circa the peak of the compressor characteristic:-

,talled Regie ( A-) + a( f 1 =

Stalled Regime ( 4) = -

Results from this analysis, applied to three high-speed multistage compressors, are

presented in Figure 12. Agreement with empirically-derived values of the critical sector

angle is good.

Values of the response term, p e , pr stage appear to be reasonably constant for LP and

HP compressors. For four low H/T LP compressors and seven H/T compressors examined,
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SLPC - 0.314 (±10%)
per row

AIC - 0.140 (113%)
per raw

This development represents an important advance in the methodology for the esatiation of
compressor circumferential distortion response and it is interesting to compare Figure 11
of Paper 5 of ROr LS 72, Som twelve years ago, with an output of the analysis - c.f.
Figure 13 (Ref 16) and Figure 14, respectively. The form of the loss in stall margin is
wall predicted by the theory, (typical values of A /a for the assumed symstric
characteristic of Figure 14 lie in the range 0 to 0.15). The critical sector angle locus
lies in the range 0 to IS0

Further generalisation can be made to relate the critical sector angle uniquely to a
compressor design-variable group and to express surge sensitivity in terms of
circumferential extent and this group or theta-critical. This extension allows the
conditions for the 2CLL model to be valid to be examined.

2.2 SPOL COUPLING

Traditional assessments of engine stability treat the constituent compressors of
multispool engines as uncoupled, ie regard them as operating in isolation. Estimated or
empirically-derived LP compressor and HP compressor rig distortion sensitivities and
distortion transfer characteristics, appropriate to compressors having roughly -constant
exit static-pressure are utilised. The effect of UIP distortion on the HP compressor is
assessed from the LW-compressor rig disLortion transfer characteristics, accounting the
loss of HP-compressor surge margin due to both total-pressure and temerature
distortions. It has now been established that such assessments can produce serious
errors in engine distortion tolerance estimates and in the diagnosis of the "critical'
compressor when the compressors are closely coupled. It has emerged that compressors of
aircraft gas turbine engines are mostly close-coupled in the inner (ID) or core-flow
region, (Ref 19).

The spool coupling stem from the change in the LPC (upstream) compressor-exit boundary
condition in circumferential total-pressure distortion when induced interspool
static-pressure distortion acts to change the LPC distortion transfer characteristics and
hence the LPC distortion sensitivity and HPC sensitivities to pressure and temperature
distortion. As a result, the loss of surge margin of the LP and HP compressor differ
from those assessed on an uncoupled basis. Distortion results from compressors tested
alone have to be interpreted carefully in the engine context. Reference 19 presents a
full theoretical analysis for both compressible and incompressible flows, suggesting a
method for accounting for ths coupling and comparing experimental results of flow-field
measurements in vaned and vane-free interspool gaps.

Figure 15 shows how the estimated distortion tolerance of an engine varies with the
degree of coupling and how the perception of the critical component alters. Results
agree well with engine test results from ground and flight tests. Figure 16 show how the
estimated and measured fan-inner total-pressure distortion attenuation varies for
uncoupled (rig) and coupled (engine) conditions, (Ref 9).

The theoretical assessment of the interspool flow-field in the vane-free gap case
utilised the Rolls-Royce LINEAR A and LINEAR B two-dimensional (x, 0 ) codes developed in
conjunction with Cambridge University. The A and B codes use overall-compressor actuator
discs and blade row seai-actuator discs, respectively. The flow-fields are regarded as
linear. This assumption is discussed in Ref B. Essentially, its validity lies in the
fact that velocity perturbations associated with the relatively large-extent
total-pressure distortions of interest are such that quadratic terms are much maller
than first-order terms so that they have little effect on the flow-field.

The static-pressure distortion induced in a vaneless interspool gap can be expressed in
terms of the gap geometry as, -

1-1 m 0  \r mT

This static-pressure distortion ratio is independent of the compressor operating
conditions.

A Spool Coupling Naber (CM) ranging between a value of zero for no coupling to 1.0 for
complete Coupling can be defined to quantify the extent of the interaction in term of
geometry and compressor operating conditions. This may La extended to the case of vaned
interepool gaps, (Ref 19).

The stability calculation uses an adaptation of the 2CLL model developed for
fixed-throttle or transiently-matched multispool compression systems that provides for
spool coupling by means of the coupling factor. The code (PCX) assume constant static
pressure at HP compressor exit. It calculates the AlP distortion required to cause
surge, spool surqe-mrgin utilisation and the critical coreseion system cmonent.

A good approximation to the a PM sensitivity relationship with total-pressure
attenuation factor for circumferential distortion Is given by:
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S-I-Ap

The circumferential distortion intensity is defined in Figure 3.

Results from the isolated 2CLL and PCPCN codes are shown in Figure 17, illustrating the
approximation and the effect of $pool coupling in reducing LP compressor attenuation and
sensitivity.

At present, predictions are based on the assumption that the interspool gap (vaned or
unvaned) is a high H/T annulus at approximately constant mean radius. Further
developments of the coupling methodology are required to include radial terms,
particularly for swan-neck inter-ducts with swirling flow where different types of flow
disturbance are highly coupled and inherently three-dimensional, Ref 20.

2.3 PLA8K-IMVE DXVBREC

Planar Wave or "In-Phase" pressure disturbances represent time changes of average
total-pressure or intake recovery at the AIP. Waveforms can be deterministic - ramps,
spikes, periodic (sinusoidal, Fourier) or statistically random. Computer models for
estimating compression system and engine response are well developed for deterministic
problems, appropriate models depending on the frequency range of interest.

Compressor models utilising defined, matched operating lines and unsteady mass, momentum
and energy or entropy conservation equations applied on a stage-by-stage basis enable
compressor sensitivities to planar waves to be quantified over a wide range of
disturbance frequency. Figure 18 shows typical outputs for a sinusoidal disturbance for
a seven-stage HP compressor from both the Rolls-Royce COSMOS lumped-volume stage model
and LINEAR 0 code in the frequency range 0 to 40 Hz. Compressor sensitivity is presented
as &PRS per unit half-amplitude of the inlet total-pressure wave. The loss of surge
line for a 10% amplitude sinusoid at 30 Hz is 2.5%. Compressor rematch due to engine
control system response needs to be taken into account up to 5 or 10 Hz, or so. At low
frequency, circa 10 Hz, the operating pressure ratio excursion is small, as illustrated
in Figure 19. This reflects the fact that the wavelength of the axial-flow disturbance
at this frequency is large in relation to compressor length. The computer models provide
response estimates up to about 1SE when sensitivity continues to increase due to the
increased tendency for compressor exit pressure to remain constant, (Refs 21 to 25).

Turbulence-induced changes in AIP average total-pressure are random and in conventional
compatibility analyses are judged to be sufficiently mall to be neglected within the
uncertainty of the assessment. In highly turbulent conditions, characteristic of intake
separated flow or shockwave instability in supersonic intakes, pressure amplitudes are
not small and a methodology for accounting for the distortion needs to be developed. In
practical installations the planar-wave distortion is accompanied by time-variant spatial
distortion so that the total compatibility problem becomes complex. No state-of-the-art
consensus method yet exists for dealing with it. When spatial distortion levels are
small and the planar-wave frequency range low, it is plausible to consider treating the
problem on the basis that the in-phase component changes the operating line and the
spatial component changes the surge line on an uncoupled basis, using superposition to
suM the effects. When distortion levels are high, difficulties arise due to the need to
account for the phase relationship between operating line and surge line excursions. The
magnitude of the difficulty may be judged from Figure 20, representative of the analysis
of Ref 26, where random changes in surge and operating pressure ratio are modelled as
functions of time, Surge margin remaining is represented by the difference between the
upper (surge) pressure ratio and lower (op line) pressure ratio. The key feature of the
result is the need for correct phaving to account for surge.

Engine and compressor facilities for enabling tests with AIP planar total-pressure waves
to be carried out have been established using arrays of programmed forwards-facing
airjets (Example, Ref 27) or a system of rotating and stationary perforated disks
(Example, Ref 28). In conducting planar wave experimental research it is important to
ensure that the test assemblies do not produce spatial distortion.

The S 16 Committee of the SAE is engaged in reviewing the planar wave/spatial
total-pressure distortion problem and methodology.

3. OfUER IORM OF DISTORTION

Total-pressure distortion is not the sole form of intake distortion that adversely
affects engine behaviour. Other forms can be equally or more important, alone or in
combination with total-pressure distortion. It is important at the outset of a new
project to identify all forms of relevant distortion to decide what needs to be
incorporated into performance, stability and aeromechanical aaseesments.

3.1 SUnmZh

S-shaped intakes with flow curvature can produce swirl at the AIP, usually of the
solid-body type, due to secondary flow generated as a consequence of flow separation at
intake entry. The imbalance between stream momentum in the total-pressure-defect region
and the radial static-pressure gradient needed to support radial equilibrium causes
transverse flow which develop* into swirl. The combination of swirl, acting in the fan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ *
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contra-rotational sense, and circumferential total-pressure distortion can for some
engine designs promote loss of stability, as reported in ACAfl-CP-324 (Paper 20).
Figure 21 illustrates the loss of stability, expressed in ters of loss of final nozzle
operating range. Theoretical analysis of the flow through multistage LP compressors on a
two-dimensional, stage-by-stage basis shows that total-pressure attenuation is changed
due to contra swirl - largely because of changes in first-stags loading.

Experimental research on swirl generation in highly-curved intakes and on multistage fan
response is under way. Figure 22 shows a schematic of an intake model being researched
in the low-speed wind tunnel at Rolls-Royce. The model, adapted from that described in
References 29 to 32, is S-shaped in plan view and has provision for the insertion of
parallel extension pieces between front and rear bends. Instrumentation consists of

pitota, wall statics and yawmters at the planes indicated. Results from the tasts
(Figure 23) show that very severe solid-body bulk swirl up to 24* or more is generated at
the ASP when the intake is operated at high incidence - causing lip separation and
total-pressure distortion (DC(60)) growth. These results confirm those reported in
References 33 and 34 for the Tornado intake, where the severity of the swirl was much

less. An important feature of the results Is the large improvement in the swirl
characteristics affected by a side-well fence, (Figure 22). Similar results were
obtained with a cowl-lip fence. Such fences are highly effective - as first discovered
during the testing reported in the above references. An unexpected result is the large
reduction in DC(60) produced by the fence, due to enhanced mixing within the duct. This
finding has important design implications for military intakes intended to operate at
high incidence. It would appear that duct fences located near the front of the intake
can provide an alternative to intake shielding measures and hence a prospect for greater
design flexibility as to intake location.

3.2 STAfIC-PSOM DISYOIWO

Another form of curvature-related distortion, termed "static-pressure distortion" arises
when the flow field is highly-curved at the KIP. Such distortion can arise in
essentially isentropic conditions. Figure 24 presents isobars derived from stream-static
and wall-static meauremnts in one half of a short, bifurcated intake, where
total-pressure distortion was very low. Engine performance can be adversely affected, as
illustrated in Figure 25 where thrust changes are expressed in ters of a static-pressure
distortion parameter defined as a (max-sin) pressure coefficient. The figure shows that
thrust gains of approximately 36 can be achieved in constant corrected-speed operation
and of 6% at constant jet-pipe temperature by eliminating the distortion. This may be
achieved by small, straight extensions of the intake duct immediately ahead of the engine
face. Engine-response analysis shows that the mechanism of the engine performance lose
consists of a loss of corrected airflow at constant speed together with a lose of engine
core efficiency that contributes to the increase in engine jet-pipe temperature. These
effects can be correlated to provide a general prediction of engine performance
sensitivity using core- and overall-AIP static-pressure-distortion indices similar to
that illustrated in Figure 25. The resulting correlations apply to duct modifications
where static-pressure distortion is reduced through duct wall-curvature changes without
increase in duct length, as reported in Reference 35.

3.3 TIflSATURR D15SDRTXW

The work previously reported in ACAD Lecture Series LS 72 and, in CP 324, appears still
to be a fair sumary of the broad aspects of engine response to temperature distortion.
Developments that have taken place have encoassed .better computer modelling (Refs 21,
36, 37 and 38) but little progress has been made as regard the technology for treating

practical AIP distortion problems. It is anticipated that the UK/Us intergovernment NOU
on ASTOL aircraft will provide increased incentive for work in this area.

In the UK, full-scale work on hot-gas reingestion aspects of ASIL using an early
Pegasus engine, with plenum chamber burning (PCR), installed in a Harrier airfrm is
being carried out by Rolls-Royce under inistry-of-Defence sponsorship. The arrangement
at the test site at Shoburyness (Figure 26) provides for defining hot-gas reingestion
(MR) characteristics in tern of AIP mean temperature rise and time-variant spatial
distortion in dynamic landing manoeuvres. Anti-HGR configurations are investigated and
engine tolerance to temperature distortion is being evaluated. An important objective of
the work is the acquisition of data to help establish model NRG scaling laws. The first
phase of testing with a low-pressure-ratio Pegasus 2A engine was completed in
December 1984. Planning for tests with a higher pressure ratio Pegasus 11 engine is in
hand.

Preliminary results from the Pegasus 2A progra indicate, not unexpectedly, that engine
distortion response depends both on the time-rate-of-change of intake mean total
temperature as well as spatial distortion. In this raspect the nature of the AIP
temperature distortion problem is somewhat different to that of pressure distortion.
Mean temperature rise rates lie in the range 300 to 6001C per second with maximum local
rates being in the range 1000 to 1500*C par second. Engine entry temperature increases
of up to 150C can occur transiently with maxims local temperature rises being about
200-C.

Temperature distortion in tern of the TC(120) parameter typically ranges from 5% to 10%
transiently close to the ground in the absence of anti-CR measures. A typical intake
total-temperature distortion pattern during landing, occurring after 0.25 seconds from

4a~.
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HGE onset, at a front-nozzle PCB temperature of 1000K is shown in Figure 27. The engine
was surge free.

Figure 28 presents a correlation of temperature distortion at surge onset deduced froe
the results of Ref 39 and 40 for the TF 30-P-3 engine. The curves derive from tests
where temperature distortion was simulated by hydrogen burners programed to provide
temperature ramps at various rates from 300 to 10,OOOC/sec in spatial sectors of 90t,
180*, 270* and 360' extent. They show values of allowable spatial temperature
distortion, expressed as TC(E ), for threshold values of mean temperature rise rate at
the surge limit. A preliiinafresult for the Pegasus is superimposed. Further work is
required to identify distortion descriptors and a viable methodology for quantifying loss
of engine stability.

The S 16 Comittee of the SAE is currently engaged in studying AIP total-temperature
distortion to determine whether sufficient information exists to warrant formulating
guidelines to a methodology for spatial distortion. Distortion elements analogous to
those for total-pressure distortion (Section 2.1) could in principle form a basis for
constructing APRS-related descriptors.

4. A m PR

Assessments of the effects of distortion on engine performance and stability take various
forms according to the perceived severity of the problem. They evolve through the engine
design and development process - predefinition, preliminary design, development,
qualification and flight test, as more information becomes available and the
intake/engine compatibility issues mature. A consensus methodology is fully described in
SAE Report AIR 1419 for total-pressure distortion. This is consistent with SAE Aerospace
Standard AS 681C and Recomended Practice ARP 1257 applicable to gas turbine steady-state
and transient performance computer decks (Refs 41 and 42).

4.1

The effect of distortion on performance is calculated on a steady-state or time-averaged
basis and is minimal at important aircraft operational conditions. Its assessment forms
part of the wider evaluation of installed engine performance and is conducted, as
necessary, after a clean-flow assessment at a specific flight condition. Clean-flow
assessments include the effect of flight condition, power offtake, bleed and intake
recovery at the engine operating point.

Distortion assessment procedures consist of complementary synthesis and component/engine
test analysis activities. Initial estimates for turbofans may use intake split-flow
(core/bypass) recovery factors as inputs to the engine performance deck. Assessment
appropriate to the engine development phase utilise distortion data from rig component
tests and from engine bench and altitude cell tests with distortion screens. Various
synthesis procedures use fan and HP compressor distorted-flow performance characteristics
or flow and efficiency "deltas" as inputs into main deck or auxiliary programs that yield
thrust, fuel consumption and airflow, or changes in these quantities from clean-flow
performance, as outputs.

Assessments should include engine component rematch stemming from the effect of
distortion on local control sensors in the engine gas path.

Performance changes due to signal errors can be large. Figure 29 shows results obtained
from a turbofan bench test with an intake total-pressure distortion pattern simulated by
means of a rotable screen. The engine was controlled by a local HP turbine entry
temperature sensor. Performance gains or losses occurred due to engine rotational speed
changes: overspeed when the temperature sensor (T) was located circa 180', resulting in a
performance gaini underspeed with the sensor at 360', resulting in a performance loss.
These results reflect the fact that the sensor locations corresponded respectively to low
and high temperature regions of the temperature distortion pattern generated at turbine
entry due to the attenuation of total-pressure distortion through the compression system.

4.2 SSUUY

The major intake/engine compatibility concern continues to be engine distortion tolerance
in the context of surge avoidance. As a result, significant progress has been made in,
developing better stability assessment procedures with improved accounting for the
destabilising effects of total-pressure distortion. Intake compatibility considerations
can with more confidence be included in the specification of design requirements, notably
those for LP and HP compressors (geometry, surge margin) and the engine control system,
earlier in the propulsion system design process. An important aspect of this process has
been the increased emphasis on collaboration between airframer engine manufacturer and
procurement agencies throughout all phases of the evolution.

Stability assessments are complex and *not amenable to standardised cookbook treatment*
(Ref S). The magnitude of the assessment task depends on the anticipated severity of the
compatibility problem and the particular objectives appropriate to the development
program. The determination of distortion effects forms part of an engine overall
staL.lity audit(s), (Figure 30). The clean-flow assessment accounts the effects on
compressor operating and surge lines of relevant engine control functions, geometry,

I
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power offtake, bleed and Reynolds Number in fixed and variable-throttle (handling)
operation. Intake-recovery effects are included and allowances for estimated engine
clearances, variable-geometry and control scatter, engine-to-engine variations and
in-service deterioration are included, as appropriate. Steady-state and transient
performance decks are used to determine matched operating points. The distortion
assessment evaluates LP and HP compressor sensitivities, distortion transfer, spool
coupling, and control implications. The overall stability audit uses the results of both
clean and distorted-flow assessments to provide estimates of engine distortion tolerance,
net stability margin, the critical compression-system component, the aircraft operating
risk and the need for any design action.

An example of an assessment output - engine distortion tolerance expressed as an AIP
distortion parameter for an installed HP compressor, is shown in Figure 31. The
permissible level of distortion for HPC surge avoidance is expressed in terms of Reynolds
Number Index (RNI) for various engine corrected-flows and fixed power-offtake and bleed.
The curves may be used with the distortion characteristics appropriate to the engine
installation to evaluate fixed-throttle intake/engine compatibility throughout the flight
and manoeuvre envelopes of the aircraft.

4.3 8U0ISSCAL s= MM CCOMN

An important development has been the growth in the recognition of the statistical nature
of the surge limit. Some of the destabilising factors referred to in Section 4.2 are
random or have random components. To sum their effects arithmetically would lead to
unrealistically high assessments of surge margin utilisation and surge margin
requirements. Statistical considerations apply to both operating and surge lines of the
compressors. Factors such as engine-to-engine build scatter, control tolerances, and
variable-stator setting tolerances can be regarded as essentially random, in some cases
with a load bias. In-service stability margin deterioration can have both a non-random
and random aspect. Figure 32 presents an example of HP compressor operating line scatter
derived from bench calibrations of 76 engines from a production batch. A total of
approximately 400 test points covering a range of speeds forms the statistical
population. The two-sigma value of the pressure ratio scatter is 1.4%. Figure 33 shows
that the pressure-ratio APD at constant corrected flow is Gaussian.

Figure 34 presents an illustrative example of a basic stability breakdown for an HP
compressor operating at a fixed-throttle setting and flight condition. Assigned random
and non-random factors are tabulated. The non-random factors are summed arithmetically
to yield a 16.8% surge margin utilisation and the random effects are root-sum-squared to
yield a ±3.6% variation. The extreme requirement is 24.7%. If the available surge
margir at this condition were 25% then the probability of surge would be zero. If the
surge nargin available were 20.4% there would be a risk that surge margin would be low by
4.3% giving a surge probability of about 0.2%, or one engine in 530, for this extreme
case.

Statistical analysis provides a realistic approach to surge margin budgeting, accounting

for the fact that the worst combination of all destabilising factors is rare. It
supplies management with a tool to examine whether design action is warranted.

The above point-stability assessment is capable of considerable extension, beyond that
appropriate to intake/engine compatibility, to projecting surge risk during a specified

mission or over the whole of the flight and manoeuvre envelopes. Surge risk can be
assessed as a rate, eg, number of surges per 1,000 aircraft flying hours. In-flight
shut-down rate is another criterion.

By estimating the frequencies or proportions of time in a defined portion of the flight
envelope, in manoeuvre, at a rated power setting or handling - dry or reheat, etc, the
cumulative probability of encountering surge and hence the aircraft operational
effectiveness can be estimated. Much work is needed to define appropriate statistical
methods, provide reliable operational data and establish the statistical distributions of
pertinent factors. Prerequisite is the need for a high degree of collaboration among all
parties concerned.

The S16 committee of SAE is exploring this wide - ranging issue.

.KmIaMs -

This paper has attempted a review of some of the key developments that have taken place
in the last ten years or so in our understanding of engine response to intake flow
distortion and in methods for dealing with the problem. It has emphasised engineering
aspects of inlet/engine compatibility, focusing on practical methods for quantifying
engine response rather than on academic research aspects.

Good progress has been made since AGARD Lecture Series 72 on distortion-induced engine
instability. The challenge for the future is considerable, encompassing the need for:

o Extensions of methods to new compact, high-duty compression systems for use in future
high-capability aircraft.

O Analytical and economic computer methods that provide general insight as well as
ad-hoc numerical solutions.

I,.
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o The development of improved instability criteria.

o Increased emphasis on forms of AIP distortion other than s atial total-pressure
distortion : temperature distortion, swirl and static-pressure distortion,
planar-wave distortion alone and in combination with spatial total-pressure

distortion.

o Development of the statistical aspects of stability accounting procedures.

Though not directly an AIP distortion-response concern this review would be incomplete if

it did not mention the very important developments that have occurred in the modelling of
post-instability engine behaviour (Refs 43 to 48).

The major task is the identification of conditions under which engines will "stagnate",
"hang-up" or "lock-in" following stall. This important design and operational issue is
still not well understood. The establishment of a method for predicting the chance of
encountering stagnation stall would appear to form a natural extension of the statistical
analyses of Section 4.3 and the formulation, prospectively, of design, control and
operational strategies for dealing with it.
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RATIO CRUISE SIMULATOR S

CLEAN FLWC

MANOLUVRE
SIMULATOR

PREDICTION R/ O / EXPERIMENTAL
MA UVRE DISTORTION CLEAN FLOW

PREDICION ICRUISE SIMULATOR

PREDICTON 2NOEUVRE SIMULATOR

PREDICTION FOR.
MANOEUVRE DISTORTION

PREDICTION

INCREMENT FROM CLEAN FLOW SURGE

- PREDICTION 2
INCREMENT FROM CRUISE

SIMULATOR SURGE LINE

CORRECTED MASS FLOW

FIGURE 8 MULTISTAGE FAN RESPONSE - RADIAL AND MIXED DISTORTION

THREE-STAGE FANS

EFFECT OF TOTAL-PRESSURE DISTORTION.
GAUZES SIMULATING TOTAL-PRESSURE PROFILES FROMLOSS OF SURGE LONG DUCTS

PRESSURE RATIO
-(APRS)N

10

6

4

2

0 
93

-2 ,

.4 7 0 INCREASED PR FAN
.4 A DATUM FAN

0 CIRCUMFERENTIAL TOTAL-PRESSURE DISTORTION DC (60)

FIGURE 9 MULTISTAGE FAN RESPONSE
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MEASURED PEAK TIME SYNTHESISED PEAK TIME-

VARIANT PATTERN VARIANT PATTERN

PL/P 
PL/P

DC (60) I .62 DC (60) A =05

DC 60)IFERECE004 '

FIGURE 10 COMPARISON OF MEASURED MND SYNTHESISED PEAK TIME - VARIANT

DISTORTION LEVELS AND PATTERNS

LOSS OF pRESSURE
RISE AT INSTABILITY
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A A
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A
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FIGURE 11 LOSS IN STABILITY MARGIN vs DC ILCRIT
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()CRIT
200- 6-STAGE C2PSSOR (UILD 1)

PREDICTION FOR RANGE
t.50 OF TEST INTENSITIES AND

CIRCUMFERENTIAL EXTENTS

100. ~

oo0 }- EXEPRIA[ETAL VALUE

0
o CRIT OCRIT

200' 6-STAGE COPRESSOR (BUILD 2) 200' 4-STAGE COMPRESSOR
= 0.75 2 2 0.65

150 ' 150.o.
1001 '7 0
50, 

50'
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FIGURE 12 PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL CRITICAL SECTOR ANGLES

15

PARALLEL COMPRESSOR THEORY
WITHOUT CONCEPT OF CRITICAL

E ANGLE OF SPOILING

i 10 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
/ \\ DISTORTION INTENSITY

5 / PARALLEL COMPRESSOR THEORY
L-WITH CON4CEPT OF CRITICAL

ANGLE OF SPOILING

L.ASSUM4ED CRITICAL
ANGLE OF SPOILING

CIRCLM1*ERENTMA EXTENT OF SPOILED SECTOR, MOD.

FIGUR~E 13 EXPE1I14PTAL ANIh THEORETI1CAL LOSS IN STALL PRESSURE RATIO AS A
FUNCTION OF DISTORTION ANGLE
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Loss IN
PRESSURE RISE

T- iINST

vM THEORY
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ZER COUPLING IGH
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CORRECTED INLET AIRFLOW
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FIGURE 15 MEASURED AND PREDICTED DISTORTION TOLERANCE
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EXIT TOTAL-PRESSURE DISTORTION , Pt'2
ENTRY TOTAL-PRESSURE DISTORTION Pt~l

1.0-

100% COUPLED (ENGINE PREDICTION)

0.9J
0.9- O FAN RIG TEST RESULTS

o VARIOUS DISTORTION
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0.8-
0
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FIGURE 16 FAN TOTAL - PRESSURE DISTORTION TRANSFER

LP COMPRESSOR
VARIABLE LPC/HPC OPERATION AND COUPLING

SENSITIVITY Ct,=COUPLING NUMBER
(s)
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FIGURE 17 LP COMPRESSOR SENSIVITY/ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP
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SENSITIVITY

APRS (%) SEVEN-STAGE HP COMPRESSOR
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-A .4- u,:: : -. E AU N ~ -
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FIGURE 18 COMPRESSOR RESPONSE IN INTAKE TOTAL-PRESSURE PLANAR WAVES
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°
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o , , I I I , , , ,

TIME (roS)

FGUPE 14 COMPRESSOR RESPONSE TO INLET PRESSURE PLANAR WAVES

COSMOS PREDICTION
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COMPRESSOR RANDOM WAVE FORMS

PRESSURE FIXED STEADY-STATE OPERATING POINT

RATIO (R)

RRGE
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STATE)

RSURGE - R~p ._R

SURGE MARGIN, SM R ~
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FIGURE 
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DISTROV 
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NOMA 
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ROTATIONAL 
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W ITH 
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* NO SURGES ENCOUNTERED
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ALONE
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CORRECTED LPC SPEED (W)

FIGURE 21 EFFECT OF INLET SWIRL AND TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION ON ENGINE
STABILITY
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PARALLEL

. ~ SECOND BEND BEAR STRAIGHT PART

LIP I FIRST BEND

LOCATED AT EXIT OF FIRST BEND LOCATED AT EXIT OF SECOND BEND

FIGURE 22 S-DUCT INTAKE RESEARCH MODEL
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o L SIDE
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FIGURE 23 S-DUCT INTAKE MODEL TYPICAL RESULTS
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STATIC PRESSURE
DISTORTIONI. CP

& I l I.
-0.9~

SHORT HIGHLY CURVED INTAKE

FIGURE 24 AIP VARIATION OF STATIC PRESSURE
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FIGURE 25 EFFECT OF STATIC PRESSURE DISTORTION ON ENGINE THRUST
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FIGURE 26 PEGASUS 2A/HARRIER AT SHOEBURYNESS

CONTOURS OF LOCAL TEMPERATUJRE
RISE (*C)

SURGE FREE

NO ANTI-NOR MEASURES

20* HEIGHT 1.25m

TC120 = 6%
MEAN TEMP RISE 23-C

TEMP DISTORTION

TMAX 120

10 T120 = 2T

20' 40, TMAX12- AVERAGE AAX TRA1P IN ANY
60*2 120* SECTOR AT THE AIP

FIGURE 27 TEMPERATURE DISTORTION IN VERTICAL LANDING - EXAMPLE
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THRESHOLD
MEAN TEMPERATURE

RISE RATE
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FIGURE 28 ENGINE TEMPERATURE DISTORTION TOLERANCE - EXAMPLE
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T TEMPERATURE WA
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FIGURE 29 TURBOFAN ENGINE PERFORMANCE - SCREEN POSITION EFFECT
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CLEAN FLOW ASSESSMENT. INTAEE* FLOW-DISTORTION
FIXED- AND VARIABLE- ASSESSMENT.
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HP HP FLOW v MP PRESSUJRE RATIO

PRESSURE DATA FROM 76 ENGINES
RATIO

600

PIR A2LTDEPOABLT

50 I I

I I

30

DI TRBTO

30

0.23 SPP

FIGURE 33 HPC PRESSURE RATIO AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION
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HP COMPRESSOR

FIXED OPERATING POINT

NON-RANDOM RANDOM
DESTABIL SING FACTOR EFFECT EFFECT

OPERATING LINE

" INLET DISTORTION 0 0

* REYNOLDS NUMBER -4.4% 0

* ENGINE-TO-ENGINE SCATTER 0 ±1.4%

* CONTROL TOLERANCES 0 ±2%

* DETERIORATION -1.5% ±1.5%

" POWER OFF-TAKE -3.6% 0

* BLEED .5.2% 0

SURGE LINE

* REYNOLDS NUMBER -4.7% 0

* INLET DISTORTION -6.8% 0

" ENGINE-TO-ENGINE SCATTER 0 ±2.0%

* DETERIORATION -1.0% ±1.0%

TOTAL SURGE MARGIN UTILISED -16.8% ±3.6% (RSS)

FIGURE 34 STABILITY ASSESSMENT BREAKDOWN

DISCUSSION

PI.Ramnette, Fr
In Figure 8. how do you explain the fact that the cruise-simulator stall line is higher on the compressor map than the
clean-flow stall line?

Author's Reply:
The test result applies to the effect of a tip-low total-pressure distortion on a low hub-tip-ratio multistage compressor
design that has excess work capacity at the tip. Radial equilibrium is affected and span-wise changes in deviation occur.
This results in an improved surge line.



COMPATILIILITE ENTREE D'AIR-MOTEUR

IMPACT DES M4ETHODES THEORIQUES ET EXPERIMENTALES

Par
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FRANCE

RESUE

Pour atteindre les qualitis de manoeuvre denmand~es aux avions militaires modernes, les turboriacteurs
doivent pouvoir fonctionner avec une entrfe d'air pr~sentant d'importantas distorsions spatio-
temporelles. Dens ce domaine, les objectifs principaux du concepteur de coepresseurs sont
I Eivaluation, thiorique ou exphirimentale, de la marge au d~crochage n6cessaire et 1 'att~nuation de la
sensibilitfi des coalpresseurs aux distorsions de 1l'coulement. La premilre partie de 1lexposi d~crit
les .&ithodes de calculs thioriques utilis~es. Ces n~thodes nicessitent la connaissance des pertes de
pression at des d6viations des profils fonctionnant i forte incidence. La seconde partie traite des
expiriences destin~es 1 valider les m~thodes de calcul ou i dimontrer la compatibilit6 entre
d'air-moteur :essais en vol, essais en soufflerie. criation de distorsions non stationnaires sur banc
d'essais au sol. La troisi~me partie dcrit les impacts de ces fitudes sur la conception des
compresseurs.

NOTATIONS

Variables Indices ou symboles

a : -s,/T.

A Section de passage d'un canal inter-aubes c Relatif au carter

c Corde d'une aube e PRelatif i 1entr4, de I& grille

E Energie totale par unit@ de volume h Relatif au moyeu

I Rothalpie r Relatif A la direction radiale

M, Nombre de Mach absolu s Relatif A la sortie de la grille

% Nombre de Mach relatif x Relatif 1 la direction axiale

P5  Pression statique & Relatif 1 la direction tangentielle

PT Pression totale absolue x Valeur moyenne de X

PT Pression totale relative XK Perturbation de X

r Constante massique des gaz parfaits x x,/x
R Rayon
S Abscisse curviligne sur une ligne de courant AX Variation de X

t :Temps eff Valeur efficace de X

Ts Temp&rature statique 1C n Coefficient de cos no, dans la s~rie
de Fourier de X

TT Temp6rature totale

u Vitesse d'entratnemeent X~n Coefficient de sin n- dans Ila s~rie
V Vitesse absolue de Fourier de X
W Vitesse relative
x Coordonnhe axiale Xs Vlu oen ttonied
# Direction relative alumonnstinaredI
W Rapport des chaleurs spicifiques

£6SN :Variation de marge, au dfcrochage
:Incl inaison mfiri dienne des tubas de courant

V1 Coefficient de pertes
79 Rapport de pression totale du compresseur

SS Valeur de X au dicrochage
Masse volumique~Temps rduit ou constante de temps

2 Vitesse de rotation

Les autres variables sont difinies dans le taste.



I - INTRODUCTION

Les avions do combat modernes doivont 6voluer A des incidences et i des ddrapages de plus en plus
hlevis. Les avions de transport doivent Atre capables d'effectuer leur service dens des conditions
initiorologiques de plus en plus difficiles, notamment en pr~sonco de forts vents de travers. Bien
que les entrfes d'air do tous les types d'avions solent sans cesse amfiliories d'un point de vue
a~rodynamlque. l'dcoulement de Vair soen trouve perturb6 par des d6collements non stetionneires.
Dans ces conditions, los compresseurs sont allimentis par un flux h~t~rogdno pr~sentant
d'imortantes distorsions spatialos et temporelles.

La princtpale cons~quence de cette meuveise alimontation est une perte sensible de marge au d~cro-
chage des compresseurs. Cette porte reprisento environ 70 % do 1 abelssemont do la ligne do d6cro-
chage qui so produit. toutes causes confondues, dens los cas do fonctionnement los plus critiques
des comprosseurs basso pression. On observe en outre une diminution du d~bit aspirg par los
compresseurs. Dens ce domaine. los trois principaux objectifs du motoriste sont los suivants

(a) - d6mont rer avant los essais en vol. la compatibilitA du moteur avoc uno ontr~o d'air donn~e,

(b) - prfidiro au mioux. per le celcul, los effets d'une distorsion amont pour pouvoir optimiser la
conception des moteurs et 6veluer notautent la merge au d6crochage strictement nhcessairo
sur los compresseurs basso et haute pression,

(c) - attinuer, d~s le stae du projet, la sensibilith des compresseurs aux perturbations do
1 ontr6o dal r.

Ces problimes ont felt I objot do tr~s nombreusos 6tudes chez los constructeurs do turbor~acteurs.
En ce qul concerne les travaux do la SMECMA, 11 so sont intonsifl~s depuis 1979 (R~f 1. 2 et 3).
Nous allons d'abord d~crire los m~thodes do celcul th~oriques utilisies. La premiire est une m6-
thode simplifl~e. 1e compresseur est divisi en plusiours socteurs 00 sont eppliqu~s des calculs
monodimensionnels 1 Vamont et level 6tant treltis par un celcul bidimensionnel liniaris6. En
revanche , la mithode plus complite r~soud les 6quations d'Euler do 1 Acoulement tridimensionnel et
non permanent. La soconde pertie traite des expiriencos destindos A validor los m~thodos do calcul
ou & dimontrer la competibllit6 entrOe d'air-motour. Enfin, la troisi~me pertie d~crit los impacts
quo ces 6tudes ont eu ces derni~res ann~es sur la conception des moteurs deavions.

2 - ETHODES DE CALCUL

2.1. METNODES DES SECTEURS DE COMPRESSEUR EN PARALLELE

2.1.1. Description do la m~thode

Ces mthodes ont 60& los premi~ros dMveloppies et ont Wt sans cesse perfectionn~es
(R61'. 4). La voine du systime de compression ost divls~e en 4 zones (Fig. 1).

Dans la zone A et B on r~soud les 6quations do 1'6coulement bidimensionnel (s. 9-) et
stationnaire do fluide parfait

v~i. +'L VL ~V) 0 Eq. do continuith
R4. 4 )VO

(1) V~L~Y ~V- ~ ~Eq. do quentith do mouvomont projethe

+vEa le=- quantit6 de mouvement projot~o1=- su.n l

R ost 10 rayon constant du tube do courant moyon qui ost suppos6 cylindriquo. Ces 6qua-
tions sont linfiarisies on edmttant quo los perturbations duos A la distorsion circon-
f~rentielle sont petites decant los vaeurs moyonn~os suivent & . Les pertubations par
rapport A la solution sais distorsion sont not~os par le s-nbole ( 1et on introduit
los variables r~duftos suiventes

~~~~ 01e-, +9 j

Suivant Mokolke 06~f. 5), on suppose quo 1'6coulement do cheque filet flulde ost isen-
tropi que et, on utiIi sant I 'quati on d'6tat du gaz Ps e r. Ts. loes 6quati ons (1)
pouvent s'fcrire

__- P- eCV. -

_w L
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ot) a - -ket o4) M est le nombra de Mach moyan

La solution du swtlm (2) ott rocherchja sous formne de t~ries do Fourier ;par exam-
ple YZ . LVS Ct) 0o6 'Me, V',()Mrw8 . La sRlutjon peut donc

itro cara t 4a pu'aque harmonique n, par las Bfonctions ( 7,;, V;. ,~F ,VJ
* T~ qui sont raspectivootent los coefficients des sies de Fourier

ddV v' ' p t'' (Tperturbation de pression totale) at tT (perturbation de tempiratura
totala). La resol uti on du systime (2) donna una expression analytique pour chaque
fonction. Chaque expression ainsi trouvia ast una fonction de x, do n at do 8 constan-
tes qui doivant itre fixios pour satisfaireaout conditions limitas.

Dans la zone A. l'annulotion des perturbations i linfini amont no laissa subsister
qua 2n coafficents. On supposo quo la distorsion de pression ot de teopiratura ast
angandrie. A una distance donnie du comprossaur, par us dispositif au travars duqual
ii y a continuit6 du chowp des vitessat. Ce dispositif, par example us 6cran, ast donc
caroctfinisi par la soula donnie da la distortion da pression totale ot da tempfirature
totale qu'il impose.

Dons la zone B, las considirations physiques qui viannant ditro faitas permottent
didcrire 8n relations d'o on diduit los 8n constantes qui fixant la solution.
En affot, la connaissance do PT donna 2n relations, cello do tr donna 2n relations at
la continuitil do Vs at do Ve- 1 trainers le g6n roteur do distortion fournit 4n1
relations. Finalemont, le champ des vitessas dons las zones A at B no dipend qua des 2n
constantes qui ditorminaient li6couleient de la zone A. Il ott plus pratique de sa
fixer los Zn coafficients de la tfiri; de Fourier daVx dons la plan daentrga du corn-
prosseur (plan 3). soit irx..t Vtih.. La connaissance do la porturbationVx dant la
plan 3 fisa donc ]a solution dons tout lespaco amont at an particuliar fournit lo
perturbation Wie dons le plan 3. La fonctionnamant do chaque soctaur du conprassour
pout d~s Ions itre calculi.

La comprasseur (zone C) ett divisi an plusiaurs secteurs qua lon suppose fonctionnar
indipendaimont los ass des autros. Los performances do cheque sectaur sont obtonuas
par un calcul monodiuiontionnol classique tur la ligne noyanno. En particuliar, langla
relatif du flux A la sortie do chaque aubaga, g, at la coefficient da partes.Wr
sont des fonctions connuos des conditions airodynamiquat S 1 entria dae1 oubaga,

7. _s .On pout ainsi prendre an co'npte le coractira non
Wair 'dufoncionnmeldu coeIprassaur. A co stada du calcul, lo pression statique

3 la sortie du comprattour, Pt4, ott connue sur cheque sectaur.

Lorsque le tystime de compression no comporte pat da diffuteur do sortie, las pertur-
bations de vi taste oxiale A1 'ontr~e du compretseur,Vx3. sont ojutie itirotivemant
Jusqu'l obtanir lannulation de 1a perturbation do pression statique A la sortie,

P 4-0. Si le tystima de compression comporta un diffuseur do sortie, I 'couleniant
dons 1a zone 0 ott assmmili S celui d'un diffusour plan 6quivalant (R~f. 6) dans le-
quol on risoud lot 6quations linioirat do lIcoulment stationnaire Incompressible. La
processus itirotif do correction deWO3  ott alors utilis6 pour satisfaira A
lannulation de la perturbation do prassion statique A la sortie du diffusaur. ps5 = 0.

La nodilisation ast andliorie par lo prise en compte den offots instationnaires dus
out mouvements dot rotors i trainers la distortion stationnaire.

Mous avons utilisi lanalyto d, Malick (Rif. 7). Par analogie ovec: un profil itol6, on
admot qua la rille d'aubes se comporta connie si ella 6tait attaquie par un 6coulemant
de direction et;F, diffironte do la direction rielle instantanfiel§a. Cola permat de
tanir coupta du tempt de riponse dot phfinominot visquoux. On pout siouler cot affet
par liquation suivonta

oar otet lo tempt idit , %4 to th des constantes ospirimontalos. Si
Ia perturbation pt% (-) Ott reprbsantie par la tie da Fourier suivanto

eQ

t +- 1,Z. [ ~tfr+b u' J la solution da li6quation (3) ott alors

~~~~~~~ &~4{i~tlir 4 UnL Y ~ (I n fr4f40 r 6 +)f i)
avoc: -'A4 J1 ).s+

En etuattant quo los perturbations d'incidenca sont petitos, on pot en dfiduira la
correction instotionnairo i apporter au rapport do pression do chaque secteur

%a- - ~ rp - F.

L'amplitude du cycle Instationnaire dicrit par lo point raprisentatif dons le champ
cospressaur (Fig. 2) so trouve donc attinula at son allure pout fitro diformde. Dons la
pratique, cot offet ott calculi en no falsant intarvenir qua la corde do la pruinre
roue mobile.
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Enfin, dens le compresseur (zone C), les rotors sont aliment~s par du fluide pr~sen-
tant des variations tamporelles de temp~rature et de yression totales relatives. Les
effets instationnaires qul en r~sultent sont approches en sch~.atisant 11coulemant
monodimensionnel dans le Canal intar-aube du rotor par 1 Aquetion suivante (R~f. 4):

)w - \ - * __ P

Cette 6quation parmet en particulier de C
connaltrs les corrections de pression
total e relative i apporter aux abaques6
de performances stationnaires des profils.

LP". - K.Jp Q ,WI A
oi ,c V5 \ L0Je. 1o8tl Ae

des aubeS.

2.1.2. Applications

Les fi gures 3a, 3b at 3c montrent Iles rlsul tats obtenus par I 'appl icati on de 1la m16tho-
de des secteurs de compresseurs en parallila i un compresseur BP S 3 iltages 6quip@
d'une ROE et fonctionnant A 85 % du rilgime de rotation nominal. On constate une for
attinuation de la distorsion de pression totale ;le coefficient H- = (P - Tm3 ,
act diviS6 par 3 1 la sortie du compresseur. Simultan~ment il appS'raft une distors on
de tempirature totals mesurle par le coefficient HT= ... )m.

En ce qui concerne la parts de narge au d~crochage. la figure 4 montre Is cycle de
fonctionnemant form& par lansemble des secteurs. On constate qua les effets
d'incidence fluctuente (mfithode le Melick) applatissent le cycle at procurent un tris
l6ger gain de merge au d~crochagi..

Les effets non stationnaires dus A ]a fluctuation des prassions et tempiratures tota-
les relatives S 1 amont des rot.ors flargissent is cycle de fonctionnement sans avoir
daeffet notable sur la merge miw d~crochae.

Las applications num~riques se font en g~n~ral en divisant is compresseur en 18 sac-
teurs at en utilisant 20 harmoniques pour la description suivant 01. Las temps de cal-
cul sur ordinateur sont tr~s courts at permettent 1 Atude de nombreuses eariantes.

2.2. METHODE DE CALCUL DE L'ECOULE4ENT TRIDIMENSIONNEL ET NON STATIONNAIRE

2.2.1. Description somaie de la milthode

La mlthode utilisia est cells d~veloppie par MM4. Laval et Billet de lONERA (R~f. 8).
L'icouleeent tridiasasionnal. compressible, non stationnaira et h~tirogine ast obtenu
en rlsolvant las 6quations d'Euler complites dens las especes libres d'aubaegs. Ce
calcul st coupl4 evec un mod~ls simple rapr~santant las rotors at las stators.

Ce modile de grilles deaubes act construit A laide des principalas hypothises sylvan-
tee

- 1'6volution rediale des surfaces de courant est impos~e at provient d'un calcul
exisymltrique stationnaire 'dr =Vx(~t T lss (R, x)

- las coefficients de partes non stationnaires ainsi qua la direction relative de
sortie sont gouvern~es par des 6quations de retard feisant intarvenir des constan-
tes de temps toe ates

las variables indicles ss caractirisent las performances des aubes en icoulement
stationnaire at sont des fonctions suppos~es connues des conditions d'entr~e de
1 aubage. notaimment de la direction amont p 1 at du nombre de Mach reletif amont
MW1,

- La pae de laubaga st petit davant la longueur donde spatlala de to distorsion.

Les hypothises pricldentes permettent d'explicitar simplemant 3 relations intkgralas
(conservation de la masse, quantiti de mouvement at 6nergia) qul gouvernent le fonc-
tionnement d'un canal intar-aubes.

Dans las domaines de calcul libres dasubaga. on affe-tue la transformation de
coordonn~es suivante qui permet d'obtanir un domains de calcul par&1161pip6dque

R .~ R - Rh Wa
Rc(x) - %i(x)



Les 6quatlonx d'Euler peuvent alors s'6crlre nous )a forme conservative suivne

o a V

9R (V, co59- -Ve-kknua)

-- -s _L est l'hnargie totala par unit6 de vol urn.

Ce nystinua d'6quatlons ext rhsolu par un sch~ma aux diffhrences finies, explicite et
du Zime ordre. 11 s'agit d'un schfime de dhslntigratlon qul est in prodult de piusleurs
opirateu rn uonodlmensionnels. Cette techniqu e pernuat d'obtanir une condition de stabi-
11tfi linhaire qul pinelise ie pas de temps du celcul d'une faqon moindre qu'une dis-
crhtlsetion dl recta de 1 'opgrateur tridimenslonnel.

2.2.2. Applications

Nous prhsnntons us calcul fait sur un compressnur basse pression i 3 6tages avec WDE.
Le maillege utills6 est foret de 93 lignes dans la direction x, 41 llgnes dans la di-
rection Qret de 11 lignes dens la direction R. Le temps de calcul est de 1 ordre de 45
minutes sur lordinatnur CRAY-i. Las figures Se, Sb, at Sc reprisentent las certes de
pression totae dans les (ans enont comprasseur, aval rotor I et anal rotor 2. Conmm
prevu, on remerque que, dans la zone de moyeu A 1leval de la R~i, la distorsion est
beaucoup momns ettinuhe quAS la tkte. On rote un accord qualitatinement setisfaisant
extre les calcuis tridimennionneis et les rhsultats d'essais prhsenths par ins figures
12a, 12b et 12c. Un des principaux inthrits de ce caicul ext de fournir ins conditions
de fonctionnement (angle de 1 Aicoulement at nombre de Mach amont) de cheque profl
d'aube.

2.3. METHODE DE PREDICTION DE LA STABILITE DES COMPRESSEURS ALIMENTES PAR UN ECOULEMENT HOMOGENE

La pridiction de la linilte de stebilitg des compresseurs elimenths par un flux homogine est
un prhaiable nhcessaire aux itudes sphcifiquex sur la distorsion. Cele apparait, per example,
dens la nhithode dicrite au paragrapie 2.1. Olnarsax mhthodes de stebilith lilniire ont 6th d6-
veloppies )Rgf. 9, 10 at 11). Nous ailons decrire briieanent ann methode de calcul qui mod6-
lise in comportement du fluide sur una nappa de courent en tenant compte des affats non
stetlonnaires dxx aux volumes de cheque rangin d'aubes at aux distances quileis shparent
(Rif. 12).

2.3.1. Description sommiaire de la nhthoda

La coapressaur ant divis6 en plusleurs modules. Les rangdns d'aubes ainsi qua ins as-
paces quileis siparent constituent checun us module. Les principaeas hypothisas nhces-
seiran sont len suiventes:

- 6coulement axisymfitrique

- nappes de courant tronconiques raphrhns per in paramitra giomttrlque X (Fig. 6)

- vitasse radiala nhgligeeble

- coulamant adlabetique

-perta at angle de sortie des aubes en fonctlonnenent stationneire donnhs connie
fonctions des conditions d'entrhn.

Chaque point d'enpece ext repir6 per les deux coordonnhns x atX

R=-Re, +XAe .- ± RPs -Re +A (6ARs -tLR)]
La figure 6 dfinit len notations employlen.

Lax 6quations da continuiti, de quantitfi de mounanent projethn sur W at d'6nergia sont

I thgrien sur invlume d~limiti par deux tubas da courant infiniment voinins renpac-
tivnsn repr6 per \ etA +M)dFig. 6). On obtient len 3 6quations nuinantax

(6) Jh( + +.4 AS Ie-4 (I9uanhi J4.linuvtfmat rojdne sxr W)
(7) j~R~ A E?4~~I~ it ler -4 Rs.c.sWts. IS (nr



auxquelles on adjoint les deux iquations suppl~mentaires sulvantes

(a) En fonctionneinent stationnaire. 1 'angle de sortie est suppos6 itre une fonction
connue des condi tions d'entr~e. On adopte une l ol du type tg Ix= bl.tg e + b
00 bl et b2 sont des constantes donn~es.

En fonctionnement non statlonnaire. on peut alors icrire la relation suivante

As
(8) 4 W& -'We tLj4 .

IW (W%). W%
Dass les modules d~pourvus d'aube. (8) est remplache par 1 'quatlon de quantit& de
mouvement projet6 nur G -

(8 bis) A, ___ .= e AKIv ,V

(b) En dehors des rang~es d'aubes, las tubes de courant sont suppos~s isentropiques.
Pour traiter les rarjgq~es d~aubes noun supponerons connu le coefficient de pertes
stationnaires F: -p, 5  en fonction des conditions d'entr~e de 1 aubaqe.

On peut alors 6crire e'quation suivante qul gourverne 1 accroissement d'entropie.

(9) ~ 1 = Se, - SA .4.Lo5 (.3B-

Len 5 6quations (5), (6), (7), (8) ou (8 bis), (9) sont ensuite liniaris~es par rap-
port S l'Atat staticnnalre et forinent le systime suivant

et oa (M] et [P) sont des matrices 10 x 10.

Si le compresseur se compose de n modules, on arrive i un syst~me de 5 n 6quations
scalaires reliant len 5n + 5 componantes du vecteur 0. En effet, len modules itant re-
his en s~ne, ( e)i~=esj (Vc)j - (Vzs), etc., 6 tant le rang du,
.odule La nere ntal d inconnues est dnc is dm158p deus sauf pour le premie-

ou Ile darnier module. A l'antr~e du premier module on impose la statinnnarit6 des con-
ditions g6niratrices et de la composante tangentielle de la vitenseg )o t.

La s ortie du derniar module est une vanne d~finie par sa caractiristique quasi-
s ta tionnaire. Cen conditions aux limites foarnissent len 5 relations manquantes.

D'apr~s le tii~orime de Lyapunov, on paut dire que la limite de stabilitk du systime
reel est la m~ma que cella du syst~me liniiaris6. Len instabilitis apparaissent donc
quand la partie r~elle d'au moins use des valeurs propres de la matrice [Ml-'. (P) de-
vient positive. DZ-s qn'una nappe de courant devient instable, on dit qu'il y a insta-
biliti de fonctionnement du compresseur. Cetta m~thode ne peut pan diff~rencier le
d~crociiage total du d~crochage tournant partial.

2.3.2. Applications

La figure 7 montre len r~sultats de 1 'application du code de calcul pr~cdenisent d6-
crit i un comprenseur basne prension a 3 etagen. On constate que 1 accord entre le d6-
crochage mesut-6 et le d~crochage calcul6 ent relativement satisfaisant. Bien entendu

ha pr~nision de la limite de d~crochage ant fortement dipendante de ha pricision avec
laquelle ant restitui he champ stationnaire. Les am~liorations envisag~es portent sur
1 introduction d'une Aquation d'6quilibre radial non stationnaire dans le systime
d .quations utilises.

3 - ETHODES EXPER114E3TALES

3.1. CARACTERISATIONS DES DISTORSIONS NON STATIONNAIRES

Pour assurer ha compatibihltfi entr~e d'air-moteur, il est n~cennaire de connattre len distor-
sions auxquelles sera soungis le turbor~acteur. A titre de v~rification finale, ou bians nil
s'agit d'un programmea d'avion exp~rimental, i1 peut itre envisag6 de menurer ces distorsions
au cours d'esnais en vol. 11 s'agit alors d'op~rations co~teuses par suite des conditions
difficihes de mine en oeuvre (probl~me de sicuritAi, probl~me d'acquisition A grande cadence A
partir d'un avion de chasne, etc ... ). Toutefois can mithodes d'expirimentation diffirent peu
de celles employlies au tours des essals den maquetten d'entr~e d'air en soufflerie.
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Le but principal est l'tablissement de cartes instantanies de pression totale dans un plan
situ le plus pris possible de 1'entr~e du compresseur basse pression. Ce plan est iquipk de
8 peignes circonf6rentiellement iquirfipartis, chacun comportant 5 prises plackes au centre de
5 anneaux fictifs d'igales sections. Chaque prise fournit la pression totale moyenne et est
iquip~e d'un capteur A court temps de riponse qui donne la composante fluctuante de la pres-
sion totale. Les signaux sont prialablement filtr6s A une fr~quence proportionnelle A la vi-
tesse de rotation du compresseur BP. Le systhme d'acquisition et de traitement (Fig. 8 et Rif
13) est enti~rement numtrique. Le d~pouillement est r~alisE A laide d'un processeur vecto-
riel AP12UB associE A un ordinateur HP 1000. Cette chaine, placde sur une plate-forme mobile,
peut traiter 64 voles synchronls~es A une fr~quence d'6chantillonnage maximale de 16 kHz. En
temps r~el, elle est capable de tracer la carte stationnaire et d'afficher les maximums de
plusleurs coefficients de distorsion instantane (K- , RA2 , IDC, IOR, ... ). En temps
differh, des d~pouillements plus complexes, tels que carte de turbulence, carte de pression
totale instantane ou Etude de diffirents filtrages peuvent ftre effectuhes. La fig. 9 donne
un aper~u des r~sultats qu'il est possible d'obtenir. Cet, (hiiie d'Arqj siimi et I,- Trai -
merit de 1'listationnaire (C.A.i.I.) a rlt entirrement eorique 1 r6rtit. par Li Sttn-IA.

3.2. CREATION DE DISTORSIONS NON STATIONNAIRES SUR BANC DESSAIS DE COMPRESSEUR

Un moyen simple de crier des distorsions non stationnaires est de crder des manches d'entres
non axisym6triques. Certains secteurs, semblables A des pavillons classiques, nengendrent
pas de perte de pression totale. D'autres secteurs pr~sentent des arites vives, des diffu-
seurs locaux ou tout autre forme qui provoque des dicollements plus ou mons intenses. Ces
dispositifs sont en gn~ral mis au point 1 petite chelle dans une soufflerie. On recherche
d'abord A reproduire la carte stationnaire de pression totale. On vdrifie ensuite, A une
dchelle si possible plus grande, que les coefficlents maximaux de la distorsion instantane
sont proches des valeurs souhait~es (Rf. 14 et 15). Les figures iDa, 10b et 10c reprisentent
un dispositif qui a d6jA 6tE montE devant un compresseur en essais. On note que la distorsion
stationnaire mesur~e est trs voisine de celle qui avait tE releve au cours d'essais en
soufflerie sur une maquette d'entrie d'air. De tels dispositifs permettent en outre d'obtenir
des distorsions dont la composante stationnaire est supirieure A celle que Ion obtient par
les techniques classiques des icrans A permsabilitE variable.

3.3. ESSAIS DE COMPRESSEURS OU DE MOTEURS COMPLETS

Au cours des essais de compresseursalimentfs par un dispositif criant de la distorsion, le
plan amont est gquiph des peignes de mesure d~crits au paragraphe 3.1. 11 est alors possible
de relier la perte de marge au d~crochage mesurie A un coefficient caractristique de la dis-
torsion inscastane maximale (Fig. 11). Si les essais sont suffisamment nombreux, la recher-
che de bonnes corrElations peuc faire Intervenir une fonction de plusieurs variables
caract~risant la distorsion et peut n~cessiter une Etude fine du filtrage A effectuer.

Ces essais permettent en g~n~ral de mesurer les cartes de plusieurs variables a~rodynamiques
(pression totale, tempirature totale, angle absolu, etc...) dens les plans situ~s entre les
rangges d'aubes. Les figures 12a, 12b et 12c montrent I'Evolution de la distorsion de pres-
sion totale au travers d'un compresseur basse pression a 3 6tages.

4 - IMPACTS DES ETUDES SUR LA CONCEPTIuN ES COMPRESSEURS BASSE PRESSION

4.1. ROUE DIRECTRICE DENTREE A L'AMONT DU COMPRESSEUR

Les risultats exphrimentaux (Fig. 13) montrent qu'un compresseur muni d'une roue directrice
d'entrie est moins sensible & la distorsion circonf~rentielle qu'un compresseur qui en est
ddpourvu. Le calage variable accrott 1'effet b~n~fique de la roue directrice d'entr~e aux
faibles vitesses de rotation du compresseur. Les Etudes th~oriques faites avec la m~thode des
compresseurs en parallle montrent que, en annulant les perturbations circonfirentielles in-
duites de la vitesse tangentielle, la roue directrice d'entrfe r~duit beaucoup 1'tendue du
cycle d~crit par le point repr~sentatif des diff~rents secteurs du compresseur (Fig. 14).
Dans cette Etude th~orique la sensibilitE du compresseur, exprime par A SM/K- , passe de
0,28 A 0,18 par ladjonction d'une roue directrice d'entre n'induisant pas de circulation
moyenne.

On peut donc dire qu'une roue directrice d'entre A 3 effets b~nfiques sur le fonctionnement
des compresseurs basse presslon :

- elle ralise liadaptation radiale du degr6 de r~action du premier 6tage au point de
dessin,

- lorsqu'elle est A calage variable, elle permet de r~adapter le compresseur aux vitesses
de rotation r~duite. Cela procure un important gain de marge au d~crochage,

- en supprimant les perturbations circonf~rentielles induites de la vitesse tangentielle,

elle diminue la sensibilit6 du compresseur A la distorsion amont.

4.2. INFLUENCE DES ALLONGEMENTS DES AUBES

Les rfsultats exp~rimentaux (Tableau 1) montrent que 1 augmentation des cordes (diminution
des allongements) A pas relatif fix (diminution du nombre d'aubes) procure un gain de marge
au d~crochage.
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Effet ae1'illongaenet nor
Type de compresseur la merge *u omaae

a 1% SI a (hid

Soufflante (1 itage) 0.046

Compresseur BP (3 dtages) 0.072

Compresseur 18 B tages 0.30

TABLEAU 1

Influence de 1 allongement moyan sur la marge au dicrochage

Les rhsultatn thfioriques fournis par le mithode des compresseurs en perallile (Fig. 15) moe-
trent que les effets non statlonnaires risultant de 1 eupentation des Cordes sont
bdnifiques. La nansibllithi S la distorsion diminue lorsque les Cordes augmeetent. L'adoption
de grandes Cordes pour le premier o len deux premiers 6tages pourrait faire gagner environ 1%
de marge au dhcrochaga. uniquement par Ileffet de nicindre sensibiliti I Is distornion
circonfhrentielle. Noun ne posshdons pas de rhsultats expirimentaus pour confirmer 1 'effet
des Cordes sur la senibiliti & la distorsion amont.

4.3. INFLUENCE DE LESPACEMENT DES RANGEES D'AUBES

En ce qui concerna la sensibiliti A la distorsion, nous ne possidons pas de r~sultan exphri-
mantaux sur 1 influence de I especement des ranges d'aubas. L'approche thhorique a 4tk faite
avec on calcol bidimenslonnel qui est la gdnlralisatlon, I lensembla du comprenseur, du
traitement de lespace amont expose au paragraphe 2.1.1. Le can d'application retenu est un
compresseur 1 4 6tagen et nous avons 6tudi6 linfluence de Ia distance exiale entre le rotor
et le stator do premier dtage et ensoite, linfluence de la distance exiale siparant las
deux premiers Otages (Fig. 16 et 17).

La r6duction de lespacement rotor 1 - stator 1 attknue la perturbation d'incidence sur les
aubages du premier 6taga mais augmente la distorsion transmise aux 6tages suivants. La r~duc-
ti on de lespaement stator 1 - rotor 2 attknue len perturbations sur le deuxiame 6tage et
les suivants mais les augnente nor le stator 1.

Pour des raisons daencotresent at de poids. les compresseurs nont souvent conqus avec des
distances entre rangles d'aubes choisias I la valeur minimum compatible avec len contraintes
de dilatation des rotors et d'assantlage de la structure. Les Otudes ahrodynamiqoes sur la
distorsion et la merge au dhcrochage indiquent qom ce choix est binlfique pour la stabilith
ahrodynamique do compresseor. Ii faut toutefois indiquer que notre modile ne tient pes coeipte
des fortes fluctuations dues ao dlfilement des sillages.

4.4. DISTRIBUTION DE LA CHARGE AEROOYNA4IQUE ENTRE LES ETAGES

11 ant 6vident que le premier Itage des compresseurs basse prension rlalise une grande partie
de 1 attinuation de la distorsion de preSslion amont et fonctionne en Rtant soumis aux plus
fortes perturbations d'incidance. Cete eage dolt donc itre congo avec des charges ahroclynami-
quen qul ne solent pas trop 6lavees, notanmment dens la rhgion du moyeu. Cependant,
I obtantion d'une bonne merge au dhcrochage aux vitesses de rotation Ailevles conduit i rhdui-
re la charge afirodynamique du dernier 6tage. Cela limite donc: les possibilitis de rhduction
de Ila charge ahrodynamiqoe du premier 6taga. Dens la pratique la conception des comprenseurs
basne pression fait donc: toujours appal i des compronis difficiles I ivaloer.

5 -CONCLUSION

Les mithodes de calcol. de la plus simple (coepresseurs en parallile) jusqu'i Ia plus complexe
(calcol tridimansionnel non stationnaire) s'avirent otiles pour arriver S un dessin de compres-
seor de momns en momns sensible i la distorsion. Parallilement, des moyens exphrimentaux ont 6th
mis en oeuvre pour reproduire des distorsions fluctoantes existent dans les antries dair d'avion
et dhmontrer ainsi la bonne compatibiliti entrie d'air-moteor. Pour cell, il a Wt nhcessaire de
construire des instruments da mesure et d'analyse destinhs S carcthriser les cartes instantan~es
des variables afirodynamiqoes de 1 Icoulement.

Ces 6tudes ont montr6 que la prhsence d'une roue directrica d'entrhe, ledoption d'allongements
faibles, la rhduction des enpeces entre les ranghes d'aubes, attinuent la sensibilithi du compres-
seur & la distorsion de pression totaea et accroissent sa merge au dicrochage.
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< SUMMARY

The measurement of dynamic pressure distortion requirtes rseticeableeeffcrt in insitr;-
mentation and data processing. Considerable- reductions in cost can be achieved by s ml lo
methods4 Examples of which stal be given. In addition, the relevance of dynamic dis-.srt-or,
on intake/engine compatibility has been overestimated aswill be demonstrated by the x-
perience gained from Tornado where swirl emerged as the decisive compatibility parameter.
Also, during the Airbus A300,(APU intake development~swirl turned out to be an important
criterion. In conclusion, it is arzued whether in many casesdynamic distortion measure-
ments can be avoided in favour of swirl measurements in combination with simplified -eth-
ods for dynamic distortion predictions based on steady state measurements and, in sore
methods, on statistical models.

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AIP Aerodynamic interface plane RMS Root mean square value

APD Amplitude probability density WAT Corrected enqlne mass flow

APe Auxiliary power unit Vo/V c  Free stream velocity ;lv. i'

Ao/A O  Mass flow ratio in compressor entry plane

DC60 Rolls Royce pressure distortion Incidence

coefficient, Yaw arsole

( PtAIP - Pt60*min / AIP Front/rear auxiliary 3-r an-we

IGV Inlet guide vanes ,. First/second ramp anile

M Free stream Mach number S Subsonic Jliffuser !>ss qneff-

n Number of Kulites in AIP cient

Pt Total pressure Intake press re I - -" r v

Pt60*min Minimum of mean total pressures 0 Standard deviation

in a 600 sector in AIP T Circumferential flow an!lo

PSD Power spectral density Mean value <f at constant

q Dynamic pressure radius ibulk swatl

1. INTRODUCTION

It appears trivial to request that the compatibility of the intake and 'H ,
gine, especially of high performance combat aircraft, must be ensured under all t-ror

and flight conditions. Although this has been well known, serious draw-backs --vred 1r,
the past in many aircraft projects because decisive incompatibilities were no)t de'- -ed
during development testing but only in prototype flying. Expensive post-dceeiupmn, -
came then necessary.

In this context incompatibility means that the quality of tte intake flw

sufficient relative to the tolerance of the engine. This usuaLly results in a dcmrs-a'
of the performance and in a reduction cf the stall margin. Flame-ou may als- -- ,r iril,
in severe cases, the structural integrity of the compressor or tine inlet may be I.'-

Compatibility problems were encountered in the early versions of the F-t11,
the F-14, the MIG 25, the Tornado and the Airbus A300 APU to name lust a few exam e-.
It should be noted that in most cases these problems had occurred althogh the, p- fi-
cations of the engine manufacturers had beer, met accordinq tc the intake wind tunne! ,,
results. It may be questioned, therefore, whether past wind tunnel tests were not f.lly
representative or whether the compatibiliy parameters specifted by the enqlne mnifa 'il -
ers were not sufficiently descriptive of the intake flow quality required by their en-'n-.
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As was done in previous publications (Ret.
1 2
.lS.

19
) this paper tries to stress

again, especially for engines without inlet guide vanes, the importance of a M.ore recent
compatibility parameter, that is intake swirl. However, the main purpose of the preset
paper is to review simpler methods of obtaining time variant total pressure peak distor-
tion values as alternatives to the standard fully dynamic measurement. This implies
accepting slightly larger uncertainties and, therefore, increased safety margins. Depend-
Ing on the degree of simplification considerable cost savings will then be achieved.

2. TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION SYNTHESIS METHODS

To avoid the time-consuming and expensive measurement of dynamic pretssjre listor-
tion, a number of different synthesis methods have been developed (Borg, Motycka. Mell-k,
et al.). All these methods replace the measurement. storage, and pr-cessinq of steady-sta-
and time dependent pressures of each probe for calculating the required distort icr coeffh-
cient from measured total pressure patterns by the measurement of steady- ta'e pressuires
and the RMS-values of the dynamic component for each probe.

2.1 General Description of Distortion Synthesis Methods

The patterns required to calculate the distortion coefficien' am ;enera-ed by
a random number process: the fluctuating pressure components are assumed to have an
amplitude probability density (APD) which is normally distributed. A normally i,.stril.-ted
random number is generated for each of the dynamic probes. This random number is-cn-
ted to an equivalent instantaneous dynamic pressure component ;using the -rye )fuma
tive amplitude probability density APD. The random dynamic :omponents and -he st-ady-s-dt.
components for each probe are superimposed, thus gjenerating a random';'>rrsr l'.
for which the required distortion coefficient is calculated. This Fpr "s.
several hundred or thousand times for each test point. The maximutrc dist'.ziin -eff i .er
of these patterns is retained as the relevant peak "alie )fA inc vat tan' Its- r,' r.7h
main difference in the methods mentioned above is the process of filteri-1 1m,na,
pressure components.

2.1.1 Distortion Synthesis Methud by Motyi-ka

The method described by lMotycka (Ref. ) rcqit~ 'eshe -as-cn f -e P-M- -. .es
of the fluctuating pressure components as a funct-ion -'f !h-ir frecuienry. in add.'. n. r' N.
power spectral density PSD for each probe has to be -.asuted. Th.- ta-i- re ;rmu.me, ierem.-
ted from the cumulative APD are scaled to the PSD of the test data byf a iliira' l I'.r
before the distortion coefficients are calculated.

2.1.2 Distortion Synthesis Method by Melick

Melick assumes a random distribution ,f -r ies -be the reaso n fo r iynam
distortion. These vortices are convected downs, ream at tmhe l-ca1 f low %.,i oItIy . 7The:
strength is related to the measured R145 values, the size of the vortices ts drssrihpd
the power spectral density. A comparia .on of inf i Iered and f i I'- r-1 RNS data tro.vilc, 1 h..
PSD. With the given PSD, the random pressires can be f iIt ered t,' The npcci fi r -nI' -
(Re f. 2.3) .

2.1.3 Distortion Synthesis Method by BorgC

The Borg method lRef.4) assumes an eqially distributed PSD fihi'- nioise' Hf'w...
the pressure fl uc tuations can be f Iltered by a I-.w pass f IlIt.r des- r i . -uhe sers.I'iv1.'"of a specific engine before being co nverted to RI -zaliteq. Thi. methood has beer, a~,ire1d
by MEB in 1982. It was extensively tested by coimparisoni with .xi-rim.n, it dl.. '-' v5-'
ment was achieved, as will be shown in this paper. After 'he%-n suc'es-i Iin-s waI introduced to project work where it is still 4pplied regularly - +0A, - P,~ 1 r-.'~
General Electric distortion parameters.

2.1.4 Other Distortion Synthesis Methods

The synthesis method described by Stevens, Spong, and Oliphant Bt~

similar to the Borg method. Sedlock's predictioin -ethod fPef.61 is also2 bzased carand-m
pressures. It includes two digital filters to shape the random number PSV t,, -hat of *hp
measured PSD. A 'map averaging' approach is made to improve the predti -n of ins'i-'se.-,.
total pressure patterns. A more letailed survey of the diff-ert synthesis m'h-. L%
given In Ref.fi and 77.

2.2 Tests with Reduced Dynamic Instrumentation

The use of these distortion synthesis methods 4llows a stmnifir-an' red-irtin :r,
'vamputer hard- and software for datta storage end pro,-ssiriq duming ari,l af'er intake's'
An additional siaplification of test equipment can be reac-hed by reducing the numtber
dynamic pressure transducers in the aerodynamic interface p~lant. Alt'. Howe',er. 'he t.'tal
pressure patterns for which the required distortion e-oeff,,ients are -81-ulated ha-e t
gjenerated on the basis of the complete rake& arranagemen' -if 46 or 1k) dynami, 'ransdcari.

i~e. an assumption has to be made on the distribution f 'thm WB values fair the deleteil
transducers. The reason is that fo3r the assumption of 'an--rr~lated normally distrib,.tedi
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pressure fluctuations for each transducer an increase in the number of assumed transducer
locations will smooth the synthesized patterns (for n approaching infinity the distortion
coefficient will approach the steady-state distortion level), while a reduction will in-
crease the roughness of the pattern, thus increasing the distortion coefficient. The rake
geometry, however, has to remain the same as for fully dynamic measurements as an increase
in the number of rake arms (for a constant total number of transducers) will increase
steady-state and time-variant DC60.

A comparison has been made to assess the influence of a reduced dynamic instru-
mentation on the synthesized DC60, compared with a complete dynamic instrumentation
(Ref.10). For this comparison, the Borg synthesis method was applied. The intake data
were measured on a 1/7 scale intake model (TKF-18) with twin single wedge intakes with
variable cowl in an under-fuselage position. Tests were made in the DFVLR Braunschweig
low speed tunnel at incidences between 0 and 450 and yaw angles between -15* and +150.
The ALP instrumentalion consisted of a rake with 84 steady-state total pressure probes
on 7 rings and 36 dynamic transducers on 3 rings. Before being integrated to RMS values,
the dynamic signals were filtered to a cut-off frequency of 1244 Hz, equivalent to 178 Hz
for full scale. The instantaneous distortion parameter DC60 was calculated from 2000 syn-
thesized patterns, Fi .I and 2 compare the synthesized DC60, based on a reduced number of
dynamic transducer., to the e uivalent DC60 synthesized from the complete instrumentation
of 36 transducers on 3 rings (Ref.10). They show that there is nearly no deterioration
for 12 transducers, and even a synthesis based on 6 measured RMS values yields acceptable
results. However, if only 4 transducers are used, the difference increases significantly.
In Fig.3 (Ref.14), the mean value and the standard deviation of the difference between
the synthesized DC60 for reduced instrumentation and for the complete instrumentation with
36 transducers are plotted vs. the number of transducers. For 12 transducers, for example,
the standard deviation in DC60 is - 0,013 which is well within the limits of measurement
accuracy.

2. Extreme Value Analysis

The extreme value analysis proposed by Jacocks and Kneile (Ref.7) is an addition
t,, any distortion synthesis method. Its aim is to reduce the observation time, i.e. the
nuMber of patterns to be synthesized. It assumes the distortion factors to be random
variables and predicts the maximum whi(h can be reached with an increased number of samples
by an asymptotic function.

..4 Simplified Methods for Dynamic Distortion Assessment

At MBB, a simple method for estimating peak time-variant DC60 was developed by
Habig. In contrast to the synthesis methods described above, this method is based on the
average turbulence of the dynamic signals in the ALP. The peak value of DC60 is approached

DC60 DC60ste1adyI4
DC60max steady state RMSmean

with RMS being the mean absolute value of the RMS-values of all transducers, normalized
by q .ma'reliminary comparison, based on an intake model with 8 Kulites in the ALP,
sh, wJAood aqreement between the Borg and Habig methods (Ref.8).

A further simplif'cation of dynamic distortion assessment is the deletion of all
h3ih respo..nse tiansducers in the AlP. The influence of the dynamic component of the pressure

I ict .atlon is accounted for by steady-state data. For example, the subsonic diffuser loss
efficien t , defined as I = (pt, - ptAIP

) 
/ qALP

with: p,1 avq. total pressure at subsonic diffuser entry

11,AiP avq. total pressure in ALP

1
AIP dynamic pressure in ALP

uld be ,ne of the factors increasing with turbulence, and, hence, with dynamic distor-
i.on. Based on test data from different aircraft configurations, Hercock (Ref.15) made
l':e ipp roach

1(m60max 
60

teady state * fil)

with: f .) 1 0,723 1 * for k 0,455

and f (i - 0,329 - const. for , 0,455

in i similar way, Malefakis (Ref.16) correlated DC60 and 3, proposing the equation

DC6 omax - 0,5122 - 0,1739 - In (1).

Anther empirical method proposed in (Ref.9) is

DC60max s DC60steady state 0" 0 .

The Her,-)ck method was derived purely from subsonir lata; the A/2 method was applied also
-o sipersonic test data after shock pressure losseo had been substracted.

The .ifferont meth(s, their complexity and the required instrumentation are described in
Table .
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No. of dynamic
Complexity Method transducers, Test equipment, software

measured dynamic data

high 1 Dynamic
,measurements Measurement, processing
1 taand storage of 40 time-
1.1 Flight test Telemetry or air- depnet signals,

40 borne data storage analog/hybrid computer,

p = f (t) peak detector
1.2 Model tests

2. Synthesis

2.1 with full 40 Measurement and Digital synthesis program
instrumentation storage of for random pattern generation

40 RMS-values and computation of
2.2 with reduced 8 5- n 1 40 Measurement and distortion coefficents
instrumentation storage of

A PRms n RMS-values

Dynamic distortion
3. Habig1method - 1 computed asn.Hbi eto nIsteady-state distortion (fP,.Ms)

Dynamic distortion computed from
low 4 Empircal methods steady-state distortion and diffuser losses

(no dynamic measurements)

Table 1 Simplified Distortion Assessment Methods

2.5 Comparison with Experiment

To investigate the reliability of the different methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment requiring different complexity in instrumentation and data pro-
cessing, a comparison of these methods was made. Test results from three completely dif-
ferent intake models were used:

a) an intake model with twin single-wedge under-fuselage intakes, (TKF model,
scale 1/71, tested in the DFVLR low speed tunnel at angles of attack up to 45'
(see also para. 2.21

b) an Intake model with double-wedge side intakes, (Tornado model, scale 1/6,5),
tested in the ARA transonic wind tunnel at Mach numbers up to 1,3 and angles
of attack up to 35'

c) an isolated double-wedge side intake model, (NGTE Tornado intake model, scale
1/9), tested at supersonic speeds.

2.5.1 Static and Low Speed Tests with TXF 1/7 Model

The high-response instrumentation of the TXF model consists of 36 transducers
on 3 rings. Dynamic distortion DC60 was measured during the tests. 98 test points were
investigated, comprising angles of attack from 0 to 45* and sideslip from -15 to -15'.
','he variable cowl lip was drooped from 0' (normal position) down to 50'. A few tests with
t.,creased cowl lip thickness ('bellmouth') were made at M - 0. An initial comparison
between synthesized (Borg method) and measured distortion coefficients DC60, based on the
TKF model, is described in Ref.10. In addition, the abig, Hercock, Malefakis, and X/2
methods were applied to the same tesa data as the Borg method (Ref.14). The results of
each method were compared with the results from the fully dynamic measurement. In
(Ref.14) the results of the different methods for M - 0 are plotted vs. engine face Mach
number, i.e. engine mass flow, and compared with experimental data. The cowl position
is 30". For these test conditions, the Borg, Habig, and A/2 methods provide excellent
agreement with test data while the empirical approaches by Hercock and Malefakis over- or
underpredict the measured data. In F (Ref.14) the results of the different prediction
methods are plotted vs. velocity ratio and compared with experimental data for different
cowl positions and angles of attack. In. 9 the results of the different prediction
methods are compared with the measured DC0, he direct comparison of measured and synthe-
sized data (left) includes all test points, the histogram (right) does not include the
test points with the 'bellmouth' configuration.

For the Borg method, this comparison shows excellent agreement between measured
and synthesized DC60 and a small scatter band except for
- some static test points
- cowl in normal position in combination with 45* angle of attack, with the trend of
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underpredictin, the measured values, i.e. for test points where a severe intake flow
separation will occur (Fig.6, Ref.10).

Any other combination of cowl position and angle of attack (for example, normal position
with 300 angle of attack or cowl rotated 30* down with 450 angle of attack) provides very
good agreement, see Fig.5. The reason for these discrepancies is the assumption of un-
correlated random pressures in the synthesis method which is correct for normal flow
conditions, but not fur severe separations. The analysis of the discrepancies between
synthesis and measurement shows that the difference does not increase with the absolute
value of DC60. For very low distortion, this may result in relatively high percentage
values for an intake test condition where the intake distortion is far below the engine
limits. However, at higher distortion values, which are closer to the engine limits, the
absolute error is still the same order of magnitude, resulting in a low percentage of
error.

The Habig method shows a very similar trend as the Borg synthesis method;
however, the trend towards underprediction for the test conditions with intake flow
separation and, hence, with correlated signals, is less significant (Fig.7, Ref.14).
The Hercock method shows a similar scatter band with a trend towards overpredictions,
especially at the higher distortion values (Fig.8, Ref.14).

Compared with the Borg synthesis, the X/2 method shows an increased scatter band.
However, the accuracy of the prediction is slightly less sensitive to flow separation
(Fig.9, Ref.14). Fi. 1011 and 12 (Ref.9) compare the A/2 method with experimental data.
In contrast to Fig. an , a wer variation in cowl position and incidence is covered
here. It is evident that even for this simple method without any direct information about
the dynamics of the flow the trend of DC60 versus mass flow is clearly duplicated. The
absolute values are also in excellent agreement except for two test conditions where
strong separation occurs. These are: X = 0 with the cowl at 00 (Fig.10) and v /v > 0
at a = 450, cowl at 00 (Fig.11). However, for these off-design conditions theoerfor is
within acceptable limits.

2.5.2 Tests with Tornado 1/6,5 Intake Model

The high response instrumentation of the Tornado 1/6,5 model (MC19) consisted
of 36 transducers on 3 rings. 280 test points were investigated, and the results of the
different prediction methods were compared with the measured dynamic distortion DC60.
The Mach number range was from M = 0 to M = 1,3; the angle of attack varied from -3* to
*350

, 
and the angle of sideslip from -10* to +100. The configuration represented the early

intake standard without fences. In Fig.13-16 (Ref.14) the results of the Borg, Habig, and
X/2 methods and the measured DC60 are plotted vs. engine mass flow for M = 0,2; M = 0,4;
N = 0,9 and M = 1,2 at different angles of attack. This comparison shows that at low and
moderate angles of attack the results of the different prediction methods (Borg, Habig,
A/2) and the dynamic measurement agree quite well. However, at high incidence, the measured
OC60 exceeds the results of the Borg and Habig methods significantly. These two methods
yield very similar values over the whole range of Mach numbers, incidence, and engine mass
flow. At high incidence (i.e. flow separation at the cowl lip), the X/2 method provides
better agreement with test data than the more complicated Borg and Habig methods. The
general trends of the prediction methods are shown in Fig.17-19 (Ref.14) for all 280 test
points. The Borg and Habig methods provide qood agreement at ower distortion values with
a trend towards underprediction with increasing distortion, corresponding to increasing
incidence. The reliability of the simple X/2 method is less dependent on flow separation
and, hence, on incidence. The scatter band is slightly wider than those for the two other
methods; however, there is nearly no trend towards underprediction (nearly symmetrical
error distribution).

2.5.3 Tests with Tornado 1/9 Intake Model

An isolated Tornado inlet model was tested at M - 1,91 by NGTE (Ref.13). These
tests provided reliable distortion data for the high supersonic flight regime. The RMS
values were not available at MBB, therefore only a comparison with the X/2 method could
be made. The subsonic diffuser loss coefficient A was calculated from measured intake
pressure recoveries and from computed shock losses (Ref.9).

The comparison between the X/2 method and the measurement is shown in Fig.20-22
(Ref.9). They comprise twelve different test conditions (three different incidences, two
different ramp angles 12 and configurations with/without the cowl fence) over the whole
mass flow range ((Ao/Ac)/n - WAT).

Excellent aqreement in the trend and fairly good agreement in the absolute level
were obtained. The greatest deviation occurs for a - +5*, 6, - 12* (Fig.22). For these high
effective wedge angles (a.61 ,62) the inviscid computation of the shock system and thus
of A Is not very accurate, which probably explains this deviation.

3. INTAKE SWIRL

A rather comprehensive discussion on the generation of intake swirl and its
effects on Intake/engine compatibility was given in Ref.12 and 18. Some of the main issues
will be repeated in the following.

3.1 Generation of Different Types of Swirl

The centrifugal forces acting on a viscous flow In a bent duct produce the well

6
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known cross-flow (secondary flow) which is called here "twin swirl". Similarly, if the
flow separates at or near the leading edge of an intake, i.e. ahead of a bend, this low
energy air near the duct wall is forced to move inwards while the high energy air is
displaced outwards in the bend. If the separation zone does lie in the plane of symmetry
of the bend, a solid body type cross flow is generated which is called "bulk swirl".
In every curved intake twin swirl, therefore, must be present; under extreme conditions
bulk swirl is superimposed, Fig.23 (Ref.12).

Bulk swirl can be suppressed effectively by simple flow straightening devices
e.g. by a fence, while twin swirl is very stable and is only little affected by simple
flow straighteners. For the Tornado series aircraft a fence was fitted in each intake.
This solution proved to be as simpl. as effective so that Tornado now is not limited
in incidence and Mach number from compatibility point of view.

3.2 Relevance of Swirl on Compatibility

In the early Tornado prototypes (without cowl fence) a twin swirl was found
which was nearly constant up to moderate incidences in subsonic flight. Exceeding this
incidence level a sudden onset of bulk swirl occurred combined with an increase of the
existing twin swirl. This was caused by flow separation at the cowl lip. At high super-
sonic Mach numbers the analogue phenomenon occurred at large second ramp angles 3z (se-
paration due to too high diffuser angle), 24 (Ref.12). However, the sense of rotation
was opposite to that in subsonic flight atKhig incidences.

Naturally, both intakes had the same flow patterns, which were symmetric to the
aircraft symmetry plane. That is, the sense of rotation of the swirl in both intakes
was in opposite direction. Therefore, at any time the swirl was co-rotating relative
to the engine in one intake, while it was counter-rotating in the other. As a consequence,
in the critical subsonic flight conditions only the left hand engine surged, while in
high supersonic flight the right hand engine was affected. Although pressure distortion
and swirl in both intakes increased simultaneously, (Fig.25, Ref.12), only the engine
with counter-rotating swirl surged.

Since the usual pressure distortion coefficients do not take into account any
swirl, it is clear that these pressure distortion coefficients alone cannot be the decisive
factor for the RB199 and other engines without inlet guide vanes which have a certain
flow straightening effect. The other, probably more important factor must be swirl, in-
cluding its magnitude and sense of rotation. Swirl may not only trigger surge but can
also cause blade vibrations, due to the periodic loading of a compressor blade during
one revolution.

According to Lecht and Weyer, circumferential non-uniformities in total pressure
as well as in pre-swirl flow (twin swirl) "... do not only affect the compressor stall
margin but result in severe unsteady aerodynamic load of the rotor blades thus initiating
or aggravating airfoil vibrations and flutter ... . Pre-swirl distortions tend to create
more intense blade force fluctuations than even very strong total pressure distortions"
(Ref.19). These investigations on a research compressor were confirmed not only by the
fan vibration of the unmodified Tornado near the maximum flight Mach number but also by
a high cycle fatigue problem on the APU TSCP 700-5 of the early versions of the Airbus
A300: "To the same extent as the number of aircraft increased, a growing number of cracks
or blade separations was experienced in the low pressure compressor, especially in the
first stage. In a number of failures, blade dovetail and/or disk single platform separa-
tions occurred (Fig.26). The inspection of the blade dovetails revealed that the cracks
had been induced by fretting" (Ref.18). Swirl measurements in the unmodified APU intake
revealed a twin swirl without any bulk swirl. This caused blade oscillations and, in
combination with the same material for both, blade and disk (Ti-6A1-4V), blade dovetail
fretting. By simple modifications of the intake the maximum swirl angles were reduced
by nearly 500 (Fig.27, Ref.18). These modifications were:

- a modified position of the baffle plates (parallel to each other)
- a fairing between the two baffle plates attached to the rear plenum chamber

wall (Fig.28, Ref.18).
In addition, the blade dovetails were copper/nickel coated to avoid surface contact be-
tween the two titanium parts. Thus the problem was successfully tackled from both ends,
i.e. the aerodynamic disturbances were reduced and the structural tolerance of the enqine
towards flow non-uniformities was increased.

3.3 Prediction of Swirl Patterns from Wall Streamlines

The visualization of the streamlines at the intake wall by the so called oil
dot technique is a very simple and cheap method, which was applied by MIB in many model
and full scale tests, the latter also in flight. The oil t'aces were copied simply by
pressing a sheet of paper onto the wall. ror the quantitative assessment of the flow
angle this method proved to be superior to the evaluation of photographed streasmllnes:
this method is particularly useful for cylindrical surfaces. Fig.29 IRef.12) compares the
cross-flow angles from the wall stream lines in the Tornado fullT cele intake with a swirl
pattern in a 116,5 scale model at static conditions. It can be seen that the extrapolation
of the measured swirl pattern towards the wall agrees well with the oil flow values,
which suggests that the Reynolds number effect is negligible here.

All combat aircraft with an S-shaped duct investigated by mn confirm that the
swirl pattern in front of the engine consists of twin swirl and - if separation occurs
ahead of the bend - also of bulk swirl (see pare. 3.1). There are a few exceptions, e.g.
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if a disturbance is generated by a fence or a similar device immediately upstream of the
measuring plane.

Whether above rule holds also for other intakes can be easily verified during
a test by the wall streamlines. A circumferential swirl distribution as shown in Fig.23
must then be found. Assuming a linear distribution of the circumferential mean value
versus radius (solid body type) for bulk swirl and a sinusoidal distribution for twin
swirl, the swirl pattern in the complete duct cross-section can be reconstructed from
the wall streamlines as follows:
The maximum/minimum swirl angles are directly obtained from the wall streamlines. The two
components bulk and twin can then be computed by the following equations:

Imax * Tbulk 'twin

Tmin ' 'bulk T twin

With the above assumptions for the radial distribution the cross-flow angles in the whole
cross-section are defined. An example is shown in Fig.30 (Ref.11).

Even if there are no swirl measurements at all, i.e. neither at the wall nor in
the inner of the duct, a qualitative swirl pattern for the entire cross-section can be
predicted from the isobar pattern if there is a distinct high and low total pressure
region (no concentric isobars). The maximum swirl angle is at the duct wall. Its circum-
ferential position coincides with the low pressure region. The minimum swirl angle (be it
positive or negative) lies diametrically opposite at 1800. The "sense" of rotation of the
bulk component is defined by the direction from the higt to the low pressure region
along the larger circumference, Fig.24. The symmetry line of the twin component lies at
90'/270". Above findings are purely empirical and are based on numerous test data from
different configurations.

4. TEMPERATURE DISTORTION

Ingestion of hot gas causes in principle the same problems as total pressure
losses: apart from the thrust loss equivalent to the mean temperature rise, there are
additional thrust losses due to the non-uniformity of the temperature distribution. In
severe cases engine surge and flame-out will occur. Hot gas ingestion may be encountered
during V/STOL operation, thrust reversing, formation flying and armament firing. Gas
ingestion during armament firing can be so severe that the engine must be temporarily
deloaded, which means that the engine produces less thrust for a short while. However,
during V/STOL operation the maximum thrust is required and, therefore, hot gas reingestion
has to be avoided. Comprehensive investigations in this respect were conducted in the
sixties by many industry and research groups. The conditions during V/STOL are better
reproduceable than during armament firing. Although no exact limits for surge onset are
known, temperature limits can be defined below which surge does not occur. Above such
limits surge may or may not happen. An example is shown in Fig.31 (Ref.20).

These results were obtained from NASA Ames who tested in 1966 the NBB V/STOL
configuration No.5 using a half scale model with six YJ-85 GE 5 engines, the nozzle throat
of which were increased by about 15%. As shown in Fig.31 the limits can be expressed by
the mean or maximum overtemperature. Engine No.1 had twice the tolerance than engine No.2
for the mean and maximum overtemperature. This can be due to the different location on
the aircraft, different engine modification or measuring error. The main conclusion from
this diagrasme, however, is not affected.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

5.1 Intake Swirl

A pure twin swirl (i.e. without any bulk component) of larger magnitude can
produce serious structural damage via forced blade vibration. A pure bulk swirl cannot
esist in curved inlet ducts. Due to the boundary layer a twin swirl component is always
present. If separation occurs in an S-shaped duct there is always a combination of bulk
and twin swirl. It is expected that any combination of bulk and twin swirl will trigger
surge provided that the local counter-rotating swirl is of sufficiently large magnitude
and extends over a reasonable sector of the compressor face.

For engines without IGV dynamic distortion is not the only relevant parameter
as the Tornado experience has shown. The same pressure distortion In the left/right hand
intake produced engine surges only in combination with counter-rotatinq swirl (relative
to the fan rotation). Intake fences have proven to be a simple and powerful means to
reduce swirl. This was demonstrated very clearly on Tornado which now is not limited in
incidence and maximum Mach number from compatibility point cf view.

5.2 Simplified Distortion Assessment Methods

The Borg synthesis method was applied to nearly 400 test points from two com-
pletely different intake configurations. The synthesized pressure distortion coefficient
DIC6O agrees very well with the measured values except for test points where strong sepa-
ration occurs. The borq method then yields too optimistic values. Even if the number of
dynamic pressure transducers is reduced from 16 down to 6 or 8 only small errors are
introduced.
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The Habig method in general agrees well with the Borg method. However, the trend
towards underprediction in cases with strong separation is less pronounced. The methods
by Hercock and Malefakis over- and underpredict, respectively, the measured data in general
with a fairly large scatter band. The simple X/2 method gives surprisingly good agreement
with the measured data for test conditions with attached flow. Especially for cases with
separation this method proves to be superior to all other methods investigated.

5.3 Recommendations

For preliminary design it is recommended to delete the fully dynamic pressure
distortion measurement(by 36 or 40 transducers) in favour of swirl assessment plus measure-
ments of a reduced number of RMS values (Borg and Habig methods). It is even worth-while
considering to abandon dynamic pressure measurements completely and apply the X/2 method
instead. Considerable cost savings will then be achieved. The degree of simplification
for the different methods is shown in Table 1. Certain safety margins in DC60 to cope with
the deviations shown in this paper will then have to be added. The complete deletion of
the dynamic pressure measurement cannot be yet recommended for the final design phase.
The same holds for other test objectives like hammershock or surge interaction tests.
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DISCUSSION

J.H411M111111111a1dale Ge
Mr Williams told us in the first lecture this morning that inlet swirl is not a problem any more since you can us fences.
Could you comment on that please?

*AT Rb
There can be no doubt that intake swirl is a decisive compatibility parameter for engines without inlet guide vanes.
Paramount examples for this are the flight test results from the unmodified inlets of Tornado and the Airbus APU and
also the work by Leeht and Weyer on a research compressor. These examples have been only brinefly mentioned in our
paper and arc described in more detail in the referenced literature.

Although we were very successful in suppressing counter-rotating bulk swirl on Tornado for all flight conditions by the
embodiment of intake fences. I would not dare to say that this excellent result can be directly transferred to any new
combat aircraft inlet. In any case. numerous wind tunnel and flight tests will be necessary to achieve the same or a
similarly good result as on Tornado.

Since one cannot assume to completely eliminate bulk swirl on a new inlet configuration for all ground and flight
conditions, the remaining tolerable bulk swirl neds to be specified by the engine manufacturer. Th same holds for
twin swirl which can only partially be suppressed by simple flow straightening devices.

For future aircraft and plnicularly for aircraft which attain high angles of attack we would prefer fuselage or wing
snicideul neuts to avoid tne gerteration ot large swirl angles right trom the beginning of a new aircraft development.

D.D.WlIIImi. UK
In my paper you will find some results from general research on an S-shaped duct which are useful. We founid we can
control swirl and eliminaic it with fences there as well. The fences also reduce the total-pressure disto rion (the mix the
flow and reduce the circumferential distorti n). [hey arc c st-effective devicLs. I agree. though, that it Is better to hase
an intake without swirl. Straight intakes.

Aullir's Re*
M nire impotant question probaby i, shether future engines should have inlet guide Sait, or not from the

compatibility point of view As tated in irn %cati papcr (Ref 12 in Paper h8A-3) wc prefer fetices instcad of inetl
guide vanes for %eight reasons Would s ,u like to comment'

D.D.WilIiia tIK
Whatever it takes it, get a gltia propulsom %ytem. One pays large penalties lor inlet guide vanes - theo weigh a lot.
reduce fk* per frontal area. have a bird strike problem etc, v, here there is alt alternative, simpkl. lightweight fence it
is A more atiractic soluition. as in fact we have shown n tornado

\
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EFFECT OF STEADY STATE INLET TEMPERATUIRE DISTORTION ON THE ENGINE :OMPRESOR FLOW

by

W. Koschel
Institute ror Jet Propulsion and Turbr.machinery

Technical University ,,f Aachen
Templergraben 5'5, V-5100 Aachen, West-GOermany

H. KUnkler and H. T'nskl5tter

Ii) lndustrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft m.b.H. (TABCV,aEinsteinstra~e, D-80l2 Ottobrunn, etIrmy

SUMMARY

Aprediction model for the effects of a steady state temperature dIs-
tortion on the overall performance of a multistage engine compressm.r
Is presented. In contrast to the well1-known parallel comprensor model,
this method takes intotaccount the circumferential tinteraction. of' the
distorted and und storted compressor flow. An extensive experimental
program has been carried out on a single-spool mtenine with steady-
sLdie inlet temperature ana pressure 11yt-rtioni tests. The expertmen-
tal set-up Is briefly describedi. "etailed resialts of the flow ircasnure-
merits obtained at the compressor Inlet and exit an~d at the 20 mrrn!sor
tinterstage posit ions are presented And discussed. The experimen.tal re-
sults support the validity of the pre'iiction model ieveloje w~thI:.
this project.

NOMENCLATURE

A Area T F'low fun', Icr.
a Velocity of sound

I Absolute velocity
M Mach number Jclt!

S Air mass flow c !(nis
N Rot or speed 'or 'orrect Pi

n Oolytrotic esponnt. moiustor !l
"P Opera'Ing~ poaint y.,

Pressure
')yramic ; ressare 'I , I-hu 1-
T cml ratui rie
'Ilrc vmfer't I il vein'l71 R,-e

a Riatlve velocity 'iiA
P elat Il. flow tir,gle 0 rQ! -r !rle Irt !,.i !*:'

ecifie I tl,!eat ral oAn .~ 1!

S Tot il ; r- % ire rVi It c re -7 r -1

Alrerift 'Ot *tnen Pneou'1T 'le 'w n,-rr, o' e
ilt lons. 7lio rosA Ir.w lovr,i lt !r I, r. , r', *,'e?.-' Ic,t; i -- 11!
wthich the , )m; res!-r 01eral lo., Is iff'.I -A ~ '"' v' '.' 'V
.f?,-Cr. I niof [rear, .r- is' , r- o-,".'. -

- a Ir- raft ol -ra' lo' i I t..-t. ir .71- r',' 0 ~ 70 I,", r -I'.
.'w ,ielara- I , I n ' heIr. k

- 3hoc k-wave, iloin Ir'y -l lijf -r ! T,' r O.0 r"ot .

- ,nrnog r'sswir.c ~r '.-.'.. 'nn'en.l le.- "''','

inlet temperatl.r- distor" i)) f-er !r coeint!,a' ~'l'l rrs . ' .'.~

htgas Ingrstl~ lirla"n itln-r,.-Iol 'u':r..is"', 2 ' A '

verse 'opera! i~n.

'
t

ie of the major effec'so f tr,e listorteI le flew '. t~ie : i ' r-rt r :i
the compressor whic-h limits 'tie anura.I yof 'I e iciol" 1. n: I' -
se-ntal and theoretical wo,,rk ties been Ic P' ,.0.I !. the Ins ! ci erti. .sre VOSI I
ween the loss in the surge ;ressir" ratio ar.i the extent fpr-ssrt r,!x7 '.. 'en -rl t
lietortior. :)mtailet Csporlm-ntal nvecsl..-,s'Ions 'inve t-cen carrlpl im t ie NA'7A 'w'!;
Research -enter -in s ingle-spnol engines qnl on l urbjfar. eng.s [11 [ I )( b) [ ]. 1'
R better physical tinderstanni of the pressure ani temperastur e is'r'"r ff'' c
compressor performance. A so-called "par-illel compressor model" has beer is.! tc ;pr-l1
the overall compressor surge iegradation[('). This model Is based or, the 1nnj,;tl13n *'ii

the compressor may be semaentel into two or more sufliompressors each operatlng tnler1-?-
lently from one another atnl havtnog the same performance 1!.aracteristicci ks 11;e in~lre
compressor. No !rossflnw tetweer. the nut, ompressnrs 1., Nlmll'ei. A scal1pnralleC r-'
pressor Index has been derived from this simple model and usned t- cerrelmfe with *he ex-
perivental late (6). A fairly good agreement between the eXaleniment aini the pr-1dct ion as'r
achieved as well for pressure distortion as for temperature iist-,rtion with ant extent 7f
more than ~, 0orn t') refined the simple iaerallel 7ompressor Thory by irtroiucing
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According to Eq. (4) the pressure loss in the hot sector of the combustor is lower than
In the cold one. Therefore we get by Eq. (5)

Pt3h 
--
Pt3c' (8)

Now the area ratios A /A of the hot and cold sectors have to be examined. They compare
the turbine nozzle arWU uied by one sector flow with the corresponding compressor face
3rea. For critical nozzle flow we obtain

(rhf.'/p A )h (/T'/pt3 A TN)c
.

t 3 tI 3CN h t 3T

At the considered rotor speeds the sector air flow can be assumed to be proportional to
-APt/Tti, Hence and from equations (1), (7) and (8) we get

(A TN /AI)h < ITc . (9)

7ATN A1 c inTth

:.-refore It ao be concluded that the hot sector is strongly narrowtng in the cots
3:.!In he -e3r cmrpressor part especially after having expanded within the first ata,,:.
resrure ha., to lrop from cold to hot sector. ftatic pressurep at turbine Ilet

.- I! lr tot%! resa'ire p,,) has to be significantly lower than 
3

he corresroni!n v51-

h Pc (10)

, r ' "- e scuop t on of Eq. (! the statIc press.ires at ompreszcr ex t ' 11

. relm~r:, " assumntton :f l. ' ty E'. . ... -1' - f

•~~~ " , " , i t 1T... fr n i ' h f,3.- '
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*can be more than 25 % at high temperature distortion and Is caused by the circumferential
* pressure gradient. The expansion of the hot sector corresponds to a narrowing of the cold

sector. As a result the compressor section of the cold sector has a new effective flow
path, which Is different to the geometry of the present compressor. From this it is to
be concluded that the behavior is quite different to that of the totally undistorted com-
pressor. Even for the undistorted sector the correlation of corrected rotor speed, pres-
sure ratio and corrected air flow of the original compressor map is Invalid.

At high rotor speeds the air flow through the compressor is determined by the capacity
of the first stages. The so called "undisturbed" sector will get a narrowed flowpath in
the front part of the compressor if there is a temperature distortion. The throttling of
the first stages will be increased and the airflow ingested will be shifted to lower va-
lues. Therefore it is expected that the operating point of the cold sector is shifted
to the left side of the corresponding constant speed line of the original compressor
map, contrary to the simplified assumption of the "parallel compressor model" as dericted
in Fig. 1. The same statements can be made for the operating points of the hot sector:
The corrected constant speed lines are shifted to higher corrected airflows.

Fi 6 shows the slopes of stage pressure ratios and total pressures versus compressor
aiToposition considering the deviations of the superimposed flowpath. The slopes of
the cold sector now differ from those of the undistorted compressor. The relative para-
meters on the right side illustrate this tendency very distinctively.

The stage pressure ratio of the cold sector exceeds somewhat the level of the undistor-
ted operation within the front stages. Due to the narrowing of flow path they are stron-
ger throttled in this section. Downstream of the mid stages the "cold" values are be-
low the undistorted as the whole compression ratio decreases a little if the compressor
inlet flow is distorted. In the hot sector the stage pressure ratios follow the slope
shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 7 the static pressure is plotted versus the compressor axial position. In the
fronVpart static pressures exceed the values of undistorted operation even in the cold
sector. As the first stages are stronger throttled by the superimposed narrowing of the
flow path the Mach number level at the compressor face is lower even in this sector.
In the rear compressor part the static pressure corresponds to the total pressure slope
of the cold sector. The lower Mach numbers of the inlet flow cause a change of inci-
dence even in the primarily undisturbed sector (Fig. 7 bottom) und lead to the small
increase of stage pressure ratio shown in Fig. 6.

All considerations are based on the assumption that a mixing of the distorted and the
undistorted flow through the compressor is neglegible. This assumption seems to be Ju-
stified due to the following reasons and if minor effects are neglected.

- Only within the axial gaps between the blade rows the flow is not ducted
circumferentially. These unducted distances sum up to i0 to 15 % only of
the total compressor length.

- within the rotor blading the hot and the cold stream lines mainly follow
eachother on the same tracks. Between the cold and the hot flow particles
of different verlocity kinetic energy is exchanged. A mass exchange can be
neglected.

Therefore it is to be expected that even at the compressor exit the hot sector will
have a significant core that almost consists totally of "distorted" hot material.

3.5 PARTIAL FLOW SEPARATION AND COMPRESSOR STALL

From the above considerations it can be derived that - contrary to the "parallel-com-
pressor model" - the surge lines cannot be treated separately for the distorted and for
the undistorted sector.

In Fig. 8 the flow conditions at the first stage rotor are shown schematically. Due to
the circumferential gradient of static pressure an asymmetric flow field is obtained
already at the rotor inlet:

Caused by an increased deflection of the rotor flow within the transition zone on the
left side of the distorted sector the throttling of the front stages is reduced in this
area. The induced larger flow veltcity decreases the strong incidence of the ro-
tor that results from the superimposed circumferentiai component of the absolute velo-
city.

In the transition zone from the distorted to the undistorted sector - in Pig. 8 at the
right boundary of the hot sector - there will be a lower total pressure rise in the
front stages due to a minor deflection (lower Ac ). Therefore the front stages are stronger
throttled in this area. In combination with the Harrowed flow path this leads to lower
local inlet Mach-numbers M1 and p /p 0 is increased with p being constant. As the
influences of the reduced bsolutd vlocity and of its c~rgmferential component induced
by the pressure gradient will nearly compensate each other, therefore the rotor incidence
remains low in this transition zone. But a strong incidence of the following
stator will occur. As Fig. 8 shows this is very distinct on the hot side of the transi-
tion zone (dotted velocity triangles).

Therefore it is to be expected, that even at high rotor speeds flow separation within
the hot sector will not occur in the rear stages. As Fig. 8 shows the flow separates in
one of the front stages and there locally on the right side of the distorted sector.
Downstream of the separation now the superimposed narrowing of the flow path is inten-
stfied caused by the larger pressure gradient (Pig. 3). Due to this the local flow Be-
paration will normally not propagate into the rear part of the hot sector.

L..



On the other hand In the case of such flow separation, the cold sector expands strongly

within the whole rear half of the compressor. In combination with the described higher
throttling of the front stages and with the airflow through the cold sector being dimi-
nished this may - depending on the aerodynamic design of the compressor - lead to a com-
pressor stall induced by a flow separation in the rear stages of the primarily undistor-
ted sector.

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The experimental investigations were carried out on the turbojet engine ATAR F at the
test bed of the Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery, Technical University
of Aachen [15).

The single-spool ATAR engine incorporates a 7-stage axial compressor, an annular com-
bustion chamber and a single-stage turbine. For the investigations the exhaust nozzle
position could be varied independently from the engtne control. The hub/tip ratio at com-
pressor inlet is 0.55. Some characteristic engine data at takeoff power (ISA/SLS) are:

Rotor speed 8300 min
-1

Overall pressure ratio 4.2
Air mass flow 52 kg/s

Aerodynamic design of the compressor stages:

Front stages: solid body
Mid stages: constant reaction versus blade height
Rear stage: free-vortex design

4.1 SET-UP FOR GENERATION OF DEFINED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DISTORTION

For the simulation of defined circumferential distortions a special inlet duct was in-
stalled in front of the engine (Fig. 9). This duct is divided into quadrants by four
separation walls. The walls are fixed at the same circumferential position as the four
struts at compressor inlet. Hence, the extent of the distortion is exactly defined up
to the inlet guide vanes of the compressor (FIE. 40). The steady-state total tempera-
ture distortion was produced by the injection -f hot air into the inlet air flow. There-
fore, pressurized air from the central air distribution system of the institute was
heated up in a three-flow combustion chamber operated by natural gas (Fig. 9). Passing
a distributor with electropneumatic valves the hot air was injected into one sector of
the inlet duct through cascades. The temperature distribution in the distorted sector
at compressor Inlet was satisfactorily. Electromagnetic bleed valves were synchronized
with the distributor valves, so that a continous operation of the gas combustion cham-
ber was possible.

By computer control It was possible to establish a certain level of temperature di -
tion at harmonized total pressures in the distorted and the undistorted sector. For t-
nerating a steady-state total pressure distortion a screen was installed in one sector
of the inlet duct.

4.2 MEASURING TECHNIQUE AND DATA REDUCTION

A survey of the measuring planes is given in Fig. 10. The compressor inlet (plane E)
was equipped with 24 rakes. Each rake bad a thickness of 1.6 mm and incorporated
4 measurihg points at different radii. According to the type of distortion investiga-
ted the inlet plane was equipped predominantly with temperature or pressure rakes. Sta-
tic pressures were measured by pressure taps in the compressor outer casing.

Interstage measurements were carried out in two diametrical sectors with combined
p /T -probes and wall pressure taps. The probes were installed in front of each rotor.
Re Aeasuring points were positioned at 60 % blade height in the center of the flow-
path at the exit of two guide vanes. To reduce the interaction of the probes with the
vanes the probes had only a thickness of 1.5 mm, so that the blockage of the flow area
between two vanes was less than 2 $. Due to the fact that the circumferential position
of the distortion changes by approximately 120 degrees in the direction or rotation
when passing the compressor, the interstage probes were positioned in such a manner
that they were continually in the center of the distorted respectively undistorted sector.

At compressor exit the p /T,-probes and wall pressure taps were positioned about 50 mm
downstream of the guide ans of the last compressor stage between the 10 struts (plane 2
in Fig. 10) of the compressor exit casing. Due to the very large spacing (36 degrees)
of the struts compared to the blades and vanes, it can be assumed that the static pressure
gradients which existed within the boundary zones of the distorted sector at the outlet
of the guide vanes of the last compressor stage are substantially attenuated at the
measuring plane 2.

To get additional information on the circumferential total pressure and total temperature
distribution at the inlet of the combustion chamber (plane EB) 14 total pressure and
14 total temperature probes were installed about 100 mm downstream of plane 2 near the
fuel nozzles.

Due to the great number of measured values (more than 200, including 144 pressures and
63 temperatures) and to realize short engine running time because of the high fuel cost,
data acquisition wa carried out by a computer.

The measured values with distovtion were related to the values without distortion measured
at the same point - without any change of probe position - and were corrected according
to the actual environmental conditions. Due to this procedure even small changes of the
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aero-thermodynamic data could be measured and data scattering because of different chs-
racteristics of the probes (e.g. thermocouples) was eliminated. As an example PigJ4
shows the absolute values and the changes of total pressures and total temperatures with
and without distortion versus circumferential angle at combustion chamber inlet.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE PRESSURE DISTORTION INVESTIGATIONS

The effect of distortion on cmn r behaviour was investigated at three different
corrected speeds (N N/T4./288 ')and two different exhaust nozzle positions (AN).
Several tests with HE screent (48 % and 55 % area blockage) were carried out. Some of
the results of the investigations with the 55 %-screen at high corrected speed and mini-
mum exhaust nozzle area (A closed) are presented herein. For all other operating points
qualitatively similar results were obtained.

5.1 DISTORTION AT COMPRESSOR INLET
The levels of pressure distortion (Apt = Ptmax - Ptmin and d 6 = - s are
summarized in Tab. I for the test points. Te DC -factor (-Ap qA ) was a~ou- .62
and only less inuMenced by the operating point the engine. . shows the total

pressure and static pressure distributions at compressor inlet (plane E) for the selec-
ted operating point. The total pressures are average values of the four radlally distri-
buted measuring points of each rake and were related to the values without distortion
(P /PE ) The static wall pressures were also related to the corresponding values
wi out d stortion. Due to the separation walls in the inlet duct the circumferential ex-
tent of the distortion at compressor inlet was still 90 degrees and quite homogeneous
within the distorted sector. This was especially advantageous for the evaluation of
interactions in the boundary zones between the distorted and undistorted flow.

TAB. 1: Distortion indices at compressor inlet

Neor Apt ! 0 A-~
[mi

n -
1] AN Pt Pt

closed 0,051 0,038 0,65
6oo0

open 0,055 0,039 0,65

closed 0,108 0,081 0,61
7500 open 0,115 0,084 0,61

ced 0,140 0,105 0,62

open 0,145 0,109 0,62

Assuming that the total pressure loss does not really change between plane E and plane
i - in the area of struts and inlet guide vanes - the correlation of total pressure
distribution (Fig. 12) and static pressure distribution (Fig. 13) gives information on
the local changes of Mach number and corrected air mass fl acompressor inlet. In the
distorted sector the corrected air flow is reduced whereas in the undistorted sector
the air flow is - except for the transition zones - almost unchanged. The small diffe-
rences in static pressure level at plane E und plane 1 are a result of some air mass flow
exchange through the axial gap between the struts and inlet guide vanes (Fig. 10).

Comparing the static pressure distribution at the inlet of the first and third stage
(p /p ) in Fig. 13, the interactions between the sectors become evident. These in-
te ctIA4 are primarily a result of the circumferential pressure gradients within the
axial gaps.

5.2 BEHAVIOUR OF THE COMPRESSOR WITHIN THE DISTORTED AND UNDISTORTED SECTOR

j A! shows the total pressure changes from compressor inlet to exit for the distor-
t undistorted sector. The total pressures are local values measured In the center
of the two sectors. It is demonstrated that the level of pressure distortion is substan-
tially reduced when passing the compressor. Throttling of the compressor in the un-
distorted sector is slightly decreased. The continuous increase in total pressure in
the distorted sector shows that none of the seven stages has reached its surge line.

The static pressures in Fig. 15 correspond to the total pressures and are harmonized in
both sectors at compressoret.

5.3 DISTORTION AT COMPRESSOR EXIT AND EFFECT ON ENGINE BEHAVIOUR
The distortion at compressor exit (inlet of the combustion chamber) is demonstrated in
Fg. Due to the static pressure gradient the circumferential extent of the distorted

orwas reduced to 75 degrees and the offset of the distorted flow when passing the
compressor was about 120 degrees in the direction of rotation, almost independent from
the level of rotor speed. Furthermore, the pressure distortion at compressor inlet has
changed into a temperature distortion at compressor exit.
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The asymmetry of the curves in Fig. 16 indicate that the circumferential pressure gra-
dients at the boundaries of the distorted sector influence the flow angle at rotor in-
let. Therefore, blade incidence is increased at the right boundary and decreased at the
left where now the total pressure minimum can be observed. Fg.47 shows the attenuation
of ressure distortion and the generation of temperature distortion at compressor exit
(At - Ttmax, - Tt) for different engine operating points.

A pressure distortion at compressor inlet results in a combined pressure and temperature

distortion for the downstream engine components. Nevertheless it should be mentioned
that the compressor exit distortion of a single compressor engine is not necessarily the
same as the distortion at the inlet of the high pressure compressor of a twin compressor
engine, because a downstream compressor causes a 

different throttling compared with a

downstream combustion chamber and turbine.

1shows the compressor map of the undistorted compressor and the operating polnts
og dIstorted and undistorted sector at corrected speeds of 7500 and 000 min- and
at two exhaust nozzle positions (open and closed). Although the operating points of the
distorted sector (closed nozzle) have reached the surge line of the undistorted compres-
sor and according to the "parallel compressor model" surge could have been induced, no
surge was observed during steady state operation nor at accelerations. This demonstrates
that the characteristic of the undistorted compressor cannot be used to predict surge by
the position of the operating point of the distorted sector relative to the surge line
of the undistorted compressor. The surge line of the distorted sector has moved towards
higher pressure ratios mainly due to the constriction of the sector from 90 to 75 degrees.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE TEMPERATURE DISTORTION INVESTIGATIONS

The investigations were carried out at the same engine operating points as the pressure
distortion tests. The results which are presented below were obtained at N -8000 min-
and closed exhaust nozzle. These are similar to those results obtained at M8 er rotor
speeds and at an open position of the exhaust nozzle. Three different temperature distor-
tion levels were adjusted (see Fig. 19).

6.1 TEMPERATURE DISTORTION AT COMPRESSOR INLET

Fig. 19 shows the total temperature distribution versus circumferential angle at
compressor inlet (plane E) and exit (plane EB). The temperature increase at the bounda-
ries of the distorted sector is induced by the separation walls in the inlet duct. These
walls provided an almost exact limitation of the circumferential extent of the distortion.
The radial uniformity within the distorted sector was also satisfactory.

6.2 DISTORTION AT COMPRESSOR EXIT

The lower part of Fig. 19 shows the total temperature distribution at compressor exit
(inlet of combustion chamber). The extent of the distorted sector is still 90 degrees
and attenuation of distortion level was only about 30 %. In parallel the pressure distor-
tion shown in Ft:. 20 and 21 was induced. The level of pressure distortion at compressor
exit is about .60 o.4.

6.3 BEHAVIOUR OF THE COMPRESSOR WITHIN THE DISTORTED AND UNDISTORTED SECTOR

In Fig. 22 the total pressure changes in the center of the distorted and undistorted sec-
tor are presented. The static pressure curves in Fig, 23 indicate that the circumferential
extent of the distorted sector increases in the fir FThree stages and decreases in the
following four stages. The extention of the distorted sector results in a rapid increase
in stage pressure ratios (Fig. 24). Therefore, and due to the shape of the stage characte-
ristic line the operating points of the fourth and sixth stage are located on the left
side of the characteristic line more or less near the flow separation point.

The slope of the total pressure curve for AT - 90 K in Fig. 22 indicates an increased
local flow separation at the right boundary of the distorted sector. The impact of the
flow separation is attenuated by the constriction of the distorted sector dQwnstream of
the third stage. The situation is similar to the local flow separation In the front
stages at low rotor speeds (rotating stall) but without rotation of the separated flow
cells.

Ten bleed air taps are introduced in the compressor outer casing above the guide vanes
of the fifth stage. These taps are connected by a collecting duct and their circumfe-
rential position corresponds to the position of the transition zone from the distorted
to the undistorted sector. Therefore, the reason for the kink in the static pressure
curves of the distorted sector at plane E 6 in Fig. 23 may be an exchange of air mass
flow through the collecting duct.

The interactions between the distorted and undistorted flow have already been discussed
In section 3.4 FI 2 shows the static pressure distribution at compressor inlet
(plane 1). At consan total pressure these curves give an information on the circum-
ferential distribution of the corrected air mass flow.

A similar asymmetry as for the rtatic pressure curves at compressor inlet can be obser-
ved for the static pressure curves at the inlet of the third stage (plane E 3) .n
Pi 26 The extension of the distorted sector from 90 to 110 degrees is also deakonetra-
tedt his figure. The significant pressure peak at AT - 90 K on the right saide Qf the
distorted sector causes together with the total pressure decrease according to Fig. 5
and 8 (minor flow deflection) a significant reduction in flow velocity. The resulting
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guide vane incidence is increased in the area of negative circumferential pressure gra-
dients on the right side of the pressure peak. The Dreesure distribution at AT - 90 K
indicates that a local flow separation has already been induced. This also gives an ex-
planation for the increased throttling within the first quadrant at compressor inlet in
Fig. 25.

It can be seen that the flow separation tendency within the right boundary zone of the
hot sector, that has already been discussed in section 3.4 (Fig. 8), is transfered from
the distorted sector to the originally undistorted sector when the air flow is passing
the front compressor stages. Furthermore, for local flow separations the level of maximum
circumferential pressure gradients often is more critical than the level of an average
distortion index.

6.4 EFFECT ON ENGINE BEHAVIOUR

Fi 27 shows the operating points of the distorted and undistorted sector in the map of
completely undistorted compressor. The increased impact on the flow in the undistor-

ted sector at high compressor throttling (nozzle closed) becomes evident. The correla-
tion of corrected rotor speed and corrected air mass flow of the completely undistorted
compressor is no longer relevant. The level of corrected air mass flow in the distorted
sector is significantly higher than that of the undistorted compressor at the same cor-
rected speed (N or,h).

7. CONCLUSIONS

A procedure for a qualitative analysis of the impact of steady-state circumferential
pressure and temperature distortion on the flow characteristics within a multistage
compressor and of the interactions between the distorted and undistorted compressor flow
is described.

This qualitative analysis was carried out in advance of the experimental investigations
and of the publishment of relevant experimental results (p - and T -distortion) iII the
literature. The theoretical analysis revealed the deficiency of th parallel compressor
model for a multistage engine compressor and significantly reduced the amount of expeti-
mental investigation.

The theoretical analysis model was verified by the experimental results discussed in this
paper. Due to a high accuracy measuring technique and the procedure of data reduction
even pressure and temperature changes of about 0.1 % could be identified. Although a high
level of pressure and temperature distortion with strong gradients at the boundaries of
the distorted sector was selected for the tests, no compressor surge could be observed.
It has been demonstrated that the characteristic of the undistorted compressor cannot be
used to predict compressor surge in the case of circumferential pressure and temperature
distortion.
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0 Viscous Analyses for Flow Through Subsonic and Supersonic Intakes

Louis A. PovInelli and Charles E. Towne
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

A parabolized Navier-Stokes code was used to analyze a number of diffusers typical
of a modern inlet design. The effect of curvature of the diffuser centerline and
transitioning cross sections was evaluated to determine the primary cause of the flow
distortion in the duct. Results are presented for S-shaped intakes with circular and
transitioning cross sections. Special emphasis is placed on verification of the anal-
ysis to accurately predict distorted flow fields resulting from pressure-driven sec-
ondary flows. The effect of vortex generators on reducing the distortion of intakes
is presented. Comparisons of the experimental and analytical total pressure contours
at the exit of the intake exhibit good agreement. In the case of supersonic inlets.
computations of the inlet flow field reveal that large secondary flow regions may be
generated just inside of the intake. These strong flows may lead to separated flow
regions and cause pronounced distortions upstream of the compressor.

INTRODUCTION Y

The importance of computational fluid dynamics as an analysis tool for external
flow about aiccraft and aerospace configurations has been Illustrated in the literature
on numerous occasions. Less clearly demonstrated, however, has been the applicability
of computational methods for internal flows in propulsion systems. Clearly, a need
exists for analyzing the components of engine systems. In particular, the effect of
intake design on air flow quality at the compressor face constitutes the initial step
required in the overall flow analysis. High performance aircraft frequently employ
complex intake ducting which, in turn, leads to highly three-dimensional flows. The
complexity of the intake may include changes in curvature, cross-sectional area and
out-of-plane bends. These geometric changes lead to cross-stream pressure gradients
which drive secondary flows along the walls, and possibly result in strong vortex flow
or separations. There exists a critical need, therefore, to properly model and cal-
culate the flow in a variety of intake shapes in order to ensure reasonable flow qual-
ity to the engine over a wide flight range.

Numerous approaches have been used for the analysis of the flow for intake ducts.
Inviscid computations coupled with a boundary layer analysis appear inadequate to
describe the flow since the boundary layer thickness can grow to be a major portion of
the duct height. Euler solvers can yield the velocity field but will not account for
the viscous pressure losses. Fully elliptic Navier-Stokes solutions can provide an
accurate flow field, but require hours of computer time. In addition, the grid size
that can be efficiently analyzed is limited by computer storage for the full Navier-
Stokes solutions. Computation time becomes important in the preliminary design process
where a large number of intake configurations and operating conditions are analyzed.
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solvers (PNS), however, offer a considerable reduction in
computer time by making a single pass through the duct. Coupling of the elliptic
pressure field with a fast PNS solver offers many desirable features. The PNS solvers
are more economical than the full Navier-Stokes equations and less expensive to operate
on present-generation computers. Most importantly, the PNS codes have been shown to
yield accurate predictions within their domain of applicability.

This paper presents a review of the viscous analyses used by the NASA Lewis
Research Center for application to aircraft intakes and the ducting upstream of the
compressor. The computer methods discussed are based on the PNS equations. Analytical
and experimental secondary flow and distortion patterns are reviewed for subsonic as
well as high speed intakes.

APPROACH

The approach used in this paper Is to review a number of computational studies for
which selected aerodynamic parameters have also been measured, and to arrive at con-
clusions regarding our predictive capability for intakes. Three separate flow cases
will be reviewed in sequence. A brief description of each study will be presented,
including, as appropriate, the intake geometries, starting conditions, analysis method,
grid size, experimental measurements and computational results of pressure and veloc-
ty. Each of the three cases will be examined as to the adequacy of the computational

scheme to predict reasonable values. On the basis of the comparison, an evaluation or
assessment of the predictive capability of the PNS solvers will be presented. In
addition, potential difficulties associated with the PNS codes will be Identified.
Specific examples will also be discussed regarding the needs for additional code
verification.

_____ _ ______ ____ I
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* The three cases chosen for review involved an examination of:

(I) Pressures and velocities for intakes with cfiiterline curvature and cross-sec-
tional shape transitioning (Ref. I).

(2) Secondary flows and total pressure coefficients for an S-duct with and without
vortex generators (Ref. 2).

(3) Mach number and secondary velocities in a Mach 5 inlet, including spillage
effects (Refs. 3 and 4).

The paper now proceeds to the Results section in which the three flow cases will

be discussed in sequential fashion.

RESULTS

Centerline Curvature and Cross Section Transitioning (Ref. I)

Suimiary of Analysis Method. Subsonic intakes at Lewis are typically studied using
a three-dimensional PNS computer code (Refs. 5 to 7). This analysis is compressible
and fully viscous. The flow is computed by a single sweep spatial marching procedure
which solves an approximate form of the Navier-Strokes equations. It is assumed that
the flow is primarily in the direction of the duct centerline, with transverse second-
ary flow. This allows two basic assumptions to be made. The first is that second
derivatives in the primary flow direction are negligible. The second is that the
pressure in the primary, or streamwise, momentum equation can be represented during a
marching step by the sum of a known three-dimensional pressure field and a one-dimen-
sional correction for viscous blockage. A two-dimensional pressure correction Poisson
equation is also solved after each step to ensure that the computed velocity and pres-
sure fields are consistent. The known three-dimensional pressure field can be obtained
from any available source. Mormally a potential flow solution is used. When these
assumptions are applied to the Navier-Stokes equations, a set of equations can be
derived that can be solved by forward marching in the primary flow direction. The
equations are solved in a body-fitted nonorthogonal coordinate system using an implicit
finite-difference technique. The analysis has been verified by comparing computed
results with benchmark experimental data for a variety of duct configurations and flow
conditions (Refs. 6 to 10).

Duct Configurations and Inlet Conditions. Examples of the types of geometries
studied with this analysis are shown in Fig. I. These configurations were used to
investigate the effects of centerline curvature and cross section transitioning on the
distortion in modern complex intake ducts (Ref. 1). The first, called the baseline
configuration, represents a typical modern intake design. The cross section is repre-
sented by a superellipse, and transitions from nearly rectangular at the inlet to
circular at the exit. The exit-to-entrance area ratio is 1.31. The other two config-
urations are derived from the first, and were used to isolate the effects of cross
section transitioning and centerline curvature on the flow. The second configuration
has the same distribution of cross section shape, but with a straight centerline. The
third configuration has the same centerline shape and ares distribution as the base-
line configuration, but with a circular cross section.

Conditions used at the inlet were a total pressure of 800 paf and a Mach number of

0.5. This corresponds to flight at about 28 000 ft altitude. An initial turbulent
boundary layer thickness equal to 4.8 percent of the duct half width was used for the
baseline and straight centerline configurations. For the circular cross section con-
figuration a thickness of 5.6 percent was used to give the same inlet blockage.

Computed Results. The effect of centerline curvature on flow distortion was
determined by analyzing the circular cross section configuration of Fig. 1(c). In
Fig. 2 the computed secondary flow field is shown at six stations through the duct.
At the first station the cross flow velocities are small. The effect of the first bend
can be seen at station b. The core flow moves toward the left side of the duct,
responding to centrifugal effects. The low energy boundary layer flow moves away from
the pressure side of the duct, on the left, toward the suction side of the duct, on the
right. A vortex motion thus begins to develop but is quickly dissipated, as shown by
the results at station c, when the cross flow pressure gradients reverse in the second
bend. At station c the secondary flow in the boundary layer has reversed direction,
flowing toward the low pressure region now on the left side of the duct. By station d
a pair of counter rotating vortices has formed. These persist into the third bend and
continue to move the low energy flow toward the left sideof the duct. By station a
the cross flow pressure gradients have again reversed direction, causing the formation
of an additional pair of counter rotating vortices in the left half of the duct.
Theses two pairs of vortices interact, driving the low energy flow away from the wall.

In Fig. 3 the distortion resulting from these secondary flows is shown in the form
of constant total pressure contours at the six stations. The total pressure values are
referenced to the inlet total pressure. The thickened boundary layer on the right side
of the duct at station c is a result of the vortex pattern shown at station b in
Fig. 2. As previously described, these vortices dissipate and a new pair is set up in
the second bend. These persist into the third bend, where another pair develops. The
two pairs of vortices Interact, driving the low energy flow away from the wall, as
shown by the bulges in the total pressure contours at stations a and f.
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The computed secondary flow field for the baseline configuration of Fig. l(a) is
presented in Fig. 4. Even though this duct has the additional geometric complication
of a transitionl ng cross section, the physics of the flow are essentially the same as
in the circular cross section configuration just discussed. The same types of vortices
are present, and they result in the same type of distortion pattern, as shown by the
total pressure contours in Fig. 5. This indicates that for this intake duct the effect
of the curved centerline on the flow is much more important than the effect of the
changing cross-sectional shape.

To further confirm this, a straight centerline configuration, shown in Fig. I(b),
was analyzed. This duct has the same distribution of cross-sectional shape as the
baseline configuration. As shown by the computed total pressure contours in Fig. 6,
the transitioning cross section by itself does not cause any significant distortion of
the flow.

It is noted that a small separation bubble was predicted along the right side of
the duct between the first and second bends for both the circular cross section and
baseline configurations. This is caused by the local adverse streamwise pressure
radient in this region. The marching analysis proceeds through this region using the
FLARE" approximation (Ref. 11). In the PNS analysis, this approximation is imple-

mented by resetting the streamwise velocity to a small positive value if it falls
below that value during a marching step. This stabilizes the analysis and allows it
to march through small regions of separated flow. The flow details within the recir-
culation region are not modeled accurately, but if the separation bubble is small its
effect on the rest of the flow is usually well modeled.

Vortex Generators in a Diffusing S-Duct (Ref. 2)

Summary of Analysis Method. In efforts to save weight and thereby fuel, it is
common to design modern intake ducts to be as short as possible. The designer must
therefore be concerned with the possibility of flow separation due to a strong adverse
pressure gradient. To alleviate this problem, vortex generators are often used as a
flow control device. Most vortex generators in use today are simply small wing sec-
tions mounted on the inside of a duct or on the wing of an airplane. Figure 7 shows a
typical vortex generator. The vortex generators are inclined at an angle to the
oncoming flow to generate the shed vortex. Also, the vortex generator is sized so that
the tip lies just outside the edge of the boundary laver. This allows for the best
interaction between the shed vortex and the boundary layer. The vortex generators are
usually placed in groups of two or more upstream of the problem flow area. The vortex
generator will cause a mixing of the high momentum core flow with the low momentum flow
in the boundary layer, resulting in a net increase of momentum near the surface. This
can delay or even eliminate the separation region.

In order to provide an analytical capability for these flows, the PNS analysis
discussed in the previous section has been modified to included a model for vortex
generators within a duct flow field (Ref. 12). The transverse momentum equations in
the analysis are solved using a stream function - vorticity formulation. The vortex
generator model takes advantage of this. The shed vortex is modeled by introducing a
source term into the vorticity transport equation that is a function of the vortex
generator characteristics. The effect of the drag of the vortex generator is also
ncluded in the model. The drag on the wing section is a combination of profile drag,

which is due to viscous and pressure effects, and induced drag, which is due to the
shed vortex. In this model the profile drag of the vortex generator is neglected in
comparison to the induced drag because in the cases studied here the generators were
small. The induced drag is then proportional to the vortex strength and the crossflow
velocity at a point. This term is included in the governing equations as a negative
source term in the primary momentum equation.

Duct Configuration and Inlet Conditions. Figure 8 shows a circular cross
sectioned 30 - 30 S-bend diffuser that was tested experimentally both with and with-
out vortex generators (Refs. 13 and 14). For the cases with vortex generators, three
pairs were placed well upstream of the separation point. The axial location is indi-
cated in Fig. 8. They were set at incidence angles of ±16* to form three pairs of
counter rotating vortices. They were placed along the inside of the bend at azimuthal
locations of -38.0*, 0.0*, and +38.0*, as measured from the inside of the bend. The
flow in this duct was turbulent with a Mach number of 0.6 and a Reynolds number based
on the duct diameter of 1 760 400. The initial conditions were measured at 1.65 duct
diameters upstream of the first bend to remove the influence of the bend on the static
pressure. The initial boundary layer thickness was 0.1 times the initial duct radius
and the area ratio was 1.51.

Computational and Experimental Results. Figure 9(a) 4hows the computed total
pressure coefficient contours at six stations in the duct for the case without vortex
generators. The inlet values were used as the reference conditions in computing the
total pressure coefficient.

Figure 9(b) shows the experimental results. The maximum and minimum values at
each streamwise station are shown on the figure. Comparing the computed and experi-
mental results indicates that the analysis is able to adequately predict the total

* pressure distortions for the duct. A separated flow region exists in both the experi-
mental and computed results along the lower surface near the inflection point between
the two bends. Although the computed results in the separated region will not be cor-
rect because of the "FLARE" approximation, the global effect of the separated region

I 'V
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is well modeled. The comparison also shows that at a - 30*, the fourth contour
plot, the experimental results indicate a larger separated region. In the exper-
iment the streamwise separated region was found to be between 0 - 22* and 0 - 44

,

while in the computation the separated region was between e - 301 and 0 - 540.
Figures 10 and 11 show comparisons between the computed and experimental secondary
velocity profiles at the inflection plane and at the bend exit. The agreement between
the two results is very good. At the inflection point the vortex due to the curvature
of the centerline is evident in both plots. Also at the inside of the first bend the
separated region can be seen in the experimental results, by the region with no data.
In the computed results the onset of separation is also evident where there is minimal
secondary flow. At the bend exit both results in Fig. 11 show that the separated
region is gone by the large amount of flow being swept toward the outside of the sec-
ond bend. These results differ from those of a nondiffusing circular cross section
S-bend, where the vortex due to the centerline curvature is strengthened in the second
bend.

Figures 12(a) and (b) show the computed and experimental total pressure coeffi-
cient. in the S-bend fr the case with vortex generators. Again the maximum and mini-
mum values are shown at each streamwise station. At the e - 151 point the effect
of the vortex generators is evident in the contours. The computed results compare
qualitatively well with the experimental results. In both sets of contours the dis-
tortion caused by the generators is pushed toward the outside of the first bend,
opposed to the pressure driven secondary flow. The total pressure values in these
contours are higher than in those of Figs. 

9
(a) and (b) near the inside wall. This

indicates that the vortex generators successfully mixed the high energy flow with the
low energy flow to suppress the separation. Although the contours in Figs. 12(a) and
(b) still show a very distorted flow, the difference between the maximum and the mini-
mum values is much less here than in the duct without vortex generators. Figures 13
and 14 show the secondary flow development at the inflection plane and at the duct
exit. In the experimental results at the inflection plane, the vortices due to the
pressure driven secondary flow have washed out the vortices from the vortex generators
except near the inside of the first bend. The contour plot indicates that in this
region there may still be some interaction between the vortex generator vortices and
the ones induced by the pressure difference. The computed results at the inflection
point show that all of the vortices have been washed out by the pressure driven sec-
ondary flow. This is why the distorted region in the experimental results moves more
toward the outside of the bend than in the computed results. At the exit of the bend
both the experimental and computed results indicate less secondary flow toward the
outside of the second bend than without the vortex generators. Also near the walls
they Indicate more flow back toward the inside of the second bend. The experimental
results show a higher level of flow toward the outside of the bend in the core flow
than do the computed results.

High Speed Inlet (Refs. 3 and 4)

Anal sis Method. A three-dimensional supersonic viscous marching analysis was
used Tn tW stdy. The code solves the PNS equations for supersonic flow by a lin-
earized block implicit scheme (Ref. 15). The code has been extensively verified at
Lewis, with particular emphasis on the calculation of the glancing shock/boundary layer
interaction (Ref. 16). The work has demonstrated the numerical capability to real-
istically model the complex three-dimensional phenomena occurring in this interaction.
The work in Ref. 16 also established the importance of grid resolution in modeling this
interaction.

Intake Configuration. A schematic drawing of the mixed compression intake is
shown In Fig. T15. Thsntlet was originally designed using the method of character-
istics with the surfaces corrected for boundary laver displacement effects. It is rec-
tangular in cross section and has a pre-compression ramp and three compression ramps
external to the cowl. Operation at angle of attack generates a shock wave at the
leading edge of the pre-compreesion plate. The pre-compression and ramp shocks were
designed to fall outside the cowl lip at the design Mach number of 5.0. The shock
generated at the cowl lip is cancelled at the ramp shoulder and the cowl is contoured
to provide further internal compression. A swept sideplhte runs from the leading edge
of the pre-compression plate to the leading edge of the cowl to minimize the drag gen-
erated by compressed flow spilling over the sides.

Two-Dimensional Computed Results. The PNS code was initially run two-dimen-
sionsly ata rge stream ah number of 5.0, angle of attack of 9.0

o
, and a Reynolds

number of 2.rx90. Fig. 16 shows the computed Mach number profiles at various posi-
tions. Proper cancellation of the cowl shock at the shoulder is observed in spite of
the extremely large displacement correction. The figure also shows the extremely thick
boundary layer that forms on the ramp surface; i.e.. abo-t 1/3 of the flow into the
inlet is boundary layer. Near the inlet throat, the two boundary layers are merged.
Predictions of static pressure rise and total pressure loss through the compression
system agree well with method of characteristic results corrected for boundary layer
effects.

Three-Dimensional Computed Results. The Mach 5.0 inlet described in a previous
section was analyzed three-dimensionally using the PNS analysis program. The free
stream conditions for the three-dimensional case were the same se those in the two-
dimensional inlet case. The computations were performed on an 80 by 60 cross-sectional
grid, which corresponds to the levels of grid resolution required for accurate
modeling of glancing shock boundary layer interactions (Ref. 16). The inviscid Mach
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number aft of the pre-compression shock is on the order of 4.0, which is very close to
our established data base.

The results from the three-dimensional calculation are presented in Figs. 17 to
20. At the top of each figure is a schematic of the inlet, with the location of the
cross-sectional plane given by a vertical line and a prescribed distance from the inlet
leading edge. The bottom of the figure shows the flowfield in a cross section of the
inlet; the ramp surface is at the bottom, the cowl surface at the top, and sideplates
are on both sides. Because of flow symnetry, only half of the inlet was calculated.
The left side of the figure shows Mach number contours, while the right side shows
secondary velocity within the cross-sectional plane. The figures proceed from a loca-
tion just downstream from the inlet leading edge to a location inside the cowl near the
throat. On the solid surface of the ramp, cowl and sideplate, one will note the
development and growth of the boundary layer by a concentration of Mach contours near
these surfaces. Shock waves are noted by a concentration of Mach contours away from
the solid surfaces. They can also be detected by an abrupt change in the secondary
velocity vectors. In this calculation, the compression shocks and the Mach contours
are parallel to the ramp and cowl surfaces.

Entering the region of the compression ramps, Fig. 17 shows the flowfield just
downstream of the first ramp. The shock generated by this ramp is evident in the Mach
contours; near the center of the flowfield this shock is flat while near the sideplate
the shock forms a characteristic X as it interacts with the boundary layer of the
sideplate. In the secondary velocity vectors, one sees a cross flow being induced
along the sideplate and feeding forward of the inviscid shock location. ear the cowl
lip, the flow field appears as Fig. 18. The secondary velocity vectors also show
extremely strong flow along the sideplate, while the Mach number contours show the
sideplate boundary layer to be highly distorted. The boundary layer has been thickened
in the vicinity of the shock waves and thinned in the corner formed by the ramp and
sideplete. The secondary velocity vectors show flow being drawn along the ramp sur-
face into this corner. The boundary layer along the ramp surface is quite thick and
corresponds to the thickness predicted in the two-dimensional calculations. The strong
secondary flows induced by the multiple shock interactions persist even though the
shock waves have left the flow domain over the cowl. The flowfield from the inlet
leading edge to the cowl lip has been sheped by the thick boundary layer that grows on
the ramp and aldeplate and the multiple shock interactions that occur on the sideplate
due to the compression ramps. The flow is highly three-dimensional at the cowl lip
with low energ bounder; layer flow being swept uf along the sideplate. As the flow
enters the cow , Fig. 1 shows that a shock wave s generated by the cowl lip. This

shock, indicated by the horizontal lines in the Mach contours, moes down through the
flow field as shown in Fig. 20. The strong secondary flow moving up the sideplate
encounters the internal cowl surface and the secondary velocity vectors indicate that
this flow turns through the corner formed by the cowl and sideplate. Figure 20 shows
that two things happen as the secondary flow turns this corner; first, the secondary
flow rolls up into a vortex, and second, the low energy flow is concentrated in the
corner. The internal surface of the cowl has been shaped to further compress the flow.

As the low energy flow In the corner is subjected to the adverse pressure gradient
created by this turning, a large separation occurs. The last calculated cross section
Is shown in Fig. 20. The shock from the cowl is about to hit the ramp surface, while
the large separation region exists in the corner. The secondary flow has rolled into
a vortex near the sideplate, while along the ramp, flow continues into the corner.

Even though the FLARE approximation was employed, the magnitude of the separation
was so severe that the anaeysis did not march further. The existence of a large sep-
aration in the corner of the inlet would probably trigger an inlet unstart at these
conditions. Even if the inlet remained started, the existence of the vortex near the
sideplate and the distortion of the sideplate boundary layer as shown in Fig. 20 would
pose major problems for the propulsion system.

Verimental Observations. A subacale model of the Mach 5 inlet was tested at
Lewis. Figure 21 shows oil flow results which indicate that the flow near the ramp
surface is drawn in towards the sideplates. This figure shows velocity vectors on the
surface of the ramp from the third ramp to the cowl. In the lower left corner of the
figure the computed velocity vectors near the ramp surface are shown. The velocity
vectors also indicate that flow is drawn in toward the sideplate because of the
glancing sidewall boundary layer interactions. This is the first qualitative verifi-
cation of the results of the Mach 5.0 inlet study.

Additional confirmation of the strong secondary flow patterns computed for the
inlet may be found in Ref. 17. In Ref. 17, a two-dimensional mixed compression Kach
3.05 intake was experimentally tested. Total pressure measurements were obtained at a
number of stations within the inlet. Figure 22 shows total pressure contours down-
stream of the normal shock which clearly indicate vortex-l:ke flow. These measured
flow contours yield further qualitative confirmation of the PNS computed results
described above.

Sideplate Spillage Computations Further developant of the PNS solver (Ref. 4)
has yielded the capability of analyzing the flow spilled over the intake side plates.
Initial results obtained are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. The static pressure distribu-

tion both upsteam and downstream of the cowl are shown.

00
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CONCLUSIONS

Computer results of the flow distortion and total pressure variation in complex
intakes were reviewed. The analyses were performed using parabolized Navier-Stokes
marching analyses. The first set of results were for intakes with centerline curvature
and cross-sectionel transitioning. It was concluded that the distortions and losses
in the S-shaped duct were primarily related to the centerline curvature, whereas the
transitioning cross section had little effect on flow quality and pressure loss. The
second set of results reviewed were for a diffusing S-duct with subsonic entrance flow.
Numerical analysis of the flow was performed both with and without vortex generators
located near the entrance of the diffuser. The generators were found to be computa-
tionally effective in suppressing the flow separation that occurred previously.
Although flow distortion was not eliminated, the difference between the maximum and
minimum total pressure at the compressor face was significantly reduced. The computed
results compared favorably with the experimental data. Further analytical refinements
are needed to improve the vortex generator model in the analysis.

The final set of results presented were for a Mach 5.0 intake. Both a two-dimen-
sional and a three-dimensional version of a supersonic PNS code were run. The two-
dimensional version verified the original method of characteristics design, while the
three-dimensional version revealed entirely new information relative to the nature of
the flow. High amounts of distortion, strong secondary flows and flow separation were
computed in the supersonic intake. These phenomena are caused by thick boundary layers
which develop on the !nlet surfaces and their interaction with the shock waves of the
compression system. The results from these calculations indicate that the sideplates
require redesigning. In addition, provisions for bleeding the sideplate and the corner
may be required to improve flow quality. In that case, a compromise would be necessary
between recovery, distortion, spillage drag and bleed drag. Limited experimental data
provided some verification of the occurrence of secondary flows in the intake.
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Figure 24. - Static pressure distribution downstream of the cowl entrance.
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DISCUSSION

J.Fabrl Fr
Pourriez vous presenter ce papier a nouveau dans la partie -B" de cette reunion de specialistes ou de nombreux
chercheurs en "ondes de choc" seront presents?

AuthOs Reply
I would be pleased to repeat the portion of the paper dealing with the supersonic inlet and shock structure in the
second panel (Part B) of the Specialists' Conference. In addition, I will also present some results obtained for a Mach
7.4 inlet configuration.

G.Winterfeld, Ge
You showed in this S-shaped duct, which has the offset, that you had separation on the first part of the inner
curvature. Would you think that this separation is caused only by the secondary flows? Could you please comment on
the contribution of the side-wall boundary layer?

Author's Reply
I believe the separation is caused by the geometry, not by the secondary flows. The secondary flows interact with that
separated region to give some resulting pressure distortion downstream. but it is primarily the geometric design that
creates the problem, as you suggested.

A similar S-duct was tested experimentally, which had no diffusion. In that duct, the secondary flow pattern was
similar to the one in the present paper, and no separation was detected.

G.Winterfeld, Ge
Have you tried to predict this separation with a normal boundary layer code?

Author's Reply
For this particular problem of the diffusing S-duct we have not tried to use a boundary layer approach. It could be
used, although the PNS analysis used here does not employ as many approximations in the governing equations, and
therefore should give a better prediction of the boundary layer behaviour. I do not believe that a boundary layer
analysis would give a good prediction of the extent of the separated region.

D.D.Willians, UK
I would be interested to know whether yot can speculate on the ability of the approach to model an S-bend subsonic
diffuser with offset and a heavy one-sided separation at inlet - as this appears to be the source of bulk swirl affecting
engine stability - discussed this morning.

Author's Reply
If the separation is "big", the parabolised analysis would not he able to march through the region. As far as starting the
calculation with a separated initial profile, the analysis would not be able to handle that either. 1l is type of problem
would need a full Navier-Stokes analysis and the solution would need to be started upstream of the separated region.

A possibility exists, however, that if one were to model around the separated region of the inlet, ie treat the separation
as a zone of zero flow, then the PNS analysis with proper inlet conditions might be able to compute the flow field.
Offset bends, of themselves, do not present computational difficulties.

J.Hourmouzladis, Ge
The parabolised model used in your investigation cannot be applied to cases with reverse flow. How did you cope
with this problem in the high supersonic intake example in the vicinity of the shock/boundary layer interaction of the
side wall?

Author's Reply
The PNS model used to calculate the high-speed inlet incorporates a FLARE model in the vicinity of flow separation.
This model was originally developed by Reyhner and Flugg-Lotz, in 1968 Int Jour of Non-Linear Mechanics. The
model assumes that the recirculation is small compared to the dimensions of 'he inlet. Within the recirculation, the
negative, streamwise convective velocity is overwritten by a small positive value and the solution is marched as usual.
The solution may continue to produce negative streamwise velocities, which require the FLARE approximation to be
used at the next marching station. When compared with experimental results, we have found the FLARE model to
accurately reproduce the displacement effects of separation on the external flow, but it does not properly model the
details of the recirculation region itself, particularly the upstream influence. For small separation regions within the
inlet, this model is accurate; for details within a large separated region, it is inadequate.
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Pb.Ramtte, Fr
For a supersonic intake at a free-stream Mach number of 5.0, what is the average Mach number at the entrance of the
engine? Have you done similar calculations at higher Mach number, and what is the evolution of the Mach number at
the entrance of the engine (which is then a scramijet)?

Author's Reply
For the Mach 5.0 inlet, the Mach number at the end of the calculation was in the order of 1.3. The calculation
procedure will only handle the supersonic/hypersonic part of the inlet system. In the actual inlet, the flow just
downstream of the throat would encounter a normal shock and then pass on through the diffuser to the ramjet burner.
The Mach number at the entrance to the burner would probably be on the order of 0.6.

The PNS code which has been used to calculate the Mach 5.0 inlet is now being modified and tested for higher Mach
numbers. At Mach numbers greater than 5.0, the real gas effects associated with heating the flow become quite
important. Models to acount for real gas chemistry are being incorporated in the PNS inlet code. The code has been
used to calculate flow in a Mach 7.4 inlet and these results will soon be presented at the AIAA Reno conference.

Ph.Ramette, Fr
Have you made comparisons between your Navier-Stokes calculations and other models like LES (Large Eddy
Simulation)?

Do you think that LES models, which are used mainly for the combustor, could be used for inlet flow calculation?

Author's Reply
No comparison has been made between results of the Lewis PNS calculations and Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
calculations. The verification of the codes has concentrated on comparison with experimental data obtained from
benchmark experiments. A thorough description of the verification process and the associated experiments was given
by Anderson at the AIAA 22nd Aerospace Sciences Meeting as NASA TM 83558. LES work at NASA Lewis chiefly
concerns the combustor problem. Because of the long run times associated with LES calculations, this method would
probably not be suitable for full inlet calculations. The resolution of the multiple phenomena present in the inlet (shock
waves, boundary layers, shock/boundary layer interaction, boundary separation, recirculation, reattachment, three-
dimensional effects) demands large, high-speed calculations. The optimum solution to this resolution problem has been
the use of PNS codes, given the current computing speed and size.

R.Lefoeuf, Fr
What is the lowest Mach number you could handle with your code?

Do you have any special treatment for the points located very near to the wall (that is, to say in a subsonic zone)?

Author's Reply
In regard to the near-wall treatment, the supersonic PNS code does have special logic for solution of the flow equations
in the subsoitic part of the boundary layer. This region is assumed to be small in a supersonic inlet, so within the
calculations, a boundary layer type model is employed. The pressure is imposed from the edge of the subsonic part of
the boundary layer, and the flow is assumed to be parallel to the nearest wall. In regard to the lowest Mach number
calculated, the supersonic PNS code has been run in a nozzle mode where the calculation begins near the throat of the
nozzle. A free-stream Mach number of 1.05 worked the best for this case; smaller free-stream Mach numbers
sometimes encountered small wavelettes from the wall boundary which produced embedded subsonic packets and the
solution would become unstable.

The main part of the flow field must remain supersonic, without embedded subsonic regions, for code stability.

H.Kordulla, Ge
Comment: Having 100 points in the 'wall-normal" direction should result in more than I point within sublayer

(t < 5-10)?

Question: Could you comment further on the method used? (I understand that the NS equations are used in steady-
state form in a space-marching manner. Do you experience any problems with the choice of the size in the
marching step? How do you treat the gradient term in the marching direction in super- and hypersonic
flow?)

A~kors ReplFor detailed inlet calculations, one must resolve boundary layers on both top and bottom surfaces and resolve the shock
waves which move from one surface to another. It has been our experience, when comparing computational results with
experiment, that at least 25 points are required in each boundary layer to properly resolve the turbulent boundary layer
profile, with at least one point at y + 10. The remaining 50 mesh points are used to resolve the shock wave.

The PNS method used for the hypersonic flow calculation solves the complete Navier-Stokes equation in steady state,
neglecting only the streamwse viscous terms. The flow variables are linearised in the marching (streamwise) direction
and a Douglas-Gumnn ADI scheme is used to march the solution in a single pass from free stream through the inlet. The

A__
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pressure is evaluated in terms of the density, which is a solution variable: therefore the pressure gradient term is treated
exactly like a linearised density gradient and becomes part of the solution. We have not encountered any limitation on
the minimum step size, except that the smaller the step size, the larger and more expensive the calculation. There are
practical limits on the maximum step size so that one does not violate regions of influence in supersonic flows.
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SUMMARY

Calculations are presented predicting the onset of flow instability for a multistage low speed axial compressor
operating in circunferentially distorted inlet flow. The most important feature of the model used is that it attempts to
properly account for the fluid dynamic interaction between the spoiled and unspoiled sectors of the compressor. qwhe-

Lalculations show that there is an approximate stability criterion, the annulus averaged slope of the compressor
pressure rise characteristic equal to zero, that is valid whenever the dynamics of the compressor distorted flowfield can
be considered independent of the compressor environment. This approximate criterion is used to investigate the
relationship between the present model and the "parallel compressor" model. Further calculations are performed to
investigate cases of interest when the dynamics of the compressor flowfield Ar coupled to the environment. Resonant
cases and cases when the distortion is unsteady are studied. -in prticular,, it is shown that rotating distortions which
propagate in the rotor direction can have a greater effect on stability margi than stationary or counter-rotational ones.

-- Ftuly- it s.shown that the general predictions of the model are insensitive to the details of the unsteady bladerow
dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The adverse effects on gas turbine engine operation due to inlet distortion are well known and need no detailed
introduction. Because of its consequences, the distortion problem has received considerable attention, and substantial
experimental and theoretical work has been done on the topic.

The most important aspect of the problem is the assessment of the effect on stability that a given inlet distortion
produces. In a previous paper [1] a method was presented for computing this loss in stability, by examining the
conditions under which small disturbances, which propagate round the annulus, will grow. The analysis, which appears
to be the first to treat this problem from the point of view of a rigorous fluid dynamic instability calculation, showed
trends in c6mpressor behaviour that were in good agreement with existing experimental observations.

The crucial feature of the method is the ability to properly account for the fluid dynamic interaction between the
spoiled and unspoiled sectors of the compressor. As will be discussed below, it is this, rather than any "critical
residence time" (in the distorted region) that is the key issue in determining the stability of the distorted flow. To

model this interaction small perturbations are taken about a (time) mean flow that is circumferentially strongly
non-uniform. The "background" flow is thus a nonlinear disturbance (distortion), and the calculation of this flow is
therefore an important pan of the overall computational procedure [I].

In [1) the emphasis was in describing the method and presenting some inia..l computations to show the type of
results that could be obtained. The scope of that paper was such that there was only brief discussion of the structure of
the disturbances, the question of the existence of a simple overall criterion for instability, the relation between the
computational results and previous attempts to deal with this problem (such as the "parallel compressor" method), and
the basic physical mechanisms that are associated with the observed behaviour. This paper covers these aspects as well
as discussing two other facets of the problem. The first is the behaviour of a compressor subjected to a rotating inlet
distortion, such as might be imposed by a low pressure compressor feeding a rotating stall into a high pressure
compressor. The second is the examination of the impact of some of the different loss models that have been proposed
for Ihis problem on the conclusions of the method.

t _
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2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

This topic was described in detail in [I] so that only a brief description will be presented here. The most

important element is how the compressor performance is calculated. We assume that the compressor is low speed, with

IGV's. and of sufficiently high hub-to-tip ratio that a two-dimensional treanent is valid. The pressure rise across any

bladerow is taken to be made up of that achieved in steady uniform flow at the current entry conditions plus that

necessary to balance the acceleration of the fluid within the bladerow [2]. When the contributions from each bladerow

are added, this implies a performance for the compressor as a whole of, for each value of 0,

P2"- Pit v/ -x - ,t r W (IPuo 50 - (1)

where X and p are determined by the inertia of the fluid in the rotors and in all bladerows respectively. 0 is the local

value of axial flow coefficient (= Cx / U ) and %V is the clean flow inlet total to exit static pressure rise characteristic. Wi

is assumed to be a smooth continuous function of flow coefficient and is the performance that would be obtained if the

flow through the compressor were steady and axisymmetric. Parts of this performance curve cannot be realised unless

some means of stabilising the compressor flow, such as a second compressor close up behind the first, is employed.

Unless otherwise ified, the particular form used for w in the calculations presented is that shown in Figure 1. This
is taken from [3] -.. is taken from a low speed three stage compressor. The problem of assessing the effect of inlet

distortion on the stability of the flow through the compressor is inherently a nonlinear one. We maintain that it is the

nonlinearity of the compressor performance. W, as a function of flow coefficient that is by far the most important one

in the problem. It is treated fully nonlinearly in our calculations.

Before a solution of Eq. (1) can be attempted some way of relating the pressure terms to 0 must be specified. This

involves a calculation of the flowfields upstream and downstream of the compressor and is in itself a nonlinear
problem. We regard this nonlinearity as being of lesser importance. The equations used to specify the upstream and

downstream flowfield are taken to be those describing linear perturbations about a uniform flow. This way of treating

the flowfield has been adopted by many authors, eg [41. [5], to study inlet distortion. Furth-r d: ussion of this

approach and some justification for it can be found in [I].

The compression system studied is shown in Figure 2 as a compressor pumping to a downstream plenum (situated

at least a couple of radii downstream) which exhausts through an ideal throttle. Density changes in the plenum are

related to pressure changes through an isenropic relationship and the inertia of the fluid in the throttle is neglected.

This again is a conventional approach to modelling plenum flows. It was used extensively in. for example, [6) and [7]

where it is shown that the non-dimensional parameters which characterize the compressor and system dynamic

behaviour are

-to effective compressor length

TI = r mcan radits

and

B U Vptensm

To complete the formulation of the problem some way of specifying the inlet distortion must be added. Because

the flow through the compressor is nonlinear and often unsteady it will influence that through any practical distortion

generator. This is a complication of detail rather than of principle that we do not wish to address here. We will

assume that the total pressure Pt is specified as a function of 0 (and sometimes also t) at a plane upstream of the

asymmetric static pressure field ahead of the compressor.

3. STABILITY ASSESSMENT

Once the inlet distortion is specified a solution to Eq (1) can be found. Under the assumptions discussed in the

previous section, Eq (1) and those for the various flowfields, become a coupled set of ordinary, nonlinear differential

equations. If the distortion is steady, then a steady solution is demanded. Another case discussed later is that of a

rotating distortion and in this case a solution which rotates at the prescribed frequency is sought. There are various

ways of accomplishing this solution, we found that a Fourier Collocation method [8], which exploits the

circumferential periodicity of the flow, to be a particularly suitable method. The important points are that a solution

can be obtained and that it can be obtained whether or not such a flow would be stable in practice. For the case of

steady distortion Eq (1) reduces to, for this "background" flow,

P 2  - (t , - xd (2)

PU
2  dO

at ee m mmi mmm mm I -- smlmmm i 'm
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The linear treatment of the upstream and downstream flowfields means (a) that Pt, is purely a function of 8 and
equal to the specified distorted value and (b) that P2 is circunferentially uniform taking a value determined by the

throttle setting.

The stability issue is decided by a separate calculation. To the "background" flow is added a small, unsteady
general perturbation. If any such perturbation grows with time then the flow through the compressor is adjudged
unstable. It is only if all possible solutions decay away with time that stability is assured. If perturbation quantities
are denoted by 8 ), then Eq (1) implies

p-. _ = A 8 - xa -±Ao (3)

pU
2  30 U at

In general dy/do is a strong function of e and the sepaate solutions of this equation differ
radically from the comparable ones (proportional to exp (inO)) obtained in stability analyses of clean (undistorted)
flow. This small perturbation approach is a standard technique in stability theory and represents in effect an eigennmode
and eigenvalue problem. In physical terms, the unsteady perturbations to the flow may be viewed as small stall cells
(NOT fully developed) when they propagate around the annulus and as small system transients when they are
predominantly one dimensional in character.

4. COMMENTS ON A GENERAL STABIIY CRITERION FOR DISTORTED FLOW

In [1] it was suggested that the point of instability, for a compressor in a steady, circumferentially distorted flow,
would occur when the area averaged value of the compressor characteristic slope was zero,

2%
.f dX d = 0 (4)

2t de

where the integrand is evaluated using the solution for the background steady distorted flow. as given by Eq (2). This
statement was based upon the results of applying the perturbation stability analysis to a wide variety of different
distortion/compression system combinations. Quantities that were varied included; the compressor characteristic; the

shape, extent and amplitude of the distortion; the system dynamics parameters B and 71; and the bladerow inertia
parameters X and t. In all, over 250 cases were stdied and in about 90% Sq (4) was found to hold at the instability
onset operating point with surprising accuracy.

An heuristic argument for the validity of Eq (4) can be based upon a simplified treatment of Eq (3). If for the
moment the pressure terms on the left hand side of the equation are omitted, Fq (3) becomes

" +" X 
+  

_0 dV 0 (5)

Eq (5) has as general solution the sum of terms of the form

8 = f() eit

where
df +l[.tordPl

A 4 L i t-- f - 0

The solution for f (0) is given by

f(O) = exp [
I'
j 

d
W
f dO/ 

0 - --P €tO]

Since f must be periodic as a function of 0, the argument of the exponential must tak- the value 2sriN for some integer
N. This condition determines the eignvalue o, and means that

2x

-!L- dO (6)

When the imaginary part of co is less than zero the solutions to equation (5) will grow in time and the system is
unstable. At the neutral stability operating point to must be purely real, implying Eq (4). At this point solutions to Eq
(5) can dt be written

1-[
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70 dd' + iN1(-- ( 7)
p - do d(

7his form is that of a wave travelling around the annulus with amplitude growing exponentially in
regions who d#/do is positive and decaying in regions where d,/d# is negative. In this way a balance is achieved
between the stable and unstable sectors of the annulus. It should be stressed that d//do is a strong function of 0, as
shown in Figure (3). This represents a background flow calculated for a 120" sector "square wave" distortion at the
neutral stability point (u calculated using the full perturbation analysis). It is also worth noting that the axial
velocity variation is in quadrature with the imposed total pressure distortion.

Returning to Eq (3) one can examine what affect the inclusion of the pressure terms would have on the above
heuristic argument. If solutions to Eq (3) do not have a strong n - 0 component then the unsteady pressures associated
with then will decay away exponentially upstream and downstream of the compressor. They simply balance local fluid
accelerations and so tend to be in quadrature with the axial velocity perturbations, 80. It is not hard to see nor difficult
to prove that their inclusion does little to alter the heuristic solution (7) other than to modify the speed at which the
wave travels around the annulus. Their inclusion certainly does not contribute to growth or decay of a perturbation over
a cycle, leaving our argument for Eq (4) as a stability criterion intact.

The above provides a plausibility argument for the use of the integrated mean slope (IMS) equal to zero as a
stability criterion, but it is to be noted that it is the large body of more rigorous Computations which underpins our
belief in its generality. In addition a number of similarities Ltetween the calculated perturbations and the heuristic
solutions are evident. The regions of the annulus where the calculated perturbation amplitude grows and where it decays
correlates well with the sign of dt/dio. All travelling wave type of disturbances appeared to become unstable together
(as is the case in Eq (6) where no preference for N is apparent). Finally those 10% of cases where IMS = 0 was found
not to apply were precisely those cases where the validity of the heuristic argument might be questioned. These cases
form the substance of the next section.

5. "RESONANCE" (FREQUENCY COINCIDENCE)

The results of one of the sets of calculations for which the IMS criterion appeared not to be valid is shown in
Figure 4. This shows the throttle setting at instability as a function of B for a "square wave" 120* sector distortion.
There is a ten percent drop in the value of throttle setting at instability, corresponding to roughly a five per cent
increase in mass flow, when compared with the IMS prediction. In order to understand this effect it is necessary to
examine in more detail the structure of the unsteady perturbations at the onset of instability. The general form for a
perturbation, or mode, is

80(8

with the value of o being determined from the stability a...lysis. Figure 5 gives the Fourier components of the axial
velocity perturbation for the modes which have as their strongest component a single lobed and a two lobed
propagating axial velocity disturbance. The nomenclature to be followed is to call the former, the first mode, and the
other the second mode. The mode which has its zeroth Fourier ckmponent largest is similarly referred to as the zeroth
order mode. One can (loosely) view the zeroth order mode as a surge type disturbance and the other modes as different

order propagating stall type disturbances.

Several points can be seen from the harmonic analysis. First the coupling between different components is
strongest for the near neighbours. This is due to the fact that the imposed distortion has as jjt strongest component
the first harmonic. Distortions of practical interest in the present context. it those which have a significant effect on
the stall point, will also tend to have this same first harmonic dominance. There is an extra consideration, however.
for the zero harmonic in that it represents variations in the annulus averaged mass flow through the compressor. These
variations persist throughout the rest of the system md as a result their amplitude is strongly affected by the system
properties. One might expect that if, in addition, le mass flow variations were at a frequency close to the natural
frequency of the system that amplification of the zero harmonic component would take place.

The frequency of the first mode (a rotating stall-like disturbance) and that of the zero'th mode (a surge.like
disturbance) ae shown in Figure 6 as a function of the system B parameter. A change
in B is a change in the system (ie plenum volume, overall compressor length) parameters. The computations show
that the velocity of the propagating type of modal disturbances essentially scales with rotor speed and that it is not
much affected. The frequency of the surge-like type of disturbance on the other hand is a strong function of B. At B =
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0.34. for this particular system, the two frequencies coincide. In the neighbourhood of frequency coincidence the
coupling between the zeroth and first Fourier components becomes stronger. This can be seen in Figure 7 which shows
a plot of the zeroth and first harmonic components of the most unstable mode (the first mode, propagating type).

The most important point, from an applications point of view, is that this strengthening of the coupling between
the zero and first harmonics is accompanied by a shift of the instability onset point to a higher flow than predicted by
using the IMS criterion. In Figure 8 the throttle setting at instability onset point is shown as a function of the ratio
of surge to rotating stall frequencies. Also shown in this figure is a similar effect to that produced by varying B
obtained by keeping B constant and varying the other parameter which determines the system natural frequency, in.

6. APPLICATIONS OF THE INTEGRATED MEAN SLOPE CRITERION AND CONNECTION WITH PARALLEL
COMPRESSOR THEORY

The IMS = 0 criterion is, when valid, a very useful result. since one can then compute the instability point in a
simple manner. To explore the importance of parameters such as 2 we will. in this section. deal with a simple case. It
will be assumed that the compressor characteristic takes a particularly convenient form - that of a parabola

W _ V.- _ ( 4_0)2

The stability criterion IMS = 0 reduces to

o = d8 - 2 2
(0 O

do

that is

= Cm (9)

Further. the inlet distortion will be of "square wave" type, as shown in Figure 9. The equation that determines the
distribution of 0 around the annulus Eq (1) becomes

'dmO RL- a 2(0-0m)2 (10)

dO
where RL is the pressure rise in the 0 (distorted) sector of the annulus, while in the rest of the annulus

2 = -
R L + P _ a '(O-O) (Il)

dO PU2

At neutral stability, when equation (9) holds, 0 must have the form shown in Figure 9. Examination of the sign
of dWd0 in the distorted sector implies from equation (10) that RL > W i
It is a simple matter to solve equations (10) and (11) to obtain 0 as a function of 0 and to integrate the forms found to
obtain 0. One obtains

= RL-V)2 [an RL )2  _ 1
- (RL• m, (e)j e~o

tn 2

and (12)

(V + RL) 8 r r -

_ _- Pe tam_ ( LP (K- e+-) J >0-a)

., ___ ,..,,,m-m.., mmlln, nnum mm ma mu mu mmmum um nmmmmumlu u , 11l
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The pressure rise RL , at neutral stability is determined by the IMS - 0 conditions that =0 m .

It can be seen from equation (12) that if 0 is to remain finite in the distorted sector thi

L'V)'2 fL -must not exceed x/2. When this condition is added to that obtained already,
2

that RL > Vm , we obtain,

Wm  < RL < + 22

It is immediately obvious that as . -+ 0, RL -- Wm or "Instability onset is when the pressure rise in the 6 sector
reaches the clean flow instability onset point":- the criterion applied in early versions of the parallel compressor
model.

Examination of equation (12) indicates that X only occurs in the combination )ja. Thus, when characteristics have
high curvature near their peak pressure rise, X becomes less important and the predictions of this model approach those
of the parallel compressor model. The loss of stability margin, defined in terms of pressure rise at constant speed, is
shown in Figure 10 for an example case. It appears that the two compressors in parallel estimate is always
pessimistic.

The corresponding axial velocity profiles at the neutral stability case are shown for a 180* square wave in Figure
It. The IMS - 0 criterion implies that comparable amounts of the annulus must be at negative di//do (0 > 4 m ) and a
stable condition as are at positive dV/do (0 < 0) and an unstable conditon. The most interesting aspect of Figure II
is the manner in which the value ./a dominates the way this balance is achieved. The (locally) least stable part of the
annulus is not in phase with the spoiled sec.or, .. z! indeed, as X/a --+ 0 is wholly in the unspoiled sector. The
X/a --+ 0 limit results, of coirse, in the whole of the :qmpressor annulus operating on the undistorted characteristic.
Figure 12 emphasises the dif,'erences ia high (stable) flow cases and the neutral stability case.

7. ROTATING INLET DISTORTIONS

There has recently been interest in distortions that are not stationary but propagate (rotate) at some fraction of
rotor speed. A practical situation in which this occurs is a high pressure compressor in a two (or three) spool engine
subjected to the distortion created by a rotating stall in the low pressure compressor. Rotating distortions can be
regarded as one out of the general class of dynamic distortions, with which the present analysis is capable of dealing.

The detailed experimental evidence is somewhat sparse, but one of the striking results that has been seen with
rotating distortions is the strong decrease in stability if the rotation speed becomes close to the stall cell propagation
speed. This was observed in [9] where an analogy with resonant behaviour of a simple system was drawn. The
experimental resuts of [91 are shown in Figure 13 where the increase in the value of stall flow coefficient when the
propagation speed of the distortion is close to the natural stall propagation speed can be clearly seen.

To examine this, calculations have been carried out with inlet distortions rotating at various fractions of rotor
speed. f, from f = - .6 (against rotor rotation) to f = .6 (with rotor rotation). The background flow upstream and
downstream of the compressor is taken to be steady in a frame that rotates at the distortion frequency. The equation

expressing the compressor pressure rise, Eq (1), is then

= (O) - (X-g±f) - (13)
pU

2  dO

At first sight this equation appears identical to Eq (2), the corresponding equation for steady distortion. There are,
however, two crucial differences. Because the flow ahead of the compressor is unsteady P11 is no longer simply the
upstream distorted value. It is strongly affected by, and must emerge fron. a calculation of, the compressor entry
flowfield. Secondly, the flow downstream of the compressor is unsteady and P2 must reflect this fact.

The solutions for the background flow as given by Eq (13) are shown in Figure (14) for a square wave distortion of
extent 120* for the range of distortion rotation rates studied. When
f - - .6 the coefficient of do/de in Eq (13) is more than double the steady (f = 0) value. This effective increase of the
rotor inertia parameter, X, is mirrored in the form obtained for 0, which shows relatively small variations about its
mean value. When f = .6, this coefficient has opposite sign to the steady value. At least as far as the right hand side

-aN
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of Eq (13) is concerned. this is equivalent to changing tde sigp of d/d9. The fens of the $ cwve is dine elme" a
mior image of the steady (f = 0) value

Too much attention should not be focused on the sipn of . -&f. Sinc the priesse tms in Eq (13) we d
important, but it does imply that somewhere between f - 0 and f - .6 (for this co mefsr) the axial velocity prome
must undergo a radical transitin. The nature of this transition is sa in Figure 15 which shows the velocity profie
for f - 0.1. 0.2. and 0.3. The last one is very close to the stall cell speed. At this condition the velocity profile has
a large amplitude and does not look unlike a stall cl. What appears to be occurring is that one is 'forcing, the
system at frequencies that are getting nearer and nearer to its resonant frequency. is the frequency of stall cell
propagation. Thus the response is expected to be larger although, again. it should be emphasised that the system we
are dealing with is strongly nonlinear and one cannot push simple aualogies too far.

The speed of the distortion has a marked effect on the overall distorted flow compressor characteristic as well as
on the stall point, and this is shown in Figure 15. As the propagation speed is increased from zero there is a drop in
the compressor performance (due to the increase in axial velocity non-uniformity) and a shift in the stall point. In
particular for f = 0.3 there is only a small regime in which the flow is stable.

In common with the case of steady distortion, it appears from Figure 14 that the least stable parts of the anmulus
are to be found outside the spoiled sector. It seems that any attempt to investigate what determines the stall point must
model the fluid dynamic coupling of the spoiled and unspoiled sectors. It is difficult to see, for example, how one
might do this with an approach based simply on total pressure patterns and any type of "critical residence time'.

8. EFW OF LOSS MODELLING ON STABILITY PREDICTION

In analysing the distortion problem there have been a number of attempts to model the unsteady blade response.
All of these, at least for multistage compressor models are quite rudimentary when compared to the actual situation, and

it is therefore worthwhile to investigate the overall impact of the choice of model on the predictions of the analysis.

In the preceding sections we assumed that the effect of the unsteadiness could be modelled by an inertia-like term
and that the losses were traced out in a quasi-steady manner. In this section we wil assume that bladerow exit flow
angles follow changes in bladerow inlet flow angles in a quasi-steady manner, but the instantaneous loss across a
bladerow lags incidence changes. It can be shown that, under these assumptions, all internal flow angles will be a
function only of #, the local flow coefficient. The particular lag law to be used is

TLr dL
"I-' 

= 
L. - L (14)

where L is a loss coefficient and L., is the steady state value of the loss coefficient at the instantaneous flow
conditon. The time constant. %L has been shown to have a value approximately equivalent to the time necessary for a

particle to convect through a bladerow [10]

b.U

55 , a 0.1-0.3

If the distortion is steady. the equation replacing Eq (2) which describes the steady background flow becomes

=2 pi WD- Ls - Lit - dt

pU
2  dO

where WlD is an ideal" pressure rise characteristic, being that obtained for the current internal flow angles but
assuming zero loss. WID together with the stator loss, Ls, are purely functions of 4. The term LR is the st-n of die
losses through the rotors end is given by

S-L L - Lit 
(16)

assunng similar rotan for each stage (as is the case for the compressor used throughout this pper). For small valus
of the left hand side (recall 'L a 0.1 - 0.3) it can be shown that to first order 'n%

dLt. do

LI. "It, i - _

~~~~d _ .......
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Whm this tmn is substitutd into (15) that equation takes a form exactly equivalent to Eq (2),

- 2_p-, d* (17)
pU

2  
d

when W. t .L md LR have been regrouped for form # while
as

dL7a= 7.-X" - (i8)

Strictly speaking X'eff is a function of 0. but given the approximate nature of the analysis an annulus average value will

suffice.

As an example of this, Figure 16, shows the axial velocity profiles at neutral stability for a 180 degree square

wave distortion. The three curves shown are calculated using (a) the simple inertia unsteadiness model (as used in the

preceding sections of this paper). (b) the full unsteady loss model and (c) the inertia model with a suitably increased

value of )6 at least as far as the steady axial velocity profile is concerned.

Given the similarity between axial velocity profiles it is hardly surprising that the calculated stability onset point

for the unsteady loss model and the effective X, model are indistinguishable. There is. however, a marked difference in

which modes are predicted to be the least stable. This occurs because the inclusion of an unsteady loss model means
that, near stall, the instantaneous slope of the compressor characteristic will be less positive than with quasi-steady

losses. This can be seen qualitatively by reference to equation (14), which for small disturbances, becomes for rotors

,tr I M)a U a M
"=U - - 7 SL)8L} = - SL

For the n'h harmonic and for a time dependence of the form e
i °
t this reduces to

8Lss

I + kr,(-U + n)

which decreases rapidly with increasing n. This effect would not have been predicted just by increasing the effective k.

A quamitive illustration of this is Figure 17. where the separation of the different modes can be seen. As alluded

to, the first mode, becomes unstable first followed by the second mode etc.

The condition at which the first mode becomes unstable is not much different than that computed with the

quasi-steady loss model so that inclusion of unsteady losses does not have a major effect on predicted stall point. What

the computation does emphasise. however, is that it is the first mode that one should focus on since this is the most

unstable.

SUMMARY AND C0I4LJJSIONS

I. A fluid dynamic stability analysis has been used to examine several phenomerna associated with inlet distortion in

multistage axial compressors.

2. The structure of the disturbance eigenmodes has been shown to have a distribution that is rich in harmonics. The

simple inertia lag model does not distinguish a most unstable disturbance except near resonance conditions.

3. The regimes of validity of the approximate distorted flow instability criterion

2x

have been examined. It is shown that this is valid except in the neighbourhood where surge (system) type frequencies

and compressor (stall cell) type propagating frequencies coincide. Further the use of this criterion allows one to show

clearly that the basic parallel compressor stability criterion is recovered as a limiting case of the present analysis.
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4. It is found that a rotating disatbance, whose propagation speed is close to that of the natural eigemolutions of
the system can cmse rotating stall at a considerably higher flow raw than for a disturbance that rotates with speed far
from the natural value. This is shown to be in agreement with experimental results. In generl counter rotating
disturbances have less of an adverse effect than do co-rotating disturbances.

5. In the neighbourhood where the system (surge type) frequencies and the compressor (propating type frequencies)
coincide them is also a decrease in stability compared to regimes in which these frequencies am quite different.

6. The inclusion of pitch average models of unsteady losses in a computation of steady-state distorted flow has an
effect very similar to that of an increase in the inertial unsteady terms. and thus appears not to introduce any new fluid
mechanic effects.

7. The unsteady loss calculation, however, does separate the stability points of the different modes, with the result
that the first (propagating) mode is the most unstable, and heme most important to consider.
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NOENCLATURE

a Speed of soumd
Fourier coefficients of axial velocity perturbation at compressor face

A Flow-through am
bx  Axial chord

B non-dimensional system parameter; B = u- 1 ,f
Cx Axial velocity
f distortion frequency (fraction of rotor rotation rate)
IM~ Overall effective length of compressor ducting
a Harmonic number
p Static pressure

Pt Total pressure
r Mean radius

I
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RL Pressre rise in distorted sector
T Nan-dimneso.al throttle settingU Wheel speed

80 Perturbation quantity
in Non-dinmsional effective length L r

X Inertia parameter (rotors) . L z
r co&2 (stagger)

AInertia Parameter (all bladeows - (sta b r

TL ~~Unsteady loss las parameter rCS sagr

* Axial velocity coefficient; * - Cx/UJ
Non-dilmsiona Compressor pressure rise in axisymmetric flow

PU2
* Radian frequency of perturbaton

Subscripts
0 Inlet to Compressor duct

I Compressor inlet
2 Compressor exit
3 Plenum inlet
4 Throttle outlet
R Rotor
S Steto
SS Steady state

Figus I Axlesyatre Plow Ceuipreaaor

Characteristic

0

Axial Flow Coeffjhl

Ditsttd NO st

Ponr 2 Ss Cersple rsineSyeste

L-
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette, Fr
For a low-pressure compressor in a full engine, what is the downstream plenum volume which is used for the non-
dimensional parameter B?

Author's Reply
I do not know the answer to that. We are developing this model for higher-order compression systems. We are putting
in a single compressor followed by a second compressor and modelling the flow in the second compressor. I do not
think that the simple compression system can model a multi-compressor system. Our model cannot shed any light on
the volume that should be taken.

J.Fabri, Fr
A few years ago Ed Greitzer demonstrated in several ASME papers that there is no valid two-dimensional solution for
three-dimensional flows. It is a pleasure to see that he is working again in two-dimensional flows.

Author's Reply
For the high hub-tip-ratio compressors modelled here I think that the two-dimensional theory is a good approximation
for long wavelength circumferential distortions. The model does not address radial or mixed distortions and is not
applicable to a fan.

R.Van Den Braembussche, Be
In your paper you compare surge frequency and rotating stall frequency. How do you define rotating stall frequency? Is
it the rotational speed of the stall cells or is it the frequency in a fixed reference point?

What are the types of compressor where both frequencies are the same?

Author's Reply
The model provides an eigenvalue analysis so there is a solution for every value of n. a circumferential harmonic. The
solutions for non-zero n propagate around the annulus. The solution for n - 0 is primarily a one-dimensional
oscillation. By surge frequency we mean the natural frequency that emerges as a solution of the eigenvalue problem for
the n - 0 mode. The rotating stall frequency is the frequency that emerges for the n - I mode.

When it comes to assigning a stall frequency to a compressor we would claim that the surge frequency is a strong
function of the system in which the compressor operates and of the B parameter. The rotating stall frequency tends to
be a property of the compressor, described by unsteadiness within the compressor itself.

\J
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ETUDE NUMERIQUE DE LA TRANSMISSION D'UNE DISTORSION DANS UN COMPRESSEUR AXIAL

par Germain BILLET, Philippe CHEVALIER et Pierre LAVAL

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiales

29, avenue de Ia Division Leclerc

92320 - CHATILLON SODS BAGNEUX

RESUME

Une modflisation math~matique repr~sentant le fonctionnieent des

grilles fixes ou mobiles d'un compresseur axial est coupl6e A une simulation
numrique de l'coulement tridimensionnel hors grilles. Le code de calcul dive-

lopp6 permet d'itudier les 6coulements tridimensionnels compressibles non uni-
formes dans le turbomachines. Le fluide est suppose parfait dane les espaces
hors-grilles, lea effets visqueux ftant pris en compte dans les grilles. Les
rfsultats numriques soot compars aux donnies expgrimentales obtenues sur un

compresseur mono~tage basse pression soumis A one distorsion stationnaire de

preasion d'arr~t, de forte amplitude, dana la section d'entre. Lea comparaisons
montrent que cette approche num6rique eat capable de pr~dire la riponse globale
du compresseur. Ce travail s'Inscrit dans un projet visant A pr6voir la riponse
d'un compresseur A un 6coulement d'entrie non un lorme piriodique dans le temps

ou complitement Instationnaire.

NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE PROPAGATION OF AN INLET FLOW DISTORTION

THROUGH AN AXIAL COMPRESSOR

ABSTRACT

A model representing the response of fixed or rotating axial compressor
blade rows Is coupled to a 3-D numerical simulation of the flow outside the blade
rows. The code can be used to study nonumiform compressible 3-D flows through
turbomachines. The fluid is assumed to be inviscid in the space outside the rows,

while the viscous effects are taken into account inside. Numerical results are
compared with experimental data in the case of a low speed single stage

compressor with an inlet steady total pressure distortion. These comparisons show
that the numerical approach is able to predict the global response of the
compressor. This work Is part of a larger project aimed at predicting the
response of a compressor to a nonuniform inlet flow that is periodic in time, or
fully unsteady.

Travail effectu6 sous contrat DRET.
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I. INTRODUCTION

L.ONERA d~veioppe depots piosteurs annfes des codes do caicul dens le but de d~terminer La
r~ponae des compresseurs A des h~thrng~nhitth azimutaics d'aiimentatlon. En particulier, lea ahthodes
lin~arishies, qut nt lavastage d'6tre rapides, apportent de prtcieua renseigneacno lnrsque i'h~tfro-
gnhitd nest pas trap importante [1]. Par contre en pr~sence de fortes hht~roghshitfisengendrant desphhno-
manes non itnires, It eat nhiceasaire de faire appel A one approche numhrique qut peruet d'anaiyser ce
probilue cotapLexe du compresseur aonas A de fortes distorstons aziiuautses d'alirsestation, Os
fooctionnant pras de Is Liatte do d~crochage, A forte contrepresaton et A faihie d~bit, dana une zone o
de faibies perturbations peuvent Itre considdrabieuent aispttftdes. Lea approches du prnbihae dens le
domaine non linhaire nt surtout fait appeL a des smdElisatin btdimsensionneiles [2 A 5). or Greitzer et
Strand [6) ont sontr* que Is superposition d'one giration tmportante et d'hhthroginfifths de pression
d'arrit induit des effets tridimensionnels que ne peuvent apprfihender lea approcheshiditensionnetes.Dana
ces conditions, i eel apparo nficessaire de dhivelopper on modals nusa~rtque pius coapiet qui soft capable
de capter lea effets radlaus en plus des phhnowhlnes azianteus. Dens ce but, cot articie eat particulihl-
res~ent consacrf A ILEtude numfirique d'un ficouLement h6tfrogene tridiwensionnei coapressibie et inatation-
nalre dana un compreaseur mono~tage A vetne cytindrique dont Laliaentation ent snualse a use distorsion
stationnaire et dont Ia charge eat comarahie A celtes rencontrhes sur lea coapresseors industriels.

L'approche numfirique eat basfe sur one ahthode aun dIff~rences fintes A pan frecttonnalren
pureaent instationnaire qul a Eit6 dfiveiopphe pour t'Etude d'un ficouiement hhtforog~ne non vinqaceun dsns on
canal annulitre simuljot La partie do isoteur situ~e en amont du coispreaseur [7). Dana le pr~sent travail
nous avons repris cette approche pour rhsoudre len Equations d'Euler dana len zones hors-grilles. La
rfisoLution s'eftectus, dans lee grilles fixes ou aobiles, en coupiast lea Equations gLohaies, aodE~lnant
le fnnctinnneaent d'une roue. aun Eiquations d'Euler utiiishes dane lea espacen hors grilles. Gette aod6-
Lisation inatationnelre, A base esuentielenent phhnoahsnologlque, associe trots relations lnthgralen
(conservation de La masse, de Ia quantitfi de mouveisent et de l'fnergie) et deun Equations de retard
concernant respectivesent Ile coefficient de perte de charge et l'tcart flux-profiL (0 one consante
engutaire pras) en sortie d'aubagen. tine dernl~re relation sur L'6voiutios radile den lignen de courant
A La traverale des grilles permet de former le systhse d'6quations qzit reLic len diverses grandeurn a~ro-
thersndynamiques dfifinies respectivement en anont et en evai de cheque grille.

Les cosparaisoss entre lea vaeurs exphrlsestales et lea rhsultats obtenus per le programme de
caicui soot prhsentfies dana pLualeurs sections trenaversaies. en particulier en aval et en amont de Ia
roue mobile oa des reievhis esp~riaentaua dhtstills sox - fournis.

2. NOTATIONS

r, 9, 2 coordonnries cylindriqoes dane ie donalne physique,

R, Z. 7coordonn~es transtorm~en dana le donaine de caicuL,

f temps,

V : vitense absolue,

V: vitesse relative,

V_, V9, V~composanres de ia vitense aheolue,

V4. Ve. Vs:co.sposanten de La vitesse relative,

Qi) vitesse anguiaire do rotor (pent dfpendre do temps),

-Y. rapport des chaleurs sphctflques,

C cfihrit6 du son locale,

Al nombre de Mach iocal,

9 angle de dhfiexton radil,

angle reletif de d~fLeaion aziastaie,

90: angle de d~fieaion radiate d'entr~e,

0, angle de dhf leston azlautain d'entrhe,

p masse eniusique.

p preason statique,

P pression d'arrht,

P, presslon d'arrit d'entrfe,

T: temp~rature absoise,

.1 estrople sphciflque,

q taus de chaleur voiutsique,



puissance des forces esthrlesres dane le rep~re relat 11,

rYj ensear des contraintes nisqeses,

coefficient de perree,

S angle de calage,

r a rayon,

r haureur do canal,

r* fonctian liniaire den pentes den carters interne et esterne,

1.: cordc aniale des ashes,

1: pan den caisass interasines,

h hooteur du robe de cooran, a

N noobre d'ashes de la grille.

Indice inflrfear

I: entrer de la grille,

2 sortile de la grille,

e carter enteroc,

£11 liar statloonaire.

3. PRINCIP-E if- L-A MET-HOil

be domaine de cal-
1  

eot conpool daun canal onnaiaire secrion Pcoiarine iinitf, par les
carters internle er enterne de la nachine or par on plan d'otr~r et on plan do sorrle qal so siroent
resprcrtioenent en anont de Ia preni~re grille et en anal de Ia derniiire grille.

Afln d'acoir tin donine de caicul A nafilen ortho~gonaics, uc treannforsation des coordonnbes
spariales qol prinerne le caracrire consercaril den 6qoations dl'cier cot appiiqafe

r - R r - r, (Z)
r, (z) -ri(Z)

be champ physiqoc rot alors transfeend4 en on domalne parailI61pipidiqoe.

(a) Equatioos crfobses dano le donoine h-ors-grilles

L'tcoalesenit Ctant soppoeP nos-nisqousu dons ce dornaine, noos ncosidfroos ie syotine des

6qoatlioos d'Ester exprieP dons le nosveau syst me de roordoennes ZAc a f0c 9. C

aU+ O(U) + -(U, Z, e. R) + --H(U, Z, R)=0 12

pYV,

Uocr r p(V,sin0+VcosO)Lp(VI,cosfl- VesinO)

oil E repr~sente t~nergle rotate par unit4 de coine qal *dans lecrae cnnsidfrt doen gao parfait r~gsiier
-Cte),e pooir epression :E P +IP

y-1 2
Leo espresolons den coeposantes des nereus P, G er It sont donshee dane (7).

b) Modlition des grilles

be relent do ng~ritsble" gcoslement tridimeostoonet dens Isto rtaltb des canaan toterasbee doun
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6tage West actuelieaent pas envisageable avec lea calculateura dtaponiblea, lea dur~es d'expiottation
fitant proibitivea. 11 faudra attendre larrlvhe d'une nouvelle g~n~ratlon d'ordinateura pour rkaliaer
cea calcula.

tDe ce fait, notre choix a'eat portfi our une aodfliaation de l'ficoulement dana lea grilles qui
Evite l'utiliaation d'un .aillage axial A llintirleur des aubages. Il eat done possible, done ce caa,
d'Studier lea ph~nom~nea physiques dane un conIpreaseur complet avec on noembre de nailles raisonnable.
Mais en contrepartle lea miodalea utiliada n'approchent que de aaniare globale lea ph~nom~lnea phyaiquea et
dolvent aouvent faire appel A des valeura expfirimentalea (en particuller aur le coefficient de perte )C
et I'angle de sortie en axes relatifa P. pour coabler le sanque d'information A l'inthrieur dea
grilles.

Le mdble de rouea, aimilaire A un aemal-actuactor diak- o'obtient par simplification des
fiquations de Navier-Stokes compl~tea Ecritea snus formse conservative dana le domatne transform4i. Cea
fiquatlons sont tout d'abord Inthgrges dona un tube de courant (Cl ) qul a one Apaisaeur finle (cette
hyp-Ahae gfin~raliae le mod~le prfiaentg dana (81 oO 1l6paisseur de (p1. ) fitait auppoa~e Infinisent
petite). Chaque donaine (A ) eat llsit6 par lea profile de deux aubagea adjacenta dana la direction azi-
mutale, par lea sections d'entr~e et de aortie du canal interaubes dana Is direction axiale et par deux
surfacea de courant dane Ia direction radlale (Fig. 1). Si Dn~ repr6sente Ia frontl~re qui entoure
( S ), lea trots 6quations peuvent s'Riccire dans le repare relatif, apras quelquea calculs [9]

(a) O$ £d+ jP v. nd2=O
f.at f

(c)n Al-L O J~ivc -JP .fldvdtU

+ f p r(vs -kco r )Al=

avec

dO+ 4 1+0)faqdfl- p T-d l.

Fig. 1. HODELISATION DES GRILLES DA14S LE PLAN PHYSIQUE

11 eat 6vldent que lea relationa (3) ne peuvent Itre utiliagea aous cette forme et que queiques
hypoth~Aes aimpltttcatrtces sont nficeaaaires. Noon auppoana donc que lee variables afrothermodyna-
miquta

- varient linfiairement le long de chaque tube de courant (f.

- aont constantes dana lea sectiona d'entr~e et de sortie do doaine (f)c'eat-&-dire que la longueur
d'onde de Ia perturbation circonf~rentielle eat grande par rapport au paa do canal.



Nous edmettons quo done chaque tube de courant (Q)

- 118couleaont eat tangent au equelette du profil de l'aube vO= V~tg 8;

- ldfvolution radials des 115000 de courant A Is traverasie des rouge eat connue et ne d~pefld pas du
temps. Elle eat donofe Par un calcul d'Scouleaent irldien A l'instant initial to

v,=v~r* a t C (4)

avec r = r,()

Si noue eupposone do plus que l'Svolution eat adisbatique. quo leg effete viequeux done lee
sections d'ontr~e ot do sortie sont nfigligeables et que 11Spaiseur do dhplacesent des couches lisites
cur lee profile reete toujours foible vie-a-vie du pee do canel Il erse if s rdduit I

Jo d, d
Ecrit sous cette forme, ce terse de porte instetionneire est difficile a1 Celculer. L'analogie avec le

terse de porte etetIonnaire d'un 6coulement incompressible traversent uno roue fixe (3) sugggre
d'enpriner Y,~ s ous forme diecrbte, per Is relation:

I V? .,S I+1+v.S 2  X
oils I L et 5S. - I& L dfifinissent reepectivement Paeirs des sections d'entr~e et de sortie du tube de
courent (a. ).

X eat dfiterii, carne dane [2 A 51, par le modele do trenefert suivant

+X=U.(5)
at

't repr~seote une constante do temps lie A Ia convection des perturbations does la couche
lireite et C, eec une function do ( obtenue eXPL~risentalement.

Lee 6quecions inetationnairee (3) peuvent Atre alore Sicrites sous mne forue discrlte qui relic
lee grandeure d'entr~e (asee volumique, 6nergie cin~cique epdciftque axiale et preesion scetique) eu
point du ereillage I aux grandeure do eortie au point du maillage 2 du moddble do roue (fig. 1)

() K'-a(p1+p,)+pv,,S2-P1 v51 S, =0,
2 at

(b) Y~t2++ (
0 + *)l ?( 12+~V) -Y

4 4 at 4 at

1P21(+ 2 Pie -(P2! - NTL- ]V*- *.S + 10., S2 - 5 SO
IL\222 \2 2 2 14

2 2 +p2I 2 ) wg
pii o)2p r ~ + v-p 2 W

2 r~) -t8r + Lzr 2 v#I).+ (,19(PpI.+Pr O 1r+ p, r~f-

V(ca P.+P2) +( IP.(V-2 S2 -VIISI) + (P2 V., S2 -P& V, S1 ) -9,
2(7-1) at 2/y v-I

no 9D-- eL Ih a ~ repr~sente Ie volume epprochd do tube de courant()

A portir do cos relations, 11. Oct intfiressant de reuarquor que le variation do I& vitesse &o

rotation (Squation 6b) est pris sn coupte at poruet d'itudier le comportemcnt du cosprescour lore de
phases d'acclration ou do dgclration.

Lee noeuds I at 2 appertionnent eussi so domaine hors-grlls, et nous pouvons y appliquer lee
6quations 4fMisin doe ce dousing.

Levi aso uie do l'Sicoulament eec supposle subsonique doe los plans dcontrG* at do sortie
des grilles. Doesc caR, on nous basuent sut La th~ori. des caractlrisciquos. nous pouvons intigrer
quacro 6qustions A 1'entrie ct one souls en sortie. Four Is point doentric 1, coupt ron do Is relation
(4), one des Squetiona diglolre sc 1s systbauc scxprime dens le repire rejetfcorns suit

api + v PI'It'+ ,-
(b) at+~c-~-' -of

(is long do is ceracclrisciquc C+), )

(c) aP1  i e0

(d) a. C 0
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'07-im Deuicaat

4c(8)

(;rI on osri ,1 eain()a 'qainle long de I& caractiriatique C-).nnntl

tr Iser lur o'nge de Isocratiisationnir C- .

Cet rn~e iqa ipuati aeat riae aii u emrl ss~e leuils n w~ed

+ 2. (9)
at

04 1,,1". COE 9 est une fonction de FSobtenue A partir des r~oultats expgitentaux. ?Z eat Une
constants qui peut varier en fonction de h

Ce modble aimple a diii fitf utilisfi dana d'autres travaux (cf. [21 par exempie). 11 spparat
souhaitable de pouvotr disposer dun codible plus physique. Dana cc but, one &tude expiriaentale a ft
meonie A VOKERA [111 et l'introdut ton du nouveau codile. dana le code de taltul eat en tours.

La relation qol relic a, ux compoaantea de Ia vitesac relative a'icrit

02 =Arc tg 2
V.,

Le couplage des Aquationa (6a), (6b), (6c), (7b), (7t). (7d), (8b) et (9) aboutit au systdam de but
Gquationa suivant:

a* +* V* +8* =,i
at 9z Ole 49R

aver

'*_[Pi. V.1,I VolI Pt' P1. V52. V*, P2).

Lee iliments des matrices 51, Nt 4W et lea composantes de Ddipendent des composantes de &1 et
do Ia giowitri. de Is veine 191. Apris risolution de cc systima, lee composantes radiates de Ia vitesac
&s points I *t 2 sont obtenues par lea relations (7a) at (8a). iLe toefficient de perte instationnairs
done& par (5) apparsit done le terme non homoginsa

4. APPROCUK NMWIqU1

Le probibs eat risolo numfiriquement par une sithode A pas fractionnaires, dite de disintfi-
gration, explicit@, du second ordre. Cest one extension A lespace tridimensionnel de la mfithode A pas
fractionoaires diveloppe dans 1101 et appliqude aux tairula d'dcouieaents tranasoniques bidicensionnels.

C tt sihode consiste I dficouposer l'opirateur spatial tridimensionnel en opgrateura unidimensionnels
suaquals test associd Is sthias de MacCormack [121.

Lo domaine de caicul concernant Is coupresseur Atudi& ci-dessous eat divisfi en trois raigions.

La r~gion I tomprend lea zones hors-grilles situies en scoot de Ia roue mobile et en aval do
redresseur.
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La r~gion 2 inclu lea zones hors-grilles oitu~Ss just* devant Is roue, mobile, entre lee deux
grilles at juste spr~A is redreasser.

La rgigion 3 s stos au niveau des plans dlentr~e et de sortie de chaque grille.

Les pas d'espace de ces trois rigions soot respectivesent&?;AG &It (rigion
(regions 2 et 3).

Soit tJ 'spproximation de I( 6' -E_ Rj ) su temps -- cAt,> 0) ai
aux points Z . - ',At, 8, -J,6

9  
at Rk- kait

Le scb3.a A chaqos double pas entler sszxprime done la, rhgIon 1 de Is sni~re suivante

(3 3) (3 (3) 3

oa 3' 3 3dfifiniseent lee opfiratsurs aoc difffirences finies unidi-

menosionne s done lea directions respectives i?, ja eit A Le produit coesutattf des opfrateurs dana (11)
et indispensable pour obtenir one pr~cision do second ordre [101.

Bien quo lee diff~rents schftas A pins fractionnairee (tel que U,(1M V Uu,3 L~
discr~ttsent des systinues onidimensionnels pseudo- instat ionnaires, 11 a Wi d~wontr6 qos, le, scbfisa A pae
enlist (1 1) sat consistent avec les fiquations inestionnaires, c'est-A-dire qu'ii discr~tise Is syst~me
ficrit soos forms conservative (2) avec one prficion du second ordre [10).

En tenant compte que, dane ls rfigion 2 le pas d'espace dane Ia direction aiciale eat &a /2, is
schbhaa As entier dane cette rfigion slobient directement 3 partir do sch~ste (11) en reoplagant chaque
opgrsteurpav. (at/? par on produit de deux opirateura onidisensionnels

34 (A6 6eQ
1

.. (

Poo r coostruire Is sch~ma A pas entier qol discr~tise Is syst~me (10) (r~gion 3), nous dficomposons is
ssirice3 qutapparalt dana (10) en une mairice triangulaire sup~risure 1 et one matrice triangolairs

nf~rieure 3B . Cette d~composition suppldeentaire pereet d'obtenir ankalytiqueseni one condition de
etabilitf approchge poor ce sch~ma.

Le sch~ma A pae entier utilisE done Is r~gion 3 eat d~fini come suit

5(5At

6j~~ 6(12Y;) 6

,,Ce schlma discrgtise ls syst~me (10) et par cons~quent lea schimas aseocigs A cbaque op~rateur
z1(AtI 6 ) , 4 (M:E16 et 'A (At 16) discrftisent des oystmes unidimensionnels anus

forms non conservative.

Ls schdma U7,+(11IE=yP(.)U 1  par exesple, slCcrit f131

pour lea prfidicteurs et

.4 5eI/ 2, AZ +(16 f4(E6
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poor le correcteur, -0 QJ e., +4 +f 16))J

Lee schfuss A pas fractionnaires

At ~ qv*s1) V+(213) =y At AL)+z11

discrfitisent respecttvement lee systimes pseudo-instationnaires:

I ft+91 -o=(A 2 ,A@2) at f -+ 2 a=.o(At2, A0 2).
6 at Oe 6 at ae

Le schfima A pas fractionnaires #fji
7 1 6 1

diacrgti:e la partie non homog~ne du systame (10) (de l~a same msniare qu'une m~thode de dfaint~gration
di crfitis Is partie non homogine d'un systdoe parabolique [14])et eat donng par

*+(76)=....s(S16)-2t9 -jA

Le achfima A pas entier (12) eat consiatent avec lea vOritablea Equations c'eat-l-dire qu'il
discrfitise Is ayst~rse (10) avc une prAcision du second ordre.

La condition lin~aire de atabilit6 des achmasa A pas entiera utilis~s dana chacune des zones
eat obtenue analytiquement en conaidfirant la norme, Lz_ de ces schas. Ils sont stables ei la norme de
chaque opgrateur fractionnsire eat bornie psr l'unitf. Lea schfmas A ps entiersa ppliqu~s dens lea zones
hors-grilles doivent astisfaire, Is condition suivante (li~e au crit~re de Courant Friedricha Levy)

Atr,:G.Min LAZ, A@, AR 1(13)

avec

Az=MaxI"I I V_ I A = MaxI (O I = ,+)
I I r * +)

ARt= Max 8I , V, -Vr + C /F+rW)/(, 1=-I . 5.

~wo WO et s oot respectivement lee vsleurs propres des matrices

jacobiennes des vecteurs F, G, H (systlse 2) par rapport A U.

Cette condition eat netteucoc moins restrictive que cells A laquelle doivent sstifasire lea
sch~sas "tridi ensionnels- explicites (schimas obtenus par discrfitisation directs de l1opfirateur spatial
tridimensiJonnel).

L'Gtude de Is condition de etabilit6 associfie sum schiisas (12) eat plus compliqufe. Cependant

aver lea hypothbses suivantes:

(rette dernitre condition revient A suppaser que lea pantes radial.. des lignes de courant et des lignes
du maillage, A Ventrfie at A is sortie des roues. nt des valeura pau difffrentes), ii eat possible de
d~terminer lea vaeurs propres des matrices jaF R 99 et 4r qui 9slcrivent respectivement
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V.'

0 2r,
a2 , (tgp 2+ I +ui12) VS,

VII 2r, k

a - V., +C1  
Vol

0 '2r,

V,2 -Ci +r *2)Vf, +C, tgp,
0 bA..=b2, 2r, k
0 0

(I +r?2) v#2

2 2r2 k

-(3tg2 P2 -tg 2 P.+3r2 +r0,2 +4).4-(r2- r2) (+r* 2 )C2t 22 2v,, 1 2r 9 0
avec a2k (t 2 1r 2 vk

k rtg pg,2 I +rI +rtr2)\V

k 2 1 + 2rJ

avec k =tg2 
0 2 + 2+ r+

L'spplication des sch~mas A pas entiers dane la zone des grilles eat assojettie A une condition
sislaire A (13) i e pas de temps unique pour lee trois zones doit vfirifier is condition [91

&~T. iMin tMG. T7 jb- ce (13')

Le traitement des conditions aux limitesqul a d6JA Wt exposfi en dfitails donse larffrence [7]
eat ici bri vement r~sumA

- I a co ndition aux limites la pius simple se situe dans la direction azimutale ot) une condition de p~rio-
dicitg eat utilisfe danm lee plans 0) -o t &1 - 211.

- one condition de glissement - est appliquge sur lee carters interne ( R- 0) et externe
R-1) A1 chaque,.pas entier. Lee opgra l

6
us Y. , ' e at y sont appliqu~s comme dane tout

autre plsn R .Par contre, suivant Ia direction radiale, on sch~ma dgicentr6 [15] remplace Is
sch~ma classique de Mac Coruack;

- Dans le plan d'entrfe ( Z- - 0) , lea quatre grandeur. soivantes : PC , K . e t P.sont ispos~es dane
lea cas traites oil Va a mne veleour eubeonique. La cinqui~me inconnue eat calcol~e par intfigration de
l'6quation de compatibiliti le long de 1. ligne caractgiristiqueC

at OZ OR do az

oil Q =Logp. Les coefficients Al I A
5 

sont fonction des conditions d'entrfe P. T, a

L'Squation (14) eet discr~tisie ao moyen d'on sch~ma A pa. entier do second ordre, seublable A
(11), dana lequol lesschinas A pa. fractionnaireo s'appliqoant A des Eiquations sous forme non conser-
vative.

Dane le plan de sortie, la proscion statIque eac donnfe et qoatre Equations sont int~gr~es done
les nc trait&* oil V, a one velour subsonique : Vfquac ion do compatibilitf le long de l~a csracts-
ristiqos C.* at crois 6qoacions provenant do systgem do base (2). C.. Squ~tions sont discritisieeso an oyen
d'un sch~me A pas antler similaire A (11).

Un termo do viscositi artificiallo [161 *at utilImG &fin d'att~nuer les oscillations nu&'iues
parasites qul pauvont cc d~velopper St nuisent A la convergence do calcol. Lajostomont des paramltres

intervenant done ce ters pormo do conserver one pr~cision du second ordre. L'Introdoction d'une visco-
sitt artificiallo couduieot I one condition de stabilitt on peu plus restrictive quo la condition (13'),

lee calculs ont At# r~alises evec: o pea do temps Egal 0.7 At, oil -E~ eet Mlini par l'fquation (13').
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RESULTATS

Lee calculsaont fit# c~alitsa sur on calculatear CRAY-IS en mode vectorial. Le uslillage couprend
approxiaivement 78000 noeuds (78 done Ia direction a"Iale, 91 dane Is direction azioutale et 11 done Is
direction radials) (f1g. 2). La convergence vera Ia solution stationnairc nicesaite environ 1000 pas en
temps, ce qui correspond I I hours de calcul et A on temps physique de 20 us. Thus les r~sultats
prfoentla ont ItA obtenus I convergence (&tat stationnaire).

Le cod. de calcul LABICHE permet dlftudier difflcentes distorsions dleotrfe o ne distorsion de
teupdrature d'arrlt at (ou) one distorsion de pression d'arrft peuvent ftre coupies A une distorsion
radials et (ou) A une distorsion asioutale de Ia direction de l16couleaent. Ict, seule one dietorsion
d'entr~e de lIa presaion d'arr~t eat consid~rfie (les succes variables Gtunt supposhies rester constantes
dane 1. plan daentrle).

Le code a 6tSi appliqui A on banc, explcimental compottant in conpresseur monofitage basse
pression I veine non 6volutive de rapport de soyes figal A 0.668.

Les principales caract~ristiques au point nominal sont les suivantes

Accroisaement moyen de la preasion o.... .62

dfibit6,96 kg/s
puissance absorble 18,73 Kw
vitesse de rotation 3500 Wa/n.

Bien que Ia vitease de rotation soit faible, ce compresacur a lavantage d'avoir one charge
senbiable A celles des compresseora induscriels. L'fitude a At6 rlslisfie en n point de Is caractfiriscique
nO le divannage eat maximum, c'est-A-dire pour is valeur do dfibit Is plus flevfie possible.

Roue mobite Redrsssaur

Coupe
lransversale

Coupe Inngitudrnale

Fig. 2. MAILLAGE DUI DOKAINE HORS-GRILLES

225.

Pig.3. DSCRITIONDLI 83NTOE EPERIENTA



La figure 3 prlisente i'organistion Sindrale du banc expdrimental sinsi gus 18 forms des
subages.

tin 6cran 41 porosit& variable, fixf A un diamitre en smont de is roue mobile, crhse une
distorsion ds pressiort d'srret gui ss propage onsuite I@ long do Ia veine. Cette perturbation Indult une
distribution quasi-sinusoldsle de Is pression d'srrat I chaque rayon M-. cote done Ie plan d'entr~e de Is
vein. et lea incidences suivantes our lee subages do Is roue mobile

rr incidence en prfisence
do 1'#cran

0.96 -3' A + 2'

0.92 -3,8' a + 2.7'

0.84 -4,4' A + 2,6*

0.76 -5,2* A + 4,2*

0.70 -5.4' A + 2,6*

Une proc~dure spdciale eat utiliage pour introduire lea conditions A ls liaite dsns le plan
&wont :lee valeurs obtenuee par un calcul dafcoulement mfiridien soot progressivesent modififes au cours
du temps juagu'a ce gu'elles atteignent lea valeurs impoa&ea de i'dcouiesent hftfrogdne. Les rfisultats
pr~sentfis correspondent au" conditions aux liaitea suivantes

- lentrnde de is valee

Pi (r, ) -Plm r) +. I anfr)con9 + bft(,)uinne
T.a2880K

Les 6volutione radiales de ?.,(C,(I- (k) at (I. L) .......5) soot obtenues A
partir des dounn.. expfirimentales. Lee figured (4b) et (4c) ddcrivent lee 6volutiona radlales de P e
de 6- . La distribution de preesion d'arrat A 1'entr~e eat prasentge sur ls figure 4a.

10 io1 3 Z-5 jas et e V Z- - 2430 -jts- ddfinisaent reepectivesent Is pression d'arrat et
Ia preselon dynamigus IL 1 entr~e de Is veins en 6coulement homogAne (sans 6cran).

L'amplitude de Is distorsion eat important. puisgu'elle atteint 50 % de ta velour de Is
pression dynamigue soyenne A l'entr~e (voir figure 4c).

e 00

Carterats,,,

- 1/2 pV1

5 -00.3

b) 7vlt~ rail d 4 Pj- Evlto fiife oela a

c) Pu i radial d I Ig Carte 4x
or _ _ _ _ _ _ iV
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- En so-tie de veins

is preasion statique iupoo~e dane le code eat donne par Ia fonction ouivante

'1 - P . [d, .1+ ( -) + -fL" + 6 co

nfl K eat donne par (1).

Elie permet de retrouver avec une bonne precision lea valeura expgrimenteles fournies dens ce
plan de sondage.

Fig. 5. PROJECTION DU VECTELIR VITESSE ABSOLUE BANS LE PLAN D'ENTREE
DE IA ROLE MOBILE

(en rn/a)

La figure 5 ntre la projection de Ia vitesse absolue, dans le plan d'entr~e de Ia roue
mobile obtenue par le calcul. Deux regions distinctes sont observfies. Dana chacune de ces regions l'ficou-
lement a tendance A plonger des zones de fortes pressions vers -lea zones de foibles presain. B~e plus, A
cauae de lexistence de gradients radjaux I'6coulement s'infikchit vers le carter externe dana lea zones
de fortes pressions tandis que done lea zones de faibles pressions l'6coulement 8elocurve Vera le moyeu.
Ces ph~nomanea montrent que I'Scoulement eat effectivement tridiinensionnel quand une dietorsion semblabte
B celle imposge dans le calcul eat engendr~e A l'entr~e de Ia veine mgme loraque, dans le cas Situdig ici,
le compresaeur a des parols cylindriques.

BO. 50 T- -- , -- T -r- -- - -- 7

4500~ (b -- 30"tunudiq

0" 60o 1200 1800 240P 3000 360' 0 60n 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600

Fig. 6. REPARTITION DES ANGLES RELATIPS AZIMIJTAIJXfPi et P 2
All RAYON MOYER

a) devant la roue mobile b) derriere Ia roue mobile

Lea ripartitions, so rayon aoyen, des angles relatifs azirmuteux ,et ,L de l'kcoulement
reepectiveuent A V'entres at A Ia sortie de Ia roue mobile soot Eraciec sur lea figures 6a et 6b. La
valeor du debit obtenue numfiriquecent eel lig~rement plus faible que I& valeor du debit d~terminfie exp6-
rimentalesant (3 %). Par consequent, lea valeure nur~riques de P1 (li~As directement dane notre cas au
debit) sont un pau plus filevies dana certaines regions (2 ,50 maximum) usfs lea deux evolutions suet
compsrablac at nt tendance A cslquar lour allure quasi-slnusotdale our callse de I& pression d'arrfit A
cat androit. Pour tangle P.,, lea valeurs stationnaires exp~rimentales sont introduites dane le
calcul et Ia distribution de langle P, eat obtenue par I'intermldiaire de l'6qustion de transert (9)
oil 'C' - 0.5.

Au rayon consider*, ivyolution de langle O. Wes pee un aspect sinnsoldal at montre bian qua
la effete non-linfaires sont importants dane cettt region~ A Ia traveraft de Is roue mobile.

L'accord antre lea valeors expirimentales at numoriques est convenable our one grande partia de
isazimut "s i eat angst evidant qua Ia modilae (9) et perfectible en particuliar asx momants du d~col-
lament progreecif (100........p 240*) at du racollement rapide de la coucha limite Is long du profLi
(240 10....3C).
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La figure 7 pr~oente leg lignes Lao-coefficient de d~bit obcenuea expfirimentalement et nom~ri-
quemeor A l.'aval de lIa roue mobile. Lea niveaux soot bien reprfsent~a dane cette section except6 dane isa
partla oa lIa pression d'arr~t eat lIa plus foible et oO un ficart entre le d~bit num6rique et Is dlbit
exp~rimental apparatt. La forms des iaolignes obtenues par le calcul et par l'expfirience eat aimilaire.
En particulier, done Ia Partia gauche de l.anneau l.'8tirement des lignes 4 et 5 eat aussi visible dane le
calcul ;dane Isa partie droite, lIa remontge de ces mimes lignes vera le carter externe eat bien reprfi-
sentie. Dana Ia zone de forte preaaioo d'arrlt, lea isolignes se referment autour dun ooyau (ligne 1)
dfical* de l.O* (par rapport A G - 0*) dana Ia direction opposfie A celle de La vitesse de rotation. Ce
ph~nom0ne eat aussi perceptible aur lIa figure 8 oa lea isolignea de la preasion d'arrit soot trac6ea dana
lea mgme plan. Ce diplacemeot de lIa valeur maximale de Isa pression d'arrLit ( P,.) eat dO A un fort gradient
n~gatif de I' incidence dana lIa direction de lIa vitease de rotation qui produit one riduction du travail
done lIa roue mobile et par consfquent d~place l~e maximum de ?, dana lIa direction oppeoaie. Come our lIa
figure pricfidente. lIa ripartition de P, obtenue par le code de caicul eat proche des donnies expfirimen-
tales dana lIa majeure partie do plan de Bondage. Un Ecart entre lea valeura nmsriques et expfrimeotales
apparaft dane lIa zone oil is et Isa plus basse, c'est-&-dire 1A oQl le dicollement progreasif de lIa couche
limite our le profil neat pas correctement reprisent6 par l~e mod~le utilisg (figure 6b). Tous tea
risultata montreot que ce code eat capable de prfivoir lIa r6ponae globale d'uo coapreaseor A une
diatorsion, asa des amiiliorations doivent Atre apporties en particulier Bur lea modiLes de tranafert
(fiquations 5 et 9) afin de mfeox appr6hender certaine dfitails de l.'Acoulenent.

CONCLUSION

La code de calcol LARICHE eat validg par les r~sultats prhaentga et leor comparaison avec
l.'expirience. Son application a'est 6l1argie A des cospreaseurs Industrials [lv ] mas sans possibilitis de
comparaisons jusquiA prfseot. L'utilisation de ce code devrait permettre de mieux: apprfihender lea phino-
m~nea complexesengendrds lore de phases transitoires dana lea coapreaseura at en perticuliar d'amiliorar
leur merge au pompage pour des configurations de vol pau fitudifiea Juaqu'l maintenant.

Lea modilas utiliasa, pour reprisenter lea pantes at lhfcart flux-profil.ont leur propre limi-
tation car Ila ne soot pas bien adaptis lorsque de forts dficollements de Isa couche liafte apparaissent.
Un nouveau sodble concernant l'&tsart flux-profil a it6 6labor6 A l'ONERA at eat en coura d'introduction
dane lIa code LABICHE.
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Rnnette, Fr
Ceci nest pas une question, mais plutbt un commentaire:

(a) Votre conference montre clairement l'importancc des gradients radjaux qui conduisent A un ecoulement fortemcnt
tridimensionnel.

(b) Les moyens informatiques necessaire pour trailer ce type de calcut devienneni tris importants, surtout en capaciti
m~moire. et risquent de limiter ]'extension de cc type de methode. Vous avez en effet indique un maillage de
78,000 points, et pour le film que vous avez presente. une heure dc calcul sur CRAY- I S avec 1.500 iterations.

Author's Reply
Je ne pense pas que lea risques de limitation dans 1'extension de cc type de m~thode sojent grands, car on doit compter
dans lea ann~es venir, sans Eire irop optimiste, sur des progres encore tres spectaculaires (en capacite memoire et en
rapidite) des ordinateurs.

H.B.Weyer, Ne
Iwonder whether it is possible that the stator has no effect on the distortion pattern, particularly if the stator load is not

equal to zero. Please comment.

Author's Reply
For this compressor it is normal because this Compressor has a constant channel. This is also observed in the
experiment.
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CALCUL DU COMPORTEMENT D'UNE GRILLE D'AUBES EN REGIME

DE DECROCHAGE DYNAMIIqUE-

P. GILLANT - P. SAGNES - JP. OILIER

Socjdtd BERTIN et CIE

Allde Gabriel Voisin - 78373 PLAISIR CEDEX - rrance

RESUME

La m6thode de calcul ddcrite dans ce, document permet Is reprdsentation pour un corat

relativement faible de l'6coulement subsonique instatjonnaire 6 travers une grille

d'aubes bidimensionnelle de compresseur. Cette mod~lisation utilise Is m6thode des

singularitds ;celles-ci sont disposdes sur les profils et sur lea filets tourbil-

lonnaires ferment un sillana en avel des subes. Dens les cas ofj Pon tient compty

d'une variation de hauteur de veine, de Ia compressibilit6 du fluide ou encore

lorsque Pon considbre une roue mobile (avec variation du rayon de Is nappe) des

singutsritdas discrbtes sont sjoutdes dens Ie csnal interaube.

Des lois de tranfart de grille dtablies lorsqusaucun d6collement de Is couche timite

n'intervient sent prdsentdes.

Une extension su rdgime de d6crochage dynamique est introduite. Les r6sultsts ddjh

obtenus montrent qu'su voisinege du point de d~collement, un esicul capable de

d~crire convenablement h Is fois Ia ligne de d6plscement at 1'6couiement locsl est

n6cessa ire.

LISTE DES NOTATIONS

Z affixe complexa

P iangle relatif & Is direction axiale

V vitesse complexe de l16coulement

%f potentiael de 1'6couaement

F tpoussde induite suT Ie profit

ddbit de sources 1i6 au profil

densitd de circulation d'un tourbillon lid au profit ou tibre

denaitA de circulation d'un tourbillon situ
6 

sur lea lanibres du sillsge

N nombre de segments sur La profil

p :pas de Is grille

c :corde de l'aube gdndratrice

h hauteur de veine

r irayon

m,8 coordonndes c31.indriques

x,y coordonndes cartdaiennas

AS longueur dun segment

Q zviteae de rotation

ro tcirculation totals

r' circulation autour du profil

X coefficient de pertain

Q. 'I- :frdquence riduite

travaux financda par Is Direction des Recharches at Etudes Techniques (Direction

Gindrale de l'Armement).
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INDICES

k i num6ro du segment du profil

M : numdro du tourbillon libre

TL : indice d'affixe d'un tourbillon libre

NT s indice du temps t

indice de maill dens Ie canal intersube

f : caractdrise is source rdsiduelle

ej num6ro d'un segment sur le sillage extrados

ij numdro d'un segment sur le sillage intrados

I :valeur en amont de La grille

2 velour en oval de is grille

kdct : caract6rise Ic point de d6collement

o valur infinie moyenne

1. - INTRODUCTION

Les ddfauts d'alimentation b 1'entree des turbordacteurs aeronautiques provoquds par

des causes extdrieures ou par des configurations de vol particulibres, induisent des

in6galit6s circonf6rentielles et radiales de l'Pdcoulement en amont du compresseur.

Les travaux de moddlisation des ph~nombnes mis en jeu comportent denx types

d'approches ; d'une part, i'iaboration de codes de calculs 6tudiant Is propagation

de ces hdtdrogn6itds dens le champ du compresseur, d'autre part, Is recherche de

m6thodes de ddtermination th6orique des lois de transfert (au sens gdndralis6 du

terme) de grilles d'aubes de turbomachines, ces lois intervenant comme conditions

limites dans lea calculs de propagation.

Ces ph6nombnes instationnaires se traduisent eu niveau des roues du compresseur par

des variations locales de lincidence de l'dcoulement relatif et des sollicitetions

dynamiques. Le point de fonctionnement de cheque stage peut 6galement varier et

p6n6trer dens Is zonede pompage provoquant ainsi Ia ddgradation des performances et

des risques mdcaniques importants.

La ddmarche qui a conduit A mettre en oeuvre lee deux epproches ddcrites pr6cdemment

vise une formulation peu complexe des ph6rombnes physiques mais doit permettre

d'Etablir des outils numdriques suffisamment souples d'emploi pour 8tre utilisds dha

is stade de lavant-projet.

La suite de cat article d~taille lea celculs permettant Is reprdsentation de

[l6coulement dens une grille d'aubes, tout d'abord dens Is cas du fluide parfait,

incompressible. La prise en compte des effete das h Is compressibilit6 et des effets

visqueux est ensulte prdsent~e. Enfin sprbs l'6tabltssement de lois de transfert

bidimensionnelles correspondent h de tela 6coulements, lea problbmes qua posent

l'6tude et Is rep-dsentation du d6collement de la couche limits sur lextrados des

profils d'aubes sont expos6s.



2. - aLLLUa4A.L-U-L DELOIS 2_F T-IANSFERT GE GRILLEL-DAUSES RIDIMENSIONNELL.E EN

ECOULEMEN) VISQIJEUX t.3N DECOLLE

La mdthode de calcul utilis~e inst la mdthode des singularit~s ;elle a lavantage de

r~duire d'un degrd Ia dimension des equations puisgulil s'agit d'une smthode

intgrale et eat par ccrasdquent moins co~teuae en, temps catout. Ge p1tus, bien, qu'ele

ne soil rigoureusement applicable quen 6coulement iocompressible) une extension mu

domaine compressible sans choc par adjonction de puits ou de sources judicteusement

places dans lv champ de Iricoulement eat possible. De telles erithodes permettent

dgslement de reprdsenter IPdcoutement en repbre relatif.

2.1. - EcoulemenE en fluide~parfait

Ilvoothkses de calcul

L'ensemble des rqustiona h rrisoudre eat coostitu# des igeistioos d'Euler, de

conservation de Is masse et des conditions aus limites.

L'dcoulement est supposi bidjeensinnel, irrotationnel, et dans 'in premier temps

incompressible ;he fluide est considr de plus roDme parfait ;il s'6coule b

tracers une grille d'subes infinie. Let ricouloment sdet line pririodiciti spatiele,

cleat-A-dire gue l'dcoulement se reprOduit identiguement pour une distance rigale au

pas do la grille daeubes.

Le scheles de Is grille d'aujbes fitudirc et Ins notations etilisoes sont rassemfilda

figure 1.

Le priocipe du colcul cat Ic uiiasot :le prof il d'une auble eat discrtitis6 en

segments suxguela soot asorikss des i-Apart it ions linriigucs uviforees de sources Tk et

'1 e toin b ill 1 0 l' inot ens i t )l .K a dareorie d 'uano vitIese iof i ni o mop cone et I

,-nnsisasoce des inteositris dos singeelerittis dritereineot entit remeot l'4rneilemet.

Remtacotjue pour des questions do commndit6 et dleffisciti d'6criture, leosemble des

calculs eat offcctu5 en notations complexes.

Viteaso indcuitte enuonpcio 4Z

Le profil do laube qinniralrice do Is grille est dticnerptS en N segments rome le

mootre Is figure 2.

A chacue des Ni segments snt assnci~s tine soijree et in tourhillon li6. LA rdsolutin

num~rigue de lAr'oulcmoot impl iguc dea r~solut ions do syst~mes Iiodai res de rang

6.levA. Losi calculqs ant rapides si Ia diagnalo du systhme eat doininante. Lotte

condition eat r~slisele en etinissant line rdpartitin rie sources variables et une

r~partition do tojrbhlIOvs '-noqtalt%, qeeit I k A cta

En ajoslavl los vilesi~qs indirtes en 7 par I nsa los segments do tous los profils, il

vient:

() N 2-L~ Sh L t (Z -Zk.1)

v K-) 1 2kL zE Sk Mr -Z

ni 9 ea-1t I ' o ti t A deI A a - ,- - r Ai nr t ie tinjiF rrsmet %o r I o segruontLk. k
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En dcoulement instatlonnaire, Ie principe de conservation de Ia circulation qlabale

et le condition de Kutta-Joukowsky condulsent h I'6mlaaion d'un tourbillon libre

d'intensit6Arlet d'affixelTLfjh un instant t consid~rd. Loa vitease induiteen 2 par
i'ensemble des tourbillons d'intensltdA.ma'crlt

v (Z) =Z - X I xc M Ceth (z -Z LM)
k=-.ao ZIC Z-ZTLM- Lkp ZP P

En ce point',la vitesse globale sera obtenue en sommant lea deus expressions

prdcddentes soit

k.1h - Ha Sh 7L (Z-Z k) 2 Pm Va

tea inconnues du problbnme soot

-N sources o p.itas r~partin lin~ajrement Aur lea sv'p.onta I,, prri

A intensitd du tourbillon li4

-Ata intensits du tourbillon 0-.3 adj hord ,I.' fulte.

CellL's-ci soot dt'termin~es hpartir do systA.nw formA parI N conditions de 11Iissemvent s~in 1v prcoli

II - a condition de Kutta-jloukowsky

IsL conservation de Is circulation to)tsl.

En fait, Ia condition de KUtta-,jur~wskv ge tr-d, It par ,o r- a 1,.11 1- pr

bord de fuite estrados et intraosn qi le FrIds %% rep~rv,t I- d-I 1.

I'dcoulement, 0005 avons, en sscrivurd Pi~duationf IP IIrnoHlj C1. d'

contr~le des segments I et N,

'a .._f).L V V2) 0

so it ar V v 2

si AV= 5  j - IVN,1 le systhme (1) se I ransforme en

- N conditions de tangency

- expression do AV en fonctien des slsg'ilarito,

(I) - ir-. .(V2 .vIz)

()1(2) - r.ta- ,t &

Ia r~solution du systbme CI I donne &VAt X t +at Is rih-,9 I ,, I.,..i.

formO par les sotres lAgoations permet de d~terminer In valo.r dessL,, In~s



Remarquonos quo at W, reprilaonte Is vitae@& do I 1coulemenflb I' litfini aor at air,

reprilento Is circulaItiont total. Initials, nous aurot'.

V - V. +.L

Cole siqnifle quo, connolesent Is relation biunicoque I1a ion Weot r. d4teroiflds 9n

dcoulewent quedl-stationnal,., Is donndo do VIpoot do conntetre I& vite** InfirtLa

soyenne wee (ont qvasi-stationnalro nloun evons &W t A chequeo Instant.

Convection sp tourbillogna libros

Lee tourbillIons Ilibree heis sum Instant* prdcidonts %a d~placent orfs I linmr I--in'oI,

cheap global dos citosse irtdult per Iloneombl. des s,q 1 1e11t40. %-s,. roarquo- , .

a t sont euffisoment Aloignis du prrufii I Il Ieat P(O. IrhtI do 04 1lme, r I v,

toutbillons o atmoe sqn. car loijr infl~jonro iur t profrt d- I r,,t 1) r Ilua

tiddpend.tele loour poaitio ra Cja Voract is r~duzr. 1. ,Obr. -1. Y-,rtru I Inc IrI

i t donc I atwol reap I ccI do I lt ,I I oorI A , hoqt, pa4 d'1 t emp5.

2 _.. __L______cjj!._ _k-t.LttUrLt It___tk_

ofthode de V AOt IBUC

1j Po r~~ho-, J- I '"r, I.,9 If-I.. I. t I.- ,- ,rr. 0.i'

I iA.,..set ' I,,, t,-o. .*.o.h'- o '

* frr

o,' . At I.

1- 11.116 - ' 1. 1i 3. r. -60V' A., 4, .,1 f.

.r f 1i'fi p fq.- S 't .1r., 1apt 1 1. ' 0-1- i . '. ", 1 1. , i

4.f .. 1q 1~~a -- .t 01" 1~ 1 r

da S -1 di, -V r RzamII CN T D



L'6quation du rotationnalr

ax ay r, dx
Lee dquations (3) at (4) impl iquent quo Is rotat ionnel ainai quo Is divergence do

Pidco I **ont Isont impose en tout point du cheap. Un. r~partition aurfacique de

sources Ou puits d'ifltoflitda T at do tourbilions d'intensitla 71, permet de ddcrire

une toile distribution.

Ii. sitesse induite par ces sinquiarit~s, piac~es dons is canal inter-aubo, ms.crit de

i. fagori stitsnte

V5 - ** f/h(Z~d. (I LZCdthM(Z-Z.) die0 dy,

iia op tl#r-osoeant set on effet liscr~tisill en %r~ alles trepizldeies dons

leitsslies %-t dofinjs, des pointi, de tontr8le lCn permettant do localiser vt

alt-ler ties mnssrco ponctuolie.. ine tolle masile@ not repr~sentile figure 4. (a.

rAitart it it. -'rf-aiise doe sourcefs ear a. mail le n es1 rempl~aroe par tine source

Tn f(V.I is J St -L2l) d~c cty
h dx P Di

va- . . (rfVnL n, _ jD

1?. I. 1 1t,~ttA 5 1 1. 'it.55 'A, itu 4 at I .... Ii as -laq. - . - -

t.-titalt 1. 1" nost I~e ,t~r -. tt -aa -A,@ -tt' , jtti1-- r 4t li't-r

is~ ... 1t. 1-.~t -h., .11,

*".0. 1S.St 5 .l It~ 11W, 11 I "'P,tt I I. trt I .- f ase . t

-,* t0 Iandtt i. - 9tt.,r I'itiIiCfi i.*S-tk n

.. at .1. me, **t *41A )",o -- t.att~ .tqaata~eulsilaat .alal

ast. sst a-?t~ la t- fn .. as " aI. .9 ., ' ntT11l 4 t - rd[I..[

Itematet' ,as .*~.510. 1. 'a tifrt% Itrt In .1 *qalea1 at Is. aligrss iPP.46.
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Couolao.coulament potentill couche limits on rdolme permanent

En ragime permanents lee inconnuos du probibee sont lea N singularitds Q'I rdparties

our Io profil, lea intonsltds du tourbillon ;k ot do@ tourbillons ± 1r d~is euit bords

do fuite extrados ot intrados. Uno dernliro inconnue F eat rajoutde lore do Ia

r6solution do ce calcul. Son intonsit6 eat tolls quo Is someo des sources ost nulle

co qul garantit riqourousomont Is consorvation du ddbIt ; ollo oat rdpertlo

uniforadment our l'oneemble du ailleqe tourbillonnaire. Lo choix do co positionnoment

rdaulto do Pilnfluonce do cette source our Io profil do vitosso our lPeubaget car

dons co cas, aucuno d47ormatioi locale des vitoses our lo profil nas dtd observde.

1Edcoulaent oat ontlhroment ddtermind dhs quo sont connuost

- loa voeours des singularit~s

- I& forms du silloeo

- l'dpaisseur do d~ploceent de Is couche limits.

Calcgl des sinaulgritioaon qulemont permanent

La condition do Kutta-JOukowsky eat reaplac~e par deux dqelitis ohmlls traduisent

quo lea intonsitis des tourbillons *els sux herds de fuito intredom at extrados sont

ifqalos ou. rutetionnels locouw de Is coujch. liello on coo points c'est-h-dire auit

vitesses locales do licoulemont potontlol.

Los 4 conditions do tanqonce sont osprimios sur le profil ongreiss4 cellos-ci ainsi

quo Iifqitton asrectigesnt I ieisniuc dt, rotat ionnel au bord de fuite sont

ressoenhlA"" on oine 4quetlori motriracilp do rang 14 +.

A.U> mSM +A F .T#-BF T +5 I

..st r io o ,t indifpoenit- lo, jr,-Ioijr, nifrodvoiei )Ioe% do loscotilosint et no

urnSteont quo des torneos Iii, sox coordonnssos 14neitrigues do profit. Fe eyethae eat

Jon, rdsoi do soni,&r Ieyl 1,ilt- ,e -1- ,r4s.nt- leventeqo di n' 1nerser go uno

,@eilo fois los eatrire A. t a soltion 4,i vortoir q' eat ibtonueo per , onvergencr du,

systher sult,

Cs CA ' %inot ',I %uppoisifo -oiii,, e. I our fralcol ont offoctuo, au priaelablo par

rdsolut Ion lIi sysS&oo formA per lea EqualInns do lI'amission do rotellonnel de couch.

I ieito si hurd do fuite ewt!adom et do conservat Ion do ilihit global ii ot I@ schdme

st vant

in

Aprbo on caicil effactuf en fluidse parfeit (on prend AV a 0 ) un calcul de couch@

limit, donna lee iEpalsmourm do dolplecoment on toul point du profil.
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La couche limite dtant figde, Isa ~rs du sillage tourbillonnaire sot obtenue par

itdratinnesmuccessives conadcutivement au calcul des singularitdo, donC du champ de

vitespe.

La solution finale eat obtenue quands

- lsallure do Is couche limits eet figdes

- lea sillages tourbillonnaires sont confondus avec des lignes de courant.

L'organigramme prdsentd our~ Ia figure 7 montre Ie principe de r~aolution de

I'dcoulement permanent.

.C.gu.lage.9oulement potential. couche lmt nieainar

Le caclinattionnaIre diffhre du prdcddent en ce ans que lea tourbillons r~partio

aur cheuue f Iet tourbilonnaire ne sont plus dlintensitds dgales.

Lea lanibrem tourbillonnaires mont donc ddcoupdme en NSE ou N4SI segments d'intensit~l(

0 ou1 qui sont convectdou cours du temps. SiAeieat Is longueur duj"eoment 1:

convection.

La figure 8 ddtaille Ia forme du aillage situ6 derribre Ie bard de fuite de Ilaube.

Per sillours si lea intenaitds des tourbillons ds mu bard de fulte 6 l'extrados et
& Pintradom mont dgales A etJr.picied conservation de la circulation

permet d'dcrire:

On notera enfin qua Is millege a dtd prolongA relativement loin au-delh du profil

11 eat tronqud 6 une distance choinie erbitrairement at un tourbillon libre raiduel

eat dala & cat endroit t cslui-ci eat aurfinamment loin pour qua son Influence Bur Ie

caLcul de vitamins au voisinage du profil ne d~pende plus guhre do ma position. Son

intensitd rdsulte d'une coalescence des intensitds tourbillonnaires des derniers

segments du aitsqe qua I'on dolt convecter.

Principe- do rdsoluition

Ls calcul do I'dcoulement dons Is canal interaube, do Ia d~formation de Is couche

limit* at du sillage,a'eftectue de In fman ouivante mu temps t + A

-convection du aillage, d~termination de l% rLc j Jp I ) par appl ication du

thdorbes do Kelvin at de l'intensitE du taurbillon situ# au bout du millags,

-celcul dam singulsrit~sE,Tf .tUt,1 . , to nouvelle forms du sillags dtant donnde,

-calcul do BS1 & partir do IL

-calcul du champ do vitasse induit par lea nouvelles singularit~s ; ces vitemama

*ont Avaludes our lea points do contr6ie du profil engralsad

-ce nouveau champ do vitaasea Avalu#, on rdalise un calcul do coucha limits.

t33.iaout.B r lea diatoralons chataes @ont des pulsationa uinumoldals do dfiblt.



1'dcoulement dtant plan, cam lots do tranafert de grilles mont constitudes

- d' une loi de transfert tangential correspondent h Ia projection tangent iel Ie de

l'dqustion du mouvement,

- d'une loi de transfert axial correspondent 6 Is projection de 1'dquation du

mouvement our une ligne de courant ou h 11dvolutlon Isentropique de ldcoulement.

Lea formulations prdaentdes sont dtablies h partir d'une approche monodisensionnelle

fourniasant des bilans entrde/sortie aoyena (int~gration du moment cindtique et du
d~bit sur Ie pas de la grille). Les coefficients intervenant dane chocune des deux

formulations peuvent h leur tour Stre explicitds, pour dee grilles donndes, en

fonCtion des paramhtrea de 116coulement et de Is distorsion.

La premibre lot de transfert eat coursmment dtablie h partir de langle d'entr~e (let

de Pangle de sortie(32; Is moddlisation clasaique mu premier ordre utilsAde eat de

Is formae

Compte tenu de lallure de Is caractdriatique permanents dtvistion/incidence (figure
9) at de Is plage dincidence balay~e, une lol au premier ordre seast evogroe

muff issnte.

La figure 10 prdsente linfluence de Is fr~quence rAduite de Is distorsion our lea
cycles ddviation/incidence. OIn noters qum l'dvolut ion de Penseabie des r-lef

instationnairs eat tout h fait aimitaire h cells obtenue ovec des hypnth#.'eA de

fluids parfait.

La figure 9 arontre l'dvolution de 01, angle de sortie sayen du rycle, en fond inn do

lincidence moyanne, de lamplitude, de Is fr~quence rolduito ot du noabr" le Mach.

taongle de sortie *oyen, NZvanie, pour Is fr~quence r~dlite ronsi'flfr~e (Ill7

suivant lincidence moymnnm du cycle. I-e point mayen du cycle Wnt pan en q~n'sral

aur Is caract~riatique quasi-atationnaire et l'4cart asahi. omaccroltre do maniors

isportante vera lea grandma incidences.

Lesa variat ions de A 2, 92 mont pr~cisdes our lea figurst

It en fonction do Is fr~quence r~dulte

12 an fonction do ilincidence aoyenne do In distornlon

13 en fonction do l'aaplitude (pour 2 voleurs du tausw Is turbulence , n.91 ot fl.fl'.

14 en fonction du noabre de Mach moymn.

11 eot h noter quo loraque Ion fait varier I@ t.,,, do turtutence. lee r'aujltstq

deviennent constant.s& partir d'un tau. de turbulence de S . to point de transition
eat en effet pretiquseent remontd ou bord deatteque et lea offet% du 4 son

diplacamant disparaissent.

Lea variables (5, , qo sont dos grondours c laosiqums couromment ,t it imes pour
reprdeanter loo cansctiriatiques pormenentas d'une grille daoubs do coapraseour

axial. l~donaoins, coo angles n'Intmrviennent pas directelment, en tent qum variable
adrodynsaique do base, doe lee Equation. Instationnalres de mllenlqu-s dos fl,,idoo.

Cette notion do d~viation paut *tro shord~e par I@ bisis duj moment rindtique dent I*

comportemant sot dicrit doe Is projection tsngantiaiia do I'dquatinn du amusemeont.



te bilian do moment cindtique appliquh our uno nappe do courant cylindrique adocrit

.. ye 2 at8 .. pVZi
Compto tenu de Is forms do Is distorsion 6tudide (pulsation ainusoldale de ddbjt),

cotte Aquat ion pout *tre moddiae o u premier ordro aous I& forms t

V&? + A 'd . .. BVz1 , CV/S. + 1) d M =

Fetici suppoo4o fonction lindaire do oZ t VP,

Co type de formulation permit plus physique dona Is mssure ot les coefficients qui

intorvionnent pourront iltre identiri~, 6 tdes .enpretisions int~grales des parsobtros

sdrodynamitiues dons In chomp d'eouloment, co qui fanilite lour formulation en

fonction des paramhtres do I'dnouleaont at do Is distornion.

L. do-itime lot do transfort fournit I* variation muj rours do temps du coofftctent do

porteC d oot Is formuilat tor a AtO propirsde par TAKATA Pt NAAAOfl

Pour roster coh~irert ever In fitrotilet 0o- do [a lot 1. 146ytst toI. In lot to ro cit

tront~oe soi I@ Formeo

A d )o+ '
dt

an ftq,,ro IS Not r I 'inoflIuenice ri,. In f r~qitencoe rAiito %,ir los Cy tles

t)tPr t osa'tIn vItlen r o. Au - ti t -e , ,,I ., In vaisin 1l, -,tfftttei de porte. poot

maconitu tea flujideq, casr ii nsaqtt leo -mtrmisoirs ortrP fios valour. errtr4e'Sortto

Anaelu*s -t '#a. tiaftarit St riP toret 4ont ao, comple Iii loop. 'Io -- r-i" t os

partti-ties thailo,. le -itfo ietot tie ptne offro aatsj .r ai--snthle

ost~rt ...lomnt .. fai1airt tot it la1 1 ttA sitt t do Ito~io, tolos

II aijt tarr, o hopktr., to, tujItiAr-r 1oi a 1'0t ottlomti 4 rito.ii-oto

Itrrn-queril I t tti l4,1onot i tr,.tirA .- I -i t In-h tsatott $rnrasl %mi I 'estradit, to%

prof til lVathe.. tIo. p-?-i to rt-tir-u'istirt prerttl ,ia.oni- .. t ptttot Io ItAr-Miooorto

at est Vit't.itsi tius teportatt '1.' Ic ti .to o urtreaipot nsAlitne 'hi, tiri I-

is pri at p. to. r~sol-at Iri o '0. tirmei ."1 t-rti 1, (.t1 tuht -1-,1te it t

prilAidawment ItT' ol J.i~u' o . titti.r 't1t trots &tmrdn 41 r.i ptpr~to- Iti,.

* rthjrt tf Atari? A.I nl. no a rtttr lmuoprteia ts I. 4- 1 i

1h e ti-tpc o 4- t~ tsd11ohtIr d-iptol repose esorottlio.-rt inr I ' hpttit a. tie too

feneil Frrtoeait tla*t I Io -j Ia n t % t IC -jtta trt r~k p r 0paon rarnt reveterr,,t

.Iobmaaant mincee.

ka thomp 1' Ocoui omen? tr-1 lonit r? vO 1 nill a iit l-,o tine. pti t ot Ie & p r &a ton

tirhela .onotent..
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A 11intdriour do Is pocho do recirculation, is vitosmo du fluids est foible .t

conduit pratiquosont 6 lPobtontion do 1. poche Is pression statique uniform@

(correspondence evoc Is pression dlosu marts).

Los doux zones dtant ainai ddfinios, lea N conditions do tangonce *16crivent

- tongence o 8.i'coulemont au profit ongraised do i'dpaiour do coucho limits, on

dohoro do is pocho ddcoildo,

- tongonce do IdAcaulsoont su profit rdel do l'aubo, li Vintdriour do Is pooh.

Quells quo sait Is position du point do dicollemomntt Is SYstCs* O~t~Iiil costitutl

des N dquations do taoneco ot do Isexprmssion du rotationlol do l'dcoulemont su bard

do fulls intrados rests, constomont do rang N + 1. Per consdquent Is Princips do

r~solution adopt& on sEcouioosnt non ddcolld pout Atrs conservd~et I* metric.

dinfluenc. A Wnt inverods qu'uno saute fats ou cours do cycles instationneirs.

3.2. - 1ta~tejnW.ktt1it35OknAdM_..2Ando d~co Ilosont

LO paint do dicollowont set loandroit Is plus sensible du paint do vue numirique. En

sffot,trais conditions Sont imposes dons Is vaoinsqs do co paint i deuw conditions

do tonqonco (b l'intdrieur St h looxtdriour do Is pochs) at uno condition d'Eoission

du rotstionnal do to couche limits. La soddlisation adoptfe met on oeuvre un calcul

porliculior do l'isisour do d~plscomont 6 proximitd du point do dicollements qul

oft un point sinqulior dons tin colcul direct do coucho limits. Co colcul nWs pan pcur

ambition do rimaudro loa dqustions do couch@ limit*, on porticulisr sprigo Is

dsdcollsment turbulent 1 I consists Is etrspolsr lI'peisseur doe diplacsent Sur Is

segment suivent ls segment du point do dicaliomont solon to inchas ci-aprbs.

opVnnn is.isd pei

t.~~~~~~.. -_ dAa~~~ i&~

I)" roct qu ncs que l 'on apout faic mrp u qulilc dsichs, no prit SO ti doenti par

I'enupoget au~ ecleonto dupitd Iolsn.lojci o rwu rs~

oprson. t.%

sicrds 94.1% so

*Pee 77.9% s

- nobel? 4* segmen-ts 4 - 61).
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ODvlotitort

La forme de Ia courbo de dilvistion (figure 16) alincurve des manibre cleseique quend

Vincidencs augments 1 on remarque qua pour ce type do grille lea effete viequeux an

edgime dicolid ont une influence progressive.

Distribution do prsaon

Cells-cl eut montrhs figure 17 pour une incidence de 300 1 Ie point de ddcollement

extradosas8 situe & environ 70 % de cards du bord deattaque ; 6 proximitd de

colui-ci, Ia preasion vanle de manibre significative pour as reccorder au niveeu de

pression qui alapplique mu bord de fuite intrados.

Don comparsisona thdorie/expdrience ont dtd effectudee eur uin profit ieold LC 90 D

(pour desn raiaons do disponibilitil des rhouitats) II des incidences o~i l'on pout

observer un dilcollement. Lee celculs ont dt6 cosperde aux rdeultate expdrimenteux

obtanus par lONERA ; Ia coIncidence eat excellente jusqueau point de dilcoliement. A

ce nivamu, Is calcul ddtermine dane Is poche un palter de preecion ee ddcalent vere

lea veleurs obtenus au voisinege du bord de fuite intredost pour reepecter is

condition do Kutta-Joukowsky. Loe relevds expdrisentsux montrent qua cst plutat is

preasion intradoe qul sedaepta & celia e iIs poche d~collde (figure 18).

Cooffi.4atl PO~

En rigiss ddcolldpil apparsit qua Is valeur du coefficient de parts ddpend 6normdment

do as position du point do ddcollement ; celui-ci deaprbs lee hypothbes dnoncdee mu

paragraphs prdcddent ne pout me d~placer qua cur lea points du meilloe d~finissant

Is profil do leube. 11 s'ensuit qua pour lea Incidences provoquant un d~cotlement de

Is couch, limits, I* ysleur du coefficient suit una 6volution per pelieseat non

forcdment continue.

3.4.- joratnd iaoae ouset ntsonmr

L'#coulement asont correspond dane Io coc Oitudid It una pulsation sinucotdale de d~hit

dont lea coract~rtstiques sentt

Vy.27.8 (s/8)

V. r 29.5 - 2 rnscut (a/c)

mccc W.3. 1289 (rd/n)

a frigquonce rddu.te armocilea & ce cam vsu 0i.48. Cao velours ont 414 choisiec de

tells manubr, qua In point de dicolloment me situe It llnstmnt initial 6 environ 2/1

do Is cord@ et qulil puisms ao d4piacer 6 Is Vole cars Is bord deattaque at vare ie

bord do fulls @%traeos.

Is difforeat ion du aille@e at rapr~sentq~e cur Is figure 19. Si I repr~sente Is

p~riod. du cycle 4tudiE, lea siase tracits correspondant aue tampa t a 0 at t -2.

Lom ondulatina oheervie,. sont d,~ea II to diffilrence des densitdo tourbillonnalres

our checun des segment*smituds I@ long du sillag*.
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3.5. - m Eftlet-d-coiid4 g- Ete eet 6e do deoo-e Se

Lee planches pr~sentse prdcdeaent sontrent quo Is rdsolution de Il'coulemeent ou

voisinage du point do ddcollement sat relstivement 9QtosiTet

Le vitese calcul6e our lea segments situds sprbs ce point, diminue trbs rapidement

at I. gradient do pression ddfavorable correspondent stapache~pratiguement I8 remont~e

du point do dicolleont vera Is bard de fuite, lore d'un cycle instationneire.

Au coure de is convergence du cutout en 6coulement permanent, ce phdnosbne ne oe

produit pine. En effot, to promier calcul do couche limits effectod spris Is

r6solution en fluids parfsitgpsrnot d'obtenir un point do ddcolleoent situd plus prbs

du bord do fuits qulil nest an rdslitd I au fur ot b assuro des ltdrations,cs

dernior as d~place vera Is bord d'attaque jusquhb sa position finale.

11 set clair quo Is zone de recompression au nivesu du point de d~collement eat A

i'origine du problboe rencontr6. 11 on rdsuite quo Ia preesion etatiqus (constants

des Is poche) sat vraiseblabiement met calculde. On noters quo l'hypothbse d'uno

pression totals constants (qui r~sulte do Is manlbrs de poser Is probihae) dans Is

pochoesst discutahie.

On noters onfin quo Is manibre d'extrapoler Pdpaiseur de d~placement do Is couche

limits rests peu prdciso dtsnt donnd Is nombre limitd do points sltude our It profil

(environ 45). to mdthods de calcul do Ia coucho limite dtant directs, it So pout qus

I'dpaissour do d~placoment b l'un des points do contr8le aitut~s en asont du point do

ddcoilement soit reistivesont grands (prhaence do Is minqularitd de Goldstein) ; lea

grandeurs extrapoleas pouvent alors Atre trAs variabies suivanit ia discrdtisation

odapt~e.

Lea points do ddcollemont a et b sont relativemont pou Aloignds, les dpaissoure

U ,Szsont rependant tri-s dilfrrntes.

Uns f.on de rdsoudre Is probIbss de manibro sstisfaisen' serait de no pas calculor

I'dcouiement done Is poche (suppression des conditions de tangence) et d'Avsluer Is

preasion de cells-cl A partir dun calcul de couche limits inverse. 11 apparitt

clairement, 6 is luteibre des connsisences sequison par ailleurs, qu'on obtiendrait

cii uns bonne Avaluation do I'hvolution do 1P4paisseur do d~placement au d~but du

d~collement, ce gui d~totslnerait correctosent h In fols, Is point de ddcoiloeent,ot

In psnts Initiate du milisqe tourbillonneiro.

AW
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Llinconvdnient majeur concernere Vobligetion de considdrer, en fonction du mouvement

du point de ddcollement, ie systhe permettent is r~solution des singuisritds, de

rsng variable et non plus constemment dqal 6 N + 1.

4. - CONCLUSION

Los traveux d~crita dens cet exposE ont sbouti h Is moddlisetion de divers

dcoulements bidimensionneis h trsvers une grille d'aubee de compresseur. Des

extensions de Is m~thode de bsse ont perms de prendre en coepte divers effete tels

que z

- compressibilitd dsns le domsine aubsonique,

- celcul our nappe de courant h rsyon et 6psiseur vsriables,

- variation de Is vitesee d'entrelnement des le cas d'une roue mobile,

- effete viequeux psr couplsqe, svec des cslculs de couche limits inststionnsire.

Lee rdsultats obtenus en dcoulement permanent et instationneire non d~colld sont

satiafaisanta, mais Ils ne peuvent Stre validde qusntitativement,csr peu de rdsuitate

exp~rimenteux sont actuellement disponiblee dens Is domsins des grilles d'aubes.

Dane Ie ces du d~crochage dynasique, lea Etudes mendes jusqu'h prdsent ont perms de

mettre en Evidence l'importance de is rdsolution de l'dcoulement au voisinage du

point de d~collement.

Lea traveus future sont orient~s vets Pintdqtetion au sodble d'un calcul de couche

limite en mode inverse, permetteant dinitialiser correctement l'allure du silisqe

tourbi tlonneire extredos.

4 court ters, ce code sete utilisd per lee motoristes dens Is cadre des proedures

d'dvaluation de Is sensibilitE de compresseuts evisux multi-dteges aux distursions

d'entr~e dsair,et de d~finition de machines plus tolretntea. Des applications plus

gdn~rales sont enviaagdes pour l'dtude du comportesent dynamique de turbomachines

(pompes, ventilateurs, cospresseurs centrifuges, turbines ... ) coupl~es h des

ircuits particuliers,et soumises 6 des conditions limitee fluctuantes.
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IMPROVEMENT Of THE PARALLEL COMPRESSOR MODEL BY CONSIDERATION OF UNSTrEADY
SLADE AERODYNAM4ICS

M. Lacht

DFVLR, Instit ut f~r Antriabstechnik
Linderhdhte, 0 5000 ft6ln 90 Germany

To fteict compressor performance with circumferential total inlet distortion.%he paral-
llcoxreesor:model has been applied. In comsparison with the experiment~howtver this

LIST 1 vtopsimsi eut foraa theprdcestl line shift considering

presorstaa, ead tounsead peforanc efect obioulybeing responsible for this

disrepncy I"ordV Vimpovetheoriginal model,the performance characteristic of

on irfil n a unteay fow.Thegoverning factor of this modification will be the

a sceenindcedtotal pressure distortion.

A flow channel area a angle of attack
a velocity of sound 0 rotor relative flow angle

aboueflow velocity t screen pressure coefficient

lif -05ff icient J relative mass flow density
0 , u diameter * circumferential coordinate

U pdiameter R t total pressure ratio
F l Inflene Pfa pa density

.W LavalI number
* ld hr length Subscripts
sn mass flow eff. effective

- :ee r screen tree s~ector
"A pressre i ins tantaneou

k 5 I* oftah1t red reduced to standard inleat
I T.Moirat~rt, conditions

time steady state
blade tip veloit S screen sector

- reldlatve floW vc, t total condition
I numb.r i.f Wlad.s I to 4 flow channel positions

critical condIt ion (M II1

tiowmi n A. .eroe ar- .,ti <hAl lore Af flight missions for the propulsion sysio-,.

t., aunt fo, in~let Jii~trtA still,' its etf ect on stable engine operatlo.n has" ti-mp

ma',, !,-.'- >~i'.:;,..k .. apsorinlet p'lane itself may be of a very aI-

nature 'n reality, such as total pressure, total temperature and swirl angle nonurifor-
sity .teady state as ..I! As unsteady.
1ith- the range of this paper the steady state c ircumferential total pressure distor-
* ion is to. ussed. Its experimental and the,,retic*Al treatment from a research pi-)nt of
ciew might therefoe 1,,e ,nly i inips to, otie et ion oft iroblesms ,nverninq inlet

Ify selecting a apa"wise iruneeential se, torof a steady state total pressure defec-t
in tt,,it Af a compressor a real distortion pattern has already been idealized 4Vig. 11
inde to keep main pafametetn limited. such a type of distortion ran easily tie simu-
letod by wire miesh screewns of different porosities and various sctrt angles And even
tot1 this it is very important to) understand and model the effects on comnpressor
1,ehaviour
tr~om the experimental investigation it is known that ciLrcumferential distortion will do-
tease the range of stable operatioin of a compressor by shifting its stall-line chara-

teristic to a higher mass flow. A tool to predict this change in compressor performance
is the knownt parallel c ompressor model. Since It is based on a steady state c'ompressor
,-harsctorlatic only it cannot Account for unsteady effects seen by the rotor blades
passing a distorted region. Some new ideas on the unsteady response oif compressor Tot,,r
Wasding combined with esperimental results and a new way of modifying the original model
ate given in the following.

KXPKKIM1EKT AND? SIMPLE PAALLEL CuIPPESSOR MODEL

in order to understand what the modelling of a theory is for, the impact of a circumfer-
ential distortion on compressor performance may be outlined first. In fig. 2 the main
design data of the DI'VLR single stage transonic test compressor and the flow channel
with the screen spailer arrangement one blade height in front of the rotor is shown. Two
spoled sector angles and different screen porositios had been investigated and the

From this the main detrimental effect on engine stall margin loss i.e. the shift of the
limits of stable operation to a higher reduced mass flow is revealed. To predict this
affect the idea of two compressors operating in parallel i.e. the parallel compressor

ovbuto fpromnemaueet 
ihu n ihdsoto 

sgvni i.3
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model had been established, shown in Fig. 4. Considering two separate compressors oper-
ating on the same speed line characteristic, the one at the inlet condition aft of the
spoiled section (S), the other at a screen free inlet condition (F), two different oper-
sting points will be obtained (upper right diagram), if a common static outlet pressure
from a common plenum is prescribed. Putting those two separate compressor* together
along the circumference a square wave pattern of total pressure and total temperature
like in the upper left diagram will be expected symbolising that no crose flow and in-
teraction throughout the two sections is assumed. From these distributions an average
has to be taken to give an overall operating point. In this theory the compressor as a
whole is expected to reach its limit of operation, if the compressor correlated with the
distorted section S) has reached the stall limit at the common speed line characteris-
tic.
From this a simple one-dimensional computer code had been built up, using the following
data as an input:

the screen lose coefficient (4) as a function of screen inlet laval number (La),
the compressor pressure ratio t ) and isentropic efficiency (?a) as a function of
reduced mass flow,
and the considered undistorted (AF ) and distorted (AS) flow channel areas (lower
part of Fig. 4)

D. Li e apoiier installation near to the rotor inlet a direct coupling of the screen
and the compressor stage had been prefered.

From the minimum reduced mass flow of the compressor the relative mass flow density e 39
at the distorted inlet plane 3 will then be

1935 0 (- 3S A3

marked quantities are the critical values at La - I)

Hatching plane I to 3 by the continuity equation

0f = I~(,/ p"t? = ¢ 2

will be made iteratively by using the total pressure lose coefficient of the screenPP1 f 1--4 -- 7)

The assessment of t as a function of Laval number and screen porosity is given in de-
tail in Ref. 1.
In order to get the compressor exit data the continuity equation in its general form is
then used for either section (distorted and undistorted)

al= A, , ', 14'

Ii this the pressure ratio as well as the temperature ratio are given for an selected
operating point out of the performance characteristic.
With 04 the Laval number La4 and the pressure ratio P4/Pt4 (static/total) are deter-
mined.

The exit static pressure then becomes

Hving u ,e this procedure for the minimum mass flow value of the distorted sector
first, the undistorted sector will then be calculated this way by stepwise increasing
its mass flow to reach an equal exit static pressure. Thus the corresponding operating
point of the screen free compressor section can be found.
The results of both the undistorted and distorted section have been averaged at the in-
let and outlet plane to give a common operating point as follows:

tX,, ASIA *pt, (f -A

A Poor ASIA # P,,,(f -ASIA)

= - ,, ASIA4 # r,,,.( -AMA)

41 M -



in this way the parallel -ooproasor model was applied to the test tOpesrstage. It,
Fiq. 5 the calculated values for the limits of stable operetitrt -ut ,f this m-del. pe
synbolsi are shovwn In comparison with the experimental results iolid syit-init tn5alie -
with reality the model prediction is tot, plsimamisti- in its tendent-y .'sp.,aliI ft
smaller sector angles of distortion.
The mlain reason for those pessimistic results may be ousfpe-ted in ttte aoeumpt, - f I h
m-ol inherent criterion on th- limits tif stable tp..rat i-, I. It ftI .. el .

state speed line stall limit withint th. jistoirted regtion,

tkicet ive tt. a stecidy state -ir--umforentilal 116atrte'd flow rofiit-, t.e -ft -r I a~li i.1
see an Incoirg unsteady flow. Ast it is know, f,,r ar sit ftcli 1, it not-dy t- -r .. *- I
tim looIIft overshoot combined wittn a tiLae laq i n stallI ng .-an bw exnpe-red t..t Ifiq a auider,
increase of angle of attack. Therefore the steady state porformanco here, teri sI 0tth
not be the suitable criterion ft ir predict Ing the Ie tel aif ttpersat Ion .i1h) til -. 1el

A BASIS FOP A Nt)IPIRI) PARALLEL C(V4WPESSBU W)DKI.

-t~aileci oompressor flow. field measurements had been e~valuated qf, reveal at, j.ttadi
chaaceri oift the rotlor blade passingj the ltow total pressure oqjin Pset 11 The.

'-impressor Inlet plane had been divided into fl -it-umferent tel -et-tno Iet ttidot It
t

j

as the Inlet t'ondlt ion of a separate tomprosoor. For eac-h act-ttr a , Iirt-uMfereni~ i, I-
relation between Inlet and nutlet pianoe alongj 20 radial spline pools,t is hall reef -sitat
I ished fol lowing the *tjsnlute flow path t hrt)uqhtttut it'f. .tN&piesaor t'. f irai tI-,e -''t
spcmndinj ut let oindi titon.
Radial ly a 'ereqed vAlues6 theft had be-it Iton tI iV sev. at I ,"jat kl,4 I--itt t'-

senttnj earl, sector along the circumfore. The fesuits ,tf this ultt&ii, ..' Ie ,r .s i
ti,tn is show, in Piq. 1,, herti these t.tpat inqj 12tint% nre jitted int,4 Icr freer-.
map. Ftttllowinq these plot. Iupper left Iiiqam it ft. -ire tko i,rtf fklace -t.ot-,
thysteresis loop is given representing (,no revolution 4tf t. coptrosstt tladiq It-
this it nsan be seen, that Indeed the steadly state stall limit will be esteedero rf.d r
the tistortod setlttld symbOilsl After nil a tireek 4ourt May bit ,ba*W-d tt Itt1-d
ij a release having left this sotr ito begin a flow 1-1~t. This seems ttt h~e a I, y i-aLi
bohttvlir to be& found similar oin an airfoil under ositIlaltorfy angle of ottete
This may be en esplantat ion, wtny the oriqinal itarellel .- mrstrmodel wi th a aet-
state stall limit t-riteriltr must '4ive those leosimisti refUlta. Therfrear n -tea,
-harat-teriet it' ft the -ttor fladinj should i~e taken int, a. i nt TWO. ty I ,. .I et, I .
.rc known from asingle airfil sut~ectmd ti- a, instanittnous &.t1@ -,t a art., It, -. ne
the response f a, te.j wis. hang. .,f angle I Veit.-i J, atall ft.- -qktoln I~-c~ it-t

1 the 11 ft r an ft sP fr,. I It

f ,

.h- re a t ime -n i , stt. tIt- i~r itet Itr tat a.---t tt-S ~f.- -f

'i-p - ,f th -t i..t1. ,ft,t fsn f tt.- tfs." nq 1 Ir;~ t t at

*'tft, ft ONt tt

I~~e 1 "1 1. h p' t I f "

,1t ftf fae -1 r -- s ftt-tti,-.-f t, Inetn'tft,.tf.tj f. ict fa

eTtc,.y ae.t ft) I t,' Itt r farI.I , i I I,, . It- It- it5it ltet~, k, 5 s a A- tt;5 t
I veqt 1 . if a 1 tyrtic. . at. '.'i ret im i- tV-,, tI at''a

Ill trf ttf tq .nestn the po.,I etlut it is tte.s I, I .f I t' ttII,. e
Oaf ~ ~ ~ 1- tupit' IAtttei tint

I"t. 1 slstftd tt ai -i f a it Vft)e tfItt.l) it -t.iect t. nt

de I

This -effective angle of atta-M 411 eqs49 the Instantattanus angle tf afttack qa I igly

e*ffectlve, angqle of attack" will have reached the steady stats *to I angle,
Nest they defined the timea up to which unsteady stall will be dolated as the governing
timle constant t of a single airfoi in this special situation.
For tis the overshoot of the angle of attackl will then b* given from, eq. I and 10

meWa at) - &., (r) anSL r (i 4 f
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ilpe tot S singqle airfoil the -fofeptoaing lift ovg'ataoot an be taboo (raw

A I4n*& ItIy d 1 illt

a value of the ti.t .eotanctt Will be f,,Mr, I by i-0aininq this With 04 8 and i I t., Jiv.

whoe I in the blade Iftoid length anad w fl,"vkoit
PolloWingq this thearly of 114i1Ic APA lit"6in their ItypothOaka .. t An etfe.,til. anql* 't
attck, wee taoo a. a woefulk 64l. ill, modify the arllel -gmres.. .40 elIt, order t.
4'aunmt too Angteedy asrodynaic effec-t* ?0 do 0. the totor relativ an.l ," anle., Ithl
IQ o'tWItupl Wit?, the Sao* flow -nditti.n at the 1it,. Inlet ha bee,. O tr~.rd 4. a, a

44. *,f Ott*,-& .enjoyte 11 wittit. the (1iatowtd a. ot ,it the otel the ted1.1d Woo.
fltow I . vtaosoed the rntnae-l elat ive ll'm anvie it J- In. eact I

t
C iC ti

li-.' and a-todlhq to the ftt.'. -- ~n~.a tf~ t calclteaal
to I. fllow, uap it, the stady state limit 0
at, .utlipood in the beetwa diapram lf rig I'Me f'~ v ,ita .. A-4, .* t

-01a40god t. o llost It,. atransfer tut- .. asi atl, I o c: I. it It a ,-
atejiwiae foaiivo flow aisgle t,.aerhoot -rercc..ondinq I,, a %&so ta htoss~h-v. oitfi-
Itial are& way be estabtlished

'hk. ft. .41t,. f I isoA1 1 1 ti -. - I .
tim~o the T ai. . Imd I ieIh 1W,, ,gt., FINtt . I a weti, c-

"t'q If tat 4alte live it eq

t-ri , ~ l~t ths. "aow i I It.,ad 111 ats,~ lot. it1" .. wa.
0- .1 9,u.ees iii~ I qIn h-lint sote 1-. it 4 l *-et tad,-ci ....-

i.ha*- q211- ft.. the ateattly ala'. 1.- t- . . hat t Ic., t .t 1. Itc I it. tait-
11 ha t.-ieatagolt too.ey-tt itt o.04) .taia tt,.,n e~e .6-, -qI I

.. , V . aulai t4t'dls ih .- trt.. tA.t ,t.hI.it h.t .I 'I ii fati I4 ",~ It

Itaaniea atr t 1- il. f I~ I- I tn~ i' 1a tool .i G ii c
It od.1 4 a -, a,,_. I I 1 1

I- .4d'el I 1".t ale1 -i. .. 1 -. 4.I.t et-.n-. . 1. 9-*, 1

W .k It . tt."'t .41 1-~t a.. -1n ta, t a tot i ,* t, , a i-. ,

at "i~.i.e an.. f* . i. - n. .1$ n

It, 1 tIF ltPldi at 1, 41,, a .- Mte.i t~ it c.~t.to- '~ -. t I,ait~ I9

eigh~t be apyWlied e.' the -.sde, htm.- r. 4t Ii o 0.-qt the tIara t - d .4.asl-I
eigh.t be *neet l'oholiiia , W1i1--i. I..g itu 11e 1-1cptaeottaot iva 1t -4-atG1,~ A i

Gi ant Thereftac -4it, Aiii a.-t f~~e looeentafL cauttal and co-da.o -i .tita 4 c,,i
a.. answer

'SOWAPIt~f a tIf SIW~ kNt. ParpFUDIF1 PAPtA.1.fl - .WPp,'it Myi1tia

The Wanatooad eadifi'-ation of 'ha pacalicl ,t-eefta model ).At te,-tibo' had been, 46
piked for the IOWLI teat -.,=peeot as well as for a UMA alIng). logo -ainttea,e, 0
the firat a co-n son between .cperjmnt ahtd %"*I preditt intl for a 6t0 anad Ij &&iIt**a
sec-tor e&gle of distortilot is givenis n rig. ill showiang Plots a.f the paedictod %tall
limit of the* steady *at* togoren oabotlet a* well as iof the ianatoedV I, Icsed ayorbl)
velot of the parallel etorpeacor modeol. the too-Alto in Fi'a Ie have been ob~tain" b)
oaitn the time constant dftrived4 for tha Single Ghtloil, those in fig. llb by "orren-tinq
tot a caac"O, IftfueWq. For either -acac ihe* Wid alpe.. value of the time -onsatant hae
tee.. chosen to roproeent the overall behaviour. flcti-hinq the tive cotisItt Fori a (**code
inllaetc* the result* fit best wilt, respect to a stall-limit p~rediction. A 4eei-rcpenacp
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DISCUSSION

Phamette, Fr
1. In Figure 1 lb, at nominal speed, the measurement show a large difference between a 60 and a 120" screen, which

is not the case for the calculated stall points which are close together. Can you comment on this?

2. In Figure 16, how do you extrapolate the screen unsteady stall point S outside the stable operating zone of the
compressor? Should the operating nominal speed line not go down at reduced mass flow from the stall point?

Author's Reply
1. The model cannot in all cases reproduce the level of pressure ratio experienced in the experiment. This may be

due to the fact that, firstly, the blade operating point does not follow the steady-state speed line. Instead, the
hysteresis loop can be found on a somewhat lower pressure level as illustrated by Figure 6. Additionally, from
experiments with a 120" distortion it can be supposed that the hysteresis loop of the blade operating point could be
wider. Secondly, the model is one-dimensional and assumes only an idealised square-wave distribution of the
pressure-time history over the distorted sector.

2. The extrapolation of the steady-state operating line with respect to an unsteady overshoot of the stability limit has
been made as a suitable compromise, which I have found out of the multiple sector evaluation (Fig.6). Of course, it
can be discussed whether holding a constant quasi-steady-state maximum pressure ratio is an adequate
extrapolation to represent the average of an unsteady effect. I really do not have sufficient experimental validation
to use any other type of extrapolation. In this part of the model extension I mainly looked for a suitable prediction
of the limits of the stability line. Therefore I assumed that this approach might be a fitting compromise.

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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It. paper presents a method that can be used to predict the post-stability
operation of a turbofan engine and is based upon extending the capabilities of engine
transient cycle decks. Typical predictions are presented and compared with results
obtained from the testing of a modern augmented turbofan engine. The potential manners
in which this new digital-computer-simulation tool may be iae4-eed are also discussed.

N - compressor hysteresis

- Mach number

PS3 - Compressor discharge static pressure

Nc - Corrected flow

WF - Mainburner fuel flow

rpm - Revolutions per minute

qB - Combustor efficiency

1.0 ZNRUVTZ

It is becoming generally accepted that hot starts, hung starts and nonrecoverable
stalls (also known as stagnation stalls), which may occur in turbofan engines, are all
characterized by the presence of a compressor instability - rotating stall. However,
the aerothermodynamic path taken during instability by the high-pressure compression
system, the system of prime importance, can be quit@ complex. This end state can be
reached in basically two ways. In one way, it can be caused by a destabilizing event
at high compressor speeds that induces surge. This surge can then degenerate into
rotating stall as compressor speed decreases. In the other way, if an instability is
induced at low speeds, such as in the start or idle regions, then rotating stall may be
induced directly.

If hot starts, hung starts, and/or nonrecoverable stalls, all which have the
potential for jeopardizing the integrity of an engine, are to be prevented or
controlled, then a tool is required that will provide the requisite understanding of
the post-stability processes involved.

Based upon our studies (References 1 and 2), this necessary tool is a
time-dependent digital computer aimulation of the engine such as an -expandedo engine
transient cycle deck. Although these simulations can differ in the details associated
with solving the governing equations (e.g. implicit or explicit technique), the
aerophysics that must be represented are common to all. To that and, volume dynamics,
in-stall and reverse-flow compressor characteristics, stall-development and
stall-recovery time constants, rich-side cobustor-heat-addition characteristics, and
rich-side flammability limits have been added to the standard low-frequency
enqine-transient-cycle deck to provide the needed capability.

While this paper presents results obtained using an implicit solution technique
(Reference 1), the methods used to represent the components and the engine have proved
equally valid when using explicit solution techniques as in the case of a
high-bypass-ratio non-augmented, separated flow turbofan engine with a single-stage fan
(Reference 2). Further, both of these techniques have been used with equal validity to
represent a high-speed, high-pressure-ratio compressor in a rig-test configuration and
a high-speed compressor in a variable cycle configuration. This multiplicity of
successes has provided the confidence required for using this type of simulation tool
as an aid for interpreting test data, validating the geometrical design of new engine
configurations, predicting the stall recovery characteristics of engine configurations,
and developing stall-recovery control strategies.

-I __ __ __ ___. _
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The manner in which the post-stability simulation was constructed is described in
the following subsections. Subetantial consideration was given to breaking the engine
into its component parts so that the important and necessary aerophysical features
could be represented.

As background, it should be noted that the ixed-flow augmented-turbofan engine
that was used for this study consisted of a three-stag. fan with variable inlet guide
vanes, a nine-stags compressor with variable inlet guide vanes and variable stators in
stages 1 through 3, an annular combustor, a single-stage high-pressure turbine, a
two-stage low-pressure turbine, a mixer for mixing the fan bypass and core streams,
auguentor spray bare whose ports were controlled to provide afterburner modulation over
the whole augmentor fuel-flow range, and a variable convergent-divergent nozzle. A
schematic of the engine components and volumes is given in Figure 1. The fan and
compressor variable goometry was controlled as a function of corrected speed, and the
nozzle area was controlled by a fan-duct Mach-number signal in order that the fan
operating line would be maintained at the desired pressure ratio. This engine had a
bypass ratio of approximately one.

The starting point for the development of the computer simulation begins with the
usual steady-state and transient cycle docks. In our deck development system, the
transient cycle deck uses the steady-state cycle deck as its beginning point to which
the rigid body rotor dynamics (*oments of inertia) are added as well as are models of
the engine control, variable geometry actuators, and control sensors with their
attendant response (amplitude and time) functions. Also included are heat soak and
parasitic flow representations. Computer models constructed in this manner are
adequate for normal accal and decal type studies because the characteristic times
associated with them are at least two orders of magnitude slower than the associated
acoustic propagation times. In order to give the models the necessary 25-30 Hz
frequency response and the post-stability capability that is desired, the additions
described in the following paragraphs were made to the transient cycle deck.

2. 1 Comnresion Comonent Renresentations

The three-stage fan was represented in a single block by hub and tip maps that
included in-stall and reverse flow representations in addition to the normal unstalled
flow characteristics. The compressor was represented as a single block by a pitch-line
characteristic that had in-stall, reverse flow, and unstalled representations included
in a manner similar to the fan representation. Figure 2 provides an illustration of
the unstalled and in-stall compressor characteristics used at two speeds. Time
constants characteristic of the time it takes for a stall cell to develop
(throe-to-four rotor revolutions) and for a stall cell to disappear (ll-to-12 rotor
revolutions) were also included (see Reference 3).

In retrospect and if funds and schedule had permitted, we believe that the fidelity
of the amplitudes of some of the fluctuations during the occurrence of surge
instabilities could have been improved by breaking the compressor into three blocks -
variable geometry stages 1-3 in the first block, stages 4 and 5 with the fifth stage
bleed at the exit of the second block, and stages 6-9 in the third block. This would
have made the acoustic reflection plane less hard.

2.2 Combustor

There are three key combustor characteristics that must be represented: (1) the
ideal temperature rise, (2) the combustor efficiency, and (3) the flammability limits.
Of special import are the rich-side fuel-air-ratio portions of the
ideal-temperature-rise and the flammability-linit characteristics.

The schematic representation of these characteristics is shown in Figure 3. In the
case of the ideal-temperature-rise characteristic, the %acrese of temperature rise
with increasing fuel-air ratio for fuel-air ratio@ greater than stoichiometric is
represented. This feature simulates the affect that excess fuel has on quenching the
flame. The flammability limits are handled in a similar manner for the rich-side
fuel-air ratios. As can be seen, the flammability limits are represented as a function
of the fuel-air ratio and a combustor loading parameter that in proportional to the
*flame thickness and reaction time.

The combustor efficiency consists of a base curve and a relation for modifying this
cnv for use at conditions other than for which the base curve was derived. The bae
efficiency curve is represented as a function of fuel-air ratio and falls off
monotonically on either side of the maximum. For conditions other than the base
conditions, the combustor efficiency is modified according to the following relation:

.... e....e T
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During surge or rotating stall, the combustor efficiency was further modified to
account for the severity of surge and the extent of the rotating-stall Cell.

In addition to these characteristics, the burner total-pressure loss was
represented in a manner that accounts for the pressure drop across the liner and the
loss associated with "Rayleigh Line" heat addition.

2.3 M&XWnU

Standard turbine characteristics were used for both the high-pressure and the
low-pressure turbines. Because of the pressure ratios involved, the turbines operate
choked, thus relieving the need for reverse flow characteristics. However, it was
found necessary to modify the turbine efficiencies with empirically formulated scalar
modifiers during surge and rotating stall as was done for the combustor efficiency so
that engine decal rates and turbine blade temperatures natched those measured during
the engine test.

2.4 VoluMy a

In addition to including key compression component and combustor off-design
performance characteristics, the representation of the volumes within the engine takes
on critical importance if the desired frequency response is to be achieved - in our
case 25-30 Hz.

The motion of the air within these volumes is completely described by the equations
of change (conservation of mass, momentum, and energy) and a thermodynamic relationship
(see References 1 and 4). Figure 4 gives a schematic representation of the manner in
which the volumes in the engine are chosen. Unless otherwise indicated, all volumes
are represented by quasi one-dimensional volumes whose dimensions are chosen to
represent the physical engine flow areas and lengths. Long volumes with no natural
breaks are broken into volumes consistent with the frequency response desired. The
area distribution is continuous. The only two-dimensional volumes are the one located
ahead of the fan and the other located downstream of the fan but ahead of the
splitter. These two-dimensional volumes are chosen to allow for radial redistribution
of the flow downstream of the fan in the case of a compressor surge and to allow for
radial redistribution of the flow upstream of the fan in the cases of coro-induced
fan-hub surge and throttling-induced fan-tip surge as well as bypasa-ratio variation
effects associated with normal instability-free operation.

2.5 Control

It was noticed during ainburner fuel stepping to instability on the engine that
the fuel flow was being cut back as a result of the T4B (turbine blade temperature)
limiter. This limiter used a signal from a pyrometer, and during fuel stepping was
reacting to flashes (temperature spikes) caused by the burning of excess fuel in the
turbine rather than the temperature of the blades. The computer simulation did not
provide this fuel cut-back since the logic calculated only an average gas path
temperature with which T49 was correlated.

The problem was solved by empirically correlating the temperature spikes with the
rate of change of fuel-air ratio at the plane of the fuel nozzles. When the rate
increases beyond the empirically determined value, a temperature spike is expected.
This approach worked well since temperature spikes were simulated at times comparable
to those measured in the test data.

3.0 PRETEST PREDICTIONS AND VALIDATION

Prior to accomplishing pretest predictions for post-stability events, this new
computer odal was demonstrated to reproduce the normal accel and decal characteristics
of the engine. Following these validation cases, the model was confiqured to allow for
stability-linit-line degradation and a fuel-step instability-inducement technique in
manners consistent with actual engine operation.

A method for degrading the stability limit line (also known in the past as the
stall line or surge line) was necessary since it had been demonstrated on an earlier
engine with a nearly identical core engine that this core engine had excellent surge
recovery characteristics. In fact, in order to significantly lower the stability limit
line, the engine had to be significantly malconfigured from its normal operational
confi ration (i.e., compressor variable geomtry opened five degrees as measured at
the inlet guide vanes and combustor operation with continuous ignition), end/or

7 subjected to large magnitude inlet total-pressure distortions that were maintained for
a significant period after the initial surge by an airiet distortion generator.
Incorporation of capability to lower the stability limit line as an approximation to
the effect of distortion on the compressor and adding the ability to switch to a false
P83 signal allowed simulating the manner in which the engine was operated and
responded.
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Zn order to initiate compressor instability, a mainburner fuel-stop technique was
used wbreby upan the initiation of a speed demand, the fuel flow was required to go to
an aooel schedule in terms of WI/PS3 (the ratio of mainburner fuel flow to coubustor
burner static pressure) that was a function of compressor oorrected speed. At the same
time the acoel schede was demanded, a false P83 was introduced to the control to
create an artificially high fuel flow which created a step-like rise in combustor
burner pressure.

Two typical oams have been chosen to illustrate the capabilities of the model and
for comparison with teat data. The first case illustrates a simulation of recoverable
surge and the second case illustrates simulation of a nonrecoverable surge. These
cases are presented in the following paragraphs.

3.1 DE U5L. B

This recoverable surge was initiated by a ainburner fuel step and was conducted et
inlet conditions consistent with N - 1.05 and 521FT altitude. During the test, the
stability limit line was lowered by installation of an inlet distortion screen. Thiswas simulated during the computer simulation by artifically lowering the
stability limit line. After initiation of the instability, continuous ition was
used with a rate of five sparks per second. Instability was induced by creating a
speed demnd of 600 rpm and switching to a false P83 of 100 psi for three seconds.
Similar values were used for the computer simulation.

The results of the simulation and the comparable test data are shown in Figures Sa
thru d. Both sets of results are plotted on the same scale for Figures 5a, b, and c
Where the fuel flow - P63 ratio, compressor discharge static pressure, and compressor
speed are plotted, respectively. Figure -d provides the compressor trajectory in terms
of pressure ratio and corrected flow as obtained from the computer simulation.

The sequence of events is described by the letters "a thru a" on each part of
Figure 5. At "e," a surge is initiated by a mainburner fuel step. Coupled fan and
c pressor surges Accompanied by compresor blowout and relight sequences (region -be)
occur with a frequency of approximately 4-5 Ne. Finally, the combustor blows out due
to rich side quenching (region -c"). During these two periods, the mpressor speed is
decreasing. At "d, the fuel step is terminated and the engine returns to normal fuel
scheduling whereupon the combustor relights causing the compressor to surge at a
frequency of approximately 13-14 Ha (region "e"). Compressor speed begins to increase,
the surging stops, and the engine recovers and accels to normal operation at the
selected power setting.

3.2 NONRECOVERABLE STALL

This nonrecoverable stall was initiated at the same inlet conditions as was the
previously discussed recoverable surge. All other parameters were also the same except
the fuel step was held for a four-second step duration. The comparison of the model
simulation and test results are shown in Figures 6a, b, and c for the fuel flow - PS3
ratio, compressor discharge pressure, and compressor speed, respectively. The pressureratio - corrected flow trajectory as computed by the model simulation is shown inFigure 6d.

This ainburner-fuel-step-induced surge behaves in a manner very similar to the
recoverable surge up to the point the false PS3 is removed (point "d") and the engine
returns to the normal fuel control schedule. However, the compressor speed is lower
than was the case for the recoverable surge due to the longer duration fuel step. In
this case, the compressor incurs an instability (point "e") and degenerates to the
rotating stall state (point "f-).

3.3 AaU

ExaminatLon of the previous two sete of figures show that the enqine transient
computer model with post-stability capability correctly predicts the otating stall
state as well as the measured parameters in trend, mean levels, frequencies, and to a
lesser degree, predicts the amplitude and waveform shape of the surge perturbations.
It is anticipated that the previously discussed more detailed compressor representation
would improve this latter situation. In addition, it was noted as a result of
installing flame detectors in the combustor and at the exit of the low pressureturbine, that during surqinq, significant burning was not taking place in the
combustor, but rather that significant burning in the turbines was occurring. A model
for this type of burning was not developed. However, it is anticipated that
development of a "burning-in-the-turbine" model would lead also to lower compressor
discharge pressure perturbation@.

The model was usd to estimate the critical speed (References 3 and 5) of this
engine, the critical speed being the speed at which the instability behavior of the
compressor transitions from surge to rotating stall. In reality, the critical speed isa critical speed range for a given engine depending on factors other than just the
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coabustor volume-compressor volume relationship such as stability limit line
degradation due to clearances, thermal transients, and/or variable stator position.
Analysis of the test data presented in Paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 show that the critical
speed for this type of transient occurs at a corrected speed of approximately 10,400
rpm. The model simulations showed that relights at corrected speeds of 10,530 rpm and
10,250 rpm resulted in surge and rotating stall, respectively. Hence, the critical
speed as predicted by the model is expected to lie between these two speeds which is
then commensurate with the test results.

The results of the simulations presented here as well as many others, including
some conducted at other inlet conditions, leads us to the conclusion that computer
simulations constructed as described in the beginning of this paper provide adequate
fidelity to represent the major features of the aerophysics associated with the
post-stability characteristics of an augmented turbofan engine.

4.0 APPLICKTION Or EBUVTs

Validated models such as the one described in this paper are useful for conducting
the trade studies necessary to design an engine with good recoverability
characteristics and for developing recovery control strategies. The first step in
conducting trade studies is to assure that the combustor-volume to compressor-volume
ratio is sufficiently large to cause the critical speed range to occur at low engine
speeds, preferably sub-idle. It is the author's contention that this is a
fundamentally necessary condition that must be met if an engine is to have good
recoverability characterisitcs. In and of itself however, a low critical speed range
will not guarantee good recoverability characteristics. Other factors known to affect
the recoverability characteristics of an engine are the level of the stability limit
line, the level of compressor hysteresis, and control of the decal schedule and of
combustor blow-out and relight as both affect the compressor operating line.

4.1 STABILITY LIMIT LINE

Experimental and analytical studies have shown that a high stability limit line
promotes recovery most probably because the potential energy stored in the combustor
provides the source of energy necessary to back flow the compressor and drop the
operating line sufficiently so that normal flow can properly be re-established.

As a corollary, it is important that the compressor sensitivity to thermal
transients or to inlet distortion not be too great because a significantly reduced
stability limit line would give rise to an elevated critical speed range.

4.2 COMPRESSOR HYSTERESIS

This effect of compressor hysteresis is illustrated by a modelling study that was
conducted on the compression-combustor system of a nonaugmented turbofan engine that
had a relatively high critical speed. For our purposes here, compressor hysteresis is
related to the relationship between the in-stall corrected flow obtained by throttling
to stall and the in-stall corrected flow at which the compressor recovers back to its
unstalled flow characteristic and could be defined by the relationship

H (4c In-stall) (2)

In this prametric study, the compressor was tested at constant speed until compressor
instability was induced. Four milliseconds after instability initiation, the throttle
was opened to a lower throttle (higher flow). This was successively done until the
throttle line upon which the compressor recovered was determined. Figure 7 illustrates
that for a compressor with a stability limit point at "810 and an in-stall recovery
point of OR," the compressor would recover if the throttle was dropped to throttle line
*1 or lower. If the stability limit point was maintained at "11' and the
hysteresis, H, is reduced by reducing the in-stall recovery point to "HIO then the

oampressor would recover on a much higher throttle line (02 *). Thus, the reduction in
hysteresis significantly reduced the amount of unthrottling required to recover the
compressor. This study illustrated the strong effect of compressor hysteresis on the
recoverability characteristics of a compressor.

4.3 OPERATING LINE CONTROL

An understanding of the effect of operating line can be gained by examining the
pressure ratio-corrected flow map for a compressor (Figure 5). This map shows the
unstalled ocnotant-oorrected-speed lines, the compressor stability limit line, and the
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in-stall constant-corrected-speed lines together with the rotating stall recovery
line. The nominal operating line is superposed for reference. In order to gain an
appreciation for this representation, let us suppose the compressor is being throttled
on the 97.5 percent corrected speed line towards the stability limit line. After the
stability limit line is reached, assume speed remains constant and that the compressor
ends up on the 97.5 percent corrected speed in-stall characteristic. The compressor
would have to be unthrottled to a flow approximately equivalent to the flow on the
unstalled 92.5 percent corrected speed line before the compressor would recover and
return to the 97.5 percent corrected speed unstalled characteristic.

Nov let us add three operating lines to the compressor map as in Figure 9 - the
maximum acoal schedule operating line, the decal schedule operating line, and the
combustor blow-out throttle line. Assume for the purposes of this discussion that the
compressor-combustor volume relationship is such as to allow the occurrence of stable
rotating stalls at all speeds. If instability occurred at part power (< 97.5 percent
corrected speed) and the main fuel control went to the accal schedule, then engine
operation on the accel schedule would prevent recovery from rotating stall until the
compressor corrected speed was in excess of 97.5 percent. if an instability occurred
end the engine control went to the deca1 schedule, then recovery from rotating stall
could be attained for corrected speeds down to approximately 88 percent. If the
combustor should blow out, then the compressor would be unthrottled in a manner that
would allow recovery from rotating stall down to speeds less than 80 percent corrected
speed. Notice that if the blow-out throttle line should cross and remain above the
recovery line at some speed less than 80 percent, as is suggested by the slopes of the
stall recovery line and the blow-out throttle line, then rotating stall would not clear
until speed drops sufficiently such that the strength of the rotating stall cell is
reduced and begins to lose coherency. At this point, viscous forces will begin to
cause it to dissipate. Following its dissipation, the compressor could then be
re-accelled without instability.

Hence, if control recovery logics can be designed that take into account the
various operating lines and associated speed ranges, then the desired control of the
operating line can be obtained. Obviously, upon the occurrence of instability, it is
desirable to keep the control from going to the accel schedule. Depending on speed
range and spool-down rates, rotating stall can be prevented or cleared by going to the
decal schedule or the blow-out throttle line. Fuel and/or bleed-air dynamic effects
have been demonstrated to have utility for clearing a compressor of rotating stall and
to alleviate the need for unthrottling as much as steady-state unthrottling studies
would indicate (Reference 6). Dynamic effects on recovery are also illustrated by the
example discussed in Paragraph 4.2.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Studies have been accomplished which show that an engine transient cycle deck with
extended capabilities will naturally predict the post-stability behavior of turbofan
engines, be the instability surge or rotating stall or the transition from surge to
rotating stall as speed decreases. In order that an engine transient cycle deck have
this capability, it is necessary that the compressor component representations have
in-stall and reverse flow characteristics and the associated stall-development and
stall-recovery time constants, the combustor have rich-side heat addition and
flammability characteristics, and the flow volumes of the engine be represented by one-
or two-dimensional volumes as appropriate and both with reverse flow capability. In
our studies, we have chosen to use the complete set of the equations of change together
with a thermodynamic relationship to provide proper representation of the flow
dynamics.

Nodels such as these have the capability for determining if the critical speed
range of an engine system lies within an acceptable portion of the corrected speed
spectrum, for determining the post-stability dynamics of an engine system (an aid for
interpreting the source of measured frequencies), and for developing appropriate
stall-recovery control strategies in relation to the speed range at which the inception
of instability takes place.
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(a) Combustor Fuel Flow (b) Compressor Discharge Pressure Response.

(c) Compressor Speed Response. (d) Compressor operating Paint Migration.

Figure 6. Nonrecoverable Surge.
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DISCUSSION

D.W.Stephenson, US
1. Please explain the need for the volumes included in your engine performance modelling. Is this because there is a

time element required for the flow leaving one component to reach that same level in the next component during
transients?

2. Are your in-stall compressor characteristics obtained from engine or rig testing?

Author's Reply
I. The volumes were included to assure that the convective and acoustic velocity propagation paths simulated the

actual propagation paths in the engine. This is necessary if system frequencies are to be replicated. Thus, the
volumes were chosen in a manner to represent the lengths of ducting within the engine so that the acoustic
reflection planes would be simulated. The entrance and exit flow areas to the volume with the above-chosen length
were selected in a manner so the calculated volume was representative of the engine internal volumes. In this way.
the resonance (eg Helmholtz type) associated with the volumes of the engine will also be simulated.

2. To date, we have obtained in-stall compressor characteristics during rig testing of compressors. Automatic control
systems, which use the output of vane-mounted thermocouples as input, allow conducting the required testing
without thermally distressing the compressor blades or vanes.

t . .... .. ___



0TRANSMISSION OF INLET DISTORTION THROUGH A FAN
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SUMMARY

k. effect of inlet swirl on the propagation of total pressure distortion through a
3-stage fan without inlet guide vanes has been investigated on a compressor rig. The
tests gave the unexpected finding that the presence of a swirl counter to the rotation of
the fan generally reduced the level of steady state distortion transmitted to the core
compressor. Dynamic pressure measurements made at the exit from the fan, however,
revealed that the swirl also caused a sudden early breakdown of the flow in a sector of
the hub region, resulting in high time-variant distortion levels in the core flow. This

observation is compatible with the destabilising effect of a swirl counter to fan
rotation on engines. A theoretical analysis confirmed that a swirl, concentrated at the
fan tip at entry, could drive some of the hub blade rows strongly towards stall.

NOMENCLATURE

PT = Total pressure (kPa)

TT = Total temperature (OK)

e = Angular circumferential extent (degrees)

Annulus or face Lowest mean total
DC(8) = mean total pressure pressure in a 8

0 
sector

Dynamic head

Annulus or face Lowest mean total
PC(e) = mean total pressure - pressure in a 80 sector

Annulus or face mean total pressure

Highest mean total temperature Annulus mean total

TC()) in a 0 sector temperature
Annulus mean total temperature

Pressure distortion transfer ratio = PC(8) fan exit
PC)8) fan inlet

Temperature creation ratio = TC(8) fan exitPC(8)7fan inlet
PT(arm average) -1

PT(Annulus mean) fan inlet
Normalised PTIN I I1

1 PT(minimum arm avernge
PT(annulus mean) jfan inlet

[PT~arm average) -

Normalised PTDEL PTlannulus mean) fan exit

PT(minimum arm average

PT(annulus mean) fan inlet

TT(arm average) -]

Normalisedn----TT(annulus mean) fan exit
Normalised TTDEL _ = L ..r_ vrg[-PT1 minimum arm averagej

PT[annulus mean) Jfan inlet

TU = Maximum RMS pressure fluctuation observed at an operating point (Radial average).
TUMaxMaximum RMS pressure fluctuation observed (Radial average).Ma
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INTRODUCTION

During the development of the Tornado powerplant it became apparent that a swirl in
the inlet flow, counter to the rotation of the engine ("contraswirl"), had a significant
destabilising influence, substantially reducing the level of total pressure distortion
that could be tolerated. The adverse effect of a circumferential variation in total
pressure on engine stability is, of course, well establishedl,

2
. Although the solution

adopted on the aircraft was to incorporate aerodynamic fences in the curved intake, in
locations which inhibited the secondary flow behaviour responsible for the swirl

3
, the

situation had highlighted a lack of knowledge of the manner in which swirl affected
engine stability. Since curved inlet ducts are frequently required for practical
installations, a better understanding of the effect of swirl was clearly needed to enable
its significance to be assessed fully for future powerplant designs.

A variety of explanations for the adverse effect of contraswirl were considered.
One was the creation of a significant mismatch between the spools. However an
examination of measurements on an engine showed that, although contraswirl caused a small
reduction in the speed of the fan relative to the core, the operating point remained on a
similar working line to that followed without swirl. Since the operating lines of the
core compressors are established by choking of the HP turbine nozzle guide vanes, and are
therefore insensitive to the fan exit conditions, there was no evidence for the
mismatched spool hypothesis. Given that the surges had been observed to initiate in the
core compressors rather than the fan it was clearly not just a consequence of the fact
that contraswirl increased the incidence of the first blade row to the point where stall
occurred; since the first blade row in this case was a rotor in practice only a small
increase in incidence occurred. The only feasible explanation for the effect of
contraswirl was therefore that it resulted in higher levels of flow distortion entering
the core engine.

To test the above hypothesis, and provide data for the evaluation of prediction
methods, measurements of the transmission of inlet total pressure distortion were made on
a representative military fan. The results are presented in this paper. Although the
stabilising influence of the core engine, due to the coupling between closely spaced
spools, would not be represented in this experiment, it was anticipated that the correct
trends would be obtained

4
. A theoretical analysis of the effect of swirl on the fan

aerodynamics was also undertaken, to provide a qualitative means of assessing the changes
likely to be taking place within the turbomachinery to produce the observed behaviour.

RIG DESCRIPTION

The general arrangement of the test rig is shown in Figure 1. Air is drawn in by the
fan through an inlet silencer and calibrated air meter. A non-uniform inlet pressure
distribution, representing an off-design aircraft intake flow pattern, was produced by
inserting a gauze screen in the distortion generator. For tests without swirl the gauze
was supported by a honeycomb mesh, Figure 2a. For investigations with swirl the
honeycomb support was replaced by a series of radial vanes, which were twisted along
their length to create a rotation which varied from 00 at the hub to a maximum at the
tip, Figure 2b. The gauze blockage could be rotated through 3500

.

The fan module comprised a 3 stage low-hub/tip ratio research machine without
inlet guide vanes, representative of current military engine technology. The fan
discharged into a split-flow collector box which incorporated two concentric dump
diffusers. Both core and by-pass streams passed through airmeters prior to discharge
through a common throttle valve. The fan by-pass ratio was pre-set using a bias gauze.

During the investigation it was discovered that the bend downstream of the dump
diffusers produced a circumferential variation of the flow properties at the fan exit
measurement plane. A subsequent comparison, using the measurements made with a single
rake arm and rotating the blockage, showed that results obtained with a fixed gauze
blockage could be corrected by considering the bias induced by the bend to be super-
imposed on the measured exit circumferential variation.

INSTRUMENTATION

Two types of inlet flow survey instrumentation were used; a symmetrical 8-arm array
of rakes with 5 probes per arm, each probe incorporating a miniature pressure transducer
and thus able to measure both time-averaged and time-variant total pressure, or a single
arm containing five 5-hole conical yawmeter probes. The inlet rakes were removed when
taking the definitive exit flow measurements with swirl. Fan delivery pressures were
measured using 8 rakes, each containing 5 steady-state total pressure probes in both core
and by-pass flow annuli. The centre probe in the by-pas3 and the second and fourth probe
in the core on each arm contained a miniature pressure transducer for time-variant
pressure measurement (Figure 3). The time-variant pressure signals were recorded on
magnetic tape. The system was limited to 40 channels so when the delivery conditions
were being recorded only 16 inlet probes could be monitored. Fan exit temperature was
measured using a single rake with 4 thermocouples in each annulus.

TEST CONDITIONS

For the first phase of testing a range of throttle settings was examined at 80, 85
and 90% design speed with both clean and non-uniform inlet flow conditions. The swirl
vanes and gauze were tested both separately and in combination. In the second phase of
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the investigation the distortion generator was rotated in 300 increments to provide a
full flow-survey at entry using the single yaw meter rake and at exit from the single
temperature rake.

A structural loading limit on the inlet silencer system precluded surging of the
fan during these tests.

DISCUSSION OF THE STEADY-STATE RESULTS
Fan inlet flow conditions

The gauze used to generate the circumferential pressure variation gave a once-
per-revolution pattern. A contour plot is shown in Figure 4. There was no net swirl
associated with the gauze alone. At the measurement plane the maximum deviations from
axial flow, measured at the sides of the low pressure region, were less than ±20.

The swirl vanes in isolation gave a rotation counter to the fan which varied from
30 at 32% radius to 120 at 92% radius. In combination with the gauze,swirls of almost
double the above levels were observed in the low pressure region, (Figure 5).

Fan overall operating characteristics

The overall performance of the fan with a clean inlet, and with the gauze and
swirl vanes both separately and in combination, is summarised in Figure 6. The gauze and
swirl combination produced a marked reduction in both flow and pressure ratio, a contrast
to the limited change from the clean inlet performance observed with the gauze alone.
The reduction in pressure ratio and flow with swirl alone as the fan was throttled was
unexpected. Simple theory would indicate that a rotation in the flow in the opposite
sense to the fan would normally result in the movement of the operating line to the
right

4
.

Distortion transmission without swirl

The steady-state distortion transmission behaviour of the fan measured with the
gauze alone is illustrated in Figure 7. Normalised curves showing the circumferential
variation of inlet total pressure, exit total pressure and exit temperature for core and
by-pass regions are presented. For calculation purposes the inlet flow was divided into
concentric circular stream tubes with the measured core/by-pass flow split. The greater
attenuation of pressure distortion achieved in the by-pass region is clearly apparent, a
finding consistent with the much steeper operating characteristic of that region of the
fan (Figure 8). Both the core and by-pass flows exhibited peak temperatures in the
region where, at inlet, the rotor was sweeping into a rising total pressure field, a
feature seen by other workers

6 ,7
. A local increase in blade incidence occurs in the

region, due to the tendency of the fan to induce a static pressure distortion ahead of
the rotor, in sympathy with the total pressure variation

8
.

The effect on the distortion transfer characteristics of fan speed and operating
point are illustrated in Figure 9. Although the parameter used to characterise the
transfer is based on a 600 sector angle, similar levels were obtained for a range of
angles up to 1350. The results show little variation with fan speed. The initial
increase in attenuation in the core as the fan is throttled, followed by a subsequent
risa, was also observed in Reference 5. The consistently high levels of attenuation
achieved in the by-pass region render it the more attractive location for engine control
instrumentation for monitoring the fan working point, since such instrumentation needs to
be relatively insensitive to the orientation of any inlet flow distortion.

The effect of swirl on distortion transfer

Figure 10 shows the equivalent inlet and exit flow measurements for the gauze and
swirl combination at an equivalent operating condition to that illustrated for the gauze
alone in Figure 7. Whilst the basic features are similar, it will be noted that the
levels of attenuation achieved are greater. As Figure 11 shows this was also the case at
the other operating conditions examined. On the above evidence it therefore appeared
that a swirl counter to the rotation of the fan did not result in higher levels of
circumferential distortion entering the core engine.

Since a strong radial variation in total pressure could also affect the surge margin
of the core compressor, a comparison was made of the mean total pressures on each ring of
probes. The magnitude of the local circumferential variation on each ring was also
examined. Typical comparisons are shown in Figure 12. There was no indication that the
tests with swirl produced a more severe hub-low pattern, which would be the most likely
to cause a loss of core compressor stability. Furthermore, with swirl, the level of
circumferential distortion was lower in the hub region than without swirl. The radial
variation was also less. There was therefore no evidence that a swirl counter to the fan
rotation caused a more adverse radial distortion.

From the tests where the blockage had been rotated to provide exit temperature
surveys it was found that the levels of total temperature distortion in the fan core
delivery region were also lower with contraswirl in combination with the gauze (Figure
13). Although when compared on the basis of pressure ratio the level with swirl does
rise to equal the value measured with the gauze alone, it should be noted that the
condition does relate to a higher operating point because of the adverse effect swirl had
on overall fan performance.
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Comparison with predictions

In the absence of a fully 3-D model the predictions of the steady-state distortion
transfer were made using a linearised two-dimensional method, which models the upstream
and downstream ducting and the fan as a series of control-volumes

4
. The mean flow

properties in the fan control-volumes were calculated using a blade-row stacking model.
The core and by-pass regions of the fan were treated as two separate machines, the
location of the dividing streamline being determined using a streamline curvature
calculation program. Only the mean value of circumferential swirl could be specified at
the upstream boundary.

Examples of the measured and predicted exit profiles for the core region are
presented in Figure 14 for cases both with and without swirl. Although there was
generally good agreement in the basic shapes, the measured increase in attenuation
observed with the swirl present in combination with the gauze was not correctly
reproduced. A small decrease was usually indicated. In the by-pass region the
predictions differed substantially from experiment because the calculated levels of
attenuation were comparable with those for the core. The reason for this was apparently
due to the predicted by-pass compressor characteristic having a lower slope than the
measured one. A simple calculation using the slope of the measured characteristic gave
levels of attenuation comparable with those observed in the experiment.

DISCUSSION OF THE DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS

A comparison of the maximum values of Root Mean Square (RMS) pressure fluctuation
measured in the core annulus at exit from the fan gave the first indication of a
mechanism by which the presence of contraswirl could make conditions worse for the core
turbomachinery. At all three speeds examined during the initial phase of testing a
dramatic increase in turbulence was noted with the gauze and swirl combination as the fan
was throttled to the highest operating point (Figure 15). In an engine this would result
in a large rise in the level of time-variant distortion entering the core compressor, and
would more than offset the slight reduction in steady-state distortion obtained with
contraswirl. At lower operating points the much smaller increment in turbulence with
contraswirl would only result in comparable peak instantaneous levels.

From the second phase of testing, where the blockage was rotated, it was evident
that the peak turbulence occurred in the same region as the peak temperature and not the
lowest steady-state pressure. A circumferential shift between the instantaneous peak and
steady-state distortion patterns would therefore be indicated. As mentioned previously
the location of the peak temperature corresponds to the region where at entry the local
crossflow induced by the static pressure distortion, produced in sympathy with the total
pressure variation by the rotor, leads to increased blade incidence, On the other side
of the trough, where the induced swirl perturbation would be co-rotational, the levels of
turbulence were similar to those obtained at lower operating points.

A comparison of the circumferential variation of steady-state total pressure in the
core as the operating point was raised revealed that a marked local deterioration in fan
performance had occurred in the region of high turbulence. As Figure 16 shows, at the
highest operating point the left hand edge of the low pressure region was no longer
clearly defined. A comparison of the respective inlet pressure and turbulence
measurements showed no substantial difference, confirming that the observed behaviour was
due to a local breakdown of flow within the fan. An examination of the associated
transducer signals from the by-pass region confirmed that the effect was concentrated at
the hub. Spectral analysis of the turbulence revealed a dominant sub-rotor speed
frequency, in the manner of a rotating stall, which was not present at the other
operating conditions.

Supporting evidence for the explanation that a local breakdown of flow in the hub
region of the fan can occur without initiating surge directly, only to trigger it
subsequently in the core turbomachinery, is provided by the findings of Miatt and
Schaffler

9
. In that case, with a uniform inlet flow, surges of the HP compressor were

induced by closing the nozzle to well below the normal operating area. The cause was
found to be a rotating stall in the fan hub. The presence of a circumferential variation
in inlet total pressure could be regarded as imposing a cyclic variation on such
behaviour.

The absence of any inter-blade-row instrumentation on the fan meant that no evidence
was available to indicate at what point within the fan the flow breakdown was occurring.
Some guidance was however provided by a theoretical analysis of the effect of a
circumferential swirl on the flow within the fan, using an axisymmetric streamline
curvature computer program

1 0
.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF FAN INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS

The streamline curvature program required a specification of air outlet angle (or
deviation) and pressure loss coefficient at the outlet from each blade row as a function
of radius, Since this information was not available for the full range of conditions
likely to arise in the presence of swirl, a representative specification, which matched
the fan performance at a working line pressure ratio at 90% speed without swirl, was used
for all calculations. Although the findings must therefore be regarded as providing a
qualitative, rather than quantitative, guide to the effect of swirl on the internal flow
behaviour, the correct trends were expected to be present.

--------
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Figure 17 shows the overall performance characteristics obtained. For comparison
the measured charactekistics are also presented. It is immediately obvious that with
fixed loss coefficients the marked turnover of the measured characteristics is not
obtained; since the measured pressure rise is lower, either the loss or deviation (or
both) must be greater.

A possible justification for higher loss and/or deviation can be seen from the
following table, showing the effect of inlet contraswirl on the local incidence angles at
three radial stations, representative of hub, mean and tip conditions.

EFFECT OF SWIRL OM LOCAL INCIDNCER ANGJS

I BLADE
ND ROW HUB MEAN TIP

85 rotor 1 -0.4 +0.2 +0.2
stator 1 +2.5 +0.7 -3.3
rotor 2 +4.1 0 -0.5
stator 2 +3.2 -0.9 -1.8
rotor 3 +2.1 -0.3 -0.3
stator 3 +0.8 -0.7 -0.6

90 rotor 1 -0.5 +0.2 +0.2
stator 1 +2.9 +1.3 -2.9
rotor 2 +4.9 +0.4 -0.5
stator 2 +4.4 -0.2 -1.3
rotor 3 +3.5 +0.2 0
stator 3 +2.3 +0.2 +0.3

At each speed the pressure ratio was taken on the relevant working line. It is
interesting to note that although the inlet swirl used in the calculation was zero at the
hub, and increased linearly to a maximum of 100 at the tip, it is the hub incidences
which increase. This is because the axial velocity distribution has to adjust itself in
order to maintain radial equilibrium.

The effect of these higher incidences is to increase significantly the loading
parameter ^P/D (static pressure rise/inlet dynamic head) at the stator hub of stages 1
and 2 to values at which stall might well occur. The local axial velocity profile is
also expected to deteriorate, as shown in Figure 18. It is relevant to note that if the
calculations were repeated with the increased loss and deviation apparently indicated by
the test results, the changes in incidence and axial velocity profile with swirl would
have been greater.

Tle theoretical analysis in combination with the experimental results, provide a
convincing explanation of how a contraswirl, concentrated at the fan tip at inlet, can
result in a substantial deterioration of the quality of the flow entering the core
compressors and in turn account for the increased sensitivity of the engine to inlet
distortion.

CONCLUSIONS

Time-averaged measurements of the transmission of distortion through a split-flow
military fan showed that, at fan exit in the by-pass region, the level of distortion was
only about 20% of the value at inlet. Substantially less attenuation was achieved in
core, with about 60% of the inlet value being measured. The effect of a swirl counter to
the fan rotation was, surprisingly, favourable, increasing attenuation in the core so
that the level of distortion at exit was now only about 45% of the inlet value.

Calculations of the steady-state distortion transmission behaviour, in the core
predicted the circumferential variation well, but gave an incorrect indication of the
effect of swirl.

The picture changed markedly when the dynamic content of the exit pressure
distortion was taken into account. On the normal working line of the fan the addition of
contraswirl resulted in turbulence more than three t*mes the level observed with
distortion alone. The large implied increase in the time-variant total pressure
distortion in the flow entering the core compressors could well account for the observed
reduction in stability margin of engines when subjected to distortion in combination with
contraswirl. Calculations using an axisymmetric flow program showed that for this fan
there was a strong tendency for inlet swirl to increase the incidences of blading in the
hub, supporting the experimental evidence that the high turbulence was due to a local

r. region of hub stall.

Dynamic instrumentation in the fan exit is clearly desirable in rig or engine tests
where potential fan-core interactions are being examined.

fr th a
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Lt EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON SMALL TURBOPROP BEHAVIOUR

0 UNDER COMPRESSOR ROTATING STALL FOR DIFFERENT INLET FLOW CONDITIONS

0 by

SS.Colantuoi and G.Liotti
ALFA ROMEO AVIO

Direzione R & D
80038 Pomigliano d'Arco

Napoi, Italy

SUMARY

This paper deals with an experimental investigation on compressor rotating stall and acoustic noise
in a small turboprop. The intent of the study, undertaken in Alfa Romeo Avio using the engine test bed,during

the ndtia,.phase of the AR 318 turboprop development program, was to clarily the noisy and unstable
behaviour of se engines at part-speeds.

The overall performances of the centrifugal compressor, the time-depedent wall static pressure measure-

ments. to visualize impeller rotating stall regions on the compressor map, and the acoustic noise si-
gnals, detected at the engine air-intake inlet, ase presented.

Finally, the engine performances in stalled compressor conditions are analyzed and main results di-

scussed.

NOMENCLATUJRE

e Neper's number
6GT Exhaust gas temperature deg K

ETAB Combustion efficiency
FAR Fuel-air-ratio
U4V Lower heating value of the fuel J Kg

N Rotor speed RPM

ND Corrected design rotor speed RPM

PR Compressor T-T pressure ratio
PO Compressor inlet pressure kPa
P2 Compressor exit total pressure kPa

TET Turbine entry temperature deg K
TO Compressor inlet temperature deg k
T2 Compressor exit total temperature deg K
VF Fuel flow gs

6 Pressure factor = PO/101 kPa
0 Temperature factor = TO/298 deg K

W Air flow rate Kg~s

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

The AR 319 is a single-shaft turboprop of the 450 kw engine class. In fig. I the engine cross-

section is shown.
The main elements are a S-shape air intake, a single stage centrifugal compressora reverse floi,

annular combustor and a two stage uncooled axial turbine.
The reduction gearbox is driven by a forward extension of the compressor shaft and provides a ma-

ximum propeller speed of 2000 RPl.

The centrifugal compressor had an impeller of 290 m exit diameter, 13 entire 13 splitter blades,

a 25 vanes radial diffuser, a 900 bend and an axial straightener diffuser.

The compressor was designed for design point pressure ratio PR of 6.5 : I and 2.9S Kgs of mass
flow, at the speed SO - 38100 RP with an isentropic efficiency of 7S% T-T. At design speed'a tran-
sonic flosfield is present at the inlet of the impeller as well as of the diffuser.

The configuration was tested on the rig (see fig. 2) and the results satisfied the target, as shown

by the comp, -ssor map in fig. 3, in terms of pressure ratio, mass flow and efficiency.

Furthermore, the surge margin was adeguate for the engine requirements in the complete range, from

the Ground-Idle (72.5% ND) to the Cruise condition (105% ND). A more accurate analysis of the over-

all performance shows that the impeller/diffuser matching is realized as follows;

f -. --- - -- - --- - ..--.---.
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A tit rilnuImlm efficien1cy of 7''
" 

is at N",

Ill the peah efficiency line in the working l range o the etine 170* Nil to 10 I - ner tihe

,te line, and therefore is net possible to operate here;

C' at part-speeds (around 7 N NIH tire impeller is ctearl i m Jeep stall and o tie .rho- ll olieit'n
cv ler'l i, deeraded.

>uch coed compressor performances were not available alwats on the or-inne hal-d.wre, I.,.,

... ti,iotn oI matls flow and efficienci weye heaslued1 On some blil ds. -urtherto1, h Pter le-

Ilotm at transient conditions were experienced.

knother ieleant observation done durillg the dyniamometer en ille test is ',tot the, Iloilsi. lIho va-

riot ion wa, clearly andible in tone aind intensity ilvel Ilon the per atirro line. tfrom ;reurd-Ile
IrI to lake-off (I[tJ und viceversa.

It is important to point Olt that, tile main differices between i I, engnie were:

Xi the compressor casing colnfiguration (see fig. 2' vs. fig. Ir)

[1) the geometry of the plenum chamber at the compressor exit of tie riL, compared to the annular
combustion chamber of the engine,

Cf the impeller axial tip clearance, whose variation with speed is greater on the engine.

The last is a penalty for tIne compressor and the engine performances. Nevertheless, on first proto-
type engines, in order to avoid a rub between casing and impeller at IKi" Nif. it waI necessary to
increase the compressor btild clearance from the rigm value of 0. r mm to theeng ne vilue of I.,-

I.2 Obect ive of the invyestticat ion

LookitIg at the experimental data dvai lable and brielIy plesented Ine epermost a loa wa' c I -

tied out on the en!ire. having the tollowinc targe ts:

I to gzet for the 'ngine compressor configuration" more icra,tintmit ,'on oti the aerod"It I,
phenomenon of the impeller -otatin'c stall:

Il) to verily the existence of a connection between eng-'ine noi.e and r-ort rye tall.

So. it was dec ided to carry out an e-Line test, inl er.I'r to ,ot:

I th' engine compressor performance map;

2) the time-dependent wall static pressurie ai'roledett 1'tO, teed "n tile ,om plosor , iIci it tI,,
-e er threat,

0 the nois' signals, detected near tii,' inlet of tile erie ,ii n-inlke.

2- 0 i1PRESSOIR EXPERI 'T\AL INVESTlI;ATION ON Till, '.N,;INE II-.>! I-1.

2.1 Test tac, I It. Eneitne instrumentation and Data ilquisit, on system

The enini nas 1-n', i te'.ted en r,- he L.Fi, ROiO \%f10 hr ternmten test I,'d shoiIn ! I . 4. It Is ,
hydrailic drnamometer FOItolfl FO 271. fit for taking tip I power 'f 1000 kh, witI a Iisimum speed of

In otder to evaluate the elline pirformances,. during the tet iccordli re teruee speed. til

flow. ambient temperature and pressure have been donue. Turbinte kxit ;a Ts enperi trire I f.;Tr has beer

me,sired Iy i. ther.e ric ples assembled in I0 rakes circuri reri'tllI equispnced.

The standard eneine compresor instriumentation is given by the air intake static pressure taps, to
compulte misflow rate at the compressor inlet, silg a c alibration cas,'. plu, A therlmocouples fot
total temperature, ,ina 4 probes for total pre sure at tiec ompressor exit plane. to eNaluate presu-

re ratio and elffciency,

In order to detect impeller rotating stall, two Kistler pienoelectric trarlsducer have been place,
on the compressor casing (in tire Top position 'T' inid Bottom '"'. Ii0 a part , in the inducer zone

of the impeller, just after the throat of the etitire blade channel Isee fig. ;). fie pressure l-
nall from the transducer have been amplified and stored on a magnetiL tape reorder.

A microphone B & K has been placed in the proximity of the engine air-intake and the noise siznl
has been stored on the magnetic tape for the surcessive elaboration.
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2.2 Test procedure

Each engine operating condition was stabilized for the necessary time and than monitored. Any po-
wer level was setted by acting on the dynamometer load, so that the engine speed remains firm when
the fuel flow was increasing. In this way the operating point on the compressor map moves from cho-

ke towards the surge line.

The data acquisition has been done firstly at the engine condition of minimum loading, from GI at
72.5% design speed (ND=38100 RPM), to TO speed (100% ND), every 2.5% interval. Than, the compres-
sor speed-line 70%, 80%, 87.5%, 90%, 92%, 95%, 98% and 100% NO have been explored, from the condi-
tion of minimum loading (condition at choking) to the one at maximum fuel allowable(maximum EGT

of 950 deg K).

3. rEST RESULTS

3.1 Overall engine performances

The engine components chosen for this build are to a great extent derived from other prototypes,
which have already carried out heavy tests. The overall engine performances are not very repre-
sentative of this engine class.

Engine performances were established by means of a test analysis computer code, which calculates
those parameters not directly measured, like Turbine Fatry Temperaturpgani reduces to the referen-
rence standard conditions all the performances parameters.

During the test the maximum power reached was 400 kW, at 51.3 g/s of fuel flow, with a TET of 1240
deg K.

3.2 Overall compressor performances

The engine compressor map is presented in fig. 6.

It is possible to see in fig. 7 the difference between rig and engine results. From the analysis
of these results we observe the following:

- at 100% ND the engine compressor reaches the mass flow and the pressure ratio required at design
condition,

- at off-design conditions, the reduction of mass flow at choke for every speed-line is substan-
tial. This is mainly due to the difference of the impeller tip clearance between rig and engi-
ne (1.37 rm of the engine respect to 0.89 mm of the rig);

- the speed-line at 87.5% ND of the engine compressor map has a double characteristic as shown
by fig. 7. In fact during the data acquisition of the test point T/P 411(MW0/ = 1.90 Kg/s,
PR = 4.71), the compressor jumps abruptly into rotating stall condition, and the engine reache

the new equilibrium point T/P 412 (M'/S 1,70 Kg/s, PR = 4,29),

- the jump of the compressor into rotating stall region corresponds to a strong engine noise.

The increase of the impeller tip clearance, reduces the massflow at the diffuser choked condition
at each speed and shifts the engine compressor map on the left. Together with a decrease of the
efficiency due to greater clearance, an extension of the impeller stall region on the compressor
map at part-speeds is also present. The region influenced by rotating stalli moves from 19% ND
on the rig to 89% ND in the engine configuration.

This is due to the higher level of incidence at the impeller inlet, because of the lower massflow
through the compressor that is imposed by the diffuser.

The hysteresis was observed only on the engine configuration, where a compressor double characte-
ristic was detected. Such phenomenon is typical of a compressor jumping in a rotating stall ra-

ther than in surge condition.

For the clArity of the following discussion, we define the double compressor characteristic at
87.5% ND with an "unstalled" and a "stalled partefig. 7 bis).

3.3 Analysis of dynamic pressure transducer signals

Along the line of engine minimum loading from 80% ND to 90% ND(see fig. 7 his) the signals of
pressure transducers have been recorded and later analyzed. In fig. 8 we present the time-depen-

dent wall pressure measurements for each Test-Point.
The upper trace is from the transducer (T) and the lower trace from (B), placed respectively, at
the top and the bottom of the compressor casing.

They show the blade passage loading or the static pressure between the blade. In fact between

A._"
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the blade there is a constant pressure rise indicatirg no stalled region and there is a sudden
change in pressure as the blade passes under the transducer. Stalled regions between the blades

appear as regiot, of constant static pressure.

We observe in fig. 9 the progressive passage from a blade-to-blade inducer flowfield completely
deteriored (fully stalled conditions below 90% ND), to a periodic structure of the flowfield,
characterized by a stalled and unstalled group of blade passages, much more clearly detected at
87.5% ND(T/P 704) in fig. 8-D.

Let's note, here, that in the upper trace there are several blade passages which are fully loaded
and, at the same time, the lower trace shows a group of blade passages completely stalled. The
region of stall propagates around the impeller and so is rotating. We can see a 1000 phase be-
tween the transducer signals. This is an indication of a single cell pattern.

The flowfield is completely axisymmetric and out of rotating stall region at 90% ND (see fig.M-E).

The results of the frequency spt-tral analysis of these transient pressure signals are shown in

fig. 9. Looking at the figures, in the range of frequencies from 0 to IO kHz we can observe:

- atT/P705 (fig. 9-E): only the impeller full blade passage frequency, equal to 13 times the
rotor frequency E is present;

- at VP 704 (fig. 9-D): we distinguish the fundamental frequency of rotating stall I 425 Hz,

equal to 0.76 E, and its harmonics: second order II - MSO Hz. aid third order III 1275 Hz,

- besides, we note the components 12E and 14E, that may be due to obscillation of the engine
speed during the time of detection of the signals,

- it is interesting to observe finally that the ratio I E between the fundamental fre4uencv of
the rotating stall I and the engine rotor frequency E. is almost constant with the rotor speed.
and it is around the value of 0.75 (see from fig, s-A to ki-P).

3.4 Engine noise signals

The noise signals have been processed using a FFT frequency analyzer. The results of the spectral

analysis are shown in fic. 10. We observe the following:

- for the test points from 9O to 57.ir NP a pare tone is always present, having an average value
of 0.75 E. There are also the multiplies of 2nd aind 3rd order (see from fig. to-A to fig. id-Ph;

- these pure tones are absent from 0O1 up to 1001 ND,

- let's note also the presence of the pure tone of frequency 4E, that is of les, intensity compa-
red to the previous one in the region of O'i 7.5 NP. but it is predominant at 'kaO NDihere, it
corresponds to 2300 Hz) (see fig. 10-E).
The intensity of this pure tone of 4E reduces as the rotor speed is greater than 1K40 NP.

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE LXPERIMENTAL RE SIULTS

4.1 Compressor impeller rotating stall and engine noise

The experimental data of this investigation may be presented using a Campbell dia5.am. As shown
in fig. I1, the results of the engine test are plotted in the following way:

- thin lines correspond to engine order frequency IE. 2FE. . etc.. where E is the Engine rctor

frequency IN/6lOI

- thick lines correspond to compressor impeller rotating stall frequencies, the fundamental one,

I - 0.75 E, and its multiplies II and IllI

- symbols correspond to the pure tone frequencies of the engine noise, as obtained by the spectra

shown in fig. 10. Their size is proportional to the component amplitude.

So, we can observe the correspondence between the fundamental rotating stall line 1. and the noise
frequencies components that are in the range below 500 Hz. More interesting is the fact that pure
tones are just in correspondence to I and II rotating stall frequencies at 47.5% ND.

Moreover there is a pure tone noise, having a frequency of 2300 Hz in correspondence to 4E engine
order line, at O% ND.

So, we conclude that the low frequency noise, below 500 Hz, is connected to the aerodynamic pheno-
menon of rotating stall(first fundamental frequency involved). At 87.5% ND, well into rotating
stall region, the change in tone and noise level, is due to the pure tones corresponding to I
and II frequency.
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The drastic change in tone, observed between 87.5% and 90% ND, UA due to the fact that the compres-
sor gets out from the rotating stall, so that the correlated tones disappear, but some acoustic
phenomenon, not anymore connected to rotating stall, is responsible for the pure tone at the fre-

quency of 4E, at 90% ND.

4.2 Compressor casing resonant frequency and engine noise

In order to verify if the mechanical vibration of the compressor casing is responsible for the pro-
duction of noise at 90% ND, the experimental investigation of the resonant frequencies of the stru-
cture has been done, using a technique that investigates the vibration response to an impulse.

The transducer output has been processed by NICOLET FFT analyzer and the results are shown in fig.
12-A. There are the resonant frequency values of 830, 930, 1450, 2280, 2430, 3130. 3250 and 4380

Hz in the range from 0 to 5000 Hz.

This information has been used in the Campbell diagram of fig. 12-B, where in addiction, symbols
are representative of pure tone noise components, determinated from the spectral analysis results
of fig. 10. We note that the pure tone noise locations in the frequency range 2200,2300 Hz are in
correspondence to the intersection between 4E line and resonant frequencies at 90% ND.

Moreover, the pure tone noise observed at 87.5% ND is close to the frequency of 830 hz. So, we make
the hypotesis that the mechanical vibration of the casing is the responsible for the pure tone noi-
se at 90% ND, and at the same time, we cannot exclude an interaction between the aerodynamic pheno-
menon of rotating stall and the mechanical vibration of the compressor casing in resonant condition
at 87.5% ND, since the resonant frequency 830 Hz is near to the double fondamental frequency of ro-

tating stall II, 850 Hz.

4.3 Engine performances under compressor rotating stall

The loss in engine performances due to rotating stall, was evaluated doing the comparison of the
overall engine performances at the test/points of the compressor double characteristic detected

at 87.5% ND.

In fig. 13-A the compressor pressure ratio vs. corrected fuel flow is shown, along both the "un-
stalled" and "stalled" part of that speed-line. Let's remember that at the same fuel flow, the

maximum compressor pressure ratio measured goes from the "unstalled" T/P 411, PR=4.71, to the
"stalled" TiP 412, PR = 4.29.

It is noted that at 36 g/s of fuel flow there are two stabilized conditions. In effect the condi-
tion at the greater pressure ratio may be considered as an unstable equilibrium point. In fact,

due to any cause, like a small speed variation,suddenly the engine stabilizes to a new equilibrium
condition with the compressor in rotating stall. The two stable operating regimes, that exist

along the speed-line, are separated by an unstable region.

Reducing the fuel flow, we observe that the stalled condition remains, with a consequent loss of
engine performance. To be remembered, is the unsuccessfull attempt to return to the "unstalled"
speed-line without increasing engine speed, even with the minimum dynamometer load(Wf=20 g/s).

The comparison in the following figures shows clearly the engine sensitivity in changing compressor
characteristic. In fig. 13-B, 13-C and 13-D are plotted respectively the turbine exhaust and entry
temperature and the shaft power against the pressure ratio, so that it is possible to visualize
the performance parameters variation along the double characteristic.

From the analysis of these test results, the following items can be stated:

- the compressor map shows a net difference of flow capacity between the tests in and out compres-

sor rotating stall condition(about I0% lower at 87.5% ND with Wf 36 g/s), as previously shown,

- there is a significant drop in the compressor efficiency (at Wf = 36 g/s, from 74.1% to 69.3%)1

- the maximum power drop, at the same EGT, is 60 kW due to stalled condition (fig. 13-E),

- in the diagram of fig. 13-F we note that at TET constant the exhaust gas temperature EGT is
higher,meaning a different behaviour of the engine hot section in the stall condition,

- as indicated in fig. 13-H, the maximum TET is about 80 deg K higher at the stalled condition,

- finally, at constant fu4k flow, the engine power drop due to stalled condition is about 25 kW
(fig. 13-I).

The overall engine performance loss is not only due to the lower compressor massflow, pressure
ratio and efficiency, but also to the other components rematching.

With the same fuel flow, the turbine flow capacity seems to be 1.5% lower and the turbine effi-
ciency is one percent lower.
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The combustion chamber exit temperature profiles in the stalled condition does not suffer sub-
stantial change, as approximately can be deduced from the circumferential and radial exhaust
temperature profiles, measured by means of 30 thermocouples.

The influence of the rotating stall on the combustion chamber efficiency has been evaluated in
two ways. The first method calculates the combustion efficiency ETAB iteratively, using the
following relation:

combustion temperature increase = f(T2, LHV, FAR)

where: T2 is compressor exit temperature,

LHV is lower heating value of the fuel;
FAR is the fuel-air-ratio, obtained as FAR - Wf " ETAB/W

This temperature increment is compared to the note value coming from the power.

In the second method, the loss of the combustion efficiency is evaluated by means of the combu-

stor loading function THETA:

THETA = (P2'1.75 * e"(T2/300) , 10>5)/W

where: P2 is the compressor exit pressure (lbf/in:2);
T2 is the compressor exit temperature (deg K);
W is the air massflow (lbm/s).

THETA is a single function of the combustion chamber efficiency ETAB for constant fuel-air-ratio.

In both cases, a loss of combustion efficiency has been estimated in about 2 . doing the compari-

son at the same fuel flow.

Using our engine simulation computer code, the 13% power loss. from "unstalled" to "stalled" en-
gine condition, at 87.5% ND, has been shared to 9%, due to overall compressor deterioration.
and 5% due to components rematching. In fact 3.5% drop is due to combustion efficiency. 3.t
drop to the turbine efficiency and 1.7% is the positive contribution of the turbine rematchine,

due to the reduced flow capacity.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental investigation described in this paper revealed that the tested prototype engine hid
the compressor map different from the one obtained by the rig, specially at part-speeds, where lower
massflow, pressure ratio and efficiency had been measured. Moreover, a double characteristic at *7.i
ND was found.

This difference was caused mainly by the stronger variation with rotor speed of the compressor im-
peller axial tip clearance, in the tested engine build considerable higher than the rip value.

Based on the results obtained, a clear relation between the compressor impeller rotating stall and
a noisy behaviour of the engine at part speeds was found.

An attempt has been made to relate the noise frequency components having no aerodynamic origin, obser
ved at 87.5% as well as 901 ND, with the mechanical vibrations of the compressor casing. Some corre-
lations have been found with resonant frequencies of this structure.

The compressor impeller rotating stall influences the engine performance at part-speed (87.t ND).
in fact this phenomenon causes a penalty of 13% in power, from the "unstalled" condition to the
stalled one at the same fuel flow.

Finally, the engine simulation code is applied to this test case, using the experimental compressor
speed-line data at 97.5% ND. The results show that the effect of drop in engine power is not only due

to the compressor performance deterioration, caused by the impeller rotating stall, but also to its
negative influence on the engine components "downstream", i.e. affecting the combustion efficiency
and the turbine efficiency.
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Fig. I -AR 318 turbopropengine cross-section

Fig. 2 -Compressor rig cross-section
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Fig. 5 - Engine compressor cross-section
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Fig. S-A

T/P 702, SO% ND

Fig. 8-B

Fig. 8 -Time dependent wall static T/P 703, 82.5% ND

pressure traces from tran-

sducers at part-speeds

Fig. 8-C

T/P 804, 85% ND

Fig. i-D
T'P 704, "7.5f %D

Fig. S-E

TIP 705, 90% ND

time millilec
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Fig. 9-A
T/P 702, 80 ND
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Fig. 10-A
T/P 702, 80% ND

Fig. 10 - Engine noise frequency Fig. 10-B

spectra at part-speeds T/P 703, 82.5% ND

Fig. 10-C
T/P 804, 85% ND
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Fig. 131 - Overall engine per-formance comparison between "unstalled' and 
1
'Stalled' conditions
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DISCUSSION

P.Grifflths, US
How was the engine put into stall to take the "in-stall" steady-state data?

Author's Reply
After the data acquisition of Test Point 411 (see Fig.7 his) - that was observed to be an unstable equilibrium condition
for the engine - a little variation of the engine speed caused the compressor to jump into a rotating stall condition. So
the engine was simply stabilised at the new equilibrium point (TiP 412), reducing the dynamometer load, in order to
provide the same corrected speed. The fuel flow remained constant.

P.Grifliths, US
Could the stall be cleared to get back to the unstalled characteristic without shutting the engine down?

Author's Reply
It was not necessary to shut down the engine.

Since it was impossible to get out of rotating stall by reducing the dynamometer load, the only way to reach the
compressor unstalled condition was to increase the engine speed.

Unidentified speaker
Je voulais savoir si sur cc moteur le problkme de bruit est un problime important. Par exemple: la Figure 10. qui montre
des spectres de bruit. Ce sont des spectres obtenus sur un moteur r6el?

Author's Reply
No. This problem we found only on this engine which was an earlier version of the AR 318 engine. In particular, we
found the problem because the compressor map was much different from the one found from rig results. We do not
now have this problem on the engine.

Unidentified speaker
Oui. d'accord. parce-que les "peaks" sur cc moteur sont tres importants. Habituellement en basse frequence on voit
surtout du bruit largement en g~nral sur cc type de moteur, cause de la combustion, i cause de 1'6coulement interne,
et pas des raies - les raies on les voit surtout au -fundamental blade passage frequency".

Author's Reply
The microphone to detect the engine noise signal was very near the air intake - 20 to 30 cm from the ah intake, so I
think that explains the level of noise that was measured.
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0 SUMMARY

A survey is presented of experimental and analytical experience of the NASA Lewis
Research Center in engine response to inlet temperature and pressure distortions. There
has been a continuing NASA effort over the past decade and a half to improve the under-
standing of the effects of inlet distortion on engine performance, particularly on the
compression system performance. Results of experimental investigations and analytical

Smodeling work at NASA are reviewed together with a description of the hardware and the
techniques employed. Distortion devices successfully simulated inlet distortion, and
knowledge was gained on compression system response to different types of distortion. -

A list of NASA research references is included.

INTRODUCTION

A persistent problem in the development of airbreathing propulsion systems for new
aircraft, be they turbojet, turbofan or turboshaft engines, is the detrimental effect of
nonuniform inlet flow on engine stability. When rotary-wing aircraft are operating near
the ground (i.e., in ground effect), engine exhaust can be contained by the rotor down-
wash and recirculated to the engine inlet (Fig. 1, Ref. 1). With vertical/short takeoff
and land (V/STOL) aircraft the jet stream impinges on the ground, flows outward from the
impingement points, and eventually reaches the engine inlet. This leads to hot gas
ingestion. Other potential sources of inlet flow distortion are gun- or rocket-exhaust
gas ingestion, wakes from other aircraft, aircraft maneuvers, interaction of airframe
and inlet, and off-design operation of the inlet.

The effect of this inlet distortion, be it a pressure or temperature distortion or
a combination of the two, is that the power available is reduced along with the engine-
compression-system surge margin (i.e., the difference between the operating line and
surge line). The confident prediction of ingestion levels, or inlet distortion pat-
terns, for any arbitrary aircraft/engine design and their effect on compression system
performance requires a comprehensive set of design data not easily obtained. Ground-
level engine tests and flight tests are required to measure the magnitude and the
effects of inlet distortion on the engine in question.

A continuing experimental and analytical program has been in progress at the Lewis
Research Center for more than a decade to further the understanding of inlet distortion
and its effects on engine stability, particularly that of the compression system. This
work includes investigations using turbojet, turbofan, and turboshaft engines subjected
to distortions of inlet pressure, temperature, and a combination of pressure and temper-
ature. As byproducts of these investigations, devices to generate steady-state and time-
variant pressure and temperature distortions were developed.

The effects of inlet flow distortions as defined by total pressure variations were
extensively investigated by NASA's predecessor, the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA), in the 1950's. Relatively simple analytical models and indices were
developed to predict the effects of pressure distortion on engine stability. However,
in the 1960's, higher speed aircraft encountered stability problems not predicted by
these models. It was determined that these problems were the result of time-varying
inlet total pressure distributions. At that time it was deemed desirable to also inves-
tigate the effect of nonuniform inlet temperature on engine stability. Although temper-
ature distortion caused several known aircraft incidents, it had not been examined
except for a few investigations in the 1950's (Refs. 2 to 4).

In the mid-1960's NASA returned to the investigation of engine stability and inlet
flow distortion. Prime interest was in time-variant pressure distortion and both steady-
state and time-variant temperature distortions. The results of these investigations were
incorporated into analytical models and thus provided a base for a better understanding

of the phenomenon.

Steady-state and time-variant devices to create inlet temperature and pressure dis-
tortions, and combined temperature and pressure distortion were required to simulate the
inlet flow distortion occurring in the field. NASA Lewis developed the devices which
are described in this report. Highlights of results of the NASA work with these distor-
tion devices over the past decade and a half are also presented.

Because of the large number of programs involving inlet distortion and its effects
on engine performance, and the large amount of data generated in these programs, some
limit to the information presented is required. This report reviews NASA investigations
into the engine response to distorted inlet conditions and covers, briefly, the results
of experimental investigations, some analytical modeling work, and hardware and tech-
niques used to simulate inlet pressure and temperature distortions.
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The presentation of experimental results is divided into three sections:

(1) Steady-state and time-variant temperature distortion
(2) Steady-state and time-variant inlet pressure distortion

(3) Steady-state combined inlet pressure and temperature distortion

Analytical modeling work and comparisons with experimental work are also presented. The
devices used to create these distortions included screens, both stationary and rotata-
ble, and a pressure jet system capable of injecting air counter to the inlet flow, thus
canceling inlet air momentum, to create both dynamic and steady-state pressure distor-
tions. Temperature distortions were created by using hydrogen-fueled temperature dis-
tortion generators of two different designs; the larger for experimental work involving
turbojet and turbofan engines, and the smaller for turboshaft engine investigations.

TEMPERATURE DISTORTION

Temperature Distortion Generators

Gaseous hydrogen burners were used to develop inlet temperature distortion.
Because of the larger flows required, the inlet temperature distortion tests involving
turbojet and turbofan engines required a different temperature distortion generator
design than that used for the turboshaft engine tests. In addition the power output
shaft in the center of the turboshaft engine inlet ducting and bellmouth imposed dif-

ferent design requirements on the generator for that installation.

The gaseous hydrogen burner (Figs. 2 and 3) used for tests with the turbojet and
turbofan engines was installed upstream of the inlet bellmouth (Ref. 5). Hydrogen was
used because it is cleaner burning--generating water vapor rather than pollutants--and
requires a lower fuel-to-air ratio for a given temperature rise than other fuels that
were considered. Therefore, its effects on engine performance parameters are of much
less concern. Also, the low flammability limits of hydrogen permitted low levels of
temperature rise. In addition, flame propagation is faster than other fuels considered.
This was borne out in early investigations, which showed that temperature rise rates of
10 000 K/sec could be generated (Pig. 4 and Ref. 6) and that the distortion pattern
remained nearly constant as flow approached the engine inlet (Fig. 5 and Ref. 7). In
Fig. 4 the indicated, or measured, temperatures were corrected for time lag, Mach num-
ber/pressure recovery, and radiation by using the procedures and equations found in
Ref. 8. For the larger burners used with the turbofan and turbojet installations, the
distance from the burner to the engine inlet was three to six duct diameters, while in
the case of the generator for the turboshaft engine this distance was two duct diameters.
A later version of the burner used for turbojet and turbofan testing (Fig. 6) has the
capability of being remotely rotated +301 from the center position (Ref. 9). Each of
the four quadrants, or circumferentiar extents, is individually controlled so that many
combinations are possible. In addition, each gutter, or radial extent, in a quadrant is
controllable. An added feature is that one quadrant is designed so that a 30* sector
can be inserted if an extent 'maller than 900 is desired. Rotating the burner distor-
tion pattern past the engine instrumentation permits mapping of the distortion and its
effect through the compressor by using minimal instrumentation.

There are additional features of the burners shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 6 which are
worthy of note. Each quadrant of the burner has five swirl-can pilot burners. Also in
each quadrant is an ignition source for the hydrogen, five annular flameholder gutters,
one radial gutter, and tubes to supply the hydrogen to the proper location for ignition.
The control system is capable of fast response for temperature transients by way of a
high-speed valve. For the time-variant temperature distortions, the desired hydrogen
pressure is established in a trapped volume upstream of the flow control valve and a
high-speed valve for the specified quadrants (Fig. 7). The swirl-can pilot burners at
those quadrants are lit, and the engine-inlet temperature distortion pattern is set
prior to each transient. At each engine condition, circumferential extents of the fan
inlet can be exposed to a range of peak temperature magnitudes and/or temperature rise
rates. The rate and magnitude are functions of the pressure and quantity of trapped
hydrogen, respectively. The pressure of the trapped hydrogen can be changed and the
process repeated until a compressor stall limit is reached. For steady-state distor-
tions the valves for the quadrants of interest are opened slowly until the desired tem-
perature level is reached at the engine inlet.

The temperature distortion generator for turboshaft engine application can create
both steady-state and time-variant temperature distortion at the engine inlet by using
gaseous hydrogen. It is an adaptation of a device described in Ref. 10. The burner
(Fig. 8) consists of eight individually controlled sectors, with three swirl-cup combus-
tors (Fig. 9) per sector. These swirl cups for the turboshaft engine distortion genera-
tor are the same size as the swirl-can pilot burners used for the turbojet and turbofan
engine temperature distortion generator. Many sector combinations, or temperature dis-
tortion patterns, were possible. The hydrogen distribution system from the fuel supply
point to the swirl-cup combustors and its operation are described in detail in Ref. 11.

In a typical operation to find the response of the turboshaft engine to inlet tem-
perature distortion, the swirl cups in those sectors where the temperature distortion
was being imposed were lit (there were no pilots) while the engine was at idle. The

hydrogen flow was adjusted, and the engine power was increased to the desired operating
level. Once conditions were stabilized, the hydrogen flow was either increased to a
fixed level to produce the desired steady-state distortion or, if a transient distortion
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was desired, pulsed at increasingly greater pressures until stall occurred. Each pulse
produced a unique combination of temperature rise and temperature rise rate at the
engine inlet.

Temperature Distortion Results

The results of the temperature distortion investigations are categorized in terms
of the effects of sensor location, distortion extent, distortion magnitude, and Reynolds
number index (i.e., altitude operation) changes.

Inlet temperature distortion can have a significant effect on engine stability,
especially when it causes the engine control to operate at an incorrect equivalent rotor
speed (i.e., the equivalent speed under standard sea-level-static inlet conditions).
When the inlet temperature sensor detects either the cold or hot part of the distorted
flow, the control adjusts variable geometry accordingly and changes the compressor stall
margin differently than if the sensor detects the warm average inlet temperature.
Therefore the location of the sensor is critical to engine stability and to the analysis
of temperature distortions.

As the extent of the distortion increased to a certain level, the engines tested
were less tolerant of circumferential distortion at a fixed operating condition. More-
over, the results from an investigation involving steady-state temperature distortion
and a turbojet engine revealed that between 90 and 180* extent there was no significant
change in compression system response (Ref. 12). This was also true for time-variant
distortion testing with a turboshaft engine, even though it had an integral inlet parti-
cle separator (Fig. 10 and Ref. 13). Figure 10 shows a leveling off of temperature rise
with increasing extent as 180* is reached.

In general, diametrically opposed circumferential distortion sectors such as those
shown in Fig. 11(a) have less effect on the compression system than single distorted
sectors such as that shown in Fig. 11(b) (Ref. 12). While this was noted for a turbojet
engine, it is also in agreement with results of temperature distortion experiments for
the turboshaft engine with inlet particle separator (Fig. 12 and Ref. 13). The engine
compression system was more tolerant not only of a balanced distortion such as 180*
opposed distortion cells but also of such patterns as a four-per-revolution distortion
uniformly spaced.

In addition to tests to determine the effect of circumferential distortion extent,
the magnitude of the distortion and its effect on compressor performance were investi-
gated. It was determined in Refs. 5 and 14 that, for the turbofan engine tested, the
time-variant circumferential temperature distortion required to produce stall was inde-
pendent of the rise rate (Fig. 13) and was a function of the equivalent steady-state
distortion in the critical stage in the compressor. Thus the temperature distortion at
the compressor face was greater than steady-state for increasing rise rates because of
the time required for the flow (distortion) to reach the critical stage. In Fig. 13 it
should be noted that below approximately 1000 K/sec the burner design did not permit
high enough temperature rises for determining whether stall would occur at those condi-
tions. However, since the steady-state threshold for stall was shown to be the same as
that for the available time-variant data, it is assumed that the critical temperature
rise is the same for the temperature rise rates between steady state and 1000 K/sec.

Attempts were made to measure the magnitude of the steady-state distortion required
to surge the turboshaft engine. None of these attempts were successful because the dis-
tortion levels that could be imposed were limited by an engine-inlet hardware temperature
limit. Another consideration was the engine-inlet particle separator. A simplified
analysis of the compressor operating point of the turboshaft engine during these steady-
state distortion tests indicated that the particle separator desensitized the engine to
the extent of circumferential temperature distortion possibly by mixing the heated and
unheated inlet air to produce a more uniform temperature profile at the compressor face.

Figure 14 shows a plot of the uniform-inlet-flow compressor map generated experi-
mentally. It should be noted that the map was constructed by using inferred compressor
inlet conditions because space limitations made it impossible for truly representative
temperatures and pressures to be measured at that station. Plotted on the compressor
map is a steady-state data point where a 180* circumferential temperature distortion was
created at the particle separator inlet (solid triangle). The engine did not surge for
these conditions up to the steady-state temperature limit for the engine inlet hardware.
If it is assumed that the compressor inlet will see the 180* circumferential distortion
imposed at the separator inlet, exnerience shows that the average compressor operating
point wilt be on the normal operating line, as shown by the solid triangular symbol.
This represents the compressor speed equated to standard sea-level-static conditions by
using the average engine inlet temperature. From parallel-coLpressor-theory assumptions
(Refs. 15 and 16), the two sectors of the compressor operate at the same pressure ratio
but at different equivalent speeds, as indicated by the solid diamond symbol for the hot
sector and the solid cone symbol for the cold sector. As shown, the hot-sector opera-
ting point is considerably to the left of the surge line, and the compressor should have
surged. Since no surge occurred, it may be assumed that the compressor inlet did not
see the pure 180* distortion pattern but probably saw a more homogeneous temperature
leaving the particle separator.

Finally, with inlet temperature distortion present, it was also found that the
Reynolds number index (RNI) affected the stall margin. As an example, for the turbojet,
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even with a moderate distortion, the stall margin decreased as the RNI decreased from
0.65 to 0.30 (Fig. 15 and Ref. 12). However, this was not as pronounced as for the tur-
bofan engine (Ref. 17).

PRESSURE DISTORTION

Pressure Distortion Generators

Steady-state pressure distortions were generated by two methods. The first, and
older, method involved screens of different densities. The second method of generating
steady-state and, in addition, time-variant distortions of the inlet total pressure used
a NASA-developed air jet device (Refs. 18 and 19). The device and its position relative
to the engine inlet, approximately one duct diameter upstream, are shown in Fig. 16.
This device produces total pressure distortion patterns by the cancellation of inlet
airflow momentum. This is accomplished by injection of secondary air into the inlet
duct in the direction opposite to the primary flow. The device contains 54 individual
jets divided into six 600 sectors of nine jets each. A remotely controlled, hydrauli-
cally driven valve governs the flow to each sector independently. The degree of pres-
sure distortion is controlled by the amount of this flow.

Pressure Distortion Results

Discussion of the pressure distortion results includes highlights of the effects of
both steady-state and time-variant distortions. These highlights include the effects of
the distortion generator on inlet conditions, the effects of a total pressure distortion
as it travels through the engine compression system, the effects of a distortion rotat-
ing with or opposed to engine rotation, the effects of the frequency of the distortion
pattern, and the relation between steady-state and time-variant distortions.

The total pressure distortion did not change significantly when traveling from the
source that produced it to the engine face (Fig. 17). The static pressure distortion,
however, increased exponentially from the source to the leading edge of the compressor
first-stage rotor blades (Fig. 18 and Refs. 20 and 21). The behavior of the static
pressure distortion is the key to satisfying the inlet flow condition for the analytical
model, as is explained in the section MODELING. For a single distortion zone in a
constant-area duct, this static-pressure-distortion axial distribution can be repre-
sented by the following equation (Refs. 22 and 23):

DPS e(-x/R)
TD SIGV e

where

DPS maximum - minimum static pressure at a location x

(DPS)IGV maximum - minimum static pressure at mean radius of IGV

IGV inlet guide vane assembly

x distance upstream of IGV

R mean radius of IGV

The rate at which the total pressure distortion is attenuated within the compressor
increased with increasing rotor speed (Fig. 19 and Ref. 24). A total temperature distor-
tion was generated by the two unequal pressure ratios created by the pressure distortion
and was maximum at the exit. Since the compressor flow exits into a plenum (combustor),
the static pressure is uniform. Also the exit Mach number is low, and therefore the
total pressure distortion is small.

An inlet total pressure distortion rotating about the engine axis increased stall
margin when the distortion pattern rotated in the opposite direction to the compressor
rotation but decreased the stall margin when the distortion rotated in the same direc-
tion as the compressor rotation (see Fig. 20 and Ref. 25). The increase and decrease in
stall margin are relative to the steady-state condition, where there is no rotation of
the distortion. The decrease of stall margin is also a function of the rotational
velocity of the distortion as a fraction of the rotor speed.

Other time-variant inlet total pressure distortions investigated were full-farce-
sinusoidal total pressure variations and 180* circumferential distortions, where (1)
only the distorted sector, or the sector with its pressure below the average pressure,
varied, and (2) both the distorted and undistorted sectors varied sinusoidally but 180'
out of phase. As would be expected, the effect on the compressor was greater when both
the distorted and undistorted sectors were active.

Discrete inlet pressure variations covering a variety of circumferential extents,
amplitudes, and durations (or frequencies) for a given rotor speed were also investi-
gated (Ref. 26). An example of this work is presented in Fig. 21, a plot of relative
inlet total pressure amplitude as a function of pressure pulse duration, which shows the
conditions that induced compressor stall for extents from 60 to 360'. Depending on the
extent of the pressure distortion, this threshold was from a pulse duration of 5 to
14 meec, or a frequency of approximately 100 to 35 Hz, respectively. These data
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indicate that stall is most likely to occur over a particular low frequency range, and
the probability of it occurring above this range is low. A possible explanation for
this behavior is that there is a finite time interval required for a rotor blade to
stall in response to a total pressure distortion. During shorter durations, or higher
frequencies, the distortion is too brief for a rotor blade to respond. The results
showed that stall tolerance is a function of not only the instantaneous distortion
level, but also the rate of change of the inlet pressure and the dwell-time of the
fan-compressor rotor blading in an engine-inlet distortion.

It is possible to relate time-variant pressure distortions to steady-state distor-
tions (Fig. 22) by using instantaneous distortion theory as presented in Ref. 27.
Pressure distortions were observed with proper frequency filtering, or elimination of
extraneous frequencies above and below the range of interest, or the critical frequency
range. However, the effects of a given distortion pattern are a function of the partic-
ular geometry of an engine, such as combustor volume dynamics and compressor discharge
conditions, and the results presented should only be used to show trends.

Overall it was found that a convenient descriptor for total pressure distortions
was (max - min)/average. This can be related to individual and average compressor pres-
sure ratios and their position on compressor maps.

COMBINED PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DISTORTION

Combined Pressure and Temperature Generators

To avoid undue complexity in analyzing the results, the study of combined tempera-
ture and pressure distortion was limited to a steady-state investigation of various
combinations of 1800 circumferential temperature and pressure patterns. The effect of
combined pressure and temperature distortion on compressor stability limits was deter-
mined by slowly increasing the temperature in a 1800 sector with a 1800 extent dis-
tortion screen in place until stall was reached. Since the screen could be indexed
independently of the temperature distortion generator, the effects of the relative posi-
tions of the pressure and temperature distortions could be investigated. A different
approach was followed for the experimental investigation reported in Ref. 12. Stall
data were obtained once an inlet distortion was established by reducing the exhaust noz-
zle area while maintaining constant equivalent engine speed.

Combined Pressure and Temperature Results

It was discovered that, when pressure and temperature patterns were fully over-
lapped, the distortion created in the compression system 1esulted in the greatest loss
of stall margin (Refs. 21 and 28). If the combined pressure and temperature distortion
were properly oriented, one distortion could counteract the other and actually increase
stall margin. This occurred when there was no overlap of the distortions. Varying the
amount of overlap resulted in a proportional loss in stall margin. Again, there was a
minimum extent of combined distortion that reduced the stall margin.

By using the techniques involved in creating combined pressure and temperature dis-
tortion patterns, it was found that an operating envelope for an engine could be devel-
oped that defined the distortion sensitivity limits. For example, Soeder (Ref. 21) found
that a distortion sensitivity map relating pressure and temperature distortion could be
developed relatively easily by using a rotatable screen of approximately 50 percent den-
sity and a temperature distortion generator to cover both the full overlap and no over-
lap conditions for the pressure and temperature distortions (Fig. 23).

MODELING

An understanding of the effects of inlet flow distortions--pressure, temperature,
and combined pressure and temperature--on stall margin can be obtained from a simplified
model such as the one described in Refs. 15 and 16. These references also present a
listing of some of the more common distortion indices and how they relate to the model.
This theory predicted to a fair degree the pressure ratios and limiting distortions which
cause compressor stall, but it did not consistently predict the equivalent air flow
rates. However, the distorted and undistorted airflow rates were measured approximately
1 m in front of the engine inlet. Because static pressure distortion increases exponen-
tially with distance along the inlet duct wall (Refs. 20 and 21), this discrepancy was
reduced when the flows at the leading edge of the compressor first-stage blades were
considered. Under NASA sponsorship this simplified model was further refined to yield a
more reliable prediction for a low-bypass-ratio turbofan engine (Refs. 22 and 23).

NASA was also involved in other modeling efforts. These included the following:
another low-bypass-ratio turbofan engine model (Ref. 29); a turbojet engine dynamic dis-
tortion model which provided a multipath analysis of circumferential temperature, pres-
sure, and combined distortions (Refs. 30 and 31); and a high-bypass-ratio multispool
engine compression system dynamic model (Ref. 32). However, to simplify this report
only a representative sample (Refs. 22 and 23) of the modeling effort is presented. The
steady-state model was more closely related to the experimental programs being conducted
at NASA in addition to being a more well developed code before NASA's participation.
Another consideration is that the models presented in Refs. 30 to 32 were dynamic models
and as such were directed less toward inlet distortion and more toward stagnation stall,
a subject beyond the scope of this report. Finally, the research emphasis at NASA has

__ _____________
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shifted from inlet distortion, and therefore the dynamic models (Refs. 29 to 32) were
not exercised extensively with experimental data.

An adaptation of the simplified model of Refs. 15 and 16, based on multiple flow

paths (or parallel compressors) through the compression system, was developed by Mazzawy
(Refs. 22 and 23) and extended under contract to achieve greater fidelity, especially

with temperature distortion. Also, the model of the engine us d for the experiment uti-
lized compressor maps refined by using experimental data. Flows were permitted circum-
ferentially across flow boundaries. Also, the temperature distortion was assumed to
follow a particle through the compressor, whereas the pressure distortion was regarded
as acoustic (Refs. 22 and 23) and exhibited less swirl in passing through the compres-

sor. Comparison of the predictions obtained with this model and experimental data are
presented in Ref. 28. This refined parallel compressor model was useful in obtaining an
understanding of the stability phenomenon because it helped to relate pressure, tempera-
ture, and combined pressure and temperature distortions. A general list of the assump-

tions used in applying the refined parallel compressor theory are summarized as follows:

(1) The compressor is divided into subcompressor elements, with each element, or
parallel compressor, operating as an identity defined by the undistorted compressor map.

(2) Swirl of the flow passing through the compressor is accounted for by the
theory. The swirl associated with a pressure distortion is not identical to the swirl
associated with a temperature distortion. Pressure passes through the compressor as an
acoustic wave (i.e., little swirl), while temperature has the properties of a gas parti-
cle and follows the gas flow path (i.e., the temperature distortion has more swirl than
the pressure distortion). This modifies the edges of the distortions, or blurs the dis-

tinction between distorted and undistorted regions.

(3) The exit static pressure is the same for all elements.

(4) For pressure distortion the elements operate at uniform equivalent rotor speed
but at different pressure ratios dependent on the distortion, which results in unequal
temperature ratios (i.e., pressure distortion is attenuated, and a temperature distor-
tion is created).

(5) For temperature distortion, the elements operate at a constant pressure ratio,
and therefore the temperature distortion is not modified except by inefficiency in the
compressor.

(6) Individual element performance is adjusted to account for two-dimensional and
unsteady flow effects, including engine-induced inlet flow redistribution, circumferen-
tial crossflows, and unsteady flow due to rotor movement through a distorted flow field.

In the work done by Braithwaite and Soeder (Ref. 28), it was reported that there
was good agreement in duplicating analytically (Refs. 22 and 23) the experimental
results by using the temperature and pressure profiles measured at the engine inlet.
The flow angles measured at the engine inlet were satisfactorily duplicated analytically
(Fig. 24). The internal response of the compression system, with regard to pressure and
temperature profiles through the compressor (Fig. 25), swirl angles (Fig. 26), attenu-
ation of the distortion (Fig. Z7), and the values of limiting pressure and temperature
distortions required to stall as determined analytically, was also found to be in good
agreement with experimental results (Fig. 28).

The amount of pressure distortion required to stall the compression system is shown
in Fig. 28 as a function of various levels of temperature distortion. Two regions are
shown in the figure; one in which the high temperature is aligned with the low pressure
region (-AT), and one in which the high temperature and low pressure are opposed to
each other (AT). For -AT, or pure temperature distortion, it is shown that, as the
temperature distortion decreases, larger total pressure distortions are required to
stall the compression system until a pure pressure distortion is obtained. If the tem-
perature distortion is then located in the opposite side of the inlet, increasing levels
of pressure distortion are required for increasing temperature distortions. A second
limit line is observed for the opposed distortions. For a pure temperature distortion,
the distortion required to stall the engine is the same on either side of the engine.
There is a stall region to the right of this point.

The refined parallel compressor model worked well when airflow was determined at
the leading edge of the compressor first-stage blades, where high static pressure gradi-
ents exist. The experimental validation that static pressure distortion increases expo-
nentially as the inlet flow approaches the compressor face (Refs. 20 and 21), previously
mentioned in this section, was instrumental in explaining lack of agreement in equivalent
inlet airflow rate between experimental data and the analytical model.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A review of NASA Lewis experimental and analytical experience in engine response to
inlet temperature and pressure distortions has been presented. Highlights of this work

are the following:



1. Revices to generate inlet temperature and pressure distortion patterns have been
developed and used successfully in conjunction with turbojet, turbofan, and turboshaft
engines.

2. Inlet temperature distortion has a significant effect on engine stability.

3. The engines tested were less tolerant of circumferential temperature distortion
at a fixed operating condition as the extent of the distortion increased.

4. Diametrically opposed temperature distortion sectors had less effect on the com-
pression system than single distorted sectors.

5. A critical temperature distortion level, independent of temperature rise rate,
had to be reached before stall occurred.

6. With inlet temperature distortion present, stall margin decreased as the Reynolds
number index decreased.

7. The location of the engine-inlet temperature sensor can have a significant effect
on response to inlet temperature distortion.

8. The total pressure and temperature distortions did not chinge significantly when
traveling from the source that produced them to the engine inlet, ,ut the static pressure
distortion increased exponentially from the source to the engine inlet.

9. The compressor dissipated the total and static pressure distortions by the time
the flow reached the compressor exit. However, a total temperature distortion was gen-
erated at the compressor exit.

10. A time-variant distortion pattern rotating in the opposite direction as the
compressor rotation increased the stall margin, while a distortion rotating in the same
direction decreased the stall margin relative to the steady-state condition. The
decrease of stall margin is also a function of the rotational velocity of the distortion
as a fraction of the rotor speed.

11. In general, stall could be achieved more easily at longer pulse durations which
correspond to lower frequencies, but became more difficult as the duration decreased
(i.e., higher frequencies) until a duration was reached where stall could not be
achieved.

12. Combined pressure and temperature distortion patterns were used to generate a
distortion sensitivity map which could be used as a guide to surge-free engine operation.

13. There was good agreement between experimental data and analytical models which
were developed for the engines investigated. More ork is required in this area before
generalized models are available.
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DISCUSSION

H.I.H.S vanjnuttoo, Ca
Have you found any influence of engine size on susceptibility to inlet temperature distortion? In particular, are small
turboshafts more sensitive to this problem?

Autbor's Reply
NASA had only subjected one turboshaft engine to inlet temperature distortion. However, a number of different
turbofan engines, both low- and high-bypass-ratio, have been subjected to inlet temperature distortion and the trends,
particularly with regard to temperature rise to cause stall, are similar.
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UNSTEADY INLET DISTORTION CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE B-lB

o by
oC. J. MacMiller

W. R. Haagenson
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT OERATIONS
P.O. Box 92098

Los Angeles, CA 90009

SUMMARY

An extensive wind tunnel and flight test program has been conducted to verify inlet performance and
distortion characteristics on the B-B aircraft. During the course of these investigations, several
unsteady, total-pressure disturbances at various discrete frequencies were encountered:

1) Inlet duct resonance at low power settings;, ;. -:. - " 
-

2) ECS precooler duct resonance . ,
3) Nose gear wake ingestion .

This resulted In the need to quantify these effects and assess the impact on engine stability char-
acteristics. As a result, engine control features were modified, and aircraft configuration changes were
implemented. Results and findings of these investigations are summarized.

SYMBOLS

a angle of attack ITH total distortion index, high-pressure
(compressor) component, combined spatial

AIP aerodynamic interface plane and planar distortion index

B superposition factor INT intermediate power setting

sidesl ip angle K 1,000

c speed of sound KIAS knots indicated airspeed

d diameter L length

4 yaw angle LG landing gear

ECS environmental control M machi number
system

AP pressure differential
f frequency

P3G planar pressure pulse generator
FAYG engine face average total

pressure (PTI) PK-PK peak to peak

FOD foreign object damage PLF power for level flight

IUC inlet dlstortion, circumferential PSO power spectral density

lDH inlet distortion index, PTl engine face average total pressure (FAVG)
high-pressure (compressor)
component PTO freestream total pressure

IDL Inlet distortion Index, RAYG ring average total pressure
low-pressure (fan)
component RCS radar cross section

loP index of planar distortion R14IN ring minimum total pressure

lop" index of planar distortion, RI4S root mean Iquare
high-pressure (compressor)
cmonent S Strouhal number

IOPL index of planar distortion, T temperature
low-pressure (fan) component

Wlk engine corrected airflow
lOft inlet distortion, rdial

X organ pipe end correction
IGV engine inlet guide vanes (sometimes set to 14d)

IDTL total distortion index, low-pressure 0 sweep angle of ramp leading edge
(fan) component, combined spatial
and planar distortion index YN nacelle station, inches

A--
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INTROOUCTIOI

Stability characteristics of current high-performance turbofan engines are adversely affected by
pressure fluctuations at the compressor face. One class of random pressure variations, frequently
referred to as Inlet-nducea turbulence, Is normally present in the flow. Engine stalls may result if
sufficient energy/flow angularities exist at frequencies to which the compression system may respond.
Dynamic distortion factors are used to correlate these types of pressure variations with losses in engine
surge margin. Critical events can be difficult to define and usually require stochastic techniques.
Correlations between the resulting spatial distortion characteristics and loss in surge margin have been
the subject of considerable resources during recent decades (References 1 and 2).

Another class of pressure fluctuations can be destabilizing and is attributed to the occurrence of
one-dimensional, unsteady-pressure oscillations at the compressor face. Inlet buzz during supersonic
operation at low inlet mass flow ratios is one classic example of a large-amplitude, planar wave coupled
with spatial distortion. These transients are generally characterized by discrete frequency components
and thus classified deterministic. Although higher frequency components are present, events are readily
identified.

Reported sources of planar pressure oscillations include both internally and externally generated
disturbances. Internally-generated disturbances Include flow separation/reattachment, turbulence, buzz,
unstart/restart cycles, interaction with adjacent engines and inlets, response to control system inputs
and secondary air inlet designs. Examples of externally generated disturbances include armament firing,
atmospheric gusts, wakes of previous aircraft, external explosions and ingestion of wakes emanating from
forward protuberances - landing gear, external stores and pylons, aerodynamic surfaces, and weapon bay
doors and spoilers. Methods for dealing with the simultaneous effects of planar and spatial
total-pressure fluctuations are not well understood.

An extensive wind tunnel program was conducted to develop the B-lB propulsion system, and a flight
test program to verify operational suitability is well underway. During the course of the investigations,
numerous instances were encountered where discrete frequency components were evident in total pressures at
the engine inlet. This resulted in the need to quantify the effects and assess impact on engine stability
characteristics. As a result, engine control features were modified, and aircraft configuration changes
were implemented. Results and findings of these investigations, including wind tunnel and flight test
comparisons, are sumarized.

B-lB PROPULSION SYSTEM

The B-l, Figure 1, is a long-range strategic aircraft operated by a crew of four. Distinctive
features relative to the propulsion system are variable sweep wings, nose gear protuberances forward of
the inlets, external stores, structural mode control vanes and weapon bay doors and spoilers. The
variable wing changes the wing sweep angle from 15 to 67.5 degrees. The aft sweep position (67.5 degrees)
is used at high speeds and during low altitude penetration. The structural mode control vanes are located
on the lower sides of the forward fuselage and vary to control structural bending mode oscillations and to
provide a smoother ride quality.

WEAPON BAY STRUCTURAL MODE

DOOR AND SPOILERS CONTROL VANES

STRUTS AND DOORS

Figure 1. B-lB Air Vehicle

The B-1 propulsion system consists of two necelles mounted under the fixed portion of the wing. Each
nacelle contains two General Electric afterburning turbofan engines, and separate, independent inlets and

4.,-
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diffusers. Inlets are two-dimensional, with vertical coression ramps, and are located aft of the wing
glove leading edge, outboard of the aircraft centerline. Foreboy/wing boundary layer air is removed by a
gutter located between the nacelle and wing. The off-centerline location required a complete flow field
investigation because of wing flow outwash that varied with angle of attack, particularly at the aft wing
sweep position. Nacelles are toed-in 1/2 degree to align with local flow at nominal angles of attack.

The 8-lB inlet nacelle is a modification of the B-IA nacelle and not a complete redesign. A drawing
of the B-IB inlet, illustrating some of its unique features, is shown in Figure 2. External nacelle mold
lines were unchanged from the B-IA so as to not impact structural attachments and/or landing gear and
nacelle clearances. Internal mold lines were modified with gradual bends and vanes to improve RCS
characteristics. The region in the center of the nacelle, which housed the variable ramps and actuators
of the B-lA, provided the space for the bends and vanes. Leading edges of cowls and vanes were canted 15
degrees to further enhance RCS characteristics. The center ramp was cut back 41 degrees to reduce planar
pulse amplituoes and to reduce RCS. A three-position, movable cowl lip is employed to improve takeoff and
low-speed performance and distortion. ECS scoops, internal to the inlet, precool engine bleed air above
mach 0.5. This air exhausts between engine nozzles at the rear of the nacelle. At speeds below mach 0.5,
precooler air is provided through separate inlets located outside the nacelle, above the wing, operating
in conjunction'with a blower. Flapper valves are used to prevent blower air from entering the main inlets.

400 MOVABLE COWL LIP

7 °  1 2 °  " ... . . .. ..= := ..... ... .... .. .. .. ... . . . . . . ..

YN15. .- .........
70 120

Y]15 -

50 '78
68 S267.5..... ~ ~~~~~~~............. .. ............ ~i%............... ......

Figure 2. B-lB Inlet Nacelle

AERODYNA4IC INTERFACE PLANE INSTRUMENTATION

The inlet/engine aerodynamic interface plane (AIP) is the instrumentation station used to define
total-pressure recovery and distortion interfaces between the inlet and the engine. In the B-1 program,
the interface was defined at the leading edge of the engine inlet guide vanes (IGV). All airflow passing
through this plane enters the engine. This instrumentation station was used throughout the inlet
development and verification wind tunnel program, during engine qualification tests, and is being used in
the ongoing flight test program.

Eight rakes, each with five probes located at the centroid of equal annular areas, were used to
measure pressures. Small differences in angular location were necessary among models due to the evolving
nature and availability of particular IGV locations. All probes in the resulting 40-probe matrix were
designed to measure both the steady-state and high-response components of total pressure. Leading edges
of probes were chamfered to minimize sensitivity to flow direction. Distortion components, both radial
and circumferential, were computed for each of five rings from eight total-pressure measurements on each
ring.

A photograph of the AIP instrumentation used during 0.2-scale wind tunnel testing is shown in Figure
3. To maintain required frequency response, miniature high-response transducers were physically located
at the AlP. Signals were high-pass filtered (A.C. coupled) to maintain accuracy over a wide range of
pressure levels. 'These same dual-purpose probes provided a sensed location for the low-response (steady
state) pressure measurements with larger, more accurate transducers. These transducers were located
remotely in an enviromentally-controlled area. A flow-control valve was located as close as possible to
the AlP. During most tunnel operating conditions, airflow through this valve was choked, providing a
reflection plane to simulate Inlet acoustic properties.

Flight test AIP instrumentation is also shown In Figure 3. High-response transducers were installed
integrally with selected IGV's. With appropriate signal conditioning, measurements of steady-state and

i
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high-response outputs were recorded separately from the same transducer. An inflight calibration system
was used to automatically provide a zero and a one-point pressure calibration throughout the flight at
one-minute intervals. Generally. experience has shown good agreement between wind tunnel and flight test
results (Reference 3). The relatively small differences in AIP instrumentation matrices and signal
conditioning systems between wind tunnel and flight test produced only second-order effects on measured
inlet distortion characteristics.

WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT TEST
INSTRUMENTED IGV'S

PRESSURE
SRAKES

FLOW CONTROL VALVES

8X5 INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX
INTEGRAL WITH IGV'S

Figure 3. Aerodynamic Interface Plane Instrumentation

DISTORTION ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Distortion methodology is defined as the set of procedures used to specify numerical values of
spatial and planar total-pressure components at the selected measurement plane. Distortion descriptors
are calculated from the spatial and time-dependent distribution of total pressures at the aerodynamic
interface plane and are based on measurements from the 40 total-pressure probes defined in the previous
section. They are used to define inlet spatial distortion characteristics with a time duration of
sufficient length to affect engine stability. Additionally, they are used to describe amplitudes and
frequency variations in the spatially-averaged pressure time histories, sometimes referred to as planar
distortion. Variations occurring at discrete frequencies are "book-kept" as planar distortion and may
also contribute to engine instabilities. Accurate measurement of these frequency components depends on
the simulated engine face acting as an acoustic reflection plane.

Spatial distortion factors were generated in accordance with the procedures defined in Reference I.
With the 8 x 5 instrumentation array, circumferential and radial distortion components for each of the
five rings are computed according to the following relationships:

CIRCUMFERENTIAL RADIAL

RAVG-RIN FAVG-RAVG
IDC- IDR -

FAG FAVG

Ring components can he combined in various ways to define overall engine face descriptors. Radial
distortion components located in the outer diameters are frequently refer.*ed to as "tip radials", radial
components located in the inner diameter are referred to as "hub radials". Distortion components are
computed from high-response total-pressure signals filtered to the critical engine frequency and digitally
sampled at rates sufficiently high to retain wave form. Resulting envelopes, encompassing all
colbinations of circumferential and radial distortion components, are used to describe distortion
characteristics for a particular operating condition and/or inlet geometry and are illustrated in Figure
4. By imposing estimated engine limits on this same grid. a particular distortion pattern can be
identified that consumes more stall margin than any other point and can be used to characterize spatial
distortion for that particular data point. Estimated engine limits for a particular operating condition
can also be used to normalize measured distortion levels and thus provide convenient indices, I0L and IDH,
whose values are unity when measured distortion equals engine distortion allocations. These procedures
can be applied separately to both the fan and compressor to gain insight on the controlling engine module.

4.
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Figure 4. Distortion Assessment Procedures

Planar distortion components on the b-1B were measured during wind tunnel tests by routing all 40
high-response AIP signals to a sumning circuit and outputting the numerical average. Power spectral
densities (PSD) of the resulting analog signal were used to identify the presence of discrete frequency
components and the magnitude of the energy contained within each frequency band: Initial estimates on
sensitivity to planar distortion were based on extrapolations from FlOl fan/P3G testing completed in 1973
(Reference 4). A PS0 of a signal containing multifrequency planar distortion components is illustrated in
Figure 4. An index of planar distortion (IDP) is generated by normalizing measured energy to estimated
limits. When more than one discrete frequency component exists, individual contributions are summed
linearly to obtain the total index.

Above assessments of planar distortion are based on two assumptions. One, that planar distortion is
transferred without diminislment by the fan; and two, the fan and compressor planar distortion
sensitivities are similar. Data supporting these assumptions are sparse, but it is logical to expect that
at high levels of LDP, at some frequencies, fan or compressor instabilities can result even in the absence
of spatial distortion. When planar distortion is imposed on spatial distortion, it follows that allowable
spatial distortion is therefore decreased. Again, data supporting this premise are essentially
nonexistent.

Screening procedures used on B-lB wind tunnel and flight test data assume that spatial and planar
distortion indexes add linearly (B - 1.0) to provide a combined measure of inlet distortion.

FAN COPRESSOR

IDTL - IDL + B (IOPL) IDTH - IDH + B (IDPH)

In subsequent sections, these indexes are used as an initial step in assessing B-lB inlet/engine
compatibility. They provide useful tools to screen a large number of data points to identify potential
areas of concern and to quantify incremental differences among a host of configuration and operating
variables. Distortion characteristics that survive initial screening procedures are subject to more
detailed analysis. These my include transient runs with engine dynamic simulations, stability stack-ups
more tailored to the particular configuration and operating procedures, and statistical assessment
procedures to put potential problems in perspective and suggest design alternatives.

LNTERNLLY-IGIERATED DISTURBANCES

Two sources of inlet-generated disturbances encountered during the development of the 8-1B propulsion
system are discussed. In one case, local flow separation occurred along the external inlet ramp surface
and resulted in duct resonance during low-power engine operation at leeward sideslip. In another case, an
ECS scoop, located within the inlet to precool engine bleed air. resonated under *no flow" conditions, and
resulting disturbances were recorded with high-response, total-pressure instrumentation located at the
aerodynamic interface plane. Both instances were characterized by a coupling between discrete frequency
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components and spatial distortion components normally present in the flow. Although engine response to
this coupling is not well understood, a need to evaluate inlet-to-engine compatibility in the presence of
combined planar and spatial distortion was clearly identified.

INLET DUCT RESONANCE

Low-airflow planar distortion is caused by local flow separation and reattachment along the ramp
surface forward of the cowl during leeward sideslip as shown in Figure 5. Separation and reattachment
cycles occur at the 11 Hertz closed-end organ pipe frequency of the inlet duct measured to the acoustic
interface of the engine. Circular flow patterns shown on the sketch were evident from nil-dot flow
patterns measured in wind tunnel tests.

SEPARATED
REGION

Figure 6. Local Flow Separation on Inlet Ramp During Off-Design Operation at Low-Airflow

Local ramp separation at low airflow. and leeward sideslip is due to a highly adverse pressure
gradient forward of the cowl lip station interacting with boundary layer along the forward ramp surface.
As leeward sideslip increases, the flow expands around the ramp leading edge, then decelerates rapidly to
the inlet station. Local ramp pressures decrease near the leading edge which allow boundary layer
thickness to increase prior to entering the high-pressure-gradient region. The process is similar,
although at much lower amplitudes, to buzz at supersonic speeds caused by shock wave and boundary layer
interactions. Horizontal ramp inlets experience this phenomena at low or negative angles of attack;
vertical ramp inlets at leeward sideslip.

Representative distortion characteristics recorded during wind tunnel tests at mach 0.85 with the
outboard inlet are shown in Figure 6. The model was positioned at nine-degrees angle of attack and five
degrees sideslip. Flow field measurements identified that local outwash, generated by the fuselage and
wing combination, increases proportionately with angle of attack. Angle of attack and sideslip thus act
in concert to orient the outboard ramp leeward and produce the distortion characteristics shown as a
function of engine corrected airflow.0.12

0.2-SCALE MOOEL Circumferential distortion is the predominant
OUTBOARD INLET spatial component, although both components increase
MON.6 almost proportionately with corrected airflow. Flight
.I# =97-5

o  
test results generally confirm wind tunnel results.

0.06 Time histories of the average of the 40 individual AlP
IDC Isignals indicate that in addition to these spatial

distortion components, the flow, at this off-design
iNO condition, is experiencing a one-dimensional oscil-

lation about a mean, and peak-to-peak amplitudes of
0.04 this combined signal can be used as a figure of

merit. One example at low corrected airflow is shown
iIn Figure 7. Power spectral densities identify the

presence of discrete frequency components with a
_ _ _fundamental frequency of 60 Hertz (0.2-scale). This

frequency corresponds well with organ pipe theory, f
1120) 20 2110 360 c/4(L + X)1, where the characteristic dimension is

controlled by the distance between the average cowl
CORRECTED AIRFLOW, LSISEC leading edge and the AlP. The presence of odd-

numbered harmonics Is consistent with closed-end organ
Figure 6. Spatial Distortion Characteristics pipe theory.
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Figure 7. Planar Distortion Characteristics

Magnitudes of these planar waves are strong functions of several independent parameters - geometry,
corrected airflow, attitude and mach number. The ramp serves as a separation plane to maintain
inlet-to-inlet independence. However, tests were conducted to measure the effectiveness of increasing
the sweep angle of the ramp leading edge in an attempt to eliminate, or at least minimize, the source of
the flow separation. This proved to be an effective technique to reduce the magnitude of the planar
wave. Variations of peak-to-peak amplitudes for two leading edge sweep angles are shown as a function of
corrected flow in Figure 8. During off-design operation at mach 0.85, at airflows corresponding to
operation at IDLE power, increasing the sweep angle from zero to 41 degrees reduced the amplitude of the
planar wave by almost 50 percent. No evidence of disturbances at the AIP in the adjacent inlet was
detected. Subsequent testing at other mach numbers and maneuver conditions verified that inlet-to-inlet
independence could be maintained with the cut-back ramp.

0.24 1.12
o0099 A PPTO 0.2 - SCALE MODEL

1.00 1 OUTBOARD INLET
0.20 PT1 . 0.85

0.16 0 TIME-SEC
O~lO TIME-SEC

A P
PTO 0

0.102

0.08 I

0.04
0.41o

0

120 200 280 360
CORRECTED AIRFLOW, LB/SEC

Figure 8. Effect of Ramp Leading Edge Sweep on Planar Wave Amplitude

Tests showed that the magnitude of the planar wave was sensitive to mach number, airflow and
attitude as illustrated for the outboard inlet in Figure 9. At normal cruise attitudes, where the degree
of outwash is small, planar amplitudes remain below two percent throughout the mach range. As local
outwash is Increased, by operation at combinations of angles of attack and sideslip, sensitivities to
mach number increase markedly, and at sonic conditions, amplitudes can approach 12 to 15 percent of
freestream total pressure. At high subsonic mach numbers, amplitudes of these planar waves can be
reduced by almost 50 percent by Increasing flight idle airflows to rates corresponding to 90 percent core
corrected speed. This feature is sometimes referred to as "idle-speed lockup".
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Figure 9. Planar Wave Amplitude Characteristics With Outboard Inlet

Good agreement in both magnitude and frequency of planar distortion were obtained between wind
tunnel and flight test results. One example is shown in Figure 10, comparing time histories of
comparable signals during leeward operation ct mach 0.85 and airflows corresponding to IDLE power.
Peak-to-peak amplitudes of ten percent were measured directly with both the airplane and the 0.2-scale
wind tunnel model. And frequencies scaled directly with Strouhal number. S - fL/j, resulting in a
full-scale frequency of 12 Hertz, well within the frequency range to which engines respond.

FLIGHT TEST DATA 0.2 SCALE WIND TUNNEL DATAa = 3 * , -P = -5 .1 
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Figure 10. Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Comparison of Planar Distortion,
Mach 0.85, Outboard Inlet, WIR - 164 lb/sec
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Ramp separation and the associated planar distortion component are thus show to be fundamentally a
low-airflow phenomenon. Fortunately, spatial distortion comonents are directly proportional to airflow
and are typically less than four percent at idle airflow. At first glance, one would expect this to be
compensatory; however, engine tolerance to spatial distortion can be strong functions of engine corrected
airflow and compression system rotational speeds. In fact, the need to accelerate the engine during
periods of thermal mismatches between the engine case and rotor, as, for example, during a throttle
bodie, can be one of the more difficult hurdles for inlet/engine stability assessments. Complexities of
assessing the impact of adding a planer distortion component mke It that much harder.

Using a simplifying assumption that superposition factors defining the relationship between planar
and spatial distortion components are unity, assessments were conducted over a range of airflows, mach
numbers, and angles of attack and sideslip using data recorded during wind tunnel tests with the
0.2-scale inlet verification model. Because engine sensitivity Is also a function of altitude.
conditions were evaluated at altitue extremes for each mach number, and for both fan and compressor
engine modules.

Typical results are illustrated In Figure 11 during operation at mach 0.85. Nneauve" conditions are
identified where engine stability margin allocations to the inlet are fully utilized. In an adverse
combination of events, where throttle transients are performed on deteriorated engines with worst case
engine control tolerances, occasional engine stalls would be anticipated during operation outside the
maneuver envelopes shown. In most cases, stability limits for the compressor are reached before margin
runs out on the fan. Limiting maneuver conditions at negative yaw (positive sideslip) represent
limitations of the No. 1 inlet (left-hand, outboard). Mirror images of these limitations, shown at
positive yaw (negative sideslip) represent operation of the No. 4 inlet (right-hand, outboard).
Occasional instabilities would be predicted for both outboard inlets during operation at angles of attack
above the intersection of these lines.

HIGH ALTITUDE LOW ALTITUDE
35K FT 200Ft

a a
-12 WIR, LU/SEC WR S

362

240 20B
20616

4

-12 -8 -4 4 8 12 -12 &84 4 8 12

COME

FAN

Figure I1. Stabiltty Assessment During Mach 0.85 Maneuvers

Historically. one objective of good inlet/engine design is to maintain stall-free engine operation
under fleet conditions throughout the anticipated flight and maneuver envelopes. To achieve this
objective with the 6-li/FOI. the foregoing methodology and analyses Indicate that within portions of the
flight envelope, engine corrected airflow should be maintained above 210 lb/sec. Consequently . an idle
speed lock-up feature was incorporated and is implemented by a manual switch located in the crew
station. When activated. one switch controls all four engines and limits core operation to 90 percent
corrected speed. Thrust modulation with this setting is adequate to meIt ill aircraft requirim ts in
all atmospheres. Temporary handbook instructions currently require activation of this mode of operation
above 425 KIAS or mach 0.9. whichever is less. ungoing flight test evaluations of this system will help
to determine the need. and If need be, suggest potential mans of automating implementation.

AUXILIARY AIl INLLT

Auxiliary air inlets can be another source of Internally e ated disturbances. A scoop is
installed on the raw side of each $-lS inlet to precool ECS bleed air, Ouring ground and low speed
operation, Mie Inlet pressure Is lowr than ammient. a hydraulically-driven blower supplies outside air
to the hat exchanger. A flapper dore, InstalIed in the c n doct connecting these sources of cooling
air, is closed to prevent reverse flow during blower operation. Air Is exhaustd aft through exits
located betwen engine nozzles to reduce base dreg. At mach O.S. pressore In the inlet duct is
sufficiently abve ient pressure to service the heat exchanger. The blowr is shut off and the
flapper door opens allowing air to flow through the scoop Inlet.
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The design and relative location of the ECS precooler inlet assembly is shown in Figure 12. The
scoop is located Just above the duct centerline and extends four inches into the inlet. The scoop had to
be redesigned to accommodate the redesign of the basic B-18 Inlet. Advantage was taken of this
opportunity to reshape the scoop cowl lip and external mold line to minimize external flow separation
under *no flow' conditions. The scoop thus acts as a resonator (closed organ pipe) with the controlling
volume located between the leading edge and the flapper valve. Since the flapper door is self-positioned
by air loads, resonance can lead to structural damage, particularly during operation close to the
transition point when the pressure differential across the door is small. Because of the low duct
pressure, engine FOD can result, and during the initial B-1B flight test program, several instances mere
attributed to structural failure within this system.

ECS SCOOP FLAPPER DOOR

Figure 12. ECS Precooler Assembly

Nigh-response pressure transducers located just upstream of the flapper door in the aircraft
identified duct resonance at frequencies corresponding to a closed-end organ pipe. Ouring static
operation on the ground at maximm engine airflow. power spectral densities, Figure 13. identified a
fundamental frequency at 77 hertz as well as the presence of several harmonics. AM amplitudes were
approximately 2.4 psi. Similar results were obtained with the 0.2-scale inlet model. Although
amplitudes were smaller, discrete components were masured at scaled frequencies, and a program was
initiated to eliminate and/or reduce the magnitude of these oscillations.

M=O LIP 40*
WIR -- MAXIMUM

0.2 SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
10-1

19-3 - Y iie "I&p 
2  

"a 10-24 1

10.$-3P10-1 ;:z,4

I" low Ism0100 10 1" l0ow
NaLMN"Y ft EUENCY.

Figre 13. Resonance Characteristics in [CS Scoop Inlet
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Two areas of concern were addressed. One was to explore potential configuration changes to eliminate
the disturbance, and the other was to ensure that changes had no adverse impact on engine stability. Wind
tunnel results showed that disturbances propagated both upstream and downstream in the duct as shown in
Figure 14. Spatial measurements at the aerodynamic interface plane showed that a majority of the probes
registered discrete frequency components, and could thus induce planar distortion components. Probes
located on the same side as the ECS scoop contained more energy at discrete frequencies. While
frequencies were generally beyond the engine 62.5 Hertz cut-off frequency corresponding to "one per rev"
(300 Hertz at 0.2 scale), configuration changes could alter downstream frequency components, impact
spatial distortion characteristics, and affect engine stability.
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Figure 14. Acoustic Resonance Propagation From ECS Scoop Inlet

Tests were conducted in a Rockwell static facility with the 0.2-scale inlet model. Several concepts
were investigated to reduce or eliminate duct resonance. One concept consisted of changing the valve
design to "leak" reverse flow back through the scoop. By restricting the leakage flow rate, penalties on
heat exchanger performance could be minimized. Another concept consisted of a bypass arrangement designed
to provide continuous airflow through the scoop to reduce acoustic amplitudes. Yet another concept
consisted of designing a resonator chamber upstream of the valve to attenuate specific frequencies.

Test results with the reverse-flow concept are shown in Figure 15. Power spectral densities
generated from a high-response, static-pressure transducer located close to the valve are shown for three
valve positions. Although discrete-frequency components are evident for all valve settings, total energy
under the curve - a measure of peak-to-peak litude - decreases rapidly with increased flow area. With
an area equivalent to 2.0 square inches full scale, total energy is reduced by approximately two orders of
magnitude. Similar results were obtained with the bypass and resonator configurations. As a result of
this experience, subsequently confirmed with full-scale tests, the B-lB production redesign incorporates a
snubber and a leakage area of two square inces. No problems have been encountered upon incorporation of
these changes.

EXTERNALLY-r.WLRATED UIJSTURBANCES

Several sources of externally generated disturbances were also encountered during the development of
the B-lB. Generally, these disturbances can be traced to wakes and vortices shed from external surfaces.
It is not unusual for these disturbances to contain discrete-frequency components. For example,
structural mode control (54C) vanes are located on the lower forward fuselage. Sinusoidal deflections of
these vanes are designed to attenuate relative structural motion between the crew station and the aircraft
center of gravity and thus provide good ride qualities. Under certain maneuver conditions, vortices

nerated by these surfaces can be ingested by the inlet. During the B-lA program, a considerable effort,rnluding full-scale Inlet/engine tests, was conducted to verify airfrme/engine compatibility during
operation of this system, and results are well documented in Reference 5.

Nose gar wake ingestion is another source of externally generated disturbances. Flight test
Investigations with the 8-1 configurations have shown that nose gear wakes do contain discrete frequency
campaoants. identifying another need to assess engine stability characteristics with combined planar and
spatial distortion components. Based on assessments derived from extensive wind tunnel tests and limited
engine response characteristics, a movable cowl lip was incorporated in the 8-1 inlet design. Cowl lip

A

- -- -.
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angle is hald in one of three positions. 40, 10 or 0 degrees, and is scheduled as a function of gear
position and mach number as shown in Figure 16. Good performance and acceptable distortion
characteristics during takeoff and low-speed operation result, and drag is minimized during high-speed
flight.
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Figure 15. Effect of Reverse Flow art Acoustic Amplitude in ECS Scoop
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Figure 16. Cowl Lip Schedule

Limits that define regions of acceptable lip operation are also shown. The distortion limit was
derived from wind tunnel data and defines regions where combined spatial and planer distortion levels
remain within engine allocations. The limit shown for drag is somewhat arbitrary. Drag increases with
Increasing lip angle and/or nch nmer and eventually becomes excessive. Operation at mach numbers and
lip angle combinations greater than this limit art avoided to minimize impact on specific fuel consumption
during Important mission conditions.

-Awft m l lr mm - m
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Switching among the 40-. 10-, and 0-degree cowl lip settings is based on flight Mach numer and
landing gear position. The 40-degree lip setting is used for takeoff and all flight conditions where the
landing gear is down and the nose gear wake could enter the inlet. The 10-degree lip position is used
above mach 0.35 after the landing gear is raised. This position maintains inlet distortion levels within
engine allocations for flight maneuvers up to mach 0.65. The fully closed, 0-degree position is used for

high-speed operation above mach 0.65 where drag is critical. The cowl lip reopens as flight speed is
reduced and/or the landing gear is lowered. An increment of 0.03 in each number is used to separate
opening and closing signals to provide a positive control input in both directions.

Circumferential distortion characteristics derived from high-response AIP signals during wind tunnel
tests are shown in Figure 17 as a function uf mach number and cowl lip angle at maximum engine corrected
airflow. Both parameters have a profound impact on spatial distortion levels, and this is attributed to
local flow separation on the cutback cowl lip. Large expansion turning angles between the stagnation
streamline and local cowl mold line occur in this region at high inlet mass flow ratios. Levels are
aggravated by sideslip in the direction making the inlet windward; i.e., nose left sideslip for inlets 2
and 4, and nose right sideslip for inlets 1 and 3. Spatial distortion levels measured during flight tests
agree well with wind tunnel results as shown for selected configurations and mach numbers.

0.1 e
WIR = MAX
INBOARD INLET

LIP10' (GEAR UP)
0.12- 0 (GEAR DOWN)

IDC .. ( -FLIGHT TEST
MAX

0.08- WIND TUNNEL

0.04-

01
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

MACH NUMBER
Figure 17. Effect of Cowl Lip Position on Spatial Distortion

With the gear extended, planar distortion components were also evident in the flow. Variations in
peak-to-peak amplitudes of the average engine face total pressure are shown in Figure 18 as a function of
freestream mach number. The amplitude is independent of lip position and is essentially eliminated by
retracting the gear. Peak-to-peak amplitudes of approximately five percent were measured in the wind
tunnel at mach 0.35. Amplitudes recorded during flight tests at comparable conditions approached seven
percent. Differences are attributed to atmospheric uncertainties during flight test and to problems
encountered in accurately simulating complex landing gear structure in small scale models. Discrete
frequency components were evident in power spectral densities generated with these signals at all
airflows. With flight test date, the fundamental frequency was 18 Hertz at mach 0.4, increasing to 28
Hertz at mach 0.6.

Sideslip transients with the gear extended were conducted during flight at each 0.4 at an altitude of
10,000 feet. Resulting spatial and planar distortion characteristics are shown in Figure 19 for both
inlets in the left-hand nacelle. As sideslip is Increased to positive angles, evidence of nose gear wake
ingestion is indicated initially in the inboard inlets as expected. Planar coonents maximized at a
sideslip angle of approximately six degrees and then diminished at higper sideslip angles as the wake
moved outboard of the nacelle. The impact of hlgher planar components in the outboard inlet is partially
offset by lower spatial components.

Differences In flight test distortion characteristics beten extended and retracted gear positions
during operation at 5,000 feet, mach 0.35. are shown in Figure 20. With the gear up, the cowl lip is at
10 degrees, and with the goar down, the cowl lip Is at 40 degrees. Angle of attack varies beaen S.6 and
7 degrees, and egine airflow is maximu

m 
at 356 lb/sec. Extending the gear introduces a planer coonent

with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.069. Circumferential distortion never exceeds eight percent, and the
low-pressure defect appears in the Upper cowl-side portion of the engine face. On th other hand.
retracting the gear eliminates the pleO r component, and decreasing the cowl lip argle to 10 degree
increases circuferential distortion to app imately 11 percent. More radial distortie is evident, and
the low pressure defect is located in the lwr cowl-side quadrant. operating the cowl lip at 40 derees
when the gear Is down thus results In additional margin to accoodate potential Ingestion of planer
components.
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Figure 18. Effect of Gear Wake Ingestion on Planar Distortion
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Figure 19. Rose Gear wake Ingestion During Sideslip Operation

Mind tunnel and fligh0t test distortion characteristics are compared In Figure 21. Test conditions
were at mach 0.4, landing gpar extended, with the aircraft (model) at 9 to 10 degr@es sideslip and noinal
angle of attack. Engine airflow was mex1u at approximetely 3W. lb/sec. Differences in several
distortion amters are se.-iaezd in the table and are believed to be representative of the differences
one should ex=t when comparfin dynic Output of 4ynamc events.

Source IDE 100 AP/PTO f

Flight test 0.06 0.031 0.066 is

Wind tunnel 0.086 0.04? 0.060 20 (scaled)
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CONICLUDING RDMAINS

Engine response to conibinations of planar end spatial total-pressure distortion cawponents is not
well umierstood. Yet their consequences can be substantial, both in teiss of enginep stability and
structural fatigue criteria. The most obvious Solution It. of course. to elimi nate the source of the

disurbances.Ifc this I s not consistent with sound engineerinrg practices. trades wi~t be commducted to
fin"d cost-:ffecti ve solutions.

Several Source$ of unsteady, oneo-dimensional pressure oscillations have beon characterized with the
&-19 prep". Trends are S~minarized In Figure 22 end inicate that aircraft generated peak-to-peak

alitudes genrally decrease as frequency Increases. This is contrasted to ertimeted engine trends Moere
ene miht espect more tolerance to amlitude at himer frequencies.
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Figure 22. B-lB Planar Distortion Summary

Frequencies of planar components are generally configuration dependent. In cases where the source is
duct resonance, good correlations exist between acoustic theory and test results. If wind tunnel models
contain an acoustic reflection plane close to the simulated engine face, frequencies can be scaled
accurately at constant Strouhal number, fL/VT. In the B-1B inlet development wind tunnel program, flow
control vanes, located just aft of the aerodynamic interface plane, were operated choked over most
conditions and provided this function.

In cases where the source is attributed to the ingestion of wakes or vortices shed by forward
protuberances, frequencies are difficult to predict. Accurate simulation of the protuberance in the wind
tunnel model is necessary to obtain reasonable correlations with flight test results. Peak-to-peak
amplitudes measured with the flight test aircraft were generally higher than magnitudes measured with the
0.2-scale model. Alitudes can be strong functions of freestream mach numer.

Several design features were Incorporated in the B-lB propulsion system as a result of planar
distortion considerations. The inlet ramp was cut back to reduce flow separation along the lower ramp
surface and significantly reduced planar amplitudes. An idle speed lockup control was incorporated to
limit flight idle operatiot to airflows corresponding to 90 percent corrected core speeds. This function
is currently controlled with a cockpit switch and is implemented during operation at high speeds and
freestream dynamic pressures. Planar distortion components contributed to the decision to incorporate a
three-position cowl lip design. This control assures that the Inlet lip is in the most open position when
the landing gear is extended. The flapper door separating the ECS precooler scoop located in the inlet
from the ground blower circuit was redesigned to reduce discrete frequency components and relax structural
fatigue criteria.

MPany of these features are being evaluated in the ongoing flight test program, and no compatibility
problems have been encountered. But the fact remains that flight test programs do not provide much
insight on losses in stall pressure ratio, and the real measure of success in a compatibility program
occurs only after thousands of hours of operation have been accumlated by the fleet. To really
understand engine response to these disturbonces, a well-constructed program to explore sensitivities to
planer components operating in conjunctfoo with various combinations of radial and circumferential spatial
distortion components is needed. Frequency content of most of these disturbances falls well within the
range of computationel fluid dynamics technology. Combining this analytical approach with a systematic
test program to measure effects on current turbofan engines sounds like a logical next step. Benefits on
future aircraft designs and operational procedures could be substantial.
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DETERMINATION EXPERIMENTALE DES LOIS DE TRANSFERT DE PERTURBATIONS

A LA TRAVERSEE D'UN CONPRESSEUR AXIAL*

par Jacques HUARD

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Afrospatiales

BP 72 - 92322 Chftillon Cedex (France)

RESUME

L'alimentation des moteurs peut presenter des hftsrogfnfitss tres

importantes dans certaines configurations de vol des avions de combat modernes ou

lors de vent lateral. Un des problames posfs au motoriste concerne donc l'6tude

de la sensibilitf do compresseur I Ia distorsion de l'Ecoulement incident.

N~anmoins, is prise en compte de tous lea aspects du probilme thforique

ne peut guLre s'envisager qu'a tr~s longue Echfance. La solution classique
retenue A 1'ONERA pour traiter ce problAme, consiste A modfliser lea grilles par
des disques ol lea caractEristiques de I'Ecoulement subissent des disconti-

nuitfs ; lea grandeurs situfes de part et d'autre de ce disque soot alors relies
par des "lots de transfert". Ces lois non accessibles actuellement par le calcul
ne pruvent Otre dftermin~es que par linterm~diaire d'une analyse exp~rimentale

d~taill~e. A cet effet un banc d'essal a StE d~fini pour Studier la propagation
de la distorsion de l'Ecoulement A la traverses d'un Stage de compresseur axial.

En amont de Ia roue mobile on gfnare une perturbation sinusoidale de pression
d'arr~t d'amplitude 50 % de Ia pression dynamique. On ftudie Is transmission de
celle-cl dans l'Rtage, et Von propose des formules de corr6lation exphri-
sentales.

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF AN AXIAL COMPRESSOR

TO DISTORTED INLET FLOW

ABSTRACT

Many aircraft flight configurations can create difficult operating
conditions for the engines ; these problems are related to air inlet disturbances
which often result in a substantial decrease in the compressor surge margin. It

is now known that the performance and operational stability of axial compressors

are sensitive to nonuniformities In the Inlet section.

In these conditions, it appeared necessary to develop a more complete
numerical model. The classical solution retained at the Office, consists in

representing the rotating or fixed blade rows by a model similar to a semi-

actuator disk. The aerothermodynamic values of the flow located upstream and
downstream of the disk, are linked by transfer functions. Ios numerical analysis

being not able to determine these laws. A experimental detailled analysis has
been used. At this effect, an experimental test facility designed for basic
research on the transmission of an inlet distortion through a single stage axial
flow compressor has been realised. Upstream of the rotor a distorsion of total
pressure is obtained by mans of a variable permeability screen. This pertur-

bation Induces a quasi sinusotdal distribution of total pressure. The level of
his amplitude is about 50 pour cent of dynamic pressure. The transmission of

perturbation, is studied in the stage and experimental correlations are

proposed.

Travail effectuf sous contrat DRET
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1 - INTRODUCTION

La dfiteruination expfirimeotale de la l de tranafert d'une distorsion stationnalre A tracers
Ia roue mobile d'un compreaseur axial naicesaite lea conditions assentielles suivantes:

- l'&icoulcment dens le compresseut en 1'absence de dlatorsion dolt Atre ausal unifors que
possible afto que lea effete de la distorsion puisseot Stra clairemant mis en fividaoce;

- Ia perturbation Impoade A l'aotrde du cospresseur dolt Atre tras simple alto que sa difor-
mation A1 tracers la roue puisse Itra analysge sans ambiguithi.

Mats misc ci ces deux conditions soot rgalisfies, at nous mootrerons ci-dessous que c'eat
possible, 11 taste A slassurer que lea points homologues amont et aval qua Ilon utilise pour letude de
la transmission doone perturbation correspondent bien A is s~me ligne de courant an 6coulesent relatif.

Ccst Ia technique expfirimentale persattant de satisfaire ces trots conditions que ous alloos
dficrira at ous altoos mootrar qu'il eat clots possible de dfiterminer des lois aspiriqoes de transfert
s'appllquant aux dens grandeors:

- angle de sortie de llfcoulement en axes relatits,
- pertes I Ia travarsAe da Is roue mobile,

pour Leaquelies 11 n'axlste pas actuellacent de thdnrie permettant de lea 6valuer.

Ce West qu'apras avoir 6tabli on certain nobre da Lois de transfert du type de ceLul que ous
propoan ci-dassous qu'il sara possible de connaitre lea formulas A introdutre done lea calculs d'6cnu-
laments non unit ormas dame la comprasseurs.

2 - COMPRESSEUR A ECOULEM-ENT UNIFORME

L'6tudc afirodynamiqua de l16coulesent dams on compressaur axial mootre que scula lea
compresseurs dits A circulation coostanta induisant on ficoulascot A vitessa axiale uniforme en asoot
coWm A Vacet da Ia routa.

En aft, I cc type de compresseur, so fonctionoemant au d~bit de calcot, l'accrnissement
d'anthslpa eat inddpendant do rayon at, aux affete de le variation radiate du rendement pr~s. Ia
presslon d'arrft est figaiccent constente o seosiblecent constante le long do rayon (fig. 1 :achdss do
montage).

Bans ces conditions lea lignes de courant en fAcoulascot reletit soot inscrites otr des
cylindres coaxlaux A Ia vaine at on point evil homnlogue d'un point smoot se trooveau so Sa rayon qua
celol-ci, avac simplement on l6ger diplecemeot azimotal.

Ccci taste crsi en flulde rfie, do mons dana toute Is partie seine de t'&coolescnt,
c'cst-h-dire sitode en dehots des cones d'6coolesenta sacondairee limitgas au voisinaga des carters
axtetne at intetne.

Di 

- Rerssu

S§ptde017

E a Axeaaecalopga, utws

Fig. 1. IMPLANTATION DES PUANS DR SONOAGES

Atin de ditemminar La point da masure aval homologze d'oo point amont on a otilsi us traceor
chicique, m~lange d'aaote at da gas carbonique injact* en amont de Ia roue mobile. Avac on analysaur de
gas cLassique 1L eat possible da retroocar en ask de Is rout mobile La point o Is concentration en gat
carbonique eat masimala cc sara le point homologze do point d'injectioi.

La figure 2 raprisania La dipIaCemant radial des Lignas da coutant :dipLatias vats Ia p~rl-
phi sux grands d~bits (0 - 0,57 at S - 0,634) o vats la bas pouc un dibit proche do dicrochage
(0 - 0,40) lea lignas da contant rastant senaibLemant cylindriquas dens on rigima intarsidiaira.
(0 - 0,Ag) sauf ividammant au enisisags des dens parits de Is veins.
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Evideent en mine temps qua lea lignes de courant se diplacent radlalement, elles ae diplacent
ausal latfiralement ce qui rend encore plus dlfficile de repirer lee points homologues.

Ce dfiblaceunt lattnal, flul en amont de Ia roue mobile en 6coulement homogene se compose ruon

diplacement 4 V4 oreapondant A Ia traveraic de 1. roue mobile pour lequel nooc proposona Ia forule
espirique

01 C eat Ia corde

r le rayon

d' langle moyeo de calage

P34 l'angle d'entrise de l'6couleeft en axes relstifs

re le, coefficient local de dibit ( 4 z Wi/wa. - S

et doun diplacement antal heL directement proportionnel I Is distance tdu plan de aeoure au plan de

fulte de I'mube

La figure 3 montre qoe le diplacecsent. global 49 msur6 exp~rimentalement eat bien reprbacntf
par Ia formule

5 ~~ 0 I 07

092

o 064 
09

8a a1,8

0 10

VO...." e.

MOVO.. Rar-On w , P a*Ph

OT no 06 1 0 4 05 06 07 00 ()a

Fig. 2. DEPACDNW RADIAL. DES ICMCS 1WF (:IIRAFIT Fig. I. DEPLACENNINT LILALg DES LIGNES 114 CO'URANT
A LA TUAVISP 111116 WITP 66)BILF A LA TRAVEISP.E 0!. LA R011! p6)BILF

(Almontation haveogine) (AXES RELATIPSI

1-DISPOSITI! Dir FIRTUgUTIOU DE L'SMOU NTWI A,6)W

t'fc-leel htoogit non pertorb# pouvmet Sire conaldirf saintecant coe blew conno. co
p-w.mn ftudfqr I& prtorbatloc q.1 d..nr. 11-. A one diatorelce, 4. licoolenet.

Dlaprfa I** primew e n-oi doce lintrductn cette, perturbationw dolt Otro

sweet spl, Je possible. 'Pot-A6dlr, prche Coner perturbation stnuaoldmi. A one, pirind.



-telie que La pert. de preslon d'arrilt qu'ele induit suit lnd~peodante du rayon,

-d'une intensit# auffisante pour que is non-iin~aritE des pb6noia~nes akrodynamiquea puisa.
Itre sloe en Evidence (Intenaitd, chbose

oal eat Is vitesac d~bitante oyenne).

Le perturbateur correspondant a ktf r~ali96 au sayen d'un grillage com,,osf de barreaux et de
film Iirculalres dont l'4cartemient a ktf iodiflE Jusqu'l ce qu'une perturbation quani-alnusoidale soit
ubtenue (fig. 4). Get Ecran a *tEs placE dons le plan 2 (fig. 1).

Gee analyse fine de l'Ecouiement A lentr~e de la roue mobile a nontr6 que lion peut ficrire

S

oO ic- cuefflclent. 1
2
a et L.a aunt donn~s sur le tableau I. Cette r~partition azimutale a gtf repr6-

acut~E or Ia figure S on v a fgalement portE is fondamentale.

TABLEAE I

Dtcompositlol de Fourier

de la perturbation ilaltke aun 5 premiern ternen

a1 '),3799 bl - 0,0128

0',0 1.487 b2 - - 0.0155

a3 -1l' b3 - 0,0019

4 ) 0-- b
4 - 0,0063

-s 0 ',0009 b5 - - 0,0039

Lurigine des uziaut. 6tant pur.. Ges param?!tren snot ind~pendantn do d~bit du

o.,, P,0

50.

Foridamentie

15. If 41 Experience

150."~ * 5 hamoniques

200------------- -__
0 80 360

Fig. I. P(78A DF IISTOiRSION Fig. 5. REPARTITION AZIMUTALE DE LA PRESSION
D'ARRET. MESiIRES EFFECTUEES ENTRE L'ECRAN DE

DISTORSION ET LA ROUE MOBILE (plan 3)

- tESCRIPT[ON OF L. ECOULEMENT A L'ENTILEE DE LA ROUE MOBILE

Du fait de i4 perturbation de l~scoulceent amunt il y n ave rtnrganisation des vitennen et
induction de gradients de prennIon atiqu.

1A figure 6 repr~sent. le. :elev~s effectuto dans le plan 3 nitufi itsm~diatenaent en amnt de la
reminbile (X/i- 0,14) (pralon darrOt ., preaslon statique, angle abaouo de Ia vitennecii

alnal ,u. lansle $ de Is eltesa relt. aric Ia direction anlale.

i-n rersarque que l'angle de Is vilenne relative over Is direction axiale. ou s1 on veat Pinci-
dence de l'fcoalewent our I-@ profiln, earle de 7 A 8 pendant an cycle (fig. 7).

SNo aen pu Egaleinent reprfsenter Is variation de langle en foniction de 9 par an.
sren do Fourier tronqu"e

- $-A



2 (Pi - Po)/ro
w
'

0.2 2" . -.

0.44

-0,8 -. 6- '-6 " -6068I _ __ _"___"
60 120 18O 240 300 360 60 120 Igo 240 3M W;

- 0.2T 2 (P - Pio)/roU
2  

10 60 2 8 4) 30 30

661
- 0,4 62--~~-

-0,6 581. - .

-0.8 0

60 120 180 240 300 360 60 120 180 240 300 360

Fig. 6. REPARTITION AZIMUTALE DES CARACTERISTIQUES AERODYNAMIQUES 
048

DE L'ECOULEMENT EN AONT DE LA ROUE MOBILE 
048

(plan 3) 
0.40

Pi Angle d'attaque des profiIs TABLEAU 11

6 n mouvement relatif 5 harmoniques Dfcomposition de Fourier
60 Experece de l'angle d'attaque en axes relatifs

Fondamentale

5a = - 3,365 b - 1,189
0=0,5.

r/R ='0,84
50 a 2 - 0,556 b 2 - 0,4858600

a'
3 

- 0,1459 b'
3 

- 0,0030
0160 360

a/4 - - 0,0339 b'4 - - 0.12135

Fig. 7. ANALYSE HARMONIQUE DE L'EVOLUTION AZIMUTALE I

DE L'ANGLE D'ATTAQUE DES PROFILS EN MOUVEMENT a'
5 
- - 0,0656 b 5 - 0,100

RELATIF A MI-HAUTEUR DE VEINE

On remarquera qu'ici encore la fondamentale l'emporte largement nur len harmoniques et on peut

dire que mime pour une perturbation de forte amplitude 3 l'amont de La roue le phbnomines restent

linaires.

5 - DESCRIPTION DE L'ECOULEMENT A LA SORTIE DE LA RODE MOBILE

II nen est plus de mime A la sortie de is roue mobile qui apparemment induit des non- lines-
rites. Coare nous l'avons vu ci-dessus il est possible de faire l'hypothise que len lignes de courant

sont concentries sur un cylindre.

On voit cependant our la figure 8 qu'aucun des paramitres de l'6coulement aval pression

d'arrft, pression statlique, angle absolu ou angle relatif n'2 une 6volutior, sinusoidale A une pfriode
dans le plan oval.

09 2 (P. - PI)/roI t/R = 0.84 60
T

0 so

06 .

05. 30 .

G0 120 180 240 300 360 60 120 180 240 300 360
)4 - 2 P P, (/oU, 51

47 .

-- - . .. . . 41- ------- 3
-_--__-__-- 39 ,0

8o 0 1 240 300 360 60 120 180 240 300

Fig, S. RZPARTITION AZIMUTALE DES CARACTERISTIQUES DE L'ECOULEMENT -=0.57

EN AVAL DE LA ROUE MOBILE P =048

(plan 4) 1 =0,40

,v xir ur !. figure 9 quo Von peut encore reprisenter l1ivolution asimutale de La pression

- , w. 11'- 6e*loppnaftt do Fourier A 5 harsoniques smal come le montre le tableau II la fondamen-

.e et I* premiree h.rmewique ent pripondlranteas. (La pression d'arrt aval eat adilensionne par
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Remarque o n aurait pu 68alemment essayer de g~ndraliser lea relations de type "relaxation" oa intervient
1. dG, 1 6. do j 1

51Angle rdetjl & I& wtoo on dsgr64.

Sl Dowf = 0.57 
OWhassi : Odog,

OR8 0,9.6 Dp~:0 deg. 48 Ddbit= 0,57

r/R = 0.92 ongs

4847

471 H4*iogins 45 tkgn

-~ -- Modilhation -- ModintiSon

Angle relatif 6 I-ntSen dere (s9 Angle relotif a 11"trde "f dW615

54 56 56 57 5 9 So 61 6263 64 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 5986081 62

Fig. 12. CYCLE DES DEVIATIONS EN ECOIJLEMENT Fig. 13. CYCLE DES DEVIATIONS EN ECOIJLEMENT
IIETEROCENE HETEROCENE

Odphes 0deg.

44 nge.swAl -. o dW% OdNl~sass 0 dog. Angle rol.1.1 5 I wte o dog.4 -
37 D~twt = 0,57 -

43 Dow 0.57 zrI R 0,76

/R~.7 0. 84
42. 35

41, 3
-Ho-ioles H- g'*

40- - 1kogin H~t6,ogbe

39. *~* t. 321.omel

Angie .I.tf a rtn,ds on d Angle m.ntf A 1'.ft on d.wds

SO 5* 5253 54 55 56 S7 58 50860 47 4849 50 1S2 53 54 56 5657

Fig. 14.. CYCLE. DES DEVIATIONS EN ECOULF.MENT Fig. 15. CYCLE DES DEVIATIONS EN ECOIJIEMENT
HETEZOGENE FETEROCENE

A32 l -t01 . -J1* 0 bN ODih..p 0 dog

30.

29.

-- Hornogine

ofion Ebso t-

45 46 47 4549 W0 51 S2 53 54

Via. 16. CY(.I. OES DEVIATIONS EN ECOULEMENT RETER(MJLN

"sal vott. forv~iulwon desswoot. Ilatroductln dfum constant* qul m Penet plus do reprf-

uaqtlcn 4. bor-oulll gdnrells~e iNtcit "' wouC5Smflt relatil .1 Pon consldar. 10 fluids
n7le~ .1 n proselbI.. Inetloonnelre dons un canal Intersubw Jr:

c A -0

*r C./IL -c d



Cate relation pout as mattre sous Is forame ouivanits an explicitant Les term..; de flux

Les triangles do vitesse smont et oval fournismont 'exeression des vitesses relatives

C4 = V -1U -t"

on peut faire apparattere Voccroissement thdorique de pression dtsrrlt aboolo

(44 - #;e = f (/42V, -aU, P
Lee pert** ftast obtenues par dlfffrence avoc Paccrolosemont de proelon explrimental.

L~e bleter fiinergiteaxprisi par Is relation ci-dessis seontre qu'au ters "dtuiker 'alent
s'ajouter un terse dii A Is contribution -instationnaire" de l'lcoselement. Four estimer cotte contribution
done chaq aael interoubse, Is connaiasance du champ de vitesse tridimwnsionnel eat Indis.esbl. Krn
Gcoulement Ztrogine un sondage stationnaire de part at d'outre do Ia roue mobile ne permet Pa. d'avoir

:ccO: sux pert:e. Seule area intuentation de type sonds A court temps de rlponse (cspteur Kouite) donne

cl A Ia dour 8.oI part de pre son d'arrft don.e s illages ou encore, Is Alocinitrie laser qul
donne Ie profit ese vita**** dane lea sillagoo paruet de dlterniner lt2Staisseur de portes de quantiiP d.
mouvement qui set directement roportionnelle Aux partes. Toutafois, plus facile do else en oounr., Ileem"Surea acationnalres effertudes A laide doneo instrumentaiion classique peuvent donnor d#JA des mrdi-
cation: ilotrossantes.

Moosavons canctl de mod~liser cetie contribution Inststlonnlrv due A Is variation d~nersi.
cinique relai ve dane It canal lentersobse de piusleurs tajons:

1) en at donnant cae vitease relative, rellc dentr~c noyaele cur an pa. de canal

2) en preasnt en aaont et en aval Is vitesse relative mo, onasle (owe prlcldeameni, cell. , I
variant linelairamsent Is long d'un canal;

3) en a. donnant one r~parttion do vite... relative qol 6volur de IA see mntlroe is, I& #
m~tric des, profile (moddlilatlon type Adamc-gyk);

4) enfin on sodalle o.3 Is vitesse relative vane- doune menlfrv bill~nair dan. lo calI
lis erauba.

iv. wotilca I . 2 of 4 d.nnt enaiiblet 1. selm impor tan. uo. effts insitst 1vn~tei- 'It,,
no prls...irons pas de rlsoiltats obtenus A ladid. do modls ) crlul-ci exoglrati Ise allots dun a Ctikq#
roglnilitt do ilcttuloeent.

Lee effete lnsaaiornalr. dlrrits par loo diffrent. moudl. soot prloentle ou eto -asevp
centralar(kO - 0,84) do dibit maximum (0 -0.57) (fig. 1 7). l.'evoioiion *eieutale dee perte* *Il
prlaentio da quatre mellres. Lao parts. calculles par difflreonc ofire lacz rullesasnt tftetoniqoe de
pression dansed par to terms, d' FuieC at l'accerolsossaat werimoiai maurl Is torse instatiosnneire
&fast ngolig. gnsults on prlacte an. estimation global* des pantes en modellieant to terse diiA 1'eeto
rogeltiiit do trois faqon dtfflranies. otn romarqo quo Is. trois ssadblao ompiopls don"ent settaiblosttti I'
ads, Allure at Is sims nhcvaso do parts*. p,,ur -c point a Fo)ncttiosnt du compresse I. roit .It
attaqud do part ct dauetre do loptimum so une Incidence variant 4. 4,4 1 + 2,6 degre, le. clats
dynsaoiqw enmot important. at Is contribution IneiationnAir. gout raprlevocr jusqujl 01 X des partes
11valalse par Is iblurbee d'rlet.

L'evolsteln 4aimutal. dos parta. ecits A Paide du odali.e trabeev, lto ... Almu~tl-j
de Langic. Csttaqoe d6. pratle en se.sert relatii moitre (its. 1o) quill taut appliqoar ott Iapboessw
doeneirome 60 deerea eor Lee panrts*. Le 4ycle obtanu en tra'ant agsd'attaqo. ant ions-tins dos Part&.
en appiiqusit cc diphamag* constant asubi. coliffrei aver ileolotton dat parses ttannalre. (its. I,).
Los firt * aeewbient plus important*. pour Its incldsncea nfigaties lattaqov de& profile cur leetnrdae
o <9 < 0't) tout "c pasce com .1, As plus do d6clroment d'introdus, Plooent n'swait pa. enrer
recall$ laostadn. La cycle comnce Amu poiest i. plus houl, l4ttaque our iostrados sat 6041m0, 1ce
pan. sue mall. la049i. dattaqo e augmnter loaqolA attadre SO esler optimal* environ
5P' :grdeu. ic parts* diatnoent. elies ant minsmle. to profit at store recoall# )uoquo* up. oale
d'an.rle do $8 degrbc all ie#ztrsd,s commence A deiroellr. Dons Ia sons de W'<D > W lea parts.
castaet "amealicnt orttnt..,. Pctrados ree recoil. pa.. lee paris. c"at L.e aontrer quand
lint fr odes cmg on tour drolian. Lee divetrs mo4Los. npioylo pour quantifier Is. ..fvtes s tatit"Malree
moattecit lim4pressn 4. reuse-1i inutetols loo reoutats prbseniel. damandent r- treatise. Cleai pour
,Otte raises qua Ib#tspe soivante de caotte 6tud. osists An I& aiso an eser. dt'urs inotramsntmtlon
peatet larc.as u rooes Intersobes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The deal jn aim of advanced turbo jet engines and intakes is to achiele good In-
stalled performance for all power setting* acroax the aircraft flight envelope. This
requires high intake and engine performance and also sufficient intake/engine compatibi-
lity. Suffic.ent compatibility means that the intake flow quality is always better than
that which the engine can tolerate lengine sensitivity).
Intakes and enqines have to be developed separately at first, before the compatibility
of intake and engine can be measured directly. Only the specified compatibility para-
meters like pressure and temperature distortion, turbulence and swirl can be checked at
the aerodynamic interface plane during the development wind tunnel model tests. The
engine Itself has to be developed behind a bellmouth intake. Special simulators or
g;enerators located between bellmouth intake and engine compressor face simulate typical
Intake flow patterns which yield the levels of the specified compatibility parameters
up to the engine limits.

A tompAs ison of the real and the simulated intake air flow pattern showed differ-
on $e. These differences between the real and the simulated intake air flow pattern
,,aused sibstantial time delays In many aircraft projects. Foy example, during the flight
test phase -,f the aircraft F-11 additional wodel atnd full scale tests had to be per-
formld. A t'l'i|"t on of the dynamic intake distort Ion was particularly addressed in order
t,, soIve these problems. Another exampie i the multi role combat aircraft TORNADO.
Als . additional -dtel and fill li-ale tests were necessary. Flight operations at higher
anqes it in, ideti,- pirtlucr'. swirl in the aIt intake which caused the engine to surge.
Ali intake ft' was finally ado'pted rrt C o.letely eliminated the problem. The intake
fence redlucel .inly the irltak swirl. A reduction of t',e pressure distortion and the
;-esE.'t i.f~.~il~t - 1s measured.
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A region of low kinetic energy (low total pressure) located asymmetrically at one
portion of the intake duct perimeter, e.g. either at the intake cowl or at the ramp
ffig.I[, is pushed towards the inner radius of the bend while the high energy air is
moved outwards by centrifugal forces, as shown in fig.3.

Fig.3 also explains why the bulk swirl is contrarotational to the fan at subsonic

speed and high angles of incidence in the left hand engine and at supersonic speed and
low angles of incidence in the right hand engine respectively.

In contrast to the twin swirl, bulk swirl is rather sensitive, i.e. it changes
considerable in magnitude and also in sign for varying external flow conditions (fig.3)
which define the position and size of the region of low kinetic energy flow.

2.3 Combination of Twin and Bulk Swirl

Typical supersonic intake flow patterns as shown in fiand 8 show a
combination of twin and bulk swirl. Fig.4 illustrates the surioing Of these two
basic intake swirl components.

2.4 TORNADO Intake Swirl (ref.1)

At subsonic speeds both the twin and the bulk swirl increase (fig.5): The extremos
in deviation from the mean value, the local maximum and minimum values at the outermost
measuring station R - 0,87" R(max), are a measure of the strength of the twin swirl,
which is more than doubled towards the high incidence end. The swirl being contra-
rotational to the fan rotation of the left hand engine and obviously co-rotational to
the right hand engine.

At subsonic speed, Mach - 0,7, fig.7 shows the influence of the engine mass flow.

Reducing the engine mass flow at intermediate incidences produced swirl angles of
similar magnitude, however, of opposite sign, fig.7 (shaded area).

At supersonic speeds an analogous dependence of swirl versus second ramp angle (2)
of the intake shock system was found, fig.6. The swirl being now largely contra-rota-

tional to the fan rotation of the right hand engine and obviously co-rotational to the

left hand engine.

A comparison between model and full scale data was made under static conditions.

As shown in fig.8, the flow angles at the duct wall of TORNADO prototype obtained by

the oil flow technique agree quite well with the flow angles measured in a TORNADO wind

tunnel model by a rotatable 8 arm rake having 24 tive-hole probes. This aoreement was

als,) found in paragraph 4.1 and 4.2 (Moveable Swirl Cenerator). More details about the

T(RNA(J molel and full scale tests are described In ref. 1.

';IMUtATION 'IF INTAKE SWIRl

In the past only steady state and instantaneous (dynamic) pressure distortion were

p4tivlarly attended during air intake and englne -ompatibiltty investigations. In 1477

ts4 with a twin swirl genetat r in ftint of a compre.sor were published by the DTVlP
It-f li. After that Rolls Royce performed P8149 engvine rig tests with fixed bulk swirl

rnetato . iref.4). Swirl angles ,f T (bulk, maX) - -,- S* and *,- I0' were simulated.

These swirl generators ftIFVlR and Rolls Royce) simulated either twin or bulk swirl.

rh ,.itrlat ,n if typical supersonic airc-raft intake flow patterns, as shown in

ft. - , ' and 8 for examfisV', is the obje,-tive ,f the present work. These flow pattrrn"
witll Im- oimpilicatims will be siulated by fixe( and moveable swirl ieneratls.

iseit %will lorneatois utmolate selr.te~d sP'leific intake flow patterns a' the stat i

I,s tl The advanta-es )f A fIxel swirl generator air. their reater simplicity as

-,p1,ared with m'veaible ones ard also the simul it ion of the swil dist ribut ion with

nvar l no total ,ressure lstirbances. The effects on the Pngine 4f the pressure and

swill distot tion can be meaaut+ sepaatelh
r

Moveable swirl geferators simulate aS well selected speiflc intake swirl patterns

as time variant intake swirl patterns which corlespond to the flow patterns measured

for all ground and flight conditions. The main ,pvantaqe of a m)veable swirl generator,
as lescribeK below, is the fact that the magnitu.e of the swirl can be continuously

varied by the reste contrilled variation of the wing incidence. This is important in

an emrq.n-y situation, as for example, durinq a severe engine surle which requires

imediate reo)val of the swirl listurbance.

4 MottEl. INVESTI IATIiONS

4i Model Simulation if Intake Swirl Distortion
Model Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique

The model investigations were made in a low speed wind tunnel, installed in the

engine test facility of the Jet Propulsion Institute at the UniversitAt der Bundeswehr

MUnchen. !i.9 is a detailed sketch of its arrangement which consists of an orifice
plate, a W'-end, 2 3 diffuser, a plenum chamber, a nozzle reducing the circular

cross section to an internal diameter of 200 Men, the model swirl generator and the

measuring section. In front of and in the plenum chamber screens and honeycombs are
mounted in order to obtain uniform flow conditions over the whole cross section.
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The air is supplied by a screw compressor with a pressure ratio of 2,8 and a constant
mass flow rate of 3,7 kg/s. Part of this mass flow rate can be blown off through a
regulating valve, so that the mass flow rate through the wind tunnel easily can be
changed.

The device for measuring the flow patterns behind the model swirl generator con-
sists of three 5-hole-probes with pyramidal probe heads (see fig.10). These probes are
equally positioned in the circumferential direction of the measuring plane and can be
traversed in radial direction. In addition wall static pressure holes are located
midwise between the 5-hole-probes.

The fastening of the model swirl generator between nozzle and measuring section
is constructed in such a way that it can easily be turned around the center-axis.
In this way the whole flow field behind the swirl generat-r can be measured with the
three 5-hole-probes. The distance between swirl generato and measuring plane can be
varied by different lengths of pipes.
In addition to these measurements tests were made by using the oil flow technique for
getting informations about the flow conditions near the wall. This technique is based
on the assumption that small droplets of high viscosity are moving slowly in the direc-
tion of the passing air flow. Thus a lot of small droplets of a suspension of oil and
dye were applied at the duct wall in the plane to be measured. Then the model wind
tunnel was set in operation and kept at the desired mass flow rate for about five
minutes. After shutting-down the air supply a copy of the trails of the droplets was
obtained by pressing a sheet of paper on the cylindrical duct wall. In this way it was
possible to obtain the wall flow p~ctures at different distances behind the swirl
generator.

Model Swirl Distortion Generators

The aim of this investigation was not primarily to simulate exactly the flow condi-
tions measured in the Tornado intake (refer, Chapt.21, but to carry out basic investi-
gations by generating two basic swirl types and also combinations thereof of different
magnitudes. Therefore the following model swirl generators were designed:

FIXED SWIRL GENERATOR:
With this type of swirl generator the flow deflection ts generated by guide vanes

which are individually cambered with respect to the desired flow deflection.
For this purpose the flow fields of the two basic swirl types are described in simple
theoretical swirl models: According to its definition bulk swirl is similar to a solil
type rotation. Thus the corresponding guide vane have to generate a flow deflection
which is linearly increasing in radial direction to a maximum value T.0AX 45Cc !:2
The twin swirl is a counter rotating double swirl which is approximated by a swirt
model as shown in fig.12a. The model for determination of the iocal flow deflecPion
uses concentrical semicircles and straight lines which define the direction of the -ro-s
flow. The flow deflection along the x-axis corresponds to a costne-distritit i,,r Lth th.
maximum at t T.AX. The flow deflection aloni the semticir-les and the straight parts
follows all a cosine-distribution with the 'rto'esponding maximum at the fl: .
intersection with the x-axis. In this way the flow deflection is defined ir each 1-to
of the cross section. As examples for the resultinq theoretical flow Jef lect ins, th.,
distributions along the 4S, IS, US and Il.'-direct ions aie show) in in j, vii.

Combtnations of the -,Ks basic swirl types result from the 4upetrpslt in f ,he

b,th swirl models specifying the values of T H.MA and t T.MAX.
Fixed model swirl generators were designed to simulate the following swirl -ifir uati .:
assuming svlr deviation of the quide vanes as a r. ugt approximation

Twin, swirl Bulk swirl

It+
LiependIng on the strength of the maximum dt., f l. tlon caused lh buI k sw ii and t w It r.w: t
the combinations thereof have a different number if swirl ,entetn. There exists only
one swirl center if T H4.MAX t I r.NAX, two -enters if t ,rMAX 4 t TRAX And finally
three centers if t B.KA t T.mAX (i.e the maximum flow deflec'tions of bulik swill and
twin swirl are squall-

As an example fixed mo~del .wirl ileneatois for !he swill c-nftiqurations t ,MAX
T IMAX - * and t 1c.MAX v . t r. X '*0 1 i.e. pure twit switlI are shown in ft: L
and fg

MOVEABLE SWIRI GENERATOR:
A slender sharp-edged delta wing qenerates two symmetrical vortex shets above it.

upper surface at specific angles If attack (:,q7 (see fj 151. The vorticitItex ate
generated by flow separation at the sharp leading-ed o the wing.

Therefore a sharp-edged delta wing with trapezoidal cross section was used as a
moveable swirl generator. Its geometry is shown in tLi+.10 The main data ae the leading-
edge sweep angle of 60* (i.e. an aspect ratio of 2.A, the maximum thickness ratio of
0,0 and the vertex angle of the bevelled leading-edges of about V.

The ad)ustment of the anogle of attack is carried out by two moveable sticks. For
aerodynamical purposes these sticks are covered by suitable shaped fairings lsee Ll,.
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This mechanism allows to change the annle of attack from 0' to 24" in stepof 

4.2 Results of the Model Wind Tunnel Tests

As was explained before the main objective of the model investiqati, ,n wa_ r n-met
ate defined swirl patterns with the present subscale swirl qenerators and t, :,rv.." <ii'
the influence of the distance between swirl qenerato and measureinQ plane n the, t...-
of the generated flow field.

FIXED SWIRL GENERATORS
FOt the fixed swirl generators the following prcrwam. ,f meaSkLremert, iNItl s, ,

probes was conducted:

fixed swirl generators for the distance Ltween swirl
following swirl combinations nenezatm and measut ini tlanet
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6. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of a detailed investigation of the engine inlet flow pattern behind a
typical supersonic intake of a military fighter aircraft it has been shown that also
swirl distortions have to be considered as dominant influence parameters on engine per-
formance and intake/engine compatibility. Two basic types, i.e. twin swirl and bulk swirl
and also combinations thereof had to be considered. Model tests with fixed and moveable
generators have proven their ability to reproduce those swirl distortions, and they
showed good agreement with the target patterns. The engine performance investigations
with full scale generators will be performed with a Larzac 04 low by-pass engine in the
engine test facility using comprehensive instrumentation for flow field measurements in
the inlet duct as well as engine performance measurements.
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2

1 - varlable raWs
2 - aI iltary air Intake doors (MID)
3 -b undary layer diverter

Figure 1. Tornado Inlet Geometry
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Figure 2. Comparison of Computed (Solid Lines) and Measured

Twin Swirl (Dashed Lines) in a 21* Bent Pipe.
Lines of Constant Axial Velocity Ratlos;

= 41,6 m/s; Ref.2

Engine Rotation
AL-- A Centrifugal . _

Forces

L.E.Cowl
Low Energy Flow Low Energy Flow
(Separation at Cowl) (Separation at Third Romp)

Mo~

a) Subsonic,High b) High Supersonic,Low
Incidence Incidence

Figure 3. Generation of Intake Swirl, Ref.1
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Streamlines -
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F~ire.~ Superimposing of Bulk and Twin Swirls
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Elaure. Tornado inlet Swirl at High Angle of Attack
(Subsonic Flight) Ref.5
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Figure . Tornado Inlet Swirl at High Ramp Angles
(Supersonic Flight) Ref.5
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Figur . Effect of Incidence and Engine Figure . Model / Full Scale
Mass Flow on Mean Swirl Comparison of Intake Swirl
(R - 0,87ma ) Ref.1 at Na- 0
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Diffuser Plenum Nozzle Variable ( 1 6Chamber Duct nogt,

4 Swirl Test Cros

Generator ... tion

view in
Flow Dir.

Oriice Plat. I Wall Pressure
(2 Static Pressure

2Upstream and downstream of the orifice

Prendtl Probe

Wall Preesure
Total Pressure and
Thermocouple

Wall Pressure

Five Hole Swirl Probes
and position motor for remote control

Air Flow

Figure 9. Arrangement and Instrumentation of the
Low Speed Model Wind Tunnel

Shaft
diameter - 10mm

Profiled Shaft
length - Sam)
thickless 4am)

Read of the Five Hole
Swirl Probe

mm1 2 3

Figure1. Five Hole Swirl Probe
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Figure..11. Theoretical Model for Bulk Swirl

J I LI

Figure 2a. Theoretical Model for Twin Swirl,
Flow Deflection Along the x-Axis

Floure 2b. Theoretical Model for Twin Swirl
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Figure 1 Model Fixed Swirl Generator for Simulation
of Swirl Combination

,mx=150 TT,max = 50

Figure I~ Model Fixed Swirl Generator, Twin Swirl

Tmax *20*
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spiral vortex sheet

E~gurLI~. Vrtexvormtion Oveer

Sharp-Edged Slender
Delta Wing (Ref.7)

Posititoning

of the VInIq
by Hand

Figure 1Z Fastening and Mechanism for
Positioning of the Subscaie
Moveable Swirl Generator

EJJureftI Geometry of the Model Delta Wing -Moveable Swirl Generator -

L~.
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a) Distance Swirl Generator /Rake Plane

2,5-D 3 00 mml

b ) Distance Swirl Generator /Rake Plane

= 4,5* D =900 1111

FlourLJSI Cross Flow Pattern behind the Fixed Swirl Generator
TD,M&X =15*, rT,max'5*



Distance Swirl Generator /Rake Plane

= L,5 -D -300 nr

Figure I9. Cross Flow Pattern behind the Fixed Twin
Swirl Generator
T T,max =20*
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Figure 20. Comparison of the Flow Deflections along the
X-Axis (e -0,- B,max 0. ~ T,max 20'
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17.5.. Air Flow il= 3,7 kg/s

1. .. ..Distance Wing/ Rake Plane*
=2,5. D =500 m

* o 0 -Oo-0--- : o-10-0

7 .3-

-'7.5. . I '
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Figure 21. Wall Flow Picture behind the Moveable Swirl Generator, 60 ° Delta Wing,

for Different Angles of Incidence (Alpha)
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Figure 26 Test Arrangement of the Full Scale Investigations
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Figure 27. Device for Measuring the Flow Conditions
in Front of the Engine
equipped with 8 five hole swirl probes
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Figure 2. Moveable Swirl Generator for the Full Scale Investigations



DISCUSSION

PhtRmuette, Fr
How do the distortions caused by a fixed twin-sirl generator and a moveable-swirl generator compare and whi'h on-
do you think would give the best simulation of the actual distorted flow in the intake of an engine in the samc flight case"
I am thinking about distortion and turbulence.

Author's Reply
We could not find turbulence during our test but we have started only with model tests. The engine tests will he earned
out in the immediate future.

Ph.Ramette, Fr
The first pan of my question was: which kind of swirl generator would you prefer?

Authors Reply
We started with the moveable one, the delta wing.

M.Dupslaff, Ge
Could you say something about the pressure loss of the different kinds of swirl generators, especially the circumferential
distribution of the loss?

Author's Reply
Would you like to have the distortion values? The DC(60) for the moveable-swirl generator is less than 0. I. About 0.05
or 0.06, I do not know exactly at the moment.

R.G.Hereoek, UK
Do you propose to test the engine with total-pressure distortion as well as swirl? If so how are you to generate it?

Author's Reply

At first we will start with swirl generators only, as it was our clear intent to investigate the two disturbances separately.
That is, we simulate either swirl or pressure distortions measured for a typical case in the real inlet flow. In order to get
the engine response (surge) either the simulated disturbances will be increased (proportionally) or the engine will be
made more surge prone, eg by reducing the throat of the thrust nozzle. The simultaneous simulation of swirl and
pressure distortion may then not be necessary, but could be acct mplished as outlined in Reference 1.
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